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EDITORIALS

Dehumanization and mental health

Dehumanization is a fearsome word, calling to mind the grav
est atrocities of the past and present. People seen as less than hu 
man have suffered and suffer violence, deprivation, exclusion and 
dispossession, and that suffering has been and is routinely ignored  
or minimized. However, although dehumanization is usually un 
der  stood as an extreme phenomenon confined to wars, genocides 
and conquests, it falls on a spectrum. Two decades of social psy
chological research have shown that it has significant repercus
sions in everyday life1.

The burgeoning literature on dehumanization offers three key 
insights. First, dehumanization ranges from blatant and verbal
ized to subtle and unconscious: people can be explicitly likened to 
animals, but also implicitly denied fundamental human qualities 
such as rationality, self control and complex emotions. Second, 
dehumanization takes varied forms, from seeing others as bestial 
or robotic, to rejecting their individuality or agency, to failing to 
spontaneously grant them minds. Third, although dehumaniza
tion often accompanies negative views of others, it is psychologi
cally and even neurally distinct from prejudice. Seeing people as 
less than fully human is not the same as disliking them. We can 
dehumanize those about whom we are indifferent, not only those 
we hate. Indeed, studies of close relationships show that we can 
subtly dehumanize those we love.

The vast literature on stigma reveals how people with mental 
illness are often viewed negatively by the general public, pictured 
as dangerous, blameworthy and shameful, with adverse implica
tions for equity, well being and recovery. It has recently become 
clear that, in addition to these negative perceptions, they are often 
also denied humanity. People are seen as less human when they 
receive mental rather than physical illness labels, and people with 
mental illnesses – especially schizophrenia and addictions – are 
even more blatantly dehumanized than some vilified ethnic or re
ligious minorities2.

Dehumanizing attitudes to the mentally ill are not confined to  
the public, but can also be held by mental health professionals. Re 
searchers have begun to document the causes and consequences 
of these attitudes. One contributing factor is emotional self pres 
ervation: professionals may dehumanize patients as a way to pro 
tect themselves against emotional exhaustion and distress3. The 
anticipation of emotional demands may motivate professionals  
to deny humanity to others and result in the withholding of em
pathy and care.

Studies like these shine a new light on burnout, one of whose  
primary manifestations is the loss of empathy for others. In clinical 
settings, this dehumanization like tendency may lead profession
als to disengage from patients, failing to appreciate their emotional 
experience and reducing them to their diagnosis. Adverse working 
conditions that foster burnout, such as excessive workloads and 
organizations that treat employees as interchangeable cogs in an 
industrial machine, can lead mental health professionals to de
humanize patients, with the adverse effects on clinical care that 
burnout researchers have documented. One study found that psy

chiatric nurses who felt unsupported by their organizational su
periors were more likely to experience burnout and depression as 
well as to dehumanize their patients (e.g., showing a greater will
ingness to bypass their consent)4.

People who seek mental health treatment need not be denied  
humanity on the basis of their illness to suffer the impacts of dehu
manization. Dehumanizing perceptions of racial minorities might 
contribute to racial disparities in mental health diagnosis and 
treatment, such as significantly elevated rates of chemical se   dation 
in African American patients presenting to emergency de  partments 
with psychiatric disorders5, just as race based dehumanization con
tributes to harsh discipline in criminal justice and educational set
tings.

People who believe they are being denied humanity by others  
typically respond negatively. Just as believing that one is dehuman
ized based on one’s race or political views has been shown to gen
erate antagonistic reactions, so patients’ engagement with psychi
atric treatment may be undermined by experiences of dehuman
ization from demeaning media representations, dismissive inter
actions with professionals, and deindividuating encounters with 
the health care bureaucracy6.

Dehumanizing perceptions can also be internalized rather than  
resisted. People who believe that others see them as less than hu
man may come to “self dehumanize”. This phenomenon may have 
significant clinical implications. A study of patients with severe al
cohol use disorders found that those who self dehumanized more 
had lower self esteem and engaged in less functional coping7. 
Research such as this indicates how dehumanization can create 
vicious cycles that compromise therapeutic aims. Being dehu
manized can lead to feeling dehumanized, which can sabotage 
treatment.

Being perceived as less than human may exacerbate an exist
ing mental illness, but dehumanization might also be a risk factor 
for developing it. Indeed, studies point to adverse effects of de
humanization which are known psychiatric vulnerability factors. 
Being perceived as less than human increases people’s feelings of 
social exclusion and also decreases others’ willingness to help and 
show empathy1. The resulting social disconnection may amplify 
risk especially for internalizing and substance use disorders.

In addition to reducing social connection, dehumanization in
creases tendencies to actively harm people and to tolerate harm 
perpetrated by others. People with stronger tendencies to dehu
manize others are more likely to engage in bullying; men who 
dehumanize women are more prone to sexual violence and ha
rassment; and people who dehumanize their opponents in ethnic 
conflicts are more likely to support violent actions towards them1. 
Exposure to violence is a significant psychiatric risk factor, and de
humanization fosters it. At a more systemic level, dehumanization 
based on race, social class, and immigrant status may reinforce the 
public acceptance of social disadvantage and economic hardship, 
known contributors to mental health inequities.

The concept of dehumanization has proven to be a fruitful one 
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for thinking about many forms of interpersonal and intergroup 
conflict. It complements more familiar constructs such as prej
udice, stigma, stereotyping and discrimination by focusing on 
whether we perceive and treat others in ways that recognize our 
common humanity. Failures to do so have now been demonstrat
ed in perceptions of diverse social groups, and their destructive 
implications are increasingly well understood. Research on dehu
manization in the psychiatric realm is in its infancy, but strongly 
suggests that failures to fully humanize people with mental illness 
are widespread and have significant consequences.

How dehumanization related to mental illness should be ad
dressed is not a straightforward issue. At a population level, a cul
tural change is required for public perceptions of mental illness to 
become more humanizing. The promotion of dimensional models 
may lead people with mental illness to be seen as less drastically 
“other”. Some aspects of dehumanizing media representations of 
mental illness have measurably declined in recent decades8.

It is equally important to lessen dehumanization in clinical 
practice9. Dehumanization can be reduced by enhancing empathy 
in professionals, through selection and training, while recognizing 
that empathy and problem solving can sometimes be in conflict, 
and by promoting face to face contact between professionals and 
patients despite the growing intrusion of medical technologies. 
Dehumanization can also be diminished by ensuring that patients 

and professionals are presented as individuals with uniquely iden
tifying attributes, boosting patients’ sense of agency by increasing 
their say over treatment, and attenuating the real and perceived 
dissimilarity between patients and professionals.

The goal of humanizing care, within and beyond the mental 
health field, should be widely recognized and shared, and con
crete strategies to address this goal should be identified and im
plemented. In addition to this, the impact of dehumanization on 
mental health at the population level should become a more ex
plicit and specific focus of research.

Nick Haslam
Melbourne School of Psychological Sciences, University of Melbourne, Melbourne, 
VIC, Australia
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Reflections on philosophy of psychiatry

In this issue of the journal, Stein et al1 summarize the current 
status of philosophy of psychiatry, focusing on several issues in the 
areas of nosology, psychiatric science and the mind body prob
lem.

I agree with their favorable view of “soft naturalism” as an ap
propriate conceptualization of psychiatric diagnostic categories. 
“Hard” naturalism, expecting clear boundaries and essences, 
which applies to some entities in science (e.g., elements of the pe
riodic table) is clearly inappropriate for psychiatric disorders. Our 
disorders are “fuzzy” and do not have essences.

Do psychiatric disorders exist in the world to be “discovered” or  
do we “create” them? Although I favor the former position, histor i
cal work suggests some skepticism. If Kraepelin went into zoology, 
like his older brother, would someone else have described demen
tia praecox and manic depressive illness in the same terms? Many 
clinicians were working, over the 19th century, to sort out the diag
nostic space of mood and psychotic disorders2. Something resem
bling our current views would likely have evolved without Kraepe
lin, but how similar would it have been?

Psychiatry has long believed that the next scientific revolution 
– be it brain pathology, Mendelian genes or monoamine neuro
transmitters – would solve the problem of psychiatric disorders by 
discovering mono causal “essentialist” explanations. This is a re
grettable, recurrent pipe dream of our profession. Ironically, near 
the beginning of the evolution of psychiatry (early 19th century), 

we confronted general paresis of the insane. This has been the 
greatest success story of our science, but left us with an unrealis
tic expectational set that we cannot repeat for our remaining syn
dromes.

With some rare exceptions, psychiatric disorders are highly 
multi causal “all the way down”. It is therefore unrealistic of us to 
express impatience that DSM has not yet produced an etiology 
based diagnostic system. Despite all the advances in brain imag
ing and molecular genetics, we still remain ignorant at a basic level 
about the causes of our disorders. This is not likely to change any
time soon. Indeed, advances in molecular genetics are pointing 
out how hard this will be, aptly called “the curse of polygenicity”.

My view of the role of values in psychiatric nosology is more re
stricted than that advocated by Stein et al. The most important val
ue that enters into the DSM review process is the prioritization of 
potential validators. We broadly agree now that diagnostic change 
should, in so far as possible, be empirically based. Revised sets of 
criteria for a disorder have to perform better than their predeces
sors on real world data. But how to decide what kind of perfor
mance should be prioritized? Once you know what you want your 
diagnoses to do, it becomes more possible to at least approximate 
a full bore data driven approach. The current system, with many 
different validators of uncertain weights, is problematic3. The DSM 
Review Committees have a much more difficult job than those who 
evaluate randomized controlled trials for the US Food and Drug 
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Administration, in which drug response is the only relevant vari-
able.

I also agree with Stein et al’s emphasis on the importance of 
plu ralism in psychiatry. As a field, we have multiple legitimate 
scientific perspectives on our disorders, their etiology, and their 
treatment. The need for pluralism results from the multi- causal na-
ture of most of these disorders. However, I have a concern about 
“undisciplined” pluralism: it is at risk for degenerating into an 
anti- scientific “let a 1,000 flowers bloom” perspective. To sit at the 
pluralist table, hard empirical work is needed. Correlations are 
not enough. Designs that allow causal inference are critical. Our 
thresholds need to be high, because the field of mental health 
attracts a wide variety of theorists, some of whom are little con-
strained by the problems of empirical evidence. I advocate for a 
“hard- nosed” pluralism. I have also been long concerned with how 
often people enter into our field with a research agenda highly 
influenced by strong a priori ideological commitments. This is, I 
have thought, partly because of our immaturity as a field, but part-
ly because many of our research areas touch on core assumptions 
about the nature of being human.

I also appreciate Stein et al’s concerns on how to put together 
the multiple perspectives on psychiatric disorders. It is too easy for 
our highly specialized researchers to dig deeply into their own cor-
ner of the etiologic space of psychiatric illness for an entire career 
and never look up. In fact, our funding system encourages such 
specialization. I favor a brand of “pluralism” not discussed by Stein 
et al: “integrative pluralism”4. This brand suggests that, every once 
in a while, it is incumbent on a scientist to come out of his/her hole 
and spend some energy trying to integrate his/her findings with at 
least those of adjacent perspectives.

A comment on reduction is warranted here. I do not consider it 
a dirty word. Indeed, the increasing merger of molecular genetics 
and molecular neuroscience to uncover risk pathways from genetic 
variants to psychiatric disorders is among the most exciting in our 
field. More power (and funding) to them would be advisable. My 
objection is to those reductionists who argue that their approach 
is the only way. “Reductive hubris” has been harmful to us at sev-
eral historical phases of our discipline. Certainly, all research path-
ways for psychiatric disorders are not equal. But psychological and 
social interventions have proved their value for a number of our 
disorders, bringing me back to the arguments above about multi- 
causality.

In contrast to the above questions – which exist largely within 
the philosophy of science – the mind- body problem is fundamen-

tally a metaphysical one. While innately fascinating, the insights 
gained compared to the effort needed to wend one’s way through 
the metaphysical thickets in this area have, for me, been disappoint-
ing over the years. I will therefore only make a few brief and per-
sonal comments. Philosophers ponder the mind- body problem. 
Psychiatrists live it. The best metaphor I have heard to describe 
many psychiatrist- patient encounters, where the good clinician 
has to switch back and forth between seeing his/her patients as 
minded and brained, is “binocularity”5. As we can see depth in the 
world through our two eyes, we see more deeply into our patients 
by seeing them through two different lens – brained and minded.

I am a non- reductive materialist. I am not sure that this is a co-
herent position, but it is the best I can come up with. It means  
roughly that I do not, for my scientific work, assume that mind can 
exist independent from brain. Indeed, my mind is instantiated 
in my brain. But the mind- brain system is an interactive one – al-
though I cannot explain how that works. Mind is a level central to 
the psychiatric profession. The concept of a mind- less psychiatry 
is oxymoronic to me. Indeed, I suggest that the tensions between 
mind- based and brain- based perspectives have been definitional 
for our history6. And I believe in top- down causation. Important 
things “happen” at the level of mind that are sometimes of great 
psychiatric significance7.

In conclusion, it is heart- warming to see a prominent psychi-
atric journal give space to this wide- ranging and thoughtful essay. 
The nature of psychiatry is such that all researchers and clinicians 
bring to their work a range of philosophical assumptions. The only 
question is whether, at some point in their career, they take time 
and energy to examine some of them and decide whether any of 
them might need revision.

Kenneth S. Kendler
Virginia Institute of Psychiatric and Behavioral Genetics, and Department of Psychiatry, 
Medical College of Virginia/Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA, USA
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SPECIAL ARTICLE
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In response to the mass adoption and extensive usage of Internet- enabled devices across the world, a major review published in this journal in 2019 exam -
ined the impact of Internet on human cognition, discussing the concepts and ideas behind the “online brain”. Since then, the online world has become further en-  
 twined with the fabric of society, and the extent to which we use such technologies has continued to grow. Furthermore, the research evidence on the ways 
in which Internet usage affects the human mind has advanced considerably. In this paper, we sought to draw upon the latest data from large- scale epide-
miological studies and systematic reviews, along with randomized controlled trials and qualitative research recently emerging on this topic, in order to now  
provide a multi- dimensional overview of the impacts of Internet usage across psychological, cognitive and societal outcomes. Within this, we detail the em -  
pirical evidence on how effects differ according to various factors such as age, gender, and usage types. We also draw from new research examining more experi-  
ential aspects of individuals’ online lives, to understand how the specifics of their interactions with the Internet, and the impact on their lifestyle, determine 
the benefits or drawbacks of online time. Additionally, we explore how the nascent but intriguing areas of culturomics, artificial intelligence, virtual reality, 
and augmented reality are changing our understanding of how the Internet can interact with brain and behavior. Overall, the importance of taking an  
individualized and multi- dimensional approach to how the Internet affects mental health, cognition and social functioning is clear. Furthermore, we em phasize 
the need for guidelines, policies and initiatives around Internet usage to make full use of the evidence available from neuroscientific, behavioral and societal 
levels of research presented herein.

Key words: Internet, social media, cognition, mental well- being, attention, memory, social functioning, addiction, artificial intelligence, culturomics

(World Psychiatry 2024;23:176–190)

The digital revolution has transformed almost every aspect of 
our daily lives. From our leisure activities, to professional endeav-
ors, to social interactions, the Internet has embedded itself deep 
in the core of contemporary lifestyles worldwide. What is less ap-
parent, however, is the potential impact of this pervasive techno-
logical adoption on the human mind itself. In 2019, this topic drew 
the attention of a paper in this journal1, which reviewed the litera-
ture around how the Internet may be influencing our attentional 
capacities, memory processes and social cognition.

Since the publication of those initial findings, the integration 
of the Internet into societal fabric has continued to expand. As re-
flected by a Pew Research Center’s analysis2, there has been a con-
sistent growth in smartphone ownership and an ongoing upward 
trajectory in global Internet utilization, with nearly 50% of youth 
describing themselves as “always online” in 2023. Recent studies 
have also shown how these trends have accelerated in the con-
text of the COVID- 19 pandemic3, which produced a marked shift 
in the population’s reliance on digital technologies for work and 
social communication, further entrenching digital technology into 
daily routines.

Along with observing even further adoption, we are also learn-
ing more about how people are spending their time online, which 
is ever- changing. For instance, there is an ongoing shift towards 
online media (primarily music and video), away from traditional 
media broadcasting. Radio networks lose ground to online music 
streaming and podcasts, with the average user spending around 
100 min each day listening to music via apps, and a further hour 
listening to podcasts4. Online video platforms have grown consid-
erably in recent years, now rivalling traditional television in terms 
of total viewing time among users5, and YouTube has become the 
most popular social media website2.

Within this, the nature of online videos has shifted, due to in-
novations in the delivery of short- form video content following the 
meteoric rise of TikTok, which gained global fame after amassing 
over a billion downloads in 20196. In turn, Instagram, Facebook 
and YouTube have introduced similar short- form video features, 
such as “reels” and “shorts”. Collectively, this shift has profoundly 
influenced the way in which online videos are produced and con-
sumed worldwide.

There is also a concomitant change in the perceived societal val-
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ue attached to online entertainment. For instance, a university in 
Ireland offers now a four- year bachelor’s degree course in content 
creation and “influencing”7.

However, the latest global data from 20234,5 show that social 
media continue to represent the largest portion of Internet usage 
in the modern digital landscape, with working- age users spending 
over 2.5 hours daily on various platforms, accounting for 38% of 
their total time. While 24% of teens reported being online con-
stantly in 2015, that number rose and remained at 46% in both 
2022 and 20232. Accordingly, much of the evolving scientific and 
public debate around the psychological and societal impacts of 
the Internet has focused on this facet of the online world, with nu-
merous recently emerging national health policy documents and 
clinical guidelines8,9, along with a mass of new academic literature 
across all aspects of how the Internet may influence mental health, 
cognition and sociality.

In response to recent changes in our perceptions and under-
standing around Internet usage, this paper updates the 2019 re-
view1, expanding upon the leading hypotheses around how the 
Internet can impact upon mental, cognitive and social health. We 
take into account the latest data from both quantitative and quali-
tative research, to shed new light on the experiential aspects of how  
Internet usage can affect individuals’ mental states, and elucidate  
the putative sociodemographic, psychological and behavioral fac-
tors that may mediate this.

PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACTS OF INTERNET USE: A 
PERSONALIZED PERSPECTIVE

The potential impact of Internet use on mental health contin-
ues to permeate mainstream media and public consciousness, par-
ticularly with regards to social media and youth. For instance, the US  
Surgeon General’s 2021 statement on adolescent mental health9  
drew considerable attention towards this, focusing mostly on the  
negative impacts of social media on mental health, and even point-
ing towards this as a suspected driving factor of the dramatic in-
crease in suicide rates and self- harm seen among US young peo-
ple in recent years. Additionally, an ongoing lawsuit brought by sev-
eral US states against Meta, the company which owns Facebook, 
alleges that the company knowingly harmed the physical and 
mental health of young users by utilizing psychologically manipu-
lative features on its platforms10.

On the other hand, major mental health advocacy groups, such 
as the US National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI), while rec-
ognizing the potential psychological risks of social media, also 
highlighted some real- world benefits observed in certain contexts. 
In particular, the in- depth discussions about mental health which 
can unfold on these platforms are thought to be reducing stigma, 
improving understanding, and providing a valuable source of peer 
support for some people11. As the public debate on this issue in-
evitably continues, it is necessary to re- evaluate the empirical evi-
dence regularly, in order to inform our understanding and public 
health advice/initiatives.

Overall, recent studies have indicated that the potential neg-

ative impacts from Internet use (and particularly social media) 
are not heavily linked to the amount of time spent online. For in-
stance, a large- scale epidemiological research12 synthesized data 
from reviews, meta- analyses and cohort studies to assess digital 
technology’s correlation with depression and anxiety, and a ro-
bust analysis of these relationships in adolescents was conducted 
across multiple national datasets13. Both studies found only mini-
mal evidence to suggest a causal or direct relationship between 
the amount of time that people spend online and mental health 
outcomes.

Such null findings on linear associations may partly be due to 
a U- shaped curve existing between Internet use and well- being. 
In fact, a further study within the US National Survey of Children’s 
Health14 found that moderate levels of digital screen time (1 to 2 
hours per day) were associated with better psychosocial func-
tioning among children than low (i.e., <1 hour) or high (~5 hours) 
levels.

While these large- scale studies are informative on a macro lev-
el, our ability to determine the nature of underpinning relations 
between Internet use and mental health from such research alone 
is limited. The last five years have seen an increase in studies at-
tempting to provide causal evidence by assessing the effects of 
social media withdrawal on mental health. These studies hypoth-
esized that, if such technologies are driving adverse psychological 
states from daily engagement, withdrawing oneself partially or en-
tirely should produce notable changes in well- being.

Bringing together the latest evidence on this, a 2023 system-
atic review of 23 randomized controlled trials (RCTs)15 indicated 
that partially or completely abstaining from social media use does 
appear to produce significant improvements across a range of 
mental health domains. Depression was the most frequently as-
sessed outcome, with 7 out of 10 RCTs finding medium- to- large 
effects in favor of the social media withdrawal intervention. Three 
out of six RCTs assessing anxiety reported notable positive effects 
from withdrawal, while three out of eight RCTs assessing general 
well- being found only small indication of benefit. Some of the RCTs  
observed simultaneous benefits occurring across multiple do-
mains, with an RCT of 111 adults reporting medium- to- large effects  
on depression, anxiety and well- being among those randomized 
to a week- long social media break, compared with controls16.

On the other hand, a robust study of three preregistered field ex-
periments (N=600) found that abstinence days from social media 
yielded no differences in well- being compared to using social me-
dia normally17. Furthermore, some studies have observed negative 
psychological effects from cutting down on social media. For ex-
ample, one RCT of 78 students from the United Arab Emirates ob-
served decreased life satisfaction and increased loneliness after a 
seven- day abstinence from social media compared with a control 
group18, whilst another crossover trial in the UK found that daily 
withdrawal from social media decreased social connection, thus 
reducing well- being19.

Overall, there has been a slew of null or contradictory findings 
emerging from both large- scale observational research12- 14 and 
RCTs16- 19 examining the “absolute” effects of social media engage-
ment/withdrawal on mental health. Therefore, future research 
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must move towards a more nuanced approach examining the 
factors and context which determine the psychological outcomes 
of social media engagement.

Our previous review1 concluded by highlighting the need for fur-
ther research to establish how individual characteristics, such as 
age, may influence the effects of Internet usage on mental health. 
Since then, the nuances of how age may affect the psychological 
 im   pacts of Internet use have been deeply explored in a study20 
which analyzed the interaction between social media use, life satis-
faction, and developmental stages in a large UK cohort including 
84,011 individuals aged 10 to 80 years.

The findings revealed “windows of sensitivity” to the adverse 
psychological impacts of social media through the life course, with 
discernible differences between males and females in the develop-
mental risks. Specifically, negative impacts from overuse of social 
media were first seen among females in the earliest stages of ado-
lescence, between the ages of 11 and 13 years. In males, adverse 
relations between social media and life satisfaction appeared be-
tween 14 and 15 years of age, with both groups showing a  further 
developmental sensitivity towards the end of adolescence (19 
years)20.

Along with age and gender, other studies have begun to observe 
that individual characteristics and situational factors can affect 
vulnerability to adverse outcomes of Internet use, typically find-
ing that the same risk factors which increase marginalization and 
disadvantage “offline” (such as family dysfunction, mental health 
problems, disability, subjective feelings of loneliness and social 
isolation) also increase the vulnerability to online harms in young 
people21- 24.

From an academic perspective, these valuable findings serve to 
demonstrate that considering putative vulnerability factors within 
population- scale analyses can increase our understanding of how 
Internet usage impacts mental health. From a practical perspec-
tive, the windows of sensitivity and the key risk factors identified 
are immediately useful, in order to start exploring strategies to 
ameliorate adverse consequences of online time in those most at 
risk.

While recognizing the utility of such progress, the field can now 
move beyond it, by searching for the inter-  and intra- individual 
factors underpinning people’s “online lives”, and how they deter-
mine the psychological, cognitive and social outcomes of Internet 
usage.

ENDLESS ENGAGEMENT IN THE ONLINE WORLD

The association between digital technology use and mental 
health is complex. On the one hand, it appears that some public 
concerns over general technology use and adverse outcomes in 
young people may be overblown, given the lack of robust evidence 
for overall effects25. That said, the Internet does inarguably provide 
a platform for young people to become exposed to “online harms”, 
with many valid concerns expressed over obvious threats such as 
cyberbullying, exposure to pornographic material, and gambling26-

 29. Moreover, the gravity of the issue of exposure to suicide- related 

content has been highlighted by a study30 reporting that almost a 
quarter of young people who died by suicide in a UK sample had 
suicide- related Internet experiences (e.g., searching for methods of 
suicide). Since these discrete threats from online world have been 
comprehensively examined elsewhere22,31,32, we instead seek here 
to elucidate how the nuances of general Internet usage, apart from 
these high- risk activities, may affect cognitive and psychological 
outcomes.

The most problematic Internet usage is referred to as “Internet 
addiction”. Instead of defining it by a quantifiable amount of time 
spent online, an addiction to the Internet is better conceptualized 
as a compulsive need to engage with specific online platforms (e.g., 
social media or gaming) at the expense or neglect of other per-
sonal, social and occupational responsibilities33. Key indicators of 
addiction include prominent shifts in mood when away from the 
Internet for even a relatively short while (withdrawal symptoms), 
an increasing amount of time spent on these platforms to achieve 
satisfaction (tolerance), and conflict with other activities and/or 
real world social relationships33.

Despite the term “addiction” describing a relatively extreme us -
age that affects real- world social functioning, a recent meta- anal-
ysis across 32 countries involving 63 independent samples with 
>34,000 individuals34 revealed that, even under the strictest classi-
fications of addiction to social media, the general prevalence is es    -
timated to be around 5%.

While many “normal” behaviors not involving the Internet have 
the potential to become addictive, an emerging body of qualitative 
research has begun to shed light on how the online world specifi-
cally seems to exert a strong compulsion towards constant usage 
in some young people26,27,29,35- 41. Adolescents express concerns 
about a “constant stream of entertainment”41, affecting critical 
activities such as homework and sleep38,41. Some young people 
connect their digital behaviors to addiction- like cravings. For in-
stance, in a mixed methods study conducted in the US, focusing 
on university students’ social media use, a participant elaborated: 
“I created an unhealthy habit for myself that is like playing a slot 
machine. It leads to me craving to check social media more for the 
gratification”.

Some parents also directly witness the addictive potential and 
resultant distraction and unresponsiveness of their children27,35. 
For example, in an Australian qualitative study27, parents reported 
that certain online games are so addictive for children that they 
can impact self- regulation and standard self- care behaviors to a 
dramatic extent, in even the youngest of digital media users: “We 
had to ban Roblox for ages because he wouldn’t go to the toilet. He 
would wet himself playing games because he didn’t want to die in 
the game”.

The difficulty of self- regulation when engaging with social me-
dia is also depicted by the novel qualitative literature capturing 
the experiential aspects of this topic, with participants describing 
in detail the challenges towards cutting down their time on such 
platforms42. Several users describe how social media algorithms 
are designed to encourage prolonged, high- frequency usage41. 
Platforms such as Instagram may promote or exacerbate compul-
sive use through push notifications, algorithm- generated content 
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recommendations, and continuous binge- watching functional-
ities such as auto scrolling29,40. Notifications, especially from social 
media and online messaging, are viewed as rewarding yet highly 
addictive, contributing to extended screen time from the per-
spectives of young people, parents and health professionals36,40,43. 
Despite attempts to turn off notifications41, young adults describe 
feeling compelled to check them, and the act of checking becomes 
a habitual process29, contributing to extended screen time36.

Several of these engagement facilitators feature prominently 
in the aforementioned lawsuit from US states against Meta (Face-
book), which suggests that the company used: a) dopamine- ma-
nipulating recommendation algorithms; b) social comparison fea-
tures; c) audiovisual and haptic alerts that cause users to turn their 
attention away while at school and sleeping; d) visual filters that 
can promote body dysmorphia, in order to gain and sustain young 
people’s engagement10.

The psychological mechanisms behind this compulsion to check, 
and the difficulty to disconnect, are described as challenges to at-
tention, self- control, and time management. For instance, the abil-
ity to successfully self- regulate engagement can be challenging 
when users are in a “trance” or “mindlessly scrolling”42. In an Aus-
tralian qualitative study with university students, a young person 
reported: “I need someone else to kind of tell me, to just catch me out 
on that, because once I’m on there and  I’m  scrolling,…  I’m  stuck”42.

In recognition of this, various self- regulation strategies have 
been reported by participants in qualitative studies, such as reduc-
ing accessibility by moving phones out of reach or hiding them, 
muting phones, disabling notifications, setting alarms, planning 
out the day, and keeping busy41,42,44. In some studies with adults, 
participants expressed a strong motivation to uphold digital dis-
cipline, but acknowledged the need for more severe restrictions, 
such as uninstalling apps, to achieve self- determined disconnec-
tion, especially during periods of emotional vulnerability44.

FROM NURTURING CONNECTIONS TO “FEAR OF 
MISSING OUT”

As the science in this field is progressing, it is becoming clear 
that the Internet- brain relations are not only dependent on quan-
tity of usage, or even individual characteristics such as age, gender 
or other factors which may affect vulnerability. A more fine- grain 
understanding of the impact of Internet usage on mental health 
can be gleaned by moving away from looking at outcomes on a lin-
ear spectrum of “good” to “bad”. It should be acknowledged that 
users can be experiencing both positive and negative psychologi-
cal effects of Internet usage simultaneously, through the multitude 
of ways by which their lives are entwined with the online world45.

Studies have been using objective metrics to differentiate be-
tween types of social media activity, such as primary posting one’s 
own content vs. commenting on or “liking” other people’s posts, or 
“active use” (e.g., targeted one- on- one exchanges such as sending 
private messages or posting status updates) vs. “passive use” (e.g., 
monitoring the online life of other users’ profiles)46,47. However, 
such research has so far failed to produce consistent evidence for 

a specific style of Internet engagement driving positive or negative 
mental health outcomes46,47. Instead, most of the evidence on how 
specific uses of the Internet can differentially affect mental health 
is found in research focusing on the experiential aspects of young 
people’s engagement with digital devices. For instance, large scale 
surveys have found that, while over 90% of adolescents identify 
at least one way in which technology is negatively affecting their  
everyday lives48, the majority also report that being online has 
positive effects on their work, education and social relationships  
49.

Social media platforms provide opportunities for users to main-
tain and strengthen social connections, which can be especially 
ben eficial in circumstances where physical interactions are lim-
ited, such as remote working, or for individuals with mobility 
issues50. In particular, there is research evidence that social media 
use contributes to the overall ability of older adults to engage more 
fully and effectively in social contexts, thereby enriching their so-
cial well- being and interactions50. Moreover, during the COVID- 19 
pandemic, several studies observed that social media usage ame-
liorated some of the social isolation produced by lockdowns in 
youth51, while adolescents who did not have access to a computer 
experienced substantially worsened mental health outcomes over 
that period52.

Using the Internet to stay connected to friends is a prime exam-
ple of a behavior that can bring psychological benefits. However,  
the social aspects of the online world can also result in a “fear of  
miss ing out”, a phenomenon referred to as “FOMO”. FOMO is  peo -  

ple’s apprehension that they are missing rewarding experiences  
which others are having, resultantly creating a strong desire to stay  
continually connected, which has been linked with both increased 
social media use and poorer mental health outcomes53.

A few RCTs have explored this experimentally. One trial of 61 
adults observed lower rates of FOMO after a 7- day social media 
break compared to a control group54, while another trial of 143 stu-
dents found no differences in FOMO after participants were asked 
to limit their social media use to 10 min per day for 3 weeks com-
pared to using social media as usual55. Indeed, it is even conceiv-
able that withdrawing from social media could increase adverse 
emotions tied to FOMO in long- term users whose social lives are 
deeply connected with online happenings.

Again, the nuances of this phenomenon are best captured in 
qualitative research, which shows that motivation to engage and 
spend more time on social media is compounded through social 
and recognition needs, exacerbated by comments and “likes”, 
which foster habitual and compulsive usage39,41. These themes are 
covered in a single quote of a female teenager reporting that: “It’s 
just so addictive. When you hear a notification it’s really hard not to 
look at it, especially when it’s a fun group chat with your friends and 
you don’t want to miss out”36.

Herein lays the dual nature of Internet engagement. It serves as 
a beneficial tool for maintaining social relationships, but simulta-
neously fosters a sense of missing out when one is disconnected. 
This highlights the need for understanding and educating indi-
viduals on fostering a balanced sense of connection in the online 
world.
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SOCIAL COMPARISONS AND SELF PERCEPTIONS 
IN THE ONLINE WORLD

The usage of Internet also leads to social comparisons, which is 
another key mechanism through which online lives can exert posi-
tive or negative effects on psychological well- being. For instance, a 
study of 150 students in Pakistan56 presented compelling evidence 
that daily usage of Facebook decreases self- esteem, due to the high 
amount of young people (88%) engaging in social comparisons 
when using that platform. These results have been supported by a 
study in Germany, which administered self- report questionnaires 
every day for 2 weeks, finding that daily social media use resulted 
in lower self- worth, which was mediated by upward social com-
parisons57.

On the other hand, two crossover trials measuring multiple fac-
ets of well- being, respectively in 600 and 236 participants17,19, found 
no evidence to suggest improved self- esteem after social me dia ab-      
stinence compared to normal usage. Similarly, a larger, longer- term  
(3 weeks) experience sampling study from the Netherlands ob-
served that the effects of social media on self- esteem varied sub-
stantially among individuals, with some of them even reporting pos-
itive effects58, again speaking to the idea that the outcomes may be 
more linked to the specifics of how an individual uses and responds 
to these platforms.

Within the debate around the psychological effects of social 
comparisons in the online world, one aspect gaining considerable 
attention is the impact on body image, and the potential for unre-
alistic social comparisons in this domain to result in or perpetuate 
eating and weight disorders.

There are numerous features of Internet and social media that 
are thought to contribute to the onset and maintenance of eating, 
body image and weight disturbances. Users are often exposed to 
an abundance of content that depicts unrealistic body shapes and 
idealized eating and exercise plans59. Furthermore, social media 
platforms and photography apps also feature image editing tools, 
which results in proliferation of enhanced, edited or manipulated 
photographs of unattainable body types in the online world. This, 
alongside the use of physique- enhancing drugs by influencers 
while presenting themselves as “natural”60, leads to a hyper- focus 
on physical appearance in the online world which is thought to  
increase preoccupations with eating, shape and weight61. Further-
more, there has been a proliferation of online groups promoting dan-
gerous weight control behaviors, such as pro- eating disorder web-
sites and forums, which can also adversely influence the eating and  
exercise patterns of vulnerable individuals, particularly young wom-
en62.

A substantial amount of work has investigated the relationships 
of social media usage with eating, body image and weight dis-
turbances, and meta- analytic research has provided evidence of 
cross- sectional, longitudinal and causal associations63,64. Nascent 
research is further investigating the psychological pathways by 
which social media usage confers risk to these issues. The avail-
able evidence suggests that “online social comparisons” may re-
sult in internalization of appearance ideals, and this, along with 
the perceived pressure to conform, is the mediating mechanism 

for Internet- induced issues with body image and eating65,66.
Qualitative research also shows how such social comparisons 

can affect even those individuals who are aware of misleading pre-
sentations in the online world, influencing their body image and 
broader perceptions of their selves and lives. One user explained 
that “a person has a feeling that they have a boring life or that every-
one is beautiful and amazing because they see many profiles where 
the most beautiful things are presented, an abstract image of a per-
son… So I think that influenced me even when I realized it… even 
when it was not a real image of life”67.

Much less has been done to understand whether the above risk 
relationship is also underpinned by an impairment of neurocogni-
tive functions. Deficits in inhibitory control could be one explana-
tory mechanism linking social media use with eating, body image 
and weight disturbances68- 70. In fact, neurocognitive research in-
dicates that the activity of brain regions involved in this cognitive 
process (e.g., the mid- cingulate cortex) may be impaired in indi-
viduals who use social media excessively71, similar to what has 
been reported in those displaying symptoms of food addiction and 
binge eating68,72.

Attentional bias is another cognitive process that may be involv-
ed. Research using eye tracking technology and information process-
ing tasks (e.g., dot- probe, Stroop task)73,74 indicates that people  
with underweight eating disorders show selective attention to ap-
pearance promoting or threatening stimuli (e.g., attractive vs. un-
attractive photographs, images or words), which may be mediated 
by an overactivation of the amygdala and the ventromedial pre-
frontal cortex75. In contrast, people with obesity or binge- eating 
disorder display attentional biases towards food cues (i.e., words 
or images of hyper- palatable foods) using these same paradigms, 
which appear to activate the neural circuity implicated in reward 
seeking, in turn inducing food craving and susceptibility to over-
eating76. Extrapolating these findings to the digital environment, it 
is plausible that, in some individuals, exposure to the ubiquitous 
online content geared towards appearance (e.g., selfies, muscular 
and slender physiques), exercise (e.g., motivational quotes) or food 
(e.g., fast food advertisements) contributes to the onset or persis-
tence of certain eating, body image and weight disturbances via 
these attentional biases.

While this presents a clear risk for users who are engaging with 
social media in ways that accommodate their biases in a detrimen-
tal manner, it also provides an opportunity for addressing misper-
ceptions around ideal and attainable body shapes in a positive 
manner. An example is given by an experiment77 in which under-
graduate females were exposed to a series of TikTok videos either 
promoting body neutrality or fitting with usual narratives around 
idealized physiques. Post- exposure assessments indicated that the 
neutrality group experienced heightened body satisfaction and 
improved mood, in contrast to peers who viewed typical videos.

These findings highlight that, if used correctly, social media may 
have a potential for improving body image perceptions in young 
people. More insights in this regard could be gained from further 
investigation into the cognitive mechanisms underlying social com-
parisons in the online world. This is particularly true with respect to 
attentional biases, as certain types of technology usage have been 
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thought to alter attentional processes themselves, as discussed in  
the next section.

POINTLESS DISTRACTION VS. POSITIVE 
STIMULATION

In our previous review1, we discussed the nascent evidence 
around the ways in which Internet use may affect our cognitive 
abilities across the life course, particularly with regard to the two 
areas of neurocognition which had received the most research in-
terest at that time. First, how attentional capacities may be influ-
enced by the continuous influx of digital content and notifications. 
Second, the leading hypotheses and evidence around how ubiqui-
tous access to unlimited factual information online may affect our 
capabilities for storing and retrieving information ourselves. Since 
the time of that review, a wide body of literature has emerged in 
this area, offering further insights into the impact of online activi-
ties on attention, memory and other aspects of human cognition.

Recent large- scale observational studies indicate that extensive 
device use in children may indeed negatively impact their concen-
tration. For instance, the relationship between screen time and 
attention based on parent- reported data was examined in over 
2,300 preschool- aged children78. Results showed that children 
with more than two hours per day of screen time (13.7%) were al-
most six times more likely to present clinically significant inatten-
tion problems compared to children watching less than 30 min per 
day, along with showing increased incidence of clinically signifi-
cant attention- deficit/hyperactivity symptoms.

Despite these strong associations, it remains difficult to directly 
attribute attentional difficulties in young people to Internet usage, 
given the lack of causal evidence for improving attention through 
withdrawal. For instance, an RCT of 76 students found that one 
week of being instructed to reduce social media by 50% led to no 
differences in behavioral or self- reported measures of sustained 
attention when compared to reducing social media by 10%. How-
ever, the mean reduction in social media use in the control arm 
was actually 38%, which may have explained the null findings79.

Results from the latest neuroimaging research have provided a 
more comprehensive view of the interaction between digital de-
vice use and brain functioning. For example, the Adolescent Brain 
Cognitive Development (ABCD) study had gathered data from 
a total of 11,878 participants aged 9 to 10 years by the time of the 
latest analyses, performed in 202380. The evaluation of changes in 
brain network dynamics over a two- year period found no consis-
tent evidence for causal relations between digital screen media 
usage and functional connectivity in children.

Further insights on this are provided by another investigation81, 
which delved into the specifics of how various types of screen 
media activities were related to brain structure and cognition 
among 4,277 children from the same ABCD study. Some screen 
media activities were found to be linked to poorer cognitive out-
comes, while others were associated with better performance. For 
example, activities such as video watching and gaming appeared 
to hold links with structural patterns indicative of greater matura-

tion in the visual system. Furthermore, gaming activities correlated 
with increased orbitofrontal volume, holding a positive relation-
ship with fluid intelligence. On the other hand, results indicated 
a negative relationship between social media use and crystallized 
intelligence. Along with revealing the complexity of the relations 
between screen media activities and cognitive performance, these 
findings provide further evidence for the principle of moving be-
yond examinations of overall screen time metrics, to instead focus 
on delineating how the nature of people’s interactions with the on-
line world may determine cognitive as well as psychological im-
pacts of digital device usage.

Beyond population- scale neuroscience research, several small-
er- scale behavioral studies have provided a more fine- grain under-
standing of how digital devices affect attentional capabilities in the 
actual moment of usage. A momentary assessment protocol82 was 
used to assess how university students’ tendency to become dis-
tracted from important tasks (measured via self- reported procras-
tination) was related to their mobile smartphone use in real- time 
(captured by passive data collection). While only weak associa-
tions were found when looking for overall trends across the entire 
sample, the results presented compelling evidence for individual 
variability in the type of smartphone uses which encourage pro-
crastination. Some users were more readily distracted by video 
streaming (e.g., YouTube), others more so by browsing the Inter-
net, and others turned attention to online games when procrasti-
nating82. Using a similar methodology, another study83 also found 
no overall associations between how often adolescents check their 
phone and procrastination. Instead, the degree of task delay across 
individuals was related to how “automatically” (i.e., habitually) the 
participants used social media, rather than the frequency.

These behavioral observations are aligned with the recent qual-
itative literature, which shows how the habitual nature of social 
media engagement presents threats to attention. For example, in 
an Australian qualitative study, a student reported that “[checking 
social media is] 100% an automatic thing. I would just like go to bed, 
lay down and just immediately go on my phone and start scroll-
ing, and before I realise it, like four hours later, then I become con-
scious”42. This captures the broader experiences of young people, 
who often voice concerns about the impact of smartphones on 
attention span and concentration, leading to struggles with dis-
traction during unstructured time39,43. Within this, the phenom-
enon of getting lost in social media is often highlighted, with par-
ticipants entering a “trance” or “mindlessly scrolling”42, leading to a 
loss of track of time39,42,84.

On the other hand, an emergent qualitative literature has high-
lighted that the cognitive outcomes of Internet usage depend on 
both the specific context and the individual. A central consider-
ation is that digital devices provide children with endless opportu-
nities for education26,38. For example, in a Canadian study explor-
ing parents’ perceptions of screen time in children, one participant 
commented: “Not to say that iPads are really great, but my daugh-
ter does learn things from the iPad… she does puzzles, and has the 
memory game on there”26.

Alongside this, whereas media multitasking has traditionally 
been presented as an adverse behavior for cognition in children 
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and adults85, qualitative studies have revealed that Internet- en-
abled multitasking, such as listening to podcasts while commuting 
or completing chores, can also have positive effects44,84, making in-
dividuals feel “productive”, expanding their world while physically 
engaged in other tasks84. Interestingly, the tension between emo-
tional gratifications of multitasking and its potential hindrance 
to deeper cognitive processing is also experienced by technology 
users. For instance, in a Norwegian study44, the contextual aspects 
of how digital reading (and/or audiobooks) affects the processing 
of textual content were captured, with several participants indicat-
ing a preference for lighter texts when using digital screens, com-
pared to preference for paper- based alternatives when reading 
deeper works, as “serious reading needs paper”44.

Gaming is another area of screen time with mixed perceptions 
among parents and young people. While the heaviest gamers do 
ex perience more communication and academic problems at  
school86, both parents and young people report benefits from mod-
erate levels, such as developing visuospatial skills and improving 
cognitive functioning87.

Collectively, these findings from neuroscience, behavioral and 
qualitative research suggest that a possible method for attenuat-
ing the detrimental cognitive effects of digital device use could be 
through providing individuals with new means for consciously 
identifying which aspects of their own online time are most likely 
to interfere with their tasks and goals. This could allow providing a 
more personalized intervention to deliberately address one’s own 
habits than the general withdrawal protocols that fail to produce 
significant improvements in cognition79.

THE OFFLINE EFFECTS OF AN ONLINE WORLD: 
IMPLICATIONS FOR BODY AND BRAIN

Another putative factor determining the cognitive outcomes 
of digital engagement is how time spent online may be impact-
ing other “pro- cognitive” behaviors, such as physical activity and 
sleep. Despite the numerous advantages that the Internet offers, it 
has contributed to a notable rise in sedentary behavior across the 
population88, which in turn could impact attention, memory and 
other cognitive aspects89. The strongest empirical evidence sup-
porting this possibility, sometimes referred to as the “displacement 
hypothesis”, is provided by various meta- analyses and reviews that 
have either specifically investigated the association between sed-
entary behavior and cognition90- 93, or examined the relationships 
between multiple lifestyle factors (including sedentary behavior) 
and cognitive outcomes94,95. The findings consistently indicate 
that higher levels of sedentary behavior are linked to reduced cog-
nitive function and heightened risk of cognitive dysfunction across 
the lifespan96.

Cognitive decline has been reported to be half as prevalent a -
mong adults who engage in sufficient physical activity, compared 
to their less active counterparts97. Engaging in physical activity at 
any point in adulthood, and to any extent, has been found to be 
associated with a higher cognitive state in later life98. This idea is 
substantiated by moderate- to- strong evidence indicating that 

physical activity has positive effects on cognitive functioning both 
in early and late stages of life and in specific populations charac-
terized by cognitive deficits99.

Engaging in excessive Internet use through becoming engross-
ed in sedentary activities such as online browsing, social media en-
gagement and gaming, in ways which could displace physical ac-
tivity time, may represent a pathway towards cognitive detriments 
of digital device usage100. Within this, it is important to consider 
that different types of sedentary behavior may differentially affect 
cognition. Specifically, recent studies have indicated that “mental-
ly active” sedentary time (such as reading a book or even playing 
video games) may be preferential to “mentally passive” sedentary 
behavior (such as watching TV or online videos), with the former 
being provisionally associated with better cognitive out comes and 
lower incident dementia risk96.

Supporting this, a recent UK Biobank study – including more 
than 1,000 patients with bipolar disorder and almost 60,000 psy-
chiatrically healthy controls – demonstrated that, in both groups, 
a global cognitive score was inversely associated with mentally 
passive sedentary behavior (TV watching) and positively associ-
ated with mentally active sedentary behavior (computer use). Age- 
related decrements in cognition were more evident in those who 
engaged in less mentally active sedentary behavior101.

Another pathway through which online time may affect cogni-
tion is through the potential impact on sleep102. The growing trend 
of people, especially youth, to spend more time engaging in online 
activities on a daily basis can result in substantial consequenc es 
for their sleep habits, including reduced sleep duration, errat-
ic sleep routines, and impaired sleep initiation and cessation 
times103- 106. This can have a direct impact on cognitive function-
ing, as a lack of sleep can affect attention, memory and executive 
functions107. Moreover, disruptions in sleep caused by excessive 
online activities can lead to difficulties in concentrating, learning,  
and remembering information108. Supporting this, a recent study  
has shown that the usage of digital devices before bedtime in ado-
lescents is associated with slower reaction time and reduced at ten-
tion span on continuous performance tasks, particularly in morn ing 
hours109.

Another issue of concern has been the “blue light”, which is the 
portion of the visible light spectrum emitted by digital screens that 
has a particularly high energy level compared to other colors110,111. 
Exposure to this light, especially before bedtime, can interfere 
with the production of melatonin112, disrupting the sleep- wake 
cycle and leading to fragmented and less restful sleep110, which in 
turn may have a negative effect on cognitive functioning113. In this 
context, exposure to digital screens during leisure time has been 
related to lower sleep quality in adolescents114. Addressing this 
through “blue blocking”, which can be achieved via physical (i.e., 
screen filters or glasses) or technological (apps for reducing blue 
light emission) means, may represent a possible route for attenu-
ating screen- induced deficits in sleep115.

Overall, mounting evidence suggests an inter- connectedness of 
sleep, sedentary behaviors (including Internet usage) and physi-
cal activity, which is inseparable from their relationship to cogni-
tive health across the lifespan. This is reflected in recent initiatives 
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to develop “24- hr movement guidelines” which include physical 
activity, screen time, and sleep duration across the entire day. Ad-
hering to these guidelines has been linked with higher global cog-
nition116 and total cortical and subcortical grey matter volumes in 
children117, along with reduced incidence of cognitive difficulties 
in adolescents118. Furthermore, in pre- schoolers, the reallocation 
from sedentary behavior to moderate- to- vigorous physical activ-
ity was positively associated with inhibitory control119. Despite the 
potential benefits, adherence to the physical activity, sedentary 
behavior and sleep guidelines is worryingly low worldwide, espe-
cially among children and adolescents120.

From a time- use epidemiology and 24- hour continuum per-
spective, increased Internet time, as a sedentary behavior, can 
displace time available for other healthy behaviors (physical activ-
ity or sleep)121. Thus, adverse cognitive consequences of Internet 
usage could be partly attributable to a cascade of cognitive conse-
quences from these physical effects. If this is true, then addressing 
health behaviors in Internet users could represent a feasible and 
effective method for improving cognition, especially in healthy 
older adults122. Indeed, a meta- analysis found evidence that web- 
based lifestyle programs can positively influence brain health out-
comes, and potentially offer a protective effect from aging- related 
cognitive decline123.

While we may have a friend in the enemy for improving cogni-
tion throughout Internet usage (especially for certain populations 
such as older adults)10, it does seem reasonable, from a public 
health perspective, to recommend that Internet use should not 
significantly contribute to increased sedentary time and should 
not displace physical activity time or sleep duration. Additionally, 
further research should be conducted to inform policy recommen-
dations around displacing mentally passive with more mentally 
active Internet usage, in order to potentially attenuate the cognitive 
downsides of the increased sedentary time incurred while engag-
ing with the online world.

REVISITING SOCIAL OUTCOMES OF “ONLINE 
LIVES”

While a primary concern around online activity is that it may 
detract from real- world social activities124 and potentially lead to 
social isolation125,126, it is also the case that many of the most used 
and time- consuming online activities are in themselves “social”, 
albeit in an online context34,127.

Blurring of boundaries between social media and real- life ex-
periences is now viewed as an integral part of many, particularly 
young people’s, lives. In the qualitative literature, the social na-
ture of multi- screening is emphasized, with individuals reporting 
watching alongside people connected digitally28,36,43. Live gam-
ing and personal livestream shows were also seen in qualitative 
reports as particularly “social”, since they allow to interact with 
others digitally through memes and chat29. Qualitative findings 
further highlight changing communication patterns and a shift 
in norms to multi- communicating, with individuals frequently 
resorting to messaging on smartphones even during face- to- face 

interactions with each other28.
Recent studies have demonstrated that social media and online 

games are more than time- consuming entertainment, and serve a 
purpose beyond just staying in touch with friends in the absence 
of real- world contact. Rather, research increasingly demonstrates 
that these activities actively shape social cognitive processes them-
selves128,129. One example of this is how engagement in social me-
dia platforms requires interpreting and responding to a broad 
range of emotional cues and perspectives, which potentially may 
hone face- to- face empathy skills130. A longitudinal survey of Dutch 
adolescents showed that social media use held a relationship to 
improved cognitive and affective empathy131. However, negative 
behavioral aspects of social media have also been noted, with 
research participants reporting that people behave differently on 
these media, often resorting to use of their phone as a protective 
sanctuary in challenging face- to- face social situations41.

The psychological implications of social media feedback are 
also increasingly explored. Internet users seem to recognize the 
challenge of resisting the pressure to “care too much” about so-
cial media validation, underscoring the psychological impact of 
the pursuit of “likes” and comments on platforms such as Insta-
gram and Facebook36,41. Additionally, recent findings indicate that 
health professionals also identify the “likes” feature on platforms 
such as Instagram as a significant motivator for compulsive use40, 
as these simple indicators of endorsement can fulfill users’ social 
and recognition needs, acting as a form of positive reinforcement.

The social aspects of Internet use are further emphasized in qual-
itative research as driving digital behavior, particularly with regards 
to the role of online actions or even inactions as important social  
signals36,41. Participants describe how failure to engage with friends’  
social media posts through “likes” and comments could be misinter-
pre ted, leading to concerns about unintentionally hurting someone. 
One young person in a Norwegian focus group explained: “Yes, the 
pictures were nice, but you don’t always have to comment on every 
single one. But still, you feel like you need to, because… otherwise 
it may be like: “Oh, she didn’t comment on my picture!” It may be 
interpreted negatively”41. Affirmations on social media are viewed 
as potentially detrimental to emotional health by young people, in 
that, if participants receive limited affirmation from peers, it can 
lead to negative emotions36. However, the nature of these social 
media interactions, often devoid of non- verbal cues, can also lead 
to misunderstandings or a superficial understanding of complex 
emotional states132. As such, further research on disentangling 
these relationships between social media activity and social cog-
nition are now needed.

As individuals move more and more towards receiving infor-
mation (such as global and local news, political opinions and so-
ciological insights) from online outlets133- 135, it is also notable that  
the social connections held by people on social media are likely  
to shape the information to which they are exposed134,136. This can  
lead to social echo chambers and result in online social move-
ments that transcend into the real world137,138. The Internet does 
provide an arena for diverse viewpoints, which can enhance de-
cision- making skills. Yet, caution needs to be given to how the echo 
cham bers and filter bubbles prevalent in online spaces can also 
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potentially lead to polarized thinking and impaired social judg-
ment136,137,139.

Anyway, the extent to which information from online sources 
actually shapes individuals’ judgment remains debated, due to the 
complexity of how behaviors actually spread in online social net-
works140, and the ability for related emotions to also spread across  
social media141- 143. More research exploring the fundamentals of 
how complex behaviors transmit between individuals in real- world  
networks would now be useful144,145. This is specifically of interest 
in terms of social decision- making.

Online multiplayer games appear to offer a different dynamic 
to social media activity in relation to social cognition146. Online 
gaming often involves collaborative problem- solving and strategy 
development147, which has been suggested to potentially allow en-
hancing of user perspective- taking and collective decision- making 
skills146. However, these environments can also foster competitive  
and, at times, aggressive behaviors148, and some recent research 
suggests that this may negatively impact empathy and prosocial be-
havior149,150. While this research area is currently of much impor-
tance147, a recent systematic review found a very limited number of 
studies which suitably investigated social cognition (as assessed by 
neuropsychological tasks) in relation to gaming146. Further empiri-
cal research on this topic is certainly needed.

The relationship between online social activities and cognitive 
processes is currently the focus of various lines of research, yet it 
is important to recognize that real- world activity can significantly 
shape online social functioning and abilities as well141,145,151- 153. 
This interaction creates a multi- dimensional “feedback loop” be-
tween offline activities and online social contexts. For instance, 
individuals with extensive experience in sports or outdoor activ-
ities often demonstrate superior spatial awareness and strategy 
plan ning in online gaming environments, translating their real- 
world skills into the virtual world. Alongside this, recent research 
within neuroscience has revealed that individuals who were raised 
in areas that were complex to navigate spatially were also better at 
navigating virtual worlds154.

This interplay can be intentionally harnessed. For example, some 
professional e- sports players report using physical and mental 
train ing regimens, akin to traditional athletes, to improve their re-
action time, endurance, and overall gaming prowess153,155.

Overall, these examples clearly illustrate the ongoing feedbacks 
between the online and offline worlds. Future research delving into 
the extent of these interactions across various domains will be cru-
cial, especially as our online lives continue to intertwine with and 
impact our offline realities. This exploration will be pivotal in un-
derstanding the full spectrum of how digital and physical experi-
ences shape human behavior and cognition.

THE ADVENT OF “CULTUROMICS”

The ongoing digital revolution, with increased societal switch-
ing to Internet use, is offering new opportunities to study popu-
lation level shifts in interests, opinions and behaviors manifest-
ing in the online world. The vast, readily available and rapidly 

growing body of online digital data contains valuable information 
on human behavior, daily rhythms, attention, interests, attitudes, 
norms and values, with a high spatial and temporal resolution. 
These represent key research topics of the emerging field of “cul-
turomics”, which is focused on the study of human culture through 
the quantitative analysis of large bodies of digital data156,157. Cul-
turomics is increasingly used in a wide range of scientific disci-
plines, especially within social sciences and humanities158.

Some of the commonly studied digital materials include social 
media, search volumes from web search engines such as Google, 
pageviews from online encyclopaedias such as Wikipedia, image 
and video sharing platforms such as Instagram and YouTube, and 
online news platforms, with analytical methods ranging from nat-
ural language processing to machine learning157. These approach-
es have been used to provide insights into various issues relevant 
to mental health.

For example, the diurnal variation of depression- related health 
information seeking on the Internet has been analyzed in Fin-
land159. The study showed that the interest in depression- related 
terms and help seeking had clear diurnal patterns, consistently 
peaking during the night- time, between 11 pm and 4 am. In a sim-
ilar vein, a text analysis of millions of Twitter posts was used to 
assess diurnal and seasonal mood rhythms, and their differences 
among individuals (i.e., chronotypes), cultures, and across the 
globe160. It was found that positive affects (such as enthusiasm, de-
light and alertness) and negative affects (such as distress, fear and 
anger) tend to vary independently. The former peak in the morn-
ing, likely due to positive effects of sleep, as well as near midnight, 
while the latter peak during night- time. It was also observed that 
seasonal peaks in depression and anxiety in the Northern latitudes 
are mainly driven by diminished positive affects, triggered by the 
reduced day length.

It is important to note that the use of online digital data in re-
search faces certain caveats and challenges, such as uneven global 
Internet coverage and access, language barriers and cultural differ-
ences, data sharing restrictions, temporal data availability and de-
cay, property issues, and personal data protection161. Nonetheless, 
if properly used, these approaches promise to become major tools 
in the field of social sciences, psychology and psychiatry.

Culturomics is also beginning to provide new insights into how 
the Internet is affecting our attention at a societal level, beyond the  
individual cognitive effects. Online social interactions and con-
sum ption of information are both characterized by attention tran-
sience, a pattern of diminishing public attention towards particular  
issues and cultural products162,163. Attention decay represents a nat-
ural process driven by various psychological and cognitive factors 
such as limited attention span, selective attention, and attention 
saturation and fatigue162- 164. It generates periodical issue- attention  
cycles, which represent an intrinsic and predictable process by 
which the public gains and loses interest in a particular issue over 
time163,165.

The process of attention decay has been intensifying with the 
hyperproduction, dissemination and consumption of online infor-
mation and content, which increasingly compete, saturate, over-
load and exhaust cognitively limited attention spans. For example, 
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by modelling data from various online platforms such as digitized 
books and magazines (Google Books), movie ticket sales (Box 
Office Mojo), Internet search volumes (Google Trends), social 
media (Twitter), forums (Reddit) and encyclopaedias (Wikipedia), 
spanning periods from six to 100 years, an increasingly steeper rise 
and fall of public attention related to a particular issue over time 
was observed162, with increasing frequency of attention shifts be-
tween issues. A similar study on public attention towards different 
environmental issues based on Internet search volumes indicated 
narrowing windows of public attention, with attention half- life be-
ing limited to few days or weeks163. This research area may be rel-
evant to the mental health field, particularly as dissemination of 
information on mental health issues and anti- stigma campaigns 
are concerned.

THE FUTURE OF MENTAL HEALTH IN THE 
METAVERSE

As technological progress continues to penetrate our daily tasks 
and social lives, the integration of virtual reality (i.e., replacing a 
real- life environment with a simulated one), augmented reality 
(i.e., adding digital elements to a real- life environment), and ar-
tificial intelligence technologies in online platforms is poised to 
revolutionize our understanding and practice of social interaction 
166- 168.

Virtual and augmented reality technologies promise a new fron-
tier in how we interact and engage with each other, by offering 
im mer sive experiences that closely simulate real- world interac-
tion166,167,169,170. Indeed, recent studies are demonstrating that these 
technologies have the potential to significantly enhance social un-
derstanding and empathy, as they can create environments where 
individuals can experience and navigate complex social scenarios 
in a controlled, yet realistic manner166,169,170.

This immersive approach offers a unique platform for training 
and enhancing social skills, allowing individuals to practice and 
develop empathy and social understanding in diverse settings. Nev-
ertheless, it also has the potential to distract users from real- world 
social interactions and the benefits that they can bring, determin-
ing an even greater influence of the online world on individuals’ 
social relationships and processes in concerning contexts (par-
ticularly through potential addiction to these technologies, which 
currently remains untested)170- 172.

The idea of further immersing our social interactions and daily 
lives into the online world through virtual reality has received con-
siderable interest and investment, through the concept of “the 
metaverse”. The metaverse can be described as an expansive virtu-
al space, generated and accessed through a combination of virtual 
and augmented reality technologies, existing continuously on the 
Internet, and persisting regardless of user engagement172,173. The 
metaverse also offers a high degree of interactivity, in terms of both 
user- environment interactions and user- to- user connections.

Notable features of the metaverse include a fully functional dig-
ital economy, enabling the creation, purchase and sale of virtual 
goods (including those for use by individuals’ virtual selves, or “av-

atars”), and significant user- generated content, with users having 
the capability to both create and modify elements of the metaverse 
space itself. For all of this, interoperability is a key goal, such that 
the metaverse could eventually support the exchange of assets, 
data and avatars across various platforms and providers.

As of now, the fully functional and integrated metaverse re-
mains an aspirational concept, with current manifestations pri-
marily accessible through individual virtual and augmented re-
ality platforms. While persistent virtual worlds exhibiting certain 
characteristics of the metaverse already exist on these platforms, 
they are not yet interconnected and all- encompassing.

The implications of the metaverse extend beyond entertainment 
and gaming, being relevant to a variety of fields, such as finance, 
education, professional development, and social networking. For 
the mental health field, the metaverse offers innovative avenues 
for patient interaction, data collection, and the simulation of com-
plex social settings, thus opening new frontiers for research, clini-
cal and even community interventions172,173. However, the mental 
health impact of the metaverse is unclear at the moment, and in-
deed its future is currently in flux.

Despite the ambitious efforts towards metaverse adoption dem-
onstrated through the Facebook’s rebranding to Meta, the move of 
its social networking platform towards an immersive virtual world 
has yet to be embraced by users. Similarly, the adoption of Decen-
traland – one of the most well- funded metaverse products, with a 
valuation over 1 billion US dollars – remains remarkably low. Pre-
liminary investigations report that it has only 38 daily users174, and 
that only 9% of user- created worlds in the metaverse are ever vis-
ited by more than 50 unique people175. Nonetheless, these are only 
single, early examples of such offerings, and these virtual spaces 
are likely to expand, improve and interconnect after initial growing 
pains.

There is an expanding literature on the potential of the meta-
verse in medicine, including the mental health field. The specu-
lation and hope are well embodied in the term “MEDverse”, con-
ceptualized as the entry of the metaverse into a medical context173, 
or the MeTAI, a metaverse of medical technology and artificial 
intelligence176. It has been argued that the metaverse, and related 
virtual reality platforms, may offer customized exposure to specific 
situations (social or environmental) that can be used to deliver the 
next generation of exposure therapies. Such therapies have been 
proposed for mood disorders, anxiety/phobias, attention- deficit/
hyperactivity disorder, eating disorders, post- traumatic stress dis-
order (PTSD), and schizophrenia172,173,176,177.

This approach can take the form of “avatar therapy”, which 
involves immersive virtual reality where patients can interact with 
digital avatars representing various aspects of their own personal-
ity, and/or other entities. For instance, in the treatment of anxiety 
disorders or PTSD, patients can practice interacting with avatars in 
controlled social situations, or gradually exposing their own avatars 
to fear- inducing scenarios in a safe, virtual environment170,172,177. 
Avatar therapy can also be used for fostering self- compassion, 
through patients interacting with avatars of themselves in various 
states, helping to develop a kinder self- perspective, as demonstrat-
ed in a recent pilot study in which 15 patients practiced delivering 
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and receiving compassion from themselves in a virtual body178. A 
major benefit to such interventions is the controlled nature of the 
virtual interactions and environments, which provides a uniquely 
customizable therapeutic tool that can be adjusted to the specific 
needs, personality and progress of the patient172.

Complexities of avatar therapy include the currently poorly un-
derstood “Proteus effect”, whereby individuals’ behaviors and atti-
tudes seem to conform to their avatar’s characteristics179,180. Meta- 
analyses have consistently demonstrated a small- to- medium ef-
fect on behaviors and attitudes as a result of this phenomenon179. 
While this can be intentionally harnessed to facilitate positive out-
comes (i.e., through building avatars with characteristics that align 
with therapeutic goals), there remains a risk for the Proteus effect 
to inadvertently drive adverse outcomes in unexpected ways. For 
example, an avatar therapy for social anxiety could begin with 
immersing patients into a busy social environment, but without 
any direct or challenging social interactions with other avatars in 
the space. While this may serve as exposure therapy for the social 
anxiety, the lack of meaningful interactions with other characters 
could lead to the patient feeling ignored or overlooked, reinforcing 
feelings of insignificance or inadequacy in ways which translate to 
other social situations.

More recent research has demonstrated that the Proteus effect 
also appears to translate across different digital contexts, with a 
cross- sectional study of 345 e- sport athletes revealing that their 
digital personality in the e- sport world influenced the nature of 
their interactions with a digital health care system180. Further re-
search is required to establish how attitudes and behaviors within 
virtual worlds spill over to real life settings, and a thorough under-
standing of human interactions with avatars’ characteristics would 
be crucial in mental health care intervention design, to ensure that 
the Proteus effect supports rather than hinders therapeutic objec-
tives.

Like other emerging technologies, the clinical potential of the 
metaverse will be impacted by its approach to user privacy, active 
moderation (safety), and transparency177. These concerns have 
already limited the mental health potential of social media, even 
when efforts and intentions were well intended, such as towards 
suicide prevention181. Also, as with other digital platforms, the con  -
cern that time spent on the metaverse could have a negative impact 
on mental health has been raised182. In a qualitative study from 
the UK87, for example, parents held concerns about their children 
using virtual reality that included contact with strangers or vio-
lence, or that may be socially isolating. Parents reflected that they 
would continue to prefer real- world engagement and exercise. As 
one parent put it: “I would see it [virtual reality] as inferior to physi-
cal activity in the real world”.

The role of artificial intelligence in shaping social cognition can 
be equally transformative183. Its ability to analyze vast amounts of 
data can provide deep insights into human behavior and social 
interactions and lead to more personalized and effective online 
social experiences, increasing the influence on social cognitive 
skills183,184. Recent advancements, particularly with the develop-
ment of sophisticated large language models, have significantly 
expanded the scope and capabilities of relational agents (i.e., 

computational artifacts designed to build and maintain social- 
emotional relationships with their users).

Although the potential for relational agents to shape human so-
cial activity has long been acknowledged185, the extent to which 
modern artificial intelligence systems can offer more nuanced and 
adaptive human- computer interactions, transforming the way in 
which we engage with and comprehend social dynamics183, has 
been only recently realized. These advanced relational agents can 
now understand and respond to a wide range of human emotions 
and contexts, providing interactions that are more personalized, 
empathetic, and contextually relevant183,186.

The sophistication of these models lies in their ability to analyze 
and process vast amounts of linguistic data, allowing them to mim-
ic human conversation with remarkable accuracy187. This enables 
a deeper level of engagement and a more meaningful understand-
ing of social cues and norms. Whether by offering support in men-
tal health applications, or assisting in learning and development, 
or simply providing companionship, these relational agents are 
becoming increasingly able to address diverse individual needs 
and preferences188- 190.

In essence, the evolution of artificial intelligence has not only 
made these human- computer interactions more engaging and re-
alistic, but has also paved the way for a future in which technology 
can seamlessly integrate into the social fabric, enhancing our abil-
ity to interact and understand each other in a digitally connected 
world. Still, issues of bias in these models and concern for stigma 
remain. A proactive approach to creating large language models 
and artificial intelligence programs that promote ideals of care ver-
sus promulgating today’s biases is critical, especially as the current 
generation of programs have been trained by reading the Internet 
and social media websites. It is saddening, but not surprising, that 
stigma around schizophrenia already appears in images of this con-
dition generated by artificial intelligence191.

Emerging qualitative research with both patients and physicians  
emphasizes that there is no current consensus in people’s views on 
artificial intelligence, with perceptions ranging from highly positive 
to entirely negative192. For example, physicians have reflected on 
the potential of artificial intelligence for reducing their workload 
and the overall burden on the health care system (“But it will dra-
matically ease our workload, won’t it? Considering that there is cur-
rently a shortage of personnel and increased workload, it would be 
a very good solution”), whilst patients emphasize that humans re-
main critical for the relational aspects of care interactions (“I think 
that humans can express emotions, empathy, help, and give hope for 
a better tomorrow better than any machine”)192.

The combination of virtual/augmented reality with artificial in-
telligence opens further avenues for social training and therapy166-

 170,189. For instance, in therapeutic settings, virtual reality can cre-
ate safe and controlled social situations190,193,194, where artificial 
intelligence- driven analytics can offer real- time feedback and per-
sonalization, enhancing the effectiveness of interventions aimed 
at improving social skills in individuals with social cognitive defi-
cits194,195.

This intersection of technology and social cognition could not 
only enrich our online interactions, but also provide valuable tools 
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for addressing and improving social functioning in individuals 
with various needs. As we continue to integrate these technologies 
into our lives, their potential to enhance our social understanding 
and interactions can grow exponentially, making them essential 
tools for both personal development and clinical practice. The fu-
ture of social cognition, in this regard, seems not only technologi-
cally advanced but also more empathetic and inclusive. Yet, the 
current concerns surrounding online social activity are also mag-
nified to the same extent as the benefits171,181,186,192.

CONCLUSIONS

The evidence and insights gained from this review can consid-
erably advance our understanding of the Internet’s impact on our 
mental health, cognition and sociality, moving beyond general 
trends and dichotomous foci of the “online brain” to further inves-
tigate how the specificities of individuals’ “online lives” determine 
the outcomes of Internet- brain interactions. Through synthesizing 
the ground- breaking quantitative and qualitative research from 
neuroscientific, behavioral and sociological research on this topic, 
we offer a refreshed perspective on how digital interaction influ-
ences mental states, both on a daily or momentary basis, and over 
the life course. Overall, the latest findings underscore the com-
plexity of brain- Internet interactions, and how outcomes are de-
pendent upon a multitude of sociodemographic, psychological 
and behavioral factors, crucially documenting that Internet usage 
is not a singular experience, but rather varies based on individual 
characteristics and contexts.

Within this, a shift emerges from the traditional research ques-
tions or interventions which approach the Internet (and its various 
uses) as either “good” or “bad”, to instead detail the potential for 
simultaneous positive and negative psychological and cognitive 
impacts from most online activities. Accordingly, future research is 
encouraged to adopt a fine- grained approach towards examining 
how the specifics of individuals’ online lives influence their mental 
health, self- perceptions, cognition, lifestyle and sociality, consider-
ing the myriad ways in which Internet use is woven into the fabric 
of daily life.

Alongside this, the emerging field of culturomics provides the 
means for using the Internet (and the associated data) to gain a 
more dynamic understanding of societal changes in habits, atti-
tudes, abilities and even interactions with the offline world. Fur-
thermore, the potential of technologies such as virtual reality, aug-
mented reality, and artificial intelligence to further transform the 
ways in which we interact (online and offline) is clearly emerging, 
while the need for a continuing rigorous evaluation of the possi-
ble neuropsychosocial impacts of the new technologies has to be 
constantly taken into account, in order to inform the next era of 
digital engagement.

Overall, the findings of this review move us towards gaining a 
nuanced, individualized understanding of the Internet’s influence 
on psychological, cognitive and social functioning. On the basis of 
this, we advocate for future research, guidelines and initiatives to 
consider cross- disciplinary findings from neuroscientific, behav-

ioral and societal levels of research, in order to adopt an evidence- 
driven and multidimensional approach towards addressing the 
benefits and drawbacks of our interactions with the online world.
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We provide here the first bottom- up review of the lived experience of mental disorders in adolescents co- designed, co- conducted and co- written by experts  
by experience and academics. We screened first- person accounts within and outside the medical field, and discussed them in collaborative workshops in    -
volving numerous experts by experience –  representing different genders, ethnic and cultural backgrounds, and continents –  and their family members and carers. 
Subsequently, the material was enriched by phenomenologically informed perspectives and shared with all collaborators. The inner subjective experience of 
adolescents is described for mood disorders, psychotic disorders, attention- deficit/hyperactivity disorder, autism spectrum disorders, anxiety disorders, eating 
disorders, externalizing disorders, and self- harm behaviors. The recollection of individuals’ past histories also indexes the prodromal (often transdiagnostic) 
features predating the psychiatric diagnosis. The experience of adolescents with mental disorders in the wider society is described with respect to their family, 
their school and peers, and the social and cultural context. Furthermore, their lived experience of mental health care is described with respect to receiving 
a diagnosis of mental disorder, accessing mental health support, receiving psychopharmacological treatment, receiving psychotherapy, experiencing peer 
support and mental health activism, and achieving recovery. These findings can impact clinical practice, research, and the whole society. We hope that this co-   
designed, co- conducted and co- written journey can help us maintain our commitment to protecting adolescents’ fragile mental health, and can help them 
develop into a healthy, fulfilling and contributing adult life.
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(World Psychiatry 2024;23:191–208)

Recent meta- epidemiologic findings indicate that the onset of 
the first mental disorder occurs before the age of 14 in one- third,  
before the age of 18 in almost half, and before the age of 25 in a-  
 bout two- thirds of individuals, with a peak age at onset of 14.5 years 
across all mental disorders1. Most adult mental disorders originate 
during adolescence (i.e., between 10 and 19 years of age2), when 
rapid growth and development take place in the brain3. The inci-
dence of mental health problems in adolescents is reported to be 
increasing worldwidee.g.,4.

Early onset is a main driver of the high personal burden of most 
mental disorders, compounded by frequent comorbidities5,6, and 
reflecting a complex etiopathological interplay of genetic and en-

vironmental factors7,8. A related driver is the global crisis of the 
mental health care system9, which is typically split around the age  
of 1810 (children and adolescent vs. adult mental health care), lead  -
ing to a lack of continuity of care.

These drivers lead to suboptimal outcomes11, and contribute to 
the decreased life expectancy (up to 10- 15 years) associated with 
several mental disorders12- 16. The above picture has been magni-
fied through the lens of the COVID- 19 pandemic, which has sub-
stantially disrupted young people’s mental health17- 20.

Despite their large and long- lasting effects throughout life, the 
mental health problems of adolescents are typically neglected. In 
particular, the subjective nature of their experience of mental dis-
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orders has been usually siloed in academic investigations lacking 
first- person perspectives or in autobiographical accounts lacking 
in- depth analysis.

To fill this gap, we conducted the first bottom- up review of evi-
dence on the lived experience of mental disorders in adolescents. 
The study was co- designed, co- conducted and co- written by ju-
nior experts by experience –  representing different genders, ethnic 
and cultural backgrounds, and continents –  and academics, refin-
ing an earlier method developed by our group to investigate the 
lived experience of psychosis and depression21- 23.

We established a collaborative core team of experts by experi-
ence (patients, their family members and carers) and academics 
to develop the study protocol. The study was then co- conducted 
by these partners across the subsequent stages. We performed a 
comprehensive systematic search of Web of Science, PubMed 
and EBSCO, from inception until May 1, 2023. The search terms 
were (adolesc* OR youth) AND (qualitative OR “focus group” 
OR “grounded theory” OR “content analysis” OR etnograph* OR 
phenomenol* OR “lived experience”) AND (“mental health” OR 
“mental disorder*” OR “mental illness” OR “behavioral disorder” 
OR “behavioural disorder”).

We included qualitative studies providing first- person accounts 
that involved adolescents (range: 10- 19 years of age2) with a cur-
rent ICD or DSM diagnosis of a mood, psychotic, neurodevelop-
mental, anxiety, eating or externalizing disorder. We did not in-
clude intellectual disability, because of the language and expres-
sive difficulties that characterize this condition. We added an extra 
category of self- harm behaviors.

Studies investigating people grouped on the basis of symptoms, 
experiences or other self- reported features, rather than a diagno-
sis, were not included. However, the retrieved papers frequently 
contained the recollection of individuals’ past histories, thus 
indexing the prodromal (often transdiagnostic) features predating 
a formal psychiatric diagnosis24.

All included articles were uploaded on NVivo, a qualitative data 
analysis software25. Independent researchers performed a the-
matic synthesis of selected sources based on line- by- line coding 
of the text in the Results/Findings sections of the articles, and gen-
eration of a preliminary list of descriptive themes and sub- themes 
of the lived experience of mental disorders in adolescents. Further 
sources –  such as websites, blogs, or social media material written 
by experts by experience –  were consulted at this stage, and rele-
vant items were included.

The material was then shared across the collaborative core 
team and preliminarily classified across three overarching de-
scriptive sections: “The inner subjective experience of mental dis-
orders in adolescents”, “The lived experience of adolescents with 
mental disorders in the wider society”, and “The lived experience 
of adolescents with mental disorders in receiving mental health 
care”. Each section comprised several themes and sub- themes. 
Some themes were further enriched by incorporating the parents’ 
and carers’ perspectives, as applicable.

In a subsequent step, we promoted a collaborative and iterative 
sharing and analysis of the preliminary experiential themes and 
sub- themes in three workshops. These involved a wide group of 

experts by experience from the Global Mental Health Peer Net-
work (https://www.gmhpn.org), representing the lived experience 
of youth from over 40 countries; the children and adolescents’ 
Mental Health Advisory Group (https://www.kcl.ac.uk/research/
ypmhag), representing the perspective of youth in the UK; and the 
Outreach and Support in South London (OASIS) clinical service 
(https://www.meand mymind.nhs.uk)26, representing the per-
spective of adolescents with emerging mental disorders. Overall, 
we involved 18 young experts by experience of variable gender, 
age and ethnicity from three continents, encompassing Europe 
(UK), Asia (India) and Africa (Botswana, Kenya, Zambia and Zim-
babwe).

In a final step, the selection of experiential themes and sub- 
themes was enriched by phenomenologically informed perspec-
tives27- 43 drawn on the included articles, workshops and academic 
expertise. Academics were also of variable age, gender and ethnic 
background, as well as from various continents (Europe, North 
America, South America, Asia and Oceania). The broader group 
of experts by experience and academics collectively interacted to 
draft and review the manuscript via a shared Google Drive plat-
form. All experts by experience actively participating in the man-
uscript elaboration were invited to be co- authors. Experts by ex-
perience were offered reimbursement for their time adhering to 
available guidelines for participatory research44.

In line with our previous publications21- 23, the words written or  
spoken by experts by experience are reproduced verbatim in ital-
ics. Commentaries from participants in our collaborative workshops 
are anonymized as personal communications. As previously indi-
cated21- 23, this study outlines the most paradigmatic ways by which 
mental disorders express themselves across the majority of experts 
by experience on a global scale. However, we neither assume that 
the reported experiences are exhaustive nor that they are system-
atically applicable to all young individuals or their parents and 
carers. On the contrary, we frequently address in this paper the 
high phenomenological heterogeneity of the lived experience of 
mental disorders in adolescents.

THE INNER SUBJECTIVE EXPERIENCE OF MENTAL 
DISORDERS IN ADOLESCENTS

This section explores the inner subjective experience of mental 
disorders in adolescents. Different sub- sections focus on mood 
disorders, psychotic disorders, attention- deficit/hyperactivity 
disorder (ADHD), autism spectrum disorders, anxiety disorders, 
eating disorders, externalizing disorders, and self- harm behaviors.

The inner subjective experience of mood disorders

Experiencing a change in one's personal identity

Adolescents undergoing a depressive episode often describe 
a change in their experience of self, that they have difficulties to 
explain: “Like you don’t feel yourself ”46. This feeling ranges from a 

https://www.gmhpn.org
https://www.kcl.ac.uk/research/ypmhag
https://www.kcl.ac.uk/research/ypmhag
https://www.meandmymind.nhs.uk
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loss of confidence to a persistent and negative sense of lost iden-
tity46- 49.

The comparison between how they used to be and their current 
experience is extremely painful, affecting all areas of life, particu-
larly their relationship with schoolmates and friends: “I used to be 
a really good friend, and now I’m not”47. Some of them feel that the 
good aspects of their identity have been replaced by unpleasant 
ones: “There is something wrong with me”47.

The weakened perception of the self may lead to a feeling of im-
minent personal failure: “I’m going to fail in everything”47. A sense 
of estrangement may be reported: “My depression is like being a 
different person… it’s like it’s part of my personality, but it’s over-
shadowing who I am”47.

The manic episodes are instead marked by an experience of 
consolidation of personal identity and possibilities: “I felt like I 
could do everything, that I would still be the best at whatever I de-
cided to do” (personal communication).

Experiencing overwhelmingly intense emotions

Adolescents often experience mood episodes as a chaos of in-
tense emotions. During the depressive phases, they report feelings 
of mental pain and anger (“I find dark elements in my life: sadness, 
anger, desperation and pain”50), which may be so intense that they 
feel like drowning: “With the depression spiral, you just keep going 
down and down”49. Sadness is described as being “to the deepest 
summit”51, often becoming an inconsolable “cry for no reason”47.

During the manic phases, the intensification of all emotions is of-
ten perceived as confusing: “I had so many thoughts and so many 
emotions in my mind; they all mixed together” (personal communi-
cation). Anger not rarely predominates over euphoria and enthu-
siasm: “My immense rage increased at the same time as my desire 
to break everything, to feel things fall”52. Anger and irritability may 
be experienced as an overflowing river “that has always been pres-
ent”53.

As adolescents have not typically developed mature coping 
strategies to contain their overwhelming irritability, they may re-
sort to verbal or physical aggression towards themselves or others 
(“I feel really angry, it’s just like little things that get me irritable… I’ll 
literally go mad… It’s like I shout at them or punch things or just say 
stuff I don’t even like really mean”47) or bullying behaviors (“I was 
turning into a bully but didn’t want to turn into a bully”47).

In severe depression, rather than experiencing an intensifica-
tion of their emotions, adolescents may experience a profound 
numbness and inability to feel any emotion at all: “I didn’t really 
feel anything, like there was no happiness or excitement, but there 
was also no sadness. It was just like everything was grey”46.

Feeling trapped in their own minds

Adolescents in a depressive episode often describe feeling 
 tra p ped: “It is a disease that’s like a black hole. It is hard to get out of it,  
and everything around us is dark”54. They may also report feeling 

“flooded” by recurrent negative thoughts, self- doubts and ongoing 
ruminations: “I’m thinking about more and more things, so it’s like 
piling on top, so, the mood just kind of keeps going down”55.

During a manic episode, there may be an experience of unpre-
cedented availability of the surrounding world, as if everything 
is easily achievable and within reach: “The world was my play-
ground” (personal communication). However, the sense of omnip-
otence is frequently chaotic and accompanied by racing thoughts 
and impulses: “You can tell that you were jumping from one thing 
to the next and not concluding sentences and things like that”56.

Therefore, adolescents may eventually experience a painful 
sense of being trapped in their minds during both depressive and 
manic episodes. This feeling is amplified by an abnormal percep-
tion of the subjective time, which is stagnant in depression (“It feels 
like life goes on a loop every day, everything feels tired, nothing feels 
fresh anymore”54), and accelerated in mania (“It was as if every-
thing couldn’t stop running”, personal communication).

Seeing the surrounding world fading away

During depressive episodes, adolescents may experience their 
surrounding world as fading away: “I’m separated from everyone 
else”47. They usually do not share the entertainment of their peers, 
and this makes them feel alone and isolated: “Everything is just 
harder to get through, and you want to isolate yourself”49. Isolation 
may become an unpleasant necessity: “‘I forget that everyone else 
exists… I’m invisible and I like that’”47.

The sense of isolation from the surrounding world may also be 
related to an altered perception of the lived body, which is charac-
terized by heaviness, tiredness, and lack of energy: “I was always 
really tired, and I had no energy to do anything”47.

During manic episodes, adolescents may report greater ease in 
social interaction (“I had always been shy but now I wasn’t any-
more”, personal communication). However, this sense of being 
more in tune with the surrounding world is only apparent and 
transitory31. They are not able to pause and stop to properly meet 
their schoolmates and friends, because thoughts and body are in 
continuous excessive movement.

Therefore, both in depression and mania, adolescents may ulti-
mately experience the surrounding world fading away. Everything 
turns into a pointless and hopeless stagnation of personal purpose 
(“What is the point anymore? There is no point!”48) and boredom 
(“Just try and do a lot of different things, think I was interested in 
them then get bored, and just get into a cycle of boredom”46), or into 
a senseless race without a goal (“I felt like I was in a video game”, 
personal communication).

The inner subjective experience of psychotic disorders

Experiencing a pervasive change in the lived world and self

Adolescents who experience psychosis for the first time often 
describe a pervasive change in their lived world and self. They typ-
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ically struggle to understand the world distorted by the psychotic 
symptoms. The surrounding environment loses its familiarity and 
becomes a sinister place, full of unknown threats, whose signs 
must be reinterpreted28,39,57: “I knew something was wrong”56. Un-
usual perceptions (“I shared space with faint voices and a grim loss 
of reality”52), frank hallucinations (“I started seeing and hearing 
stuff, having some unusual smells”58) or delusions (“I’ve got feelings 
that people are trying to plot against me”57) emerge. The pervasive 
change in the lived world is insidious and mirrored in a profound 
change in the self that is difficult to explain.

During the first episode of psychosis, adolescents may feel that 
the world they inhabit is very different from that of their peers: 
“Psychosis to me is just being absolutely drowned off the planet, like 
floating in space sort of thing, with no idea what is going on”59. Be-
cause of the altered perception of reality, they feel that they cannot 
trust their mind as they did before: “it is like a friend who betrayed 
you once, and you don’t know if you can ever trust them again” 
(personal communication).

Feeling like a fish out of water

Because of the experiences described above, adolescents with 
psychosis may feel extremely uncomfortable with others, “like a 
fish out of water” (personal communication). They may describe 
a sense of radical fear and loss of familiarity when entering social 
contacts, and a significant detachment from self and the world: “I 
was mentally disturbed, confused and not well, my mind was not 
my own”60. These feelings are amplified by their painful awareness 
of being different from their peers and being addressed as weird, 
triggering persecutory interpretations: “People are looking at me 
like I’m different”61.

The fear of social interactions and the feeling of being different 
from peers can often originate in childhood: “I didn’t really have 
any close friends”62; “I want friends, but I don’t know how to make 
them”63. In early- onset psychosis, the sense of being different is 
particularly marked, and may be reinforced in a vicious circle by 
the decline of school performance: “In the first grade, I was in the 
top reading group… by the third grade I was in the bottom reading 
group”63. These negative experiences may lead the individual to 
abandon school: “I hated going to school and made up many ex-
cuses to stay home”64.

In other cases, this sense of being different from others can 
intensify and trigger an abnormal perception that the world is 
centred on the individual (“If I’m in crowds of people, especially 
if I don’t know them, I’ll sort of feel like people could be talking 
about me, people might be about to come up to me”57), or prompt 
delusional fears (“I felt unsafe. I felt like someone was going to kill 
me”60). Adolescents may prefer not to share these feelings with 
others because they fear rejection: “Don’t bother trying to explain 
to my family or friends, I just keep it to myself… they’re gonna think 
you’re going mad”61.

A common related experience is perceived stigma (“If I told 
someone that I have a risk of developing psychosis and perceive 
strange things, he would be disturbed and treat me differently”65), 

exacerbating social withdrawal and isolation (“After I got back from 
the hospital, I really couldn’t get along with anyone… I like to play 
by myself best. I make up stories and fantasies”63).

The inner subjective experience of attention- deficit/
hyperactivity disorder

Perceiving one’s neurodiversity

Adolescents with ADHD may perceive it as a part of their per-
sonality present from birth66- 68: “Some people mistakenly see it as 
a condition or a disease or something. It’s rather a trait that makes 
people neurologically different”69. It may be felt as a constitutive el-
ement (“If I didn’t have ADHD, I don’t think I’d be me”67), or as 
a complementary but separate part (“Part of me is because of my 
ADHD, that I’m the way I am, but other than that I definitely have 
my own personality”70).

Some of these adolescents do not experience their neurodiver-
sity as an impairing condition (“I just lead a normal life”67), identi-
fying benefits such as having more energy, less need for sleep, and 
being more outgoing in social situations (“We are always the life of 
the party… we’re cool; we know how to have fun”71).

However, others may perceive their neurodiversity as a parallel 
dysfunctional version of themselves, which is difficult to integrate 
and accept (“I get angry because my ADHD starts to kick in. If it’s 
a really bad day, you see the angry [side] of me”66), leading to “out-
bursts of anger sometimes”66. Some adolescents may rather con-
ceptualize ADHD as a disorder that occurred to them66- 68, particu-
larly when they notice the significant improvements associated 
with medical treatment: “[Tablets] make me a bit good”66.

Feeling a lack of control

Adolescents may experience ADHD as a fluctuating condition 
66,67, whereby subtle environmental triggers amplify a feeling of lack 
of control, and impaired concentration and attention66: “When I am 
forced to stay still… it gives a build- up in my stomach, and it almost 
makes me feel like screaming”72. More frequently, their experience 
of the disorder is completely unpredictable, and they report being 
“on a roller coaster”72. Consequently, they frequently experience a 
lack of control over “the way [their] brain works”67.

Some adolescents may be aware of their inability to control 
their disorder. Consequently they strongly feel that their dysfunc-
tional behaviors are “not actually [their] fault”66,68, regretting other 
people’s judgement that their behavior is deliberately planned72. 
Given this lack of control and difficulty in communicating it to 
others, adolescents may actually perceive the ADHD label as “an 
easier way to explain” their condition to other people70.

The lack of control may also generate the feeling of being left 
behind: “I wish people understood, I’m not stupid… I’m not as 
fast as you”72. Moreover, a typical experience in adolescents with 
ADHD is the need for ongoing help in controlling, organizing and 
planning their own lives and “keeping things together”71.
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The inner subjective experience of autism spectrum 
disorders

Feeling neurodivergent in a puzzling world

Adolescents with autism spectrum disorders typically feel very 
different from their peers: “It is like… American people write back 
and forth, and Chinese [people] write up and down”73. Sometimes 
they explain their neurodiversity in terms of a biological condition: 
“Just the paths of how things transmit in a neuro- typical brain and 
an autistic brain”73. In other cases, they may need to label their 
condition to understand it fully: “I’d rather be different and have a 
reason for it than not be different”74.

However, profound interindividual differences exist75. Some of 
them do not accept their neurodiversity (“I hate myself who cannot 
do well like others”76); others eventually accept it and would not 
like to change “because it’s the reason why I am who I am”74, and 
they “like being different”74 or are even “proud” of it75.

Neurodiversity makes the lived world of adolescents with au-
tistic spectrum disorders an extremely challenging place, particu-
larly when confronted with the neurotypical world (“This world is 
still a puzzle to me, like how people act and how rules are”73; “I’m 
working my brain harder than anyone else”76). They may feel their 
mind “moving into chaos, like a messy office”77.

Their inability to understand the surrounding world may also 
lead to pessimism and depression: “[Autism] can cause problems 
in your life that you may never be able to fix”78, where “the nega-
tives outweigh the positives”78. Their puzzlement may be amplified 
by their sensory alterations, which can alter even positive percep-
tions of the surrounding world (“[The sunshine] is too bright. When 
the weather is fine, it’s painful for me; it’s like I can’t stand it any-
more”76), and trigger vicious circles of feeling uncomfortable and 
detached from reality (“If a baby really upsets me via crying I will 
go outside and I will start noticing that my clothes are annoying me. 
So, I will start itching and scratching, and it gets really annoying. 
And then I’ll start sweating, and then that annoys me. And it just all 
triggers everything”77).

For this reason, they rather enjoy the calming effect of predict-
able routines (“Everything is just structured, just normal”77) and min-
imal changes (“I just don’t like rushing… I live life at my own pace”77).

Longing for human warmth and connections

Several adolescents with autism feel that “loneliness in itself 
isn’t great”73. Rather, they long for few and warm connections: 
“I do prefer having fewer people in my environment… I’d rather 
have a few close friends rather than just more friends”73. Neverthe-
less, social relationships are simultaneously experienced as over-
whelming: “After a while, I find people a bit draining”75, because of 
difficulties reading, interpreting and understanding others’ emo-
tions75. It may be easier for them to interact with peers similarly 
affected by autism: “They all have… their special way of fitting into 
reality, just like me”77.

In general, they worry about losing social relationships, “mess-
ing things up with people”77, experiencing rejection and stigma, 
and feeling “humiliated or embarrassed” in social situations77. 
These experiences are particularly pronounced when they are re-
quired to show some emotional closeness or support, which they 
are unable to deliver: “If someone is really upset… and they’re 
asking me to help make them stop crying and I don’t know how 
and… I’ll just say, I’m sorry, I can’t, and then I have to walk away, 
and of course I feel terrible”77.

The inner subjective experience of anxiety disorders

Experiencing the tsunami of an anxious body

Anxiety is described by several adolescents as an experience 
of physical oppression, of drowning in intense bodily emotions. 
Among the various metaphors used, some emphasize the bodily 
feeling of carrying a burden, such as having “a heavy backpack”79 
or “a black sludge”79. Others instead describe an experience of suf-
focation (“You know how like you’re underwater and your lungs 
start to get tight”79; “You can’t breathe properly”81), or physical pain 
(“Anxiety hurts; well, for me it hurts physically”80).

They typically perceive anxiety as “an uncontrollable force”82, “a 
big scary monster”83, or “a malevolent tsunami that has engulfed 
my soul”82. They may find themselves at the mercy of these intense 
and overwhelming bodily emotions, with no way out: “You feel like 
you can’t get out”81. During episodes of intense acute anxiety (e.g., 
panic attacks), the experience of suffocation is often accompa-
nied by an imminent need to escape the situation: “The only thing 
that you’re trying to think is you have to get out of here, you have to 
run… you have to go somewhere else”81.

Overall, adolescents with anxiety disorders typically feel stuck 
in their bodies: “Everyone else’s life is like fleeting by, and you’re just 
sort of stuck in your own body”82.

Losing control of the anxious mind

Adolescents with anxiety disorders often experience a lack of 
control of their minds, sometimes described as a sense of inner 
conflict: “It feels like a war against yourself”83. For example, in  
cases of generalized anxiety, anything can produce an intense  
worry, and making decisions becomes an insurmountable night-
mare79, leading to a sense of not being able to live as anyone else: 
“You kind of feel like you’re not living the way that everyone around 
you is”83.

In the case of a panic attack, adolescents may describe the per-
ception of subtle or sharp bodily sensations that set off an alarm 
in their mind (“Your mind goes into like… the sirens on an ambu-
lance… it goes into an emergency and it’s thinking well there’s a 
danger”81) and then spread to the whole body (“It normally starts 
in your fingertips and your toes go all really tingly and then like it 
just starts spreading up your legs”81).
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Living in a shrinking and unpredictable box

Adolescents living with anxiety disorders may also dread the 
world as a shrinking and unpredictable box. They typically de-
scribe a general sense of claustrophobia and the feeling of being 
surrounded by worries: “It is like living in a box, and the box keeps 
on going smaller and smaller every single day”79.

Because of the sudden nature of their anxious states, they live 
on constant alert, unable to predict when anxiety will take over. 
Consequently, they may feel different from their peers (“‘like a bit 
of a weirdo”82), and are convinced that others cannot understand 
their experience (“Obviously they won’t understand”81). At the same 
time, the attention of others may amplify their feelings of shame: “It 
just brings attention to you, and you don’t want attention”81.

For this reason, adolescents often hide their anxiety symptoms 
from others. Failure to do so may further increase their lack of con-
trol: “While you’re trying to manage a panic attack, you’re also try-
ing to look like you’re not having one because you don’t want peo-
ple’s judgement, and even afterwards you’re embarrassed because 
everyone just saw you freak out”81.

The inner subjective experience of eating disorders

Controlling food to control oneself

Adolescents with eating disorders often report feeling over-
whelmed by intense and disturbing emotions that they struggle to 
control. This experience encompasses many aspects of their lives: 
“I feel that different areas of my life are out of control, and I’m not 
happy about other areas of my life, and so I look for another way 
to feel in control, to feel happiness”84. They typically control their 
food intake and weight as a means to regain a sense of agency over 
their lives (“One way you can guarantee control is through food, 
through weight, through exercise”84) and to silence their inner feel-
ings (“When I experience a violent and uncontrollable whirlpool of 
fear and anger, I open the fridge and consume everything I find… 
the feeling of my stomach bursting brings a sense of relaxation”, per-
sonal communication).

Their dysfunctional control of food is needed to avoid unknown 
or overwhelming feelings, bringing a sense of security in their lives: 
“This is safe because it’s familiar, I know how I feel, there are no 
emotions I don’t know”85. However, controlling food often isolates 
adolescents from the rest of the lived world, triggering feelings of 
detachment from reality: “You feel like you’re not in the loop… yeah 
you feel like you’re missing out… coz life’s going on without you”86.

Desperately searching for an idealized identity

Adolescents with eating disorders often strive for an idealized 
image of themselves, originating from deep feelings of inadequa-
cy. Even small details are scrutinized as they strive for an unattain-
able and unrealistic ideal and desperately attempt to recover their 
identity: “I wish I had her body”; “Look at her legs, I wish mine were 

like that” (personal communication). Their sense of inadequacy is 
intensely expressed through a constant search for recognition and 
a need to define themselves as if their identity composition was a 
never- ending task.

This experience is so pervasive that they can even identify them-
selves with their eating disorder to be somebody or to establish a 
sense of identity: “At first, I was completely taken over by the eating 
disorder because I was unaware of it”87. In other cases, their disorder  
can be perceived as an external or inauthentic aspect of their iden-
tity, “personified” as an inner “voice”: “If I’m eating, it’s like [hearing 
a voice saying]: ‘should you really be doing that?’ and ‘don’t do that, 
you’re going to have to make yourself sick’”85.

The relation between the self and the eating disorder changes  
dynamically over time: “It’s an inauthentic part because it’s not me…  
but over time, it has gotten more closely connected to me”87.

The inner subjective experience of externalizing disorders

Feeling like a bottle full of rage

Adolescents with externalizing disorders typically experience 
very intense anger, which they are not able to understand, and 
which overtakes any other emotions: “When I’m getting angry… it 
all happens fast… I was very much out of control. I got angry very 
quickly and very badly”88. Their outbursts and lack of control domi-
nate their lives, to the point that they are frightened of their own be-
havior: “I go mad. I’ve scared myself. My emotional state is wonky”88.

This lack of self- regulation is frequently experienced as an im-
pulsive behavior, hindering their ability to consider negative con-
sequences: “I’m always quick to take actions without considering 
the consequences”89.

Adolescents with externalizing disorders may struggle to tol-
erate frustration, further fuelling their anger: “When things don’t 
turn out my way, I do whatever I want”90. They may also feel vul-
nerable to criticism and advice, leading to frequent arguments and 
confrontations: “When my friend advised me not to do bad things, I 
did not listen to him, and then we started to argue”91.

Feeling misunderstood and rejected

Adolescents with externalizing disorders often feel misunder-
stood and pressured by adults. This amplifies their sense of frustra-
tion and intensifies their anger, which may be violently expressed 
in out- of- control acts: “[My mother] is always saying terrible things 
and that everything is my fault… I don’t like that. They have to un-
derstand that you have problems”92.

They often report poor relationships with their parents, who 
may consider them incapable, further triggering their outbursts: 
“My father thinks I cannot do anything; when I wanted to repair a 
pot or lighter, he grabbed them and said give it to me you cannot do 
it, so I smashed them”91.

The absence of familial understanding is often perceived as an 
insurmountable rejection, fostering emotions that are too intense 
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and complex to handle outside verbal or physical outbursts and 
deviant behaviors: “I’m stressed. I sometimes don’t go home but stay 
at my friend’s place taking drugs just to ease the stress. I go through 
this at home because my parents are very strict and harsh to me”89.

The inner subjective experience of self- harm behaviors

Transforming psychic into physical pain to control it

Adolescents who manifest self- harm behaviors often describe 
an urge to make psychic pain more tolerable, turning it into physi-
cal pain: “It takes my focus away from another kind of pain, like the 
pain inside, like the way I feel. So, it overtakes that, so I kind of forget 
about the other sort of pain”93. This is associated with the impres-
sion of better controlling affective states and modulating them 
through physical pain94.

In other cases, they feel the need to overcome an indefinite psy-
chic numbness and to perceive pain to feel alive: “I am doing it to feel 
pain, to remind myself that I can still feel pain because at the moment 
I feel nothing. I feel numb, and it’s my only way that I am reminding 
myself that I am still here, that I am still alive, by seeing the blood”93.

Self- harm may be perceived as having a protective purpose a-  
gainst even more serious behaviors (“I think it’s a way of taking 
care of yourself, because I feel in a way like self- harm stops you 
thinking about suicide as well”93) or as bringing order to uncon-
trollable mental chaos (“Self- harm collects those feelings. Then 
many painful things happen, and you can’t understand… you just 
feel so much at once, it’s like a storm –  it’s much easier to collect it all 
in one physical pain”95).

Therefore, self- harm behaviors may be accompanied by an in-
tense sense of relief: “My body knows; I have that craving, it’s like 
it will not stop until like I hurt myself”93; “It would be a relief from 
basically everything that was going on; the stress”94.

Self- harm behaviors may also become one of the few stable ex-
periences in the lives of adolescents, while everything else is con-
stantly changing, and are therefore associated with the confidence 
of having something they can count on: “I did it when I couldn’t do 
anything else. It was something to rely on”95.

However, in other cases, self- harm may actually index a desire 
for self- punishment: “I become sad and feel a pressure to harm my-
self. I must do it because I have been bad, in a way”95; “I say it to my-
self, that I am a disappointment and need to be punished for that, 
so ‘for this mistake you need to be punished’ and I accept that”96.

Shouting for help without words

Self- harming behaviors may also represent an implicit cry for 
help in the context of expressive and communication difficulties: 
“When I did it for attention, it was because I did not know how 
else to get help”97. These behaviors are aimed at securing support: 
“People should be interested in what’s behind self- harm. I use self- 
harm to get someone worried”95.

However, self- harm is often conducted in secret due to fears 

of rejection or negative judgement from others: “People who self- 
harm often go to great lengths to hide the damage. It’s personal, 
and they don’t want to be judged for it”97. As such, several adoles-
cents who self- harm do not accept the idea that it may represent 
an “attention- seeking” strategy, reiterating the authentic nature of 
their mental suffering: “People who self- harm are expressing deep 
pain! The pain is real!”97.

THE LIVED EXPERIENCE OF ADOLESCENTS WITH 
MENTAL DISORDERS IN THE WIDER SOCIETY

This section explores the lived experience of adolescents with 
a mental disorder in the wider society, looking at three overarch-
ing narrative themes of this interpersonal dimension: a) the expe-
rience in the family, b) the experience in the school and among 
peers, and c) the experience in the social and cultural context. For 
a) and c), we also cover the parents’ perspective.

The experience in the family

Suffering a painful lack of understanding

The subjective suffering of adolescents is enhanced by the par-
ents’ lack of understanding or acknowledgement of their mental 
disorder98,99: “The first thing they [the parents] felt was like ‘this is 
not a real illness’, ‘you should not be telling us about this’… I felt I 
was being put under the rug” (personal communication). They 
may not feel accepted for who they are with the existing disorder, 
struggling to meet their parent’s expectations: “My dad says things 
like ‘I didn’t raise you to be sad, I raised you to be strong because 
this is something from a weak person’”51. Sometimes they need to 
resort to drastic measures to convince their parents to recognize 
and accept their mental suffering: “I literally had to take myself to a 
mental hospital for my mother to listen” (personal communication).

As the identity of adolescents is particularly fragile, the full rec-
ognition of their mental disorder and associated needs by their 
immediate caretaker is essential36,42,100: “I guess it would be nice if 
they’d console me, but all they said was ‘take it easy’”101. Downplay-
ing the severity of the mental disorder does not help adolescents 
make sense of their suffering, adding to their confusion and des-
peration: “I cried, and I told my mum that I’m not feeling well and 
I want to go and see a psychologist. And then she said that I don’t 
have to worry and that I’m not depressed”102. This amplifies inner 
perceptions of loneliness, embarrassment and shame: “I did tell 
my parents that I was hearing voices, and they kept it hidden from 
school” (personal communication).

In some instances, adolescents may paradoxically react to this 
lack of understanding by hiding their mental suffering, in a des-
perate attempt to protect their unsupportive parents: “I just did not 
want to tell [my parents] because I did not want them to worry or to 
feel guilty or something like that”53.

On the other side, parents who acknowledge the presence and 
severity of a mental disorder but aggressively insist on therapeutic 
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approaches may prompt feelings of dehumanization: “My parents 
keep saying this term that I have to be ‘fixed’ or ‘cured’, and I hate it 
because like it makes me feel like I’m not a person, as if I’m almost 
like an object or a disease”103.

Feeling restored by an emotionally supportive family

For many other adolescents, the familial environment may ac-
tually represent one of the most supportive settings. The emotional 
intimacy of a supportive family nurtures vital and positive coping 
strategies: “Now I think she [the mother] has begun to understand. 
It is as if we can walk straight together. I do not feel guilty anymore, 
and it is easier to be honest when I struggle”104.

The feeling of being supported by the family consolidates a warm  
sense of security that helps adolescents engage with the challenges 
of living with a mental disorder: “Whenever I have a problem, they 
[parents] give me a hand and help me succeed”90. Within a support-
ive family, they feel able to talk freely and openly about their deep-
est experiences, thus alleviating their acute suffering and restoring 
a sense of normality: “I don’t always give in; I turn to my mum; she’s 
like one of my biggest supporters in my life. We’re very, very close… I’ll 
go and sit with her and talk to her, and it slowly goes away”93.

The parents' perspective

Parents typically experience dramatic changes in their relation-
ship with their unwell kids: “Where is my daughter gone, because 
that’s not her”105. The onset of a mental disorder forces the parents 
to redefine their image of their kids106, “mourning the child who 
would have developed normally”107.

Parents may express an increasing difficulty in connecting with 
their kid’s inner world, because of severe communication barriers: 
“He doesn’t talk to me”108; “He no longer wants to participate in any 
family things”105. Accordingly, they experience a marked sense of 
loss105.

Parents must “learn how to parent in a completely different way” 
109,110, often negotiating a new balance between maternal and pa-
ternal roles107 and establishing new parental rules111. This may in-
clude “letting [the child] get away with things that I wouldn’t have 
before probably”108. It’s a hard and unpredictable process of trial 
and error, frequently leading to frustration and feelings of helpless-
ness: “I changed the approach and tried to push a bit more and in 
certain areas, and then that didn’t seem to be working and then, I 
don’t know what the best way is”105. Moreover, parents may feel the 
pressing responsibility to preserve their kids’ emotional balance as 
much as possible108.

The experience in the school and among peers

Perceiving the school as a magnifier of differences

Adolescents with a mental disorder often perceive the school 

as a fundamental but precarious environment. When they com-
pare themselves with schoolmates, they feel profoundly different: 
“[You] see other people… not being sort of freaked out and anx-
ious or depressed whatever, you feel like ‘why can’t I be more like 
that?’”112.

Frequently, they feel forced to hide their true feelings from their  
peers: “I could not show it to anyone because I never talked to my 
friends about my feelings”53. This separates them from the sur-
rounding social environment, leading to deep feelings of loneli-
ness and incomprehension: “You feel quite alone when you’re 
growing up with things like that because there’s not really anyone 
who understands it”112.

The vitality and fun that normally characterize the school envi-
ronment fade away, replaced by feelings of exclusion and defeat: 
“Because adolescents are supposed to have fun and hang out with 
friends at parties, but I kind of never feel like doing anything, and I 
wish I could enjoy things like before”90.

Negative relationships with teachers may further exacerbate 
the deep experience of loneliness and being different: “[Teachers] 
treat me like a cute cat. They treat us like we’re not human, like we’re 
less”74. Any teachers’ attempt to support the individual can also be 
experienced as a direct confirmation of their personal ineptitude 
compared to their peers: “We are different, that’s a fact, but they 
treat us like we’re different. Like we’re more different to other people 
than we actually are”74.

Experiencing bullying from peers and teachers

Adolescents with a mental disorder frequently experience se-
vere bullying113, which further compromises their self- confidence 
and interpersonal trust: “They took pleasure in hurting me, in see-
ing me suffer”114. Because of bullying experiences, they may feel 
profound shame and embarrassment while at school: “Me and a 
bunch of other kids had to go down at lunch to take [Ritalin], and it 
was kind of embarrassing… people saw me as the kid with ADHD, 
and they saw it as a bad thing”115.

The world of peers becomes a dangerous and unwelcoming 
place where they must be on guard: “I’m quite suspicious, at least 
more than before, always a little apprehensive about who people 
are, their personality, what they really think”114. The subjective ex-
perience of being bullied may be so dramatic that they may feel 
completely rejected, losing a sense of belonging (“I felt rejected. 
No one liked me; none of my teachers liked me”90) and eventually 
withdrawing from friendships and social interaction (“Afraid of my 
friends sharing what I tell them to other people”, personal commu-
nication).

At the same time, they still long for vital friendship and social be-
longing. To overcome this situation, they may resort to a passive 
acceptance of bullying: “I wouldn’t want to stop being friend with 
them because I don’t have any friends, so I kind of just suffered 
through it”115. Sometimes, the experience of being bullied is trans-
formed into self- blame, to make sense of the inner confusion and 
hurt that is elicited by dysfunctional relationships: “I used to think 
it was my fault if I was mistreated by friends”104; “I didn’t really try 
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to be friend with anyone because I didn’t trust myself to make good 
friends”115.

In other cases, adolescents with a mental disorder may suffer 
from their teachers’ lack of understanding (“It all comes down to 
lack of understanding. I felt like teachers did not know how to re-
spond to people experiencing mental disorders”, personal commu-
nication), or even bullying (“One day he [teacher] just told me that I 
was going to fail and that I was a huge failure and I was never going 
to amount to anything… in front of the whole class”103).

Experiencing peers as a vital support

For many adolescents with a mental disorder, however, peers 
may represent an important and positive resource. Feeling accept-
ed by friends is described as destigmatizing, allowing the individual 
to regain a sense of normality (“I told them, my close friends. They just  
said, “So what?” and they just looked at it like a cold, not like a disease”  
116), and to dissipate feelings of shame and inadequacy (“They 
weren’t ashamed of it, so I started to not be ashamed of it either”116).

In particular, being with friends who share a mental disorder 
is perceived as extremely beneficial to overcome the social isola-
tion117 (“I’m not the only one going through this”, personal commu-
nication), communicate personal experiences (“My friends and I 
come together and speak about our experiences”, personal commu-
nication), freely express complex emotions (“We feel liberated; we 
get all our hatred out, all our anger, it feels good”114), and improve 
their self- esteem (“We share a lot of same feelings about things and 
I’m just able to really be myself”115).

Peers’ understanding may also alleviate their subjective suffer-
ing: “When I feel that I am beginning to become anxious in school… 
then I can tell a friend, ‘I do not feel okay at all right now’”104.

The experience in the social and cultural context

Feeling inadequate to the social norms and values

Adolescents with a mental disorder may feel inadequate in re-
lation to the norms and values of their sociocultural context. For 
example, they may feel abnormal and even dangerous because of 
the beliefs socially attached to mental disorders: “Like if you have a 
mental illness, you’re not normal, you can’t live a normal life… They 
think that they’re going to catch it”118.

Others may feel inadequate because they perceive their men  tal 
disorder as an obstacle to achieving the social standards of a good 
life: “I’m wondering a lot about my future, how to manage at school,  
if I get a good profession and if I reach my dreams instead of leaving 
them halfway”50. To keep up with external pressures and social ex-
pectations, they may adopt a rigid conception of who they should 
be, silencing their mental health needs: “As an adolescent, you end 
up adopting a very narrow view of yourself and the world when aca-
demic scores, building a career, and similar external achieve ments 
are ranked above mental wellbeing” (personal communication).

Sometimes, the stress associated with school performance and  
striving to be socially successful exhausts their already fragile men   tal  
reserve: “I have to be the best in my class. I’m a top athlete –  doing 
sports at the highest level. It’s so much pressure and expectations 
and… I must be ready to go to a party and be together with my 
friends… it’s so much!”95.

Feeling stigmatized or supported by social media

Most adolescents with a mental disorder report using social 
media regularly as a way to interact with their social world: “[So-
cial media] keep you updated on the day- to- day lives of your friends  
and celebrities. And popular things that are going on”119. They ex-
perience both negative and positive impacts of social media on 
their mental health.

For example, social media enhance comparisons of their suf-
fering life with the apparently happy and successful accounts of  
their peers119,120: “One thing that has impacted on my mental health  
is going on social media when feeling down, and you see all these 
posts of people living their best life, and you know you are not in that  
place. I’d wish my life could be like that” (personal communica-
tion).

Another negative experience is the deeply stigmatizing, offen-
sive and insensitive language that they may perceive on social media  
(“They will call me crazy”51), particularly if their daily life is ex-
posed: “Social media are easily accessible. The issue is that you can 
see it all day, every single day. Think of how many bad experiences 
and mean comments you’d see by scrolling” (personal communi-
cation).

A common negative experience related to social media is the pres-
sure to be constantly active online due to fear of “missing out”: 
“If I didn’t have it [social media platform] I just think about all the 
things that I wouldn’t see or know… there’s so much pressure to 
have it and once you get it, you’re basically stuck… it feels like you’re 
stuck”120. This is often linked to fears of sharing personal informa-
tion, losing privacy, and reinforcing negative thoughts119,120.

However, social media may also be perceived as a supportive 
resource for restoring some vital social networking and a sense of 
belonging to a community: “There are communities of people with 
mental illness, where people share their experiences… so, on my 
side, it’s been a positive experience” (personal communication).

Social media may become a way of sharing experiences of be-
ing unwell across different communities, thus alleviating the sense 
of isolation and loneliness: “It is difficult for me to talk to people, 
and then, social networks just help me because I’m able to contact 
certain people that I know will support me in different things, even 
though they might be far away from me”121.

In some cases, social media may actually represent the only pos-
itive support received: “Most of my support system has been from 
social media” (personal communication). They may also function 
as a powerful literacy means, allowing adolescents to get tailored 
information and empowerment: “I’ve learned more about mental 
health online” (personal communication).
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The parents' perspective

Parents may experience great suffering because of the environ-
mental stigma directed towards their kids: “That hurt me… when 
other parents were saying to their child ’don’t play with him”122. 
Parents may feel “distressed” by the mental suffering of their kids 
108, and at the same time feel helpless105,106,108 as they do not have 
“the right weapons” to face the mental disorder123. Taking care  
of a kid with a mental disorder is experienced as “mentally… and 
physically exhausting”105. Parents frequently perceive themselves as 
“alone as no one understands”124 and prefer to “keep all” to them-
selves125,126.

Sometimes, parents report being indirect victims of the bully-
ing experiences suffered by their kids: “That upsets you as a par-
ent when you know your child is being bullied or criticized”122. They 
may feel particularly frustrated and guilty because they feel unable 
to protect their vulnerable kids from being bullied: “A part of you 
[is] unable to withstand being with that child”122. At the same time, 
parents may perceive themselves as a direct target of stigma, being 
blamed as “unfit parents”122 (“I always feel like I’m getting judged 
as a parent… that I’m not doing the right thing, or raising my child 
the right way’”122), or being “avoided”122.

The combination of stigma and bullying experiences may im-
pair their self- esteem and constantly make them feel judged as 
bad parents122. The bad- parent labelling and stigma may occur not 
only in the community, but also within the family of origin: “Close 
family was saying to me… that I created the problem”122.

Whatever the origin, stigma is inevitably perceived as burden-
some (“It made everything harder”122), and parents may end up 
reducing social contacts (“I do get asked… by friends, but I try to 
avoid it, only because I feel I have that stigma that they think I am a 
bad mum”122). They may feel unwelcome at school, and may with-
draw from collaborative and social events: “I have opinions, and 
I want to make a contribution to things [but] I feel like I can’t join 
them because I have a child who is difficult”122.

Under these intense pressures, parents may also desperately 
attempt to “educate those people”122 and “correct them and their ‘ig-
norance’”122, becoming advocates for their kids’ needs and, in this 
way, feeling reassured of being good parents122. Moreover, many 
parents experience an essential supporting role of the family of 
origin107, or other families with the same problems, that can help 
“to put [the kid’s difficulties] in perspective”107.

THE LIVED EXPERIENCE OF ADOLESCENTS WITH 
MENTAL DISORDERS IN RECEIVING MENTAL 
HEALTH CARE

This section explores the lived experience of receiving mental 
health care in adolescents with a mental disorder. We describe 
these subjective experiences through seven overarching narrative 
themes: a) the experience of being diagnosed with a mental disor-
der, b) the experience of accessing mental health support, c) the 
experience of receiving psychopharmacological treatment, d) the 
experience of receiving psychotherapy, e) the experience of peer 

support and mental health activism, and f) the subjective experi-
ence of recovery. For a) and b), we also cover the parents’ perspec-
tive.

The experience of receiving a diagnosis of mental 
disorder

Experiencing a threat to one’s identity: surprise, denial, 
shame and secrecy

For adolescents, receiving a diagnosis of mental disorder is a 
very sensitive issue during a period in which identity is constantly 
being defined: “It [the diagnosis] became the thing that defined 
me. It was the only thing I saw in myself, and everything was about 
that”127. They often describe a negative impact on their identity; 
in particular, a feeling of surprise and disbelief: “I was surprised 
and… I think that it made me tense because I had never thought 
about something like this”51. In several cases, they show a strong 
rejection and denial: “No, I can’t be bipolar. That’s just not me. I 
don’t want to be it”116.

Denial is often accompanied by a desire to be like “normal” 
young peers: “I don’t want to be bipolar. I want to be normal… 
I’m sad. Why am I like this? Why did it have to happen to me?”116. 
An intense feeling of shame often emerges: “I was ashamed be-
cause I don’t want to be bipolar. Who does?”128. The intensity of 
the shame amplifies the uncomfortable feeling of being different: 
“I had something [a diagnosis of mental disorder] like something 
was wrong with me. I was like different. That I was an outcast”128. 
Shame, in turn, may lead adolescents to conceal their fragile con-
dition: “I don’t like others to know about it. Because it’s like none of 
their business, I just don’t want them to know about it”116.

Sometimes the denial of the diagnosis leads to a cascade of 
decisions and behaviors that delay access to mental health care. In 
this context, the role of health care professionals in adequately and 
sensitively communicating the diagnosis is of vital importance, as 
it may otherwise elicit confusion and misunderstanding. For ex-
ample, many young individuals report a lack of clear information 
and explanation about the implications of their diagnosis: “They 
told me I had schizophrenia… but I didn’t know what schizophre-
nia was; I didn’t know that disease”106.

Finding a container for personal suffering

In several cases, the diagnosis of a mental disorder is preceded 
by a long period of difficulties and personal suffering, often tracing 
back to early childhood. As such, the diagnosis may be welcome 
as a meaningful container of the presenting problems (“I took it 
well because I’ve always known that there was something different 
with me”, personal communication), or as a way to relieve suffering 
(“[Getting the diagnosis] was kind of comforting”127).

Acceptance of the diagnosis is facilitated by appropriate and 
comprehensive communication with health care professionals: “I 
got my diagnosis by a psychiatrist. He gave me enough information 
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to understand…, and it was life- changing. It was new information, 
but he put it in a way that I can understand” (personal communi-
cation).

The parents’ perspective

Parents often experience their kid’s diagnosis of mental disor-
der as “a shock”106, “an earthquake”106, or “like being punched in 
the stomach”129. The signs of their kids’ difficulties may be “little 
strange things” hard to notice56. Sometimes external people (e.g., 
school personnel) are the first to draw parents’ attention to these 
early problems108. In other instances, the parents “never dreamed 
it was a medical condition”56, attributing the early anomalies to 
teenage behavior108: “an extension of his personality, just a little bit 
sort of exaggerated”56.

In other cases, parents recognize the problems and feel “pre-
pared for… the diagnosis”129, but wait a long time before turning 
to professionals: “You put up with it for a long time, and then 
there’s a point when you break… when you refer yourself to mental 
health services; you waited till the last minute”130. The diagnosis 
may be perceived as a relief129, allowing the parent to make sense 
of things and “have a reason for everything”109. Parents may feel 
comforted by the fact that the professionals’ understanding of 
their kid “matched what [they] saw” at home129, and feel that the 
information received along with the diagnosis “has been help-
ful to explain it to the rest of the family because trying to get it into 
words yourself and getting them to understand… that’s the hardest 
part”129.

Parents may desperately look for external causal factors un-
derlying the diagnosis: “the dictates of today’s society”123, “the so-
cial context”123, “our education system”105, and the media (“Tele-
vi sion…, social media… lead them to see themselves different from 
the world”123). Alternatively, parents may look for internal causes, 
either organic or psychological: “a chemical imbalance”123, a 
hormonal teenage phase123, “character”123, “a loss of self- confi-
dence”105.

Given the uncertain causal pathways of most mental disor-
ders, parents typically struggle to identify an established cause, 
and might end up blaming themselves, considering the disorder 
genetic123,131 or a consequence of exposure to their behavior105,108: 
“Is it something I did… when I was pregnant, or during the younger 
years?”; “What could I have done to prevent it?”122. A sense of guilt 
often accompanies the parents’ elaboration of the diagnosis (“I 
will always blame myself about that”122), leading them to question 
their parenthood skills122,132 (“Maybe because we didn’t under-
stand how to raise a child well”125).

Because of these concerns, parents may hide or downplay the 
diagnosis of mental disorder in their kids: “He can access services… 
and people… can make accommodations for him, but… is he going 
to be treated differently?”74. They may decide to hide it because “the 
word mental in our community is very unacceptable”131 and to pre-
vent their kids from being “blackmarked” at school74, or even en-
rolled in special classes for disabled individuals107,133.

The experience of accessing mental health support

Overcoming emotional barriers

The difficulty in accepting the diagnosis of a mental disorder 
frequently represents the first barrier to receiving help: “I didn’t 
accept what I had, and I didn’t want any medicine”128. Further-
more, many adolescents, once they have recognized their men-
tal fragility, describe a variety of emotional barriers hindering the 
start of the treatment process.

The main help- seeking difficulty is related to embarrassment 
and shame: “Sometimes I get embarrassed to talk to someone else” 
54. For some adolescents, sharing their suffering is like adding to 
it, because it increases their sense of fragility: “To share… is diffi-
cult because I feel vulnerable, and… kind of naked… feel stupid and 
embarrassed”95.

Some young people report a range of fears, including fear of 
violation of privacy (“If people hear things and see things, then 
they’ll discuss it with someone and eventually it will spread”134), of 
not being understood (“I don’t want people to be like, oh, she wants 
attention”135), or of being judged (“I was scared of telling how I 
felt… because I thought they will judge me”135).

Overcoming structural barriers

Adolescents may also experience access to mental health care 
as an obstacle race, because of a slow system with long waiting lists 
(“I felt that you had to do something to get in here fairly quickly be-
cause there’s such a demand for these services. Six months waiting 
list otherwise”118), or an overly complicated care pathway that is 
difficult to navigate (“Not knowing what services there are for cer-
tain things. It’s just you go to one place and then oh no, we don’t 
cover that here, you know, go to this place”134).

Also, access to mental health care is not easily affordable for 
adolescents in many deprived areas: “In Kenya, accessing mental 
health services is quite expensive, so there was that issue of ‘am I 
going to get money, am I going to be able to see a psychiatrist’?” (per-
sonal communication).

Feeling welcome, listened to and encouraged

For many other adolescents, receiving mental health care is a 
highly positive experience: “I think here it’s great. It’s probably the 
best care I’ve ever had since my illness started. If I’ve got a problem, 
I just phone them and tell them, and they are out instantly. It is bril-
liant”136. They feel welcome and know that they have a point of ref-
erence. This allows them to manage their negative emotions and 
symptoms better.

Easy access to mental health care enables them to experience 
that they are not a burden and that they really matter: “Someone is 
taking care of me… maybe I am important after all”53. In this con-
text, the relationship with health care professionals may help them 
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to feel that they are not being judged (“He’s easy to talk to, he’s not 
one of those judgy people that I don’t like”134); that they are listened 
to (“That time the doctor didn’t give up but kept on seeing me ev-
ery day of the week to find a solution. To understand me. He didn’t 
just stick to the protocol for my treatment”137); and that they are en-
couraged (“It’s nice that somebody says you’re doing a good job –  it 
makes you feel a little bit happier”129).

Feeling lost and scared while transitioning from 
adolescence into adulthood

Adolescents transitioning into adulthood frequently feel lost 
and alone because of the two- tier split between children and adult 
mental health systems. A constant experience is the lack of infor-
mation. Many do not know what to do, and feel lost and fright-
ened: “I wish someone had told me way sooner, like much more in 
advance, about what would happen… as opposed to being in the 
dark until then”138.

The lack of information may trigger uncertainty and fear of what  
would happen: “I am feeling a lot better, but what happens in a few 
months if I am not? What can I do? Because I don’t know what I 
should do now if I need someone”138; “Oh God, what’s going to hap-
pen?”139.

In other cases, adolescents may experience profound feelings 
of ambivalence towards health care: “I’m not sure how I feel. I 
don’t really know about [the referral] enough to think much about 
it”138. Moreover, lack of continuity in care may hinder the devel-
opment of close and trusting helping relationships with profes-
sionals: “You don’t want to have to re- live… Re- living it every time 
brings back the pain… The fact that there’s more than one person 
that knows about it is even scarier… And, then to have –  you know 
–  two or three new counsellors over a few years ends up destroying 
you”134.

The parents’ perspective

Parents may also report emotional or structural barriers and 
negative experiences of mental health care access. They frequently 
feel that their concerns are dismissed without proper evaluation: 
“[Psychiatrist believed that our daughter is] just angry and rebel-
lious at home and not a serious threat to herself”140. They may fear 
criticism about their parenting skills and express concern that 
their kids may be taken away from them: “I was afraid they were 
going to call the mental health services and [demonstrate that]… 
I’m not able to take care of my son”140. They may feel unaccepted: 
“It was like the doctor just didn’t seem to hear what I was saying”108. 
They may perceive a lack of information and support: “We were 
so frustrated… most of them said just go to an emergency room… 
that’s so traumatizing”141.

These negative experiences may be amplified by structural bar-
riers in accessing mental health care services: “The waiting lists are 
so long, because there isn’t enough staff and the staff are restricted 
due to funding”126. Complex pathways to care may also be per-

ceived as substantial obstacles: “It’s a lot of paperwork; there’s a lot 
of stuff a person has [to do]… it was a challenge”126.

However, there are also positive experiences of accessing men-
tal health care. Some parents feel welcome and fully supported: “It 
was nice that someone saw his problems and took him seriously”130. 
They may also report an important reduction in isolation as a re-
sult of the positive and reassuring experiences with mental health 
care: “[The doctor] said it’s okay, we’ve seen this before, you’re not 
on your own, there is help. It was really reassuring”130.

The experience of receiving psychopharmacological 
treatment

Experiencing shame and fear of being labelled or 
different

The experience of receiving medication among adolescents 
with a mental disorder is highly variable. A range of emotions and 
feelings may arise, hindering drug treatment to the point of out-
right rejection: “I don’t want to take them at all”142. Shame is the 
emotion that most contributes to rejection and poor compliance: 
“I mean, it’s really difficult… It totally can embarrass you if you have  
to take it in front of other people”116. In addition to shame, there 
is also the fear of being judged and labelled, and of what others 
might say: “Crazy. Psycho. Nuts. Cause that’s what I heard from ev-
eryone else”116.

These negative emotions are reinforced by the perception of 
being different when pharmacological treatments are prescribed: 
“I give up feeling normal by taking medication. I don’t feel like a 
normal person”116. Feeling different increases the sense of fragility 
and social isolation, while they desire to be “normal” like everyone 
else116,128,143.

Improving social relationships and restoring emotions

On the other hand, adolescents may also describe positive ex-
periences related to psychopharmacological treatment. When 
they accept medication, they may notice its positive effects on 
their relationships with family and friends: “I’m happier. I used to 
spend all the time in my room, and now I’m upstairs with my fam-
ily more. I spend more time with them”144. Psychopharmacologi-
cal agents may also be experienced as essential for restoring their 
social performance at school: “In the past… I could not stay in the 
classroom. I could not even attend a virtual class. I did not want my 
name to appear there, and I was so anxious. The medicine has been 
very good for me”143.

There may also be a perception that medication improves their 
emotional reactions: “I started taking medicine, and I would see a 
totally different person when I took the medicine. I mean, I wasn’t 
so angry, and I was able to have a good time and laugh and just 
have fun”144. Adolescents may also report that antipsychotics help 
to restore their sense of reality and normality: “It is good because it 
definitely muted any kind of weirdness”145.
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The experience of receiving psychotherapy

Experiencing a negative relationship and feeling not 
understood

Adolescents’ experience of psychotherapy is greatly shaped by 
their relationship with the therapist. Some of them report negative 
experiences linked to not feeling understood: “They [doctors] don’t 
dig deep into the problems, what’s really the matter with you, they 
don’t do that at all… That’s terrible, isn’t it? I just felt they didn’t re-
ally try to understand”136. In some cases, suffering is experienced 
as being minimized by the therapists: “[The doctor] thinks my ill-
ness is childish and just a way of getting attention, so he treats me 
like a child”136.

Sometimes, adolescents do not feel encouraged to talk about 
their problems and struggles, and feel that they are simply stuffed 
with medication: “[Doctors] just give you medicine all the time 
whenever you aren’t feeling good… they don’t try and make you 
talk enough”136.

Feeling closeness and safety

On the other hand, adolescents may also describe positive ex-
periences linked to feelings of closeness and safety with the ther-
apist: “She was affectionate, she was trustworthy, I would tell her 
something, and I was sure she would not tell anyone”146. These ex-
periences are especially related to instances in which the psycho-
therapy is perceived as personalized: “What he did [the therapist] 
was something I needed, it surprised me, I thought he was just going 
to listen… But in reality, he gave me alternatives, things that would 
not occur to me”146.

Adolescents may particularly appreciate psychotherapy when 
it targets outcomes other than the presenting symptoms, restoring 
a deep feeling of being human (“Sometimes you get scared of your 
feelings… However, when someone else is sitting there and telling 
you why she would be angry if she experienced that same situa-
tion… It is good to know that I am only human”104) and of being a 
valuable person (“The psychologist treats me as a person”136).

The experience of peer support and mental health activism

Healing through healing

Adolescents feel that sharing their experiences is a way to help 
each other and to give new meaning to their fragile condition, 
overcoming stigma. Many of them describe how helping others 
affected by similar experiences makes them feel better and pro-
motes a sense of belonging, by reducing feelings of being alone 
and abandoned: “Peer support helps young people feel belonging, 
express themselves and improve self- help skills” (personal commu-
nication). This shared experience activates a two- way movement 
of benefits, which is perceived as rewarding: “I am currently a vol-
unteer at mental health research. It has helped me a lot in interact-

ing with different youths facing different mental health problems, 
and I am happy I am able to share my experience” (personal com-
munication).

Voluntary work is viewed as a highly positive experience. Help-
ing others allows adolescents to feel useful and valued. By spend-
ing time in service to others, they can bring structure to their lives 
and daily routines: “It helps you get out of bed and also do some-
thing productive, so it helps with depression and stuff because you’re  
actually doing something and seeing other people”147. It is also an 
opportunity to find motivation to go on and push themselves to do 
something new: “I’m not the type of person who would just have a 
conversation with you… I had to talk when I volunteered. I had to 
push myself out there”147.

The subjective experience of achieving recovery

Floating between self- acceptance and the looming 
shadow of relapse

Recovery may have different meanings for adolescents with a 
mental disorder. Many of them describe it in terms of learning to 
accept themselves: “For me, recovery meant acceptance; accepting 
everything that I went through, that it is not my fault, being able to 
go on with my life and being productive, being able to see the sun-
shine. Being able to be confident and smile again” (personal com-
munication); “Recovery is accepting the things I can’t change, and 
changing the things I can” (personal communication).

Recovery may also mean separating their identity from the di-
agnostic label: “[The diagnosis does not] define me anymore and I 
have skills that I can use to be the best version of myself”127. It may 
also be described in terms of regaining autonomy and leading a 
more fulfilling life (“Recovery to me means being able to live a pro-
ductive and fulfilling life… socially, being able to interact with my 
friends, being able to come to work”, personal communication), and 
rebuilding a sense of social connectedness (“I rebuilt another so-
cial network and I was doing fine emotionally”127).

On the other hand, the recovery experience may fluctuate, in-
cluding negative emotions, especially the looming shadow and 
fear of relapse: “I fear I’m back to square one”148; “[I fear] that things 
will deteriorate and I’ll end up back here. I’d see that as defeat be-
cause you’ve battled for a long time to get out and then you just end 
up back; it’s like you’re starting back from square one”148.

DISCUSSION

This study describes the lived experience of adolescents with a 
mental disorder, covering both their subjective suffering and their 
positive accounts. The co- designing, co- conducting and co- writing 
approach adopted by the study has already been detailed in previ-
ous publications21,22. This approach allows personal experiences of 
mental disorders to emerge, minimizing exclusion and misrepre-
sentation of the affected persons’ perspectives149. In this study, we 
also integrated the parents’ and carers’ narratives, as applicable.
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The study does not address any specific research hypothesis or 
whether the described experiences adequately represent the rele-
vant mental disorders. We only highlight core (paradigmatic) ways 
by which adolescents experience their disorder subjectively and 
within the social context, and their experience of receiving mental 
health care. We identify common themes and sub- themes holding 
several implications at clinical, research and societal levels.

A first group of severe mental disorders, i.e. mood and psychotic 
disorders, are often characterized by experiences of change of 
one’s personal identity, along with overwhelmingly intense emo-
tions, and a distorted perception of the world. Adolescents typi-
cally find it difficult to communicate these experiences and, rather 
than seeking help, tend to conceal them, leading to delayed rec-
ognition of their problems. Converging evidence indicates that de-
layed recognition of mental health difficulties in young people with 
emerging mood and psychotic disorders is a key driver of missed 
preventive and early intervention opportunities and, therefore, of 
poor outcomes in their adulthood150- 153. We hope that adolescents 
will recognize their experiences of mood and psychotic disorders 
in the words spoken by our experts by experience and, by doing 
so, will be more inclined to seek help and facilitate an early recog-
nition.

Beyond help- seeking behaviors, early recognition of emerg-
ing mood and psychotic disorders in adolescents is also limited 
by the use of suboptimal assessment measures that risk over- 
pathologizing potentially transient and clinically irrelevant expe-
riences154,155. The core experiences of mood and psychotic disor-
ders identified in this study could, therefore, represent innovative 
research material, which contributes to tailoring the next genera-
tion of assessment instruments for emerging mental disorders in 
adolescents.

A second group of disorders in adolescents (including ADHD 
and autism spectrum disorders) are largely characterized by ex-
periences revolving around one’s neurodiversity. This may be 
perceived and dealt with in a variety of ways156, which have been 
very rarely explored up to now. We think that giving voice to these 
young people whose minds work differently from others corrects 
an epistemic injustice149, while at the same time opening a new 
research avenue that can potentially expand our perspective of 
their conditions. Indeed, neurodivergent young people are often 
unfairly harmed as a social minority157: their story is frequently 
disvalued, silenced, ignored, distorted or misrepresented158.

A third group of mental disorders in adolescents share, in dif-
ferent ways, feelings of lack of self- control and high impulsivity, 
described as experiencing the tsunami of an anxious body, los-
ing control of one’s anxious mind, and living in a shrinking and 
unpredictable box (anxiety disorders); controlling food to control 
oneself, and desperately searching for an idealized identity (eating 
disorders); feeling like a bottle full of rage, and feeling misunder-
stood and rejected (externalizing disorders). These experiences 
are characterized by a dynamic tension between adolescents’ 
movement toward increased autonomy and their vulnerability to 
engage in impulsive and out- of- control behavior159. This contrast 
is neurobiologically associated with brain changes in the reward 
and self- regulating brain networks, that become unbalanced due 

to pubertal maturation. While pubertal hormones sensitize the 
brain’s reward system, motivating the adolescent toward engag-
ing in more sensation- seeking behaviors, the brain’s capacity for 
self- regulation and inhibitory control matures more gradually over 
the course of early adulthood160. This neurobiological imbalance 
can also account for the frequent self- harm behaviors reported by 
adolescents, often described as the need to transform psychic into 
physical pain to control it, or shouting for help without words.

The latter call for help highlights the importance of exploring 
the lived experience of adolescents with a mental disorder in the 
wider society, another neglected research area up to now. Our ad-
olescents described experiences such as suffering a painful lack of 
understanding within the family; perceiving the school as a mag-
nifier of differences, and experiencing bullying from peers and 
teachers; feeling inadequate to the social norms and values, and 
feeling stigmatized by social media. However, they also reported 
experiences of feeling emotionally restored and supported by the 
family, perceiving peers as vital support, and feeling supported by 
social media, indexing the multifaceted and complex nature of 
each journey.

A dysfunctional parent- child interaction, along with genetic pre-
disposition, has been historically identified as a key mechanism 
for the familial transmission of mental disorders161, highlighting 
that the mental health of adolescents is to a large extent a “family 
affair”161,162. On the other hand, bullying from peers and teachers 
is a key driver of victimization and perceived stigma163,164, which 
was described by our experts by experience as “having worse con-
sequences than the mental disorders themselves”165. Overall, early 
traumatic experiences in adolescents emerge as the most robust 
transdiagnostic risk factor for the development of mental disor-
ders later in adulthood7,166. We hope that our findings may thus 
inform educational approaches; for example, those focusing on 
parent or teacher training and literacy to improve youth’s mental 
health167,168, or anti- bullying interventions in the schools113.

The lived experience of receiving mental health care in adoles-
cents was also highly variable. Receiving a diagnosis of a mental 
disorder was experienced either as a threat to their identity –  with 
feelings of surprise, denial, shame and secrecy –  or as a useful con-
tainer for their personal suffering. Accessing mental health support 
involved overcoming emotional and structural barriers, with fre-
quent feelings of being lost and scared, particularly while transi-
tioning from adolescence into young adulthood. We hope that the 
latter experience may prompt stakeholders and policy makers to 
prioritize creating youth- friendly mental health services169- 171. 
These services may prevent many adolescents from falling into the 
cracks of the two- tier health care system split9.

With respect to the experience of receiving specific treatments, 
adolescents variably described feelings of shame and fear of being 
labelled or different, or improved social relationships and restored 
emotions (when receiving psychopharmacological treatment), 
and of suffering negative relationships and feeling not understood, 
or feeling closeness and safety (when receiving psychotherapy). 
The nature of these experiences was largely influenced by the 
health care professionals’ communication skills and attitudes. Peer 
support and mental health activism were more consistently asso-
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ciated with positive experiences of recovery through healing, re-
storing networks and a sense of purpose. The adolescents’ journey 
through mental disorders was overall highly variable, and their ul-
timate experience of recovery was characterized by an unpredict-
able floating between self- acceptance and the looming shadow of 
relapse.

It is evident that there is no such thing as a uniform experience  
of the various mental disorders in adolescents, but rather a plurality 
of individual experiences. This study addressed these lived experi-
ences’ variability, complementarity, and even contrasting nature. 
We considered broad diagnostic groupings, because splitting the 
lived experiences across specific diagnostic categories would have 
rendered the analytic task unfeasible. Future studies could better 
focus on specific sub- diagnostic constructs, for example, by ex-
ploring the differential lived experiences of specific autism spec-
trum disorders such as Asperger’s syndrome.

The evidence reviewed here has been critically extracted (al-
though we started with a defined search string, as indicated above). 
In line with our protocol and with previous publications in this se-
ries21- 23, we did not plan to report any quantitative data.

In conclusion, this study is a distillate of the subjective experi-
ences of adolescents from a wide range of backgrounds and cul-
tures, integrated with insights from leading youth mental health 
academics. We hope that this work will contribute to raising the 
attention of stakeholders and citizens to the challenge of public 
youth mental health, because “the neglect of youth mental health 
is a form of self- harm that society has inflicted on itself”172,173.

Understanding the lived experience of poor mental health 
among adolescents can help us address its major consequences in 
terms of lower educational attainment, increased health care costs, 
substance abuse, violence, self- harm and suicide152. The voices of 
young experts by experience presented in this study may be in stru-
men tal in catalyzing the design and implementation of a new youth 
mental health framework to maximize the potential of emerg ing 
generations globally174,175.

We also hope that the themes and sub- themes detailed in this 
study can be used to train health care professionals and improve 
the mental health literacy of family members and caregivers, re-
ducing stigma related to seeking help.

We hope that adolescents with mental health problems world-
wide can access this study and feel less alone, isolated or stigma-
tized, by recognizing their own suffering in the words reported by 
their peers. Ultimately, we hope that this co- designed, co- con-
ducted and co- written journey helps us maintain our commitment  
to protecting adolescents’ fragile mental health, and help them de-
velop into a healthy, fulfilling and contributing adult life.
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PERSPECTIVES

What’s in a name? Mental disorders, mental health conditions and 
psychosocial disability

The constitution of the World Health Organization (WHO), a  
dopted upon its founding in 1948 and now a part of its treaty ar
range  ment with 194 member states, defines health as “a complete 
state of physical, mental and social well being and not merely the 
absence of disease or infirmity”1. Clearly, WHO’s founders intend
ed to include mental health as a part of health, although they did 
not define it explicitly.

The WHO provided a more expansive definition of mental 
health in the 2022 World Mental Health Report: “a state of mental 
well being that enables people to cope with the stresses of life, to 
realize their abilities, to learn well and work well, and to contrib
ute to their communities”2. This definition suggests that mental 
health is not only more than the absence of mental disorders, but  
depends in part on access to opportunities to achieve one’s poten
tial.

These positive aspects of mental health – for individuals and for 
populations – are therefore construed as falling within the WHO’s 
mission in a way that builds on the initial definition of health pro
vided more than 75 years before. Health promotion, protection of 
vulnerable populations, and mitigation of social and other deter
minants that drive health inequities are fundamental to the global 
public mental health approach, although the World Mental Health 
Report acknowledges that responsibility for some of the steps criti
cal to improving mental health falls outside the health sector.

The WHO’s constitution also tells us that two of the twenty two 
core purposes for which the organization was founded are “to es
tablish and revise as necessary international nomenclatures of dis
eases, of causes of death and of public health practices”, and “to 
standardize diagnostic procedures as necessary”1. The most im
portant realization of these two constitutional functions through
out WHO’s history has been the International Classification of Dis
eases (ICD). The 11th revision of the ICD (ICD 11) was approved 
by the 72nd World Health Assembly, comprising the Ministers of 
Health of all 194 WHO member states, in May 2019. The Assem
bly’s approval is required because the ICD confers obligations on 
WHO member states, and such approval underscores and con
tributes to the ICD’s considerable force and importance as an as
pect of global health policy.

The ICD 11 defines mental disorders as “syndromes character
ized by clinically significant disturbance in an individual’s cogni
tion, emotional regulation or behaviour that reflects a dysfunction  
in the psychological, biological or developmental processes that un 
derlie mental and behavioural functioning; these disturbances are 
usually associated with distress or impairment in personal, family, 
social, educational, occupational or other important areas of func
tioning”3.

However, except when reporting epidemiological data, the 
World Mental Health Report uses the term “mental health condi
tions”, described as “a broad term covering mental disorders and 
psychosocial disabilities; it also covers other mental states associ

ated with significant distress, impairment in functioning, or risk of  
self harm”2. Thus, mental health conditions comprise symptoms and 
experiences associated with psychological distress or functional 
impairment, whether or not they meet the diagnostic re  quire 
ments for specific mental disorders. They include, for example, 
acute stress reactions, personality difficulty, hazardous sub  stance 
use, and burnout, which the ICD 11 does not classify as mental dis
orders but rather as “factors influencing health status or encounters 
with health services”. Based on a dimensional concep tualization  
of mental health, the term “mental health condition” encompass
es a portion of the population that would likely bene fit from pub
lic policy and systems interventions, including pop ulation based 
health promotion and prevention efforts, rather than treatment 
aimed at specific mental disorders.

Mental health professionals and policy makers may find the 
concept of “mental health condition” conceptually and practically 
useful in encouraging people to seek the help they need and far 
too few receive. Some subthreshold conditions have been shown 
to be as impairing as corresponding above threshold mental dis
orders4, and, in the context of a persistent and progressive disor
der, early identification may provide an important opportunity 
for effective treatment5. On the other hand, available data suggest 
that the ability of subthreshold presentations to predict above 
threshold mental disorders in the general population is rather low, 
and varies substantially by disorder6. The use of the term “mental 
health condition” may also raise questions about the value of in
vesting in mild and subthreshold conditions that are imprecisely  
and poorly defined and even more common than mental disor
ders, which could complicate discussions about coverage and re   
imbursement, and potentially lead to a recapitulation of the argu 
ments historically raised in opposition to insurance parity be
tween mental disorders and physical diseases.

The World Mental Health Report clarifies that the term “mental 
health condition” was used in an effort to bring together the wid
est possible group of stakeholders, some of whom viewed the term 
“mental disorder” as stigmatizing. However, stigma can migrate 
from one term to the next almost as soon as the new term catches 
on. In addition, given that these terms are meant to apply to the 
global context, the semantic distinctions between them may not 
be meaningful in languages other than English. The translation 
may be the same for both terms, or their connotations may be dif
ferent across languages. For example, condición in Spanish often 
refers to intrinsic and stable characteristics, whereas trastorno (the 
term used for “disorder”) is closer to a disturbance or upheaval 
which may be temporary. Therefore, in some languages, “mental 
health condition” may be experienced as more stigmatizing than 
“mental disorder”.

The second component of the World Mental Health Report’s 
definition of “mental health condition” is “psychosocial disability”, 
which “arises when someone with a long term mental impair
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ment interacts with various barriers that may hinder their full and 
effective participation in society on an equal basis with others”2. 
This definition is consistent with WHO’s International Classifica
tion of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF)7, which describes 
disability as the result of the interaction of individuals who have 
a health condition with their environment, influenced by the na
ture and severity of the health condition, the characteristics of the 
person, and the physical and social characteristics of the environ
ment.

Although the World Mental Health Report uses the term “psy
chosocial disability”, in fact the impairments, activity limitations 
and participation restrictions experienced by people with mental 
disorders are not limited to the psychosocial domain. The Report 
links the term to the United Nations’ Convention on Rights of Per
sons with Disabilities8, which has been a powerful tool for disman
tling discriminatory attitudes, actions and laws that contribute to 
human right violations among people with mental disorders, and 
for redressing physical, attitudinal, communication, social and 
legal barriers to their complete self determination and participa
tion in society. However, some disability rights advocates go con
siderably beyond that, arguing that the construct of “psychosocial 
disability” should replace the conceptualization of mental disor
ders as problems that should be clinically defined and treated. 
This view emphasizes acceptance and provision of support and 
accommodations, and sometimes positions the “medical model” 
as the source of human rights violations9. WHO’s use of the term, 
however, is not an endorsement of an anti psychiatry stance.

In the context of the terminology discussed above and the trends  
it represents, psychiatrists and other mental health professionals 
will likely continue to be primarily focused on the identification 
and treatment of mental disorders. They will also be increasingly 

called upon to collaborate with, teach and supervise other person
nel involved in the mitigation of mental health conditions through 
population based health promotion, protection and prevention 
efforts, as well as the provision of lower intensity and less complex 
interventions (e.g., through “task shifting” initiatives).

We can align ourselves more fully with a global public mental  
health approach by expanding and deepening our focus on the im      
pact of our interventions on functional status, particularly as it re
lates to self determination and social participation, and on the mit
igation of social determinants of health in order to reduce health 
inequities in our communities and around the world.
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The value and limitations of self- administered questionnaires in 
clinical practice and epidemiological studies

In the past few decades, there has been a proliferation of self 
administered questionnaires aimed to assist clinicians in improv
ing the identification of various disorders, and researchers in es
timating disorder prevalence rates in community based epide
miological settings. Most of these questionnaires focus on a single 
disorder, such as major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder, or 
generalized anxiety disorder. A minority evaluate a range of the 
most common disorders encountered in outpatient mental health 
settings.

Self administered questionnaires are not a substitute for an in
terviewer based diagnostic evaluation. They are screening in stru 
ments, and their use represents the first phase of a two stage diag
nostic procedure. The purpose of a screening test is to cast a broad 
net to ensure that most patients with the disorder are captured in 
that net. Thus, a screening test is intended to reduce the frequency 
of missed diagnoses. That test is expected to be followed by a more 
definitive diagnostic assessment, an evaluation that is generally 

more expensive and/or invasive than the screening procedure. 
In psychiatry, a self administered screening questionnaire is in
tended to be followed by a diagnostic interview. In studies of the 
performance of screening questionnaires, a semi structured inter
view is the usual “gold standard”.

The two most commonly reported statistics when describing 
the performance of a screening measure are sensitivity and speci
ficity. Sensitivity refers to how well the test identifies individuals 
with the disorder, whereas specificity refers to how well the test 
identifies individuals without the disorder. Two other statistics im
portant in understanding a screening test’s clinical utility are posi
tive and negative predictive value. Positive predictive value refers 
to the probability that a person who screens positive on the test 
has the disorder. Negative predictive value refers to the probabil
ity that a person who screens negative on the test does not have 
the disorder. Positive and negative predictive values are less com
monly used to describe a screening test’s performance, because 

https://apps.who.int/gb/bd
https://usun.usmission.gov
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these statistics are influenced by the prevalence of the disorder in 
the sample studied.

From a clinical perspective, it is most important that a screen-
ing measure has good sensitivity, and corresponding high nega-
tive predictive value. With high negative predictive value, the clini-
cian can be confident that when the test indicates that the disorder 
is not present there is little need to inquire about that disorder’s 
presence. False positives (i.e., persons who screen positive but do 
not have the disorder) are less of a problem for a screening ques-
tionnaire, because their major cost is the time a clinician takes to 
determine that the disorder is not present. Presumably this is time 
clinicians would have nonetheless spent for the same purpose had 
they conducted a comprehensive interview.

From an epidemiological perspective, it is most important that 
the self- administered questionnaire provides an accurate esti-
mate of the presence of a given condition. However, when ques-
tionnaires are used in this manner, the studies should refer to the 
prevalence of symptoms rather than disorder (e.g., prevalence of 
depressive symptoms rather than depressive disorder). The preva-
lence of the disorder should be assessed by the subsequent use of 
a diagnostic interview.

Self- administered questionnaires for psychiatric disorders yield  
a continuous distribution of scores, and the developers of these 
instruments typically recommend a cutoff score to identify indi-
viduals who have screened positive. A major problem with the re -
search using these questionnaires is that many scale developers 
take a case- finding rather than a screening approach in deriving 
the cutoff score to indicate which patients have screened positive. 
That is, investigators select the cutoff that maximizes agreement 
with a diagnostic standard (such as a semi- structured interview). 
From a screening viewpoint, a more appropriate approach is to se-
lect a cutoff that prioritizes a scale’s sensitivity, so that diagnoses 
are not missed. A review of 68 reports of the performance of the 
three most researched screening scales for bipolar disorder found 
that only 11 (16.2%) studies recommended a cutoff that prioritized 
the scale’s sensitivity1.

The failure to appreciate the difference between case- finding 
and screening has led to inappropriate conclusions from studies 
using screening measures as diagnostic proxies. For example, a 
study of the impact of borderline personality disorder (BPD) on 
the response of depressed patients to electroconvulsive therapy 
(ECT)2 used the McLean Screening Inventory for BPD (MSI- BPD) 
to “diagnose” the personality disorder. A summary of the perfor-
mance of the MSI- BPD found that across studies the scale had a  
sensitivity of 80% and a specificity of 66% at the cutoff recommend-
ed by the scale’s developers3. When this is taken into account, along  
with the prevalence of BPD in the sample, an analysis of this study 
suggested that the majority of the patients whom the authors con-
sidered to have BPD would not receive this diagnosis if adminis-
tered a diagnostic interview. In other terms, the screening scale’s 
positive predictive value was well below 50%. Therefore, valid con   -
clusions about the efficacy of ECT in depressed patients with co-
morbid BPD cannot be drawn from a study using a screening mea-
sure to “diagnose” the personality disorder.

Studies of community samples have used screening question-

naires for bipolar disorder to estimate the prevalence of this disor-
der, the psychosocial morbidity associated with it, the frequency 
of the disorder’s underdiagnosis, and the frequency of its under-
treatment with mood stabilizers and overtreatment with anti-
depressants4,5. None of these studies discuss the limited positive 
predictive value of bipolar disorder screening scales in the general 
population6. None of these reports note that most individuals who 
screened positive for bipolar disorder would not be diagnosed 
with the disorder if interviewed (because the positive predictive 
value is less than 50%). Thus, the public health concerns raised in 
the discussion sections of these studies are based on misconstru-
ing screening instruments as diagnostic measures.

More recently, online surveys based on self- administered ques-
tionnaires have been used to assess the psychological impact 
of the COVID- 19 pandemic and of the public health restrictions 
imposed to limit the spread of infection. A PubMed search on 
November 24, 2023 on the terms “COVID- 19” and “depression” 
yielded 16,026 citations. In almost all of these studies, depression 
was assessed by self- administered questionnaires. The literature 
has been sufficiently extensive to generate meta- analyses of the 
prevalence of depression during the pandemic in specific popula-
tions such as health care workers, pregnant women, and college 
students. Similarly, meta- analyses of the prevalence of depres-
sion have been conducted in various geographic regions of the 
world and have examined factors impacting that prevalence. The 
results of these studies have been used to influence public health 
discussions related to the funding of mental health services. How-
ever, screening questionnaires for depression, such as the Patient 
Health Questionnaire- 9 (PHQ- 9) – the self- report questionnaire 
most frequently used in these studies – significantly overestimate 
the prevalence of depression compared to diagnostic interviews7. 
Again, this is not a problem with the questionnaires themselves, 
which are designed to identify individuals who might have a disor-
der, while the subsequent use of a diagnostic interview is expected 
to distinguish true cases from false positives. The problem is with 
the interpretation of the results based on screening instruments.

When our clinical research group developed the Psychiatric 
Diagnostic Screening Questionnaire (PDSQ), we intended it as a 
diagnostic aid to be used in clinical practice to reduce underdi-
agnosis of disorders comorbid with the principal diagnosis and 
improve clinicians’ efficiency in conducting the initial diagnostic 
evaluation8. Consequently, we recommended that a cutoff result-
ing in a sensitivity of 90% be chosen when using the scale in clini-
cal practice, rather than a cutoff that optimized agreement with a 
diagnostic standard.

The bottom line is that a self- report questionnaire with high 
sensitivity and negative predictive value can be a valuable tool in 
clinical practice by guiding the clinician towards inquiry about 
disorders on which the patient screens positive (thereby reducing 
missed diagnoses) and identifying disorders that are unlikely to 
be present and thus requiring little or no inquiry (thereby saving 
the clinician time). In epidemiological studies, screening instru-
ments can give accurate prevalence estimates if the cutoff point 
is appropriate, but the findings should be viewed as estimates of 
the prevalence of symptoms of a disorder rather than the disor-
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der itself. Using expressions such as “prevalence of depression” or 
“prevalence of anxiety” (instead of “prevalence of depressive symp   
toms” or “prevalence of anxiety symptoms”) may generate misun
derstandings – in particular, an overestimation of the clinical and 
public health implications of the findings.
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Anomalies of language in schizophrenia: a trajectory of mathematical 
and computational analyses

Disturbance in language production is a core feature of schizo  
phrenia that has been recognized for more than a century, begin
ning with Kraepelin’s and Bleuler’s descriptions of decreases of  
coherence in spoken language, characterized by derailment and  
loosening of associations, and a relative poverty of speech. For ma
ny decades, the study of language in schizophrenia has remained  
primarily descriptive, culminating in Andreasen’s heuristics of pos
itive (disturbances in coherence) and negative (disturbances in com
plex ity) thought disorder in the 1970s.

In the 1980s, Hoffman used a mathematical approach to char
acterize the misapplication of rules for sentence and discourse for
mation seen among individuals with schizophrenia, emphasizing 
semantic relationships between both adjacent and non adjacent 
sentences. He developed formal criteria for a “strong hierarchy” 
of sentences, whose violations would constitute decreases in co
herence, that he found to be highly prevalent in schizophrenia1. 
He subsequently replicated this finding, showing that individuals 
with schizophrenia have only small or deficient sentence hierar
chies, whereas individuals with mania have frequent shifts among 
large and intact sentence hierarchies.

Artificial intelligence was first used to model reduced coher
ence in speech in the 1990s. Garfield and Rapp2 showed that vi 
o  lations of specific rules in artificial semantic networks could rep 
licate disturbances of spoken language in schizophrenia. Hoffman 
induced schizophrenia symptoms by reducing connectivity in 
neural network simulations of parallel, distributed processing sys
tems. Further, he built a computational model of the disorder, find
ing that deficits in prediction error signaling had the best fit for the 
pattern of breakdown found in narrative coherence3.

In the 21st century, there has been an increasing use of large 
language models to quantify discourse coherence in schizophre
nia. Mota et al4 were creative in the application of speech graphs to 
transcripts of spoken language, replicating Hoffman’s findings with 
respect to deficits in schizophrenia distinct from those in mania4.

In the past decade, the use of automated natural language pro   
cessing (NLP) to characterize abnormal spoken language in schiz
o      phrenia has grown tremendously, extending to include psychosis 
prediction, such that automated NLP analyses of spoken language 
have been included in the Accelerating Medicines Partnership in 
Schizophrenia (AMP SCZ), a large international collaboration that 

aims to develop multimodal psychosis prediction among at risk 
individuals, who notably speak diverse languages5.

DISCOURSE in Psychosis is another global initiative launched 
in 2020 to promote international collaboration in studying lan
guage disturbances in psychosis across cultures and languages, 
with harmonization of methods used to elicit spoken language, so 
as to create large multilingual datasets for analysis (https:// disco 
ursei npsyc hosis. org).

Archived data from these consortia can be used to address key  
questions in the use of NLP to study language impairment in schiz 
ophrenia and its risk states, across languages and cultures.

A first question is methodological, i.e., what is the optimal way 
to elicit language. We use open ended interviews, to allow for 
sufficient speech flow to observe decreases in coherence, and to 
create the ecologically valid context of a dyadic social encounter.  
This approach also enables the study of other communication mo
dalities in tandem, including acoustic features, pauses, face expres   
sion and gesture, with data from both individuals in the dyad be  
ing informative.

Another key question regards the generalizability of findings a 
 cross languages and cultures, and how language specific features 
may be informative. For example, in a large cross linguistic study 
of schizo phrenia patients (and controls) – who spoke Danish, Ger
man or Chi nese – only second order coherence (i.e., the similarity 
between phrases separated by another intervening phrase) ro
bustly generalized across languages, while other measures of co
herence did not, for unclear reasons that require further study6. In 
another study of at risk individuals in Shanghai, both Mandarin 
based and English based NLP methods captured intercorrelated 
decreases in language specific coherence (and adjective use), but 
only Mandarin based NLP captured greater use of “localizers” 
(e.g., gongzuo shang, “during work”; or liangge ren zhijian, “be
tween two people”) in the at risk group7. Further, while it is known 
that the abnormal use of referential noun phrases is common in 
schizophrenia across languages, this could only be documented in  
a study conducted in Turkish speaking patients8. Both AMP SCZ 
and DISCOURSE in Psychosis offer the opportunity for further 
cross linguistic studies, including in other European and Asian 
languages.

These and other datasets also allow to explore the phenomenol

https://discourseinpsychosis.org
https://discourseinpsychosis.org
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ogy of language disturbance in schizophrenia and its risk states  
beyond coherence and complexity. For example, sentiment analy
sis can be used to assess the valence and emotional tenor of text. 
Using a picture description task (positive, negative, neutral) to 
elicit narrative and speech graph analysis, the connectedness of 
speech among individuals with first episode psychosis was found 
to be directly correlated with the use of positive emotional words. 
In another study, sentiment analysis was used to identify the emo
tional tenor of spoken language in open ended interviews with at 
risk individuals, finding greater semantic similarity to “anger” in 
those who had concurrent suicidal ideation6.

In addition to language, the acoustics of spoken language in the 
schizophrenia spectrum can be assessed, including dysfluencies,  
timbre/quality, energy/loudness and pause, as well as face ex
pression and gesture in the context of interview6. This yields rich 
multimodal time series of data that can be used to assess incon
gruence between different modalities (inappropriate affect) and 
attunement between conversation partners in language and face 
expression, indicative not only of psychiatric illness but also of 
therapeutic alliance.

Now we are in the new era of generative large language models 
(GLMs), which has very significant implications for the study of  
language (and communication behavior) in schizophrenia. We  
have used large language models for NLP analyses for fifteen years,  
and they were silent, but now they can speak. The development  
of generative artificial intelligence, in particular chatbots, brings 
forth the notion of language as fundamentally interactive, inter 
subjective and cultural. Can GLMs be used not only to measure or 
quantify features of language, but also to model impairments and 
then intervene and remediate? In an update to Hoffman’s compu
tational approach, GLMs have been used to model the language 
impairment of schizophrenia. In a recent study8, thought disorder 
was simulated in narratives using GLMs by increasing the stochas
ticity of word choice and limiting the model’s memory span, with  
both disturbances decreasing sentence level coherence.

Finally, since self experience and behavior are constructed 
through language, language disturbance may represent a consti
tutive aspect of schizophrenia, and its remediation may be used to 
treat schizophrenia more broadly. In 1993, Hoffman hypothesized 
that abnormal discourse planning in schizophrenia leads to both 
decreased coherence in speech and increased involuntary inner 
speech. However, he also noted that there were some individuals 
who heard voices but had coherent speech, albeit relatively sim  
ple and rehearsed. He hypothesized that these individuals might 
compensate for impaired discourse planning by reducing their 
language output and complexity. He developed a “language ther
apy” for these “counterexample” patients, which was successful in 
both improving their discourse planning and reducing their hal
lucinations9. This is an intriguing but small study for which there 
have been no efforts at replication.

We believe that the use of GLMs may promote new avenues of 
research on the nature of anomalies of language in schizophrenia, 
on their meaning as a constitutive aspect of the disorder, and on 
the possible interventions on these anomalies and consequently 
more broadly on the disorder.
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Improving the approach to LGBTQ persons in mental health care 
settings: a clinician’s perspective

In 1974, the American Psychiatric Association (APA) removed 
the diagnosis of homosexuality from the DSM II1,2. In 1990, the 
World Health Organization (WHO) followed suit, removing the 
homosexuality diagnosis from the ICD 103. In 2019, the WHO 
went a step further and removed the diagnosis of “transsexualism”, 
now renamed “gender incongruence”, from the ICD 11 chapter  
on mental disorders. By placing gender incongruence in a new 
 chapter called “Conditions related to sexual health”, the ICD sought  
to destigmatize transgender individuals in the 21st century, much 
as the APA destigmatized gay and lesbian people in the twentieth  
4,5.

These depathologizing changes, which reflect and integrate 
changing cultural beliefs and values regarding sexual orientation 

and gender identity, have shifted the mental health mainstream’s 
clinical focus in working with lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender 
and queer/questioning (LGBTQ) persons. Historically, psychia
trists and other mental health professionals spent many psycho
therapy sessions trying to determine what caused homosexuality, 
or gender incongruence, in unsuccessful efforts to “cure” these per   
sons. However, two people having a conversation in a room will 
never discover the “cause(s)” of anyone’s sexual orientation or gen
der identity6. Today, it is acknowledged that the “determinants” of any  
sexual orientation (homo , bi  or hetero ) or gender identity (trans
gender or cisgender) remain unknown.

Consequently clinicians, instead of seeking to find out “why” 
persons are LGBTQ in efforts to change them, have now shifted fo
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cus to thinking about “how” to help these individuals more openly 
and adaptively live their lives as LGBTQ persons.

This shift was embodied in the US Institute of Medicine’s land-
mark report The Health of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender 
People7, which highlighted the need for more research, includ-
ing studies on the role of social influences on the lives of LGBTQ 
people and how to address inequities in their health care. While 
research has been done in the last decade, more is needed. As cli-
nicians await the results of further research, there are some sug-
gestions that the individual practitioner can follow to improve the 
approach to LGBTQ persons in mental health care settings.

First, many LGBTQ persons report experiencing disapproval, 
discrimination and even abuse in clinical settings. Consequently, 
they may avoid medical care if and when they can. And, when un-
able to avoid care, they may be reluctant to reveal their sexual ori-
entation or gender identity without clear evidence of a clinician’s 
non- judgement and acceptance.

This requires clinicians, in doing evaluations, to not automati-
cally presume that all individuals, couples or members of families 
are heterosexual or cisgender. When inquiring about relation-
ships, it is best to ask open- ended questions without presuming 
that one knows the gender of a patient’s partner. For example, in 
many Western countries, and increasingly in other parts of the 
globe, not all marriages are heterosexual. Patient self- report intake 
forms should allow for responses regarding diverse sexual orienta-
tions, gender identities and family arrangements.

Recognition of alternative family and social relationships is par -
ticularly important when psychiatrically evaluating LGBTQ per-
sons in emergency departments and acute inpatient settings. For  
patients living in communities and cultures that accept their iden-
tities, contact with an LGBTQ person’s social support system is rou-
tine. However, in places and cultures where homosexuality and trans-
gender presentations are less accepted, recognition by clinicians 
may be challenging.

Yet, clinicians should keep in mind that the person or people 
who know most about a patient’s mental state and function may 
not have a state- recognized legal relationship. Consequently, 
it may be necessary to obtain information from them to identify 
potential sources of a patient’s problems. Ideally, in working with 
LGBTQ populations, it should be the patients’ well- being, not the 
state, that determines who should be contacted and spoken with.

In some countries and communities, it is increasingly common 
for LGBTQ patients to seek out mental health practitioners who 
identify publicly as members of that community. Although prac-
titioners since the time of Freud have been cautioned about self- 
disclosing to patients, openly LGBTQ psychiatrists are increas-
ingly present in many places. Today, they are in a unique position 
to advocate for improved services for the patient populations they 
treat8.

Violence perpetrated against LGBTQ individuals is common 
across cultures and may lead to post- traumatic stress disorder, de-

pression, and a range of other mental health problems. Perpetra-
tors of anti- LGBTQ violence may include strangers, family mem-
bers, co- workers and sometimes authority figures.

Complicating matters, those who experience violence, or sexu-
al or domestic abuse, may not wish to report their experiences or 
seek help, due to fear that disclosing their sexual or gender identity 
may elicit judgmental responses – and even harassment – from 
police or social service workers. Ideally, clinicians sensitive to this 
reality can advocate for fair treatment of LGBTQ patients who have 
experienced violence and are dealing with insensitive bureaucra-
cies.

Even in the absence of violence, clinicians should be sensitive 
to patient anxieties regarding the ubiquity of anti- LGBTQ attitudes, 
sometimes referred to as “minority stress”9. Patients may feel mis-
understood when clinicians deny or minimize the extent to which 
this phenomenon colors their lives and affects their self- esteem.

The most severe expression of anti- LGBTQ attitudes may be 
seen in increased rates of suicidal ideation among LGBTQ popula-
tions, particularly among young people who are sorting out their 
sexual or gender identities. LGBTQ youth often hide their sexual or 
gender identity concerns from parents, and may not readily turn to 
them for support. In the US, for example, this issue is exacerbated 
in socially conservative states where efforts to identify the mental 
health needs of LGBTQ youth are regarded as “recruitment” or 
“grooming”. Psychiatrists treating LGBTQ young people need to  
be aware of the sociocultural conditions that may exacerbate their 
patients’ psychological distress.

In conclusion, it is not unusual for LGBTQ patients to face stig-
ma and discrimination in their families, their communities and 
in the wider world. These experiences have mental health con-
sequences which clinicians often encounter. One way to miti-
gate this stress is by demonstrating to patients, in both words and 
deeds, that they will not have to face stigma and discrimination in 
the clinical setting. This is a task which any ethical psychiatrist can 
and should be able to perform.
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Philosophy of psychiatry: theoretical advances and clinical 
implications
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Work at the intersection of philosophy and psychiatry has an extensive and influential history, and has received increased attention recently, with the emer
gence of professional associations and a growing literature. In this paper, we review key advances in work on philosophy and psychiatry, and their related 
clinical implications. First, in understanding and categorizing mental disorder, both naturalist and normativist considerations are now viewed as important 
– psychiatric constructs necessitate a consideration of both facts and values. At a conceptual level, this integrative view encourages moving away from strict 
scientism to soft naturalism, while in clinical practice this facilitates both evidence based and values based mental health care. Second, in considering the 
nature of psychiatric science, there is now increasing emphasis on a pluralist approach, including ontological, explanatory and value pluralism. Conceptually, 
a pluralist approach acknowledges the multi level causal interactions that give rise to psychopathology, while clinically it emphasizes the importance of a 
broad range of “difference makers”, as well as a consideration of “lived experience” in both research and practice. Third, in considering a range of questions 
about the brain mind, and how both somatic and psychic factors contribute to the development and maintenance of mental disorders, conceptual and 
empirical work on embodied cognition provides an increasingly valuable approach. Viewing the brain mind as embodied, embedded and enactive offers 
a conceptual approach to the mind body problem that facilitates the clinical integration of advances in both cognitive affective neuroscience and phenom
enological psychopathology.
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Work at the intersection of philosophy and medicine makes an 
important contribution by considering key metaphysical issues 
(e.g., what is the nature of disease?), epistemological questions 
(e.g., how do we determine the validity of diagnostic concepts?), 
and ethical matters (e.g., how does disease impact personhood?). 
Analogous questions arise at the intersection of philosophy and 
psychiatry. Since ancient times, implicit and explicit responses 
have had a crucial influence on clinical practice. In the West, for 
example, Aristotle’s reply to these questions involved a notion of 
the “golden mean”, while in the East an approach emphasizing 
concepts of yin and yang was developed – these frameworks were 
employed to understand disease and deviant behavior, and have 
influenced clinicians since1,2.

Advances in science after the Enlightenment raised new con-
ceptual questions about medicine and psychiatry. K. Jaspers is a 
particularly seminal figure in the history of philosophy of psychi-
atry; he not only wrote a key textbook of clinical psychiatry (Gen
eral Psychopathology), but also advanced ideas about how best to 
conceptualize and research mental disorders3. His approach has 
had an enduring and substantial influence on clinical concepts 
and practice4. In recent decades, these questions have received 
increasing attention, with the emergence of professional societies 
and conferences, as well as journals, textbooks, and book series 
specifically devoted to philosophy and psychiatry5- 9.

An influential literature has emphasized the various compe-
tences that health care professionals should acquire10. More re-
cently, the notion of “conceptual competence” has been proposed.  

In health care, conceptual competence refers to “the transforma tive  
awareness of the ways by which background conceptual assump -
tions held by clinicians, patients, and society influence and shape as -
pects of clinical care”7. These assumptions relate to a range of issues, 
in  cluding concepts of disease, professional values, causal explana-
tions, and the mind- body problem. Here we aim to bring attention to 
and emphasize the importance of conceptual competence for psychi-    
atry.

In the health care sciences, there has been growing attention to 
evidence- based approaches, and state- of- the- art reviews are ex-
pected to synthesize the literature in a rigorous way11. In philoso-
phy, there is an ongoing debate not only about the parameters of 
good philosophy, but also about whether the field actually makes 
progress over time12,13. In this paper, we focus on three areas at the 
intersection of psychiatry and philosophy, exemplifying a broad 
range of conceptual debates in the field, which suggest that some 
progress has indeed occurred – if not in resolving all conceptual 
issues, at least in articulating them clearly – and which have par-
ticular relevance for clinicians.

We begin by considering responses to the key question of the 
nature and boundaries of psychopathology, an issue that has long 
been at the core of philosophy of psychiatry. We then move on to 
consider questions about the nature of psychiatric constructs and 
explanations in general, and about how best to think about the 
brain- mind relationship in particular. In outlining the advances 
that have been made, and their clinical implications, we argue that 
there has been a growing and useful emphasis in the field on soft 
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naturalism, on explanatory pluralism, and on embodied cogni-
tion, concepts that we will explore in more detail.

THE NATURE OF “DISORDER” AND THE 
INTERPLAY OF FACTS AND VALUES

In the latter part of the 20th century, a group of thinkers, often 
referred to as neo- Kraepelinians, saw themselves as ending the 
dominance of psychoanalysis, countering the antipsychiatrists’ 
critique, and re- orienting psychiatry into the mainstream medi-
cal tradition14. In doing so, they looked back to late 19th century 
European psychiatry, which became aligned with the rest of 
medicine when E. Kraepelin proposed an influential classifica-
tion of mental diseases based on rigorous clinical description  
and natural history. Likewise, the neo- Kraepelinians claimed that  
precisely defined diagnostic criteria could be used to discover 
the specific biological causes of psychiatric syndromes and es-
tablish psychiatry as a branch of medicine15,16.

Although the ideas of R. Spitzer, the architect of the DSM- III, dif-
fered in some respects from those of the neo- Kraepelinians, this 
approach helped to undergird the development of that diagnos-
tic manual17,18. Furthermore, advances in psychopharmacology 
in the 1960s helped support a view that psychiatric disorders are 
discrete entities with specific pathophysiologies, and so respond 
differentially to medications. Indeed, D. Klein, a psychopharma-
cologist whose work influenced the development of the DSM- III, 
put forward the notion of “pharmacological dissection”. He held 
that not only did mental disorders respond selectively to particular 
medications, but so did specific disorder subtypes. For instance, 
atypical depression responded preferentially to monoamine oxi-
dase inhibitors19,20.

In the 21st century, however, the relationship between the DSM 
and biological psychiatry has shifted, with biologically- oriented 
psychiatrists emerging as prominent critics of the manual. T.  Insel, 
during his tenure as director of the US National Institute of Mental 
Health (NIMH), exemplified this shift. He emphasized that psy-
chiatric disorders are brain circuit disorders, and that descrip-
tive diagnoses based on symptoms rather than laboratory tests 
are not in alignment with the rest of medicine21. He also argued  
that, because the DSM categories are not biologically- based, the  
use of these categories in research interferes with rather than pro-
moting the discovery of causal mechanisms of psychopathology. 
Hence Insel supported, in place of the Research Diagnostic Cri-
teria (RDC) that were key to the development of the DSM22, the 
development of a set of Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) by the 
NIMH23, and foregrounded translational neuroscience as a foun-
dation for psychiatry21.

Indeed, it might seem that, over the course of its history, psy-
chiatry has lurched from one model to another, in which entirely 
different concepts of mental disorder prevail. In the US, it is no-
table that psychoanalytic thought held sway for many decades, 
before giving way to a more neurobiological perspective24. There 
has also been considerable debate about the nature and classifi-
cation of mental disorders, as perhaps most notably exemplified 

and spurred by the decision to exclude homosexuality as a disor-
der from the DSM25,26. In philosophy of science, T.S. Kuhn’s notion 
of scientific paradigms has been enormously influential27, and in 
psychiatry many have proposed paradigm shifts for the field28.

The clash between different psychiatric models has brought con-
ceptual conundrums to the fore. The notion put forward by both 
neo- Kraepelinians and translational neuroscientists that mental 
disorders are brain disorders, for example, raises a series of inter- 
related and perennial philosophical issues, including the validity 
of diagnostic concepts, the relationship between different expla-
nations of mental illness, and the mind- body problem29,30. Each  
of these conceptual issues has important clinical and research im -
plications, as exemplified in vociferous debates between propo-  
 nents of biologically- oriented psychiatry vs. psychoanalysis, be -
tween those who emphasize intrinsic causes vs. social determinants 
of mental illness, or between supporters and critics of RDoC. Ad-
dressing these conceptual issues seems increasingly urgent, given 
the growing recognition of the burden of mental disorders, and the 
ongoing need for better interventions.

In this section we focus on the nature of mental disorders, pro-
viding a foundation from which to consider other key conceptual 
debates as the paper proceeds. The nature of mental disorders in 
turn raises a series of subsidiary questions, each of which will be 
addressed here: What justifies the position that a particular biolog-
ical or behavioral state is a disorder? Do psychiatric classifications 
reflect natural features of psychopathology, or do they reflect our 
clinical and societal interests? Are mental disorders best consid-
ered as universal entities that are similar across individuals, or as 
shaped in particular ways that are unique for each person? What 
are the implications of psychiatric diagnosis for personal agency?

Disorder status: naturalism and normativism

In a straightforward binary version of this debate, naturalism 
and normativism are opposite and diametrically opposed views 
(see Table 1). The phrase “the disorder wars” comes to mind31.

On one end lies strong naturalism, i.e. the view that the concept 
of “disorder” can be described in completely factual and value- 
free terms and can best be studied using methodologies continu-
ous with those used in natural sciences such as chemistry and ge-
netics. Many biological psychiatrists of the late 20th century held  
this view to the extent that they accepted that psychiatric disorders  
are caused by neurobiological dysfunction and understood abnor-
mal psychology to be the result of objectively deviant brain func-
tioning15,16.

In the philosophy of medicine, the notion of disorder as objec-
tive deviation from a state of health is most notably expressed by 
C. Boorse. For him, health is a state of normal biological function-
ing, and functions are normal if they make a causal contribution 
to survival or reproduction that is typical for the species32. Boorse 
has been remarkably persistent in maintaining this view; twenty 
years after his original papers, he published a lengthy rebuttal to 
his critics33, and nearly two decades later, at a symposium on his 
work, he again countered his critics34. Indeed, it has been suggest-
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ed that, after Boorse, philosophers of medicine must either work 
within his theory or explain why not35.

On the other end of the divide, strong normativism holds that 
there is no natural, objectively describable set of biological pro-
cesses that we can characterize as “dysfunctional”, and hence dis-
order attributions are thoroughly value- laden. Normativists differ, 
however, on the presumed nature of these value judgments.

For K.W.M. Fulford, disorder is inherently normative because it 
is grounded in the “illness experience”, the patient’s direct experi-
ence of something having gone wrong, which is dependent upon 
social or folk- psychological intuitions of what is abnormal36. For 
Fulford, the value- ladenness of the illness experience not only 
unites medicine and psychiatry, but also humanizes both fields.

T. Szasz, renowned for his critique of psychiatry, provides an 
entirely different view. For him, disorder judgments in psychiatry 
are judgments of deviance based on sociocultural norms, with no 
evidence of the presence of a biological disease. His view of valid 

disorders arises from a strong naturalist view of physical disease 
together with a strong normativist view of mental illness. Diseases 
ought to be described in terms of objective pathological changes, 
and, as the states we call “mental disorders” are value- laden and 
without evidence of such alterations, their characterization as 
dis        orders or illnesses is a category error, a myth. For Szasz, value- 
ladenness becomes a reason to question the medical legitimacy 
of psychiatry.

It is crucial to appreciate, however, that those who view disorder  
concepts as inherently value- laden do not necessarily deny the 
biological reality of the afflictions. Naturalists and normativists 
may agree on the physiological and behavioral facts at hand and 
yet may disagree on whether the state in question is healthy or 
disordered37. As the philosopher R. Cooper has illustrated using a 
weeds and daisy metaphor, we can all agree on what a daisy is as a 
species, but disagree on its status as a weed38. Similarly, research-
ers can agree on the biological mechanisms of premenstrual dys-
phoric disorder, but disagree on its status as a mental disorder39,40.

For naturalists, medicine is at its theoretical core a scientific dis-
cipline like other natural sciences and subject to a similar sort of 
interplay of natural facts and human interests33. For normativists, 
disorder concepts are not fundamentally scientific but rather are 
clinical and practical concepts. They are grounded in the experi-
ences of distress, disability and disruption, which are interpreted 
to indicate that something has gone wrong and which lead pa-
tients to seek professional help for their problems. From a norma-
tivist perspective, medicine is at its core a practical activity aimed 
at reducing human suffering and enhancing well- being36,41,42.

The naturalist- normativist debate acquires a particular valence 
in psychiatry in part because of the way value- ladenness has been 
wielded by antipsychiatry figures, such as Szasz, to challenge the 
notion of mental illness. New critical movements have gone even 
beyond this approach, by exploring how social and cultural values 
impact views of the normal and the pathological. Neurodiversity 
studies, for example, argue that cognitive profiles such as autism 
may be socially disabling, but are not intrinsically pathological43,44. 
Mad studies similarly resist the pathologizing of diversity and em-
phasize social factors as a cause of distress45,46.

Binary positions have the advantage of being straightforward. 
However, one disadvantage is that, when they are understood in 
opposition to each other, their differences are often accentuated, 
such that each position may be defined by what the other rejects. 
Further, an important development in philosophy of science has 
been an appreciation of the role that values play in science and a 
recognition that the notion of value- free science is not only unten-
able but also undesirable47. For example, values influence which 
scientific problems are prioritized, how they are studied, how un-
certainty is managed, how much evidence is considered sufficient, 
and how scientific evidence is used to inform practical decision- 
making. The incorporation of values and human interests into a 
broader notion of scientific objectivity has enriched our under-
standing of natural sciences.

Strong naturalism runs the risk of scientism, i.e. over- reliance 
on what is currently perceived as factual48,49, while strong nor-
mativism runs the risk of a relativism where any socioculturally 

Table 1 Questions in the naturalist- normativist debate, and possible alter-
native responses

Are there biological and behavioral states that can be characterized as 
dysfunctional or malfunctional in objective terms independent of human 
interests?

• Yes, dysfunction can be described in entirely value- free terms.

• Dysfunction may not be explicitly defined in value- laden terms, but an 
evaluative component or human interests will play a role when the concept 
is operationalized in a particular context.

• No. There are biological and behavioral processes, but the characterization 
of  these processes as “dysfunctional” is not an objective fact independent 
of  human interests.

Is there an essence that is shared by all dysfunctions?

• Yes. The malfunctions are grouped together because they share an essence 
(e.g., they are all failures of  a mechanism to perform a function for which it 
was naturally selected).

• No. Dysfunction refers to a family of  related concepts, so that there is no 
one account of  it that is uniquely correct or uniquely privileged, and there 
is no common characteristic that is shared by all. Some of  these concepts 
may be value- free and others may be value- laden.

• Yes. What these processes have in common is a particular social or folk- 
psychological judgment of  abnormality.

Is “dysfunction” necessary for disorder status?

• Yes

○ Necessary and sufficient.

○  Necessary but not sufficient – a harm component or a human- interest 
component is also necessary.

• No. Disorder judgments may be legitimately made in the absence of  an 
explicit “dysfunction” judgment (e.g., based on considerations of  biological 
or behavioral regularities – “mechanistic property clusters” – and harm).

What are the relevant human interests?

• Diverse considerations of  harm (e.g., distress, disability, risk).

• Diverse clinical and scientific interests that arise in different contexts.

• Diverse stakeholders’ interests and values.

• Sociocultural norms (social deviance).

• Functional norms of  self- maintenance and adaptation.
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disvalued condition could potentially be considered a disorder. 
In philosophy, a position that has been termed “soft naturalism” 
attempts to avoid both scientism and relativism, and to acknowl-
edge the importance of both facts and values in science50. Analo-
gously, in philosophy of psychiatry, a number of different propos-
als have been put forward on how best to incorporate both nat-
uralist and normative considerations in conceptualizing mental 
disorders51.

A particularly influential integrative position, J. Wakefield’s harm    -
ful dysfunction analysis, is a hybrid view that combines naturalism 
and normativism in roughly equal measures52,53. One component 
of disorder, “dysfunction”, is defined in value- free, evolutionary 
terms. Dysfunction refers to the failure of biological or psychologi-
cal mechanisms to perform the function which they were naturally 
selected to perform during evolution. The second component of 
disorder is that the dysfunction is harmful to the individual. Harm-
fulness is normative and, in Wakefield’s view, largely determined 
by social standards. Wakefield has applied his harmful dysfunction 
analysis to a broad range of psychiatric disorders and, like Boorse, 
has engaged widely with critics over several decades54.

According to Wakefield, for instance, developing depression in  
reaction to a stressor such as loss is an evolutionarily designed adap-
tive response to adversity and not a dysfunction. The DSM, there-
fore, makes an error by classifying such depressive reactions as dis-
orders. It is only when depression occurs out of the blue, or does not 
resolve once the stressor is no longer active, or is accompanied by 
some specific features (such as suicidal ideation, psychosis, or psy-
chomotor retardation), that it becomes reasonable for us to assume 
that mechanisms designed to regulate sadness in response to loss 
and adversity have failed55,56.

One recent alternative to Wakefield’s analysis is a hybrid account  
offered by J. Tsou. He defines mental disorders as biological kinds  
(value- free component) with harmful effects (normative compo-
nent) and, by doing so, bypasses speculation about what normal psy -
chological functions are products of natural selection57. Instead, 
drawing on the work of R. Boyd on clusters of properties in nature58,  
he argues that valid biological kinds are those that exhibit char-
acteristic regularities due to stable sets of interacting biological 
mechanisms, which allows us to make inferences and predictions 
about diagnostic categories. We can do this because the properties 
that define scientifically valid kinds are produced by similar sets of 
causal mechanisms.

For Tsou, schizophrenia is a disorder because it entails shared 
causal mechanisms that result in an identifiable cluster of prop-
erties with predictable regularities (i.e., it is a biological kind) and 
because it compromises the capacity of a person to function ad-
equately as judged by sociocultural standards (i.e., it is harmful). 
However, Tsou would also include as disorders normal psycholog-
ical reactions to stress, such as acute depression, which are char-
acterized by biological mechanisms that fall in the normal range of 
function. Thus, the naturalistic standard of being a biological kind 
is broad enough to accommodate the range of conditions that 
mental health professionals treat.

Additional ways of bridging the naturalist- normativism divide 
have been proposed59- 64. Gagné- Julien, for example, argues that 

judgments about dysfunction are value- laden but, provided that 
appropriate procedures are in place, they can be socially objec-
tive64. Nielsen and Ward argue that the key norm violation for dis-
orders is a breakdown in the norms that support an individual’s 
functioning within his/her social context62. They attempt to “nat-
uralize normativity” by noting that, in the psychiatric domain, dis-
orders entail cognitions and behaviors that run counter to an in-
dividual’s self- maintenance and adaptation needs; disorder status 
is therefore based on the needs of the individual, rather than on 
societal norms.

Strong naturalism can be tempered by acknowledging that val-
ues and human interests play important roles in clinical and sci-
entific contexts. Many would agree that the concept of disorder 
invokes value- laden notions such as disability, harm and suffer-
ing65- 67. Authors such as L. Reznek, D. Murphy and R. Cooper con -
sider disorders to be natural processes that are held together in 
virtue of human interests, akin to categories such as “weed” or 
“vermin”38,68,69. Such weaker forms of naturalist concepts of disor-
der may be seen as exemplars of a soft naturalism that emphasizes 
the complexity and fuzziness of the world, as well as the need to 
address both the mechanisms underlying disease and the experi-
ence of illness70.

A view of science as influenced by values can also provide nu-
ance to strong normativism. This can be tempered by appreciating 
that disorder characterizations often require negotiation between 
competing values, and arguing that the values which influence our 
definition of mental illness can be discussed and critiqued to reach 
a consensus on the type of values that are desirable in psychia-
try (e.g., values concerning human flourishing, well- being, harm 
reduction, vs. oppressive values such as racism and sexism)71,72. 
Notably, Spitzer was open to articulating the values underpinning 
DSM- III73. Further, several authors have advocated for consultative 
decision- making processes that would include patients’ voices on 
the question “What is a mental disorder?”, in order to ensure that 
patients’ interests are represented in psychiatric concepts and clas -
sifications39,74- 81.

Strong normativism can also be tempered by acknowledging  
that broad scientific agreement can be achieved on the co- oc-
cur rence and co- variation of signs and symptoms that character-
ize the psychiatric conditions regarded as disorders. For example, 
whether or not people have the symptoms of anorexia nervosa 
can be seen as an empirical matter, and the decline in functioning 
associated with these difficulties can be recognized by all observ-
ers regardless of the value- laden nature of the standards by which 
functioning may be judged to be impaired. Furthermore, scientific 
agreement can also be reached on the involvement of particular 
neurobiological processes in specific psychiatric conditions82, 
even though these processes may not be characterized as “dys-
functional” on neuroscientific grounds alone63.

Pragmatic considerations have assumed an increasingly prom-
inent role in the conceptualization of mental disorders. Pragmatic 
accounts, however, tend to focus on clinical and scientific goals 
rather than sociocultural norms and values. For instance, in ar-
ticulating the notion of a practical kind, P. Zachar argues that the 
development of disorder concepts in the DSM and the ICD can be 
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seen as an attempt to calibrate concepts to multiple goals such as 
enhancing reliability, supporting etiopathological validity, facili-
tating communication, guiding treatment, minimizing stigmatiza-
tion, and promoting research83.

The bridging of the naturalist- normativist divide provides key 
lessons for clinicians. In particular, such bridging offers an impor-
tant foundation for complementing evidence- based care with val-
ue-  based care. Evidence- based care is largely focused on a syn-
thesis of the medical literature, while values- based health care 
reminds us of the importance of assessing and addressing patients’ 
values. Values- based care is consistent with a model of patient- 
centered practice, where the values of individual patients are cen-
tral to evidence- based clinical decision- making. Fulford’s model 
emphasizes that values- based health care is skills- based, with the 
most important skills being awareness (of values), reasoning and 
knowledge (about values), and communication skills84. Each of 
these skills draws on philosophical sources, but also exemplifies 
good psychiatric practice.

Psychiatric classification: tackling essentialism

Once we have implicitly or explicitly identified a class of men-
tal disorders, a set of psychopathological states, or a community 
of psychiatric conditions/mental health problems, we can fur-
ther ask: How do we map the territory of psychopathology? How 
do we distinguish between conditions within the class of mental 
disorders? How do we demarcate disorder from normality?

Philosophy of psychiatry has been helpful in clarifying the meta-
physical and methodological assumptions that guide the search for 
answers to these questions. One common metaphysical assump-
tion in psychiatric classification has been essentialism. This is the 
notion that categories have essences, identity- determining prop-
erties that all members have in common and that distinguish them  
from members of other categories. Kinds with essences have been 
called natural kinds, meaning that they reflect the structure of the 
natural world. In the context of psychopathology, an essential-
ist view implies that psychiatric disease entities are discovered 
through scientific inquiry, similar to the identification of infectious 
disease entities in medicine, and thus a valid psychiatric classifica-
tion “carves nature at its joints”, as Plato put it85,86.

Philosophy of biology and of psychology have recently focused 
on how causal processes and mechanisms undergird observed 
phenomena87- 89. When these processes and mechanisms are well 
understood, professionals are often able to use them as the basis 
for classification. This is the case for infectious diseases, in which 
classification based on identification of the causative pathogen 
is possible. However, when the processes and mechanisms of an 
illness are particularly complex, dimensional or multifactorial, 
knowledge of etiology by itself does not necessarily offer an opti-
mal classification, and we rely on additional considerations – on 
what we want the classification to accomplish – to draw bound-
aries and set thresholds. This applies to many areas of medicine, 
but is an issue that is more pervasive and pronounced in psychi-
atry90,91.

From a somewhat simplified metaphysical perspective, we may 
think of a classification as demarcating natural kinds, practical 
kinds, or social kinds. If psychiatric classifications such as the DSM 
and the ICD were demarcating natural kinds, we would expect 
each diagnosis to correspond to an entity that exists in the struc-
ture of the world, independent of human interests85,86. E. Kraepe-
lin, for instance, believed in the existence of natural disease enti-
ties in psychiatry, and in addition held the view that pathological 
anatomy, etiology, and clinical symptomatology including course 
of illness, would all coincide in the case of such entities92.

The assumption that there are natural disease entities in psy-
chiatry was also adopted by the neo- Kraepelinians, and implic-
itly guided the development of the DSM- III93,94. Furthermore, 
the Kraepelinian notion of convergence of validators was also ac-
cepted by Robins and Guze95, who assumed that their proposed 
validators of clinical description, laboratory findings, course of ill-
ness, and family studies would all point towards the same disease 
entities. This set the agenda for a research program for the next 
several decades in which researchers sought to validate the DSM 
diagnostic constructs.

By the 1990s, however, there was growing recognition that dif-
ferent validators might not inevitably align to offer a single privi-
leged classification, in a way that amounts to a psychiatric version 
of the periodic table of elements96. Rather, different validators sug-
gest alternative mappings of the space of psychopathology97. For 
example, in the study of schizophrenia, shared family history sug-
gests a broad mapping (schizophrenia spectrum), whereas poor 
outcome indicates a narrower mapping (schizophrenia). In such 
a scenario, empirical facts alone do not determine which valida-
tors we ought to use. Our choice of validators depends also on our  
assumptions and goals, which may differ from practitioner to prac-
titioner and from context to context.

In contrast to the natural kind view is the skeptical view that  
the categories of psychiatric classifications are social kinds, almost  
entirely constructed by social processes (i.e., strong social construc-
tionism). This view appeals to many critics of psychiatry, who point  
towards the obvious influence of sociocultural factors on the pre-
sentation of psychiatric conditions, and the inability of psychiat-
ric research to identify diagnostically valid biomarkers. The social 
kind perspective is further supported by examples such as “hys-
teria” and “multiple personality disorder”, whose popularity among 
clini cians at various points in history has resembled the rise and 
fall of fashions. There is also increasing awareness that psycho-
pathological phenomena are subject to “looping effects”, such that 
the very act of classification modifies the behavior of the indi-
vidual classified, further supporting the social constructionist 
view98.

However, this view in its strong articulation seems untenable,  
as it fails to take into account that scientific research has discovered  
relationships between neurobiological processes and psychiatric 
symptom clusters, albeit these relationships do not necessarily 
correspond to specific DSM or ICD categories. For instance, psy-
chiatric research has identified hundreds of genetic variations that 
are associated with a range of psychiatric disorders, so that genetic 
influences on psychopathology often cut across DSM diagnostic 
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boundaries99,100. The relationship between genetic variants and 
psychopathology is therefore complex and transdiagnostic, but 
not absent or chaotic101.

The notion of practical kinds offers a different contrast to the 
essentialist perspective on natural kinds, and aligns with the soft 
naturalist view that psychiatric science is both a scientific and so-
cial process. There may be no “natural joints” in psychopathology, 
but there are scientific facts in the form of symptom patterns and 
co- variation that constrain any scientific attempts at nosology102. 
Within these constraints, the boundaries that we draw will often 
reflect our pragmatic goals, and diagnostic thresholds will be influ-
enced by both facts and values. Practical kinds are useful heuristic 
constructs that categorize the neurophysiological and psychologi-
cal space in ways that serve our scientific and clinical goals. The 
pragmatic nature of psychiatric classification is also supported by 
considering the history of psychiatric nosology, which shows the 
contingent nature of our contemporary diagnostic constructs, 
and how our classifications would have looked quite different had 
certain key historical figures in psychiatry not existed or had they 
made different choices103,104.

Distancing ourselves from essentialist assumptions about natu-
ral kinds in psychopathology allows us to appreciate the complex-
ity of mental disorders, and makes it possible for us to map and 
model psychiatric phenomena using different approaches. For 
example, idiographic approaches focus on the uniqueness of the 
individual psychiatric patient – how his/her mental health prob-
lems arise from a specific combination of predisposing factors, de-
velopmental history, life experiences, behavioral adaptations, and 
psychological defense mechanisms. Such an approach utilizes 
broad principles of psychobiological functioning to formulate a 
narrative specific to a patient. The aim of classification, then, is to 
aid the development of a clinical formulation.

The failure to identify etiologically- based disease categories has  
also spurred psychometric efforts to model psychopathology. Psy-
chometric analysis goes beyond manifest variables, which can be 
directly measured or observed, to mathematically model latent 
or hidden variables, which cannot be observed directly and only 
emerge through statistical analysis. This quantitative statistics re-
search program is exemplified by the Hierarchical Taxonomy of 
Psychopathology (HiTOP) consortium105. This attempts to com-
bine signs and symptoms of psychopathology into homogeneous 
traits, to assemble such traits into empirically- derived syndromes, 
and then to group these syndromes into spectra (e.g., “internaliz-
ing” and “externalizing”)106.

The psychometric approach of HiTOP has generated consid-
erable debate107- 109. First, in clinical practice there do seem to 
be some discrete entities, which respond to specific treatments; 
narcolepsy, for example, can be diagnosed using an accurate bio-
marker, and can be effectively managed using particular medica-
tions. Second, dimensions and categories are not necessarily mu-
tually exclusive; for example, on the dimension of extraversion, a 
particular cut- point can be used to define an extrovert110,111. Third, 
of particular relevance to positions that emphasize the importance 
of causal mechanisms for classification, psychometric approaches 
emphasize descriptive features and may elide underlying etiol-

ogy61.
Another strand of philosophical inquiry has focused on the use 

of operational definitions employed by the DSM. In an effort to im  -
prove inter- rater reliability and to facilitate psychiatric research, the 
DSM from its third edition on has offered operationalized criteria 
for each disorder that specify details such as a list of (relatively spe-
cific) symptoms, number of symptoms that must be present, and 
the duration for which they must be present. How should the rela-
tionship between the criteria and the disorder be conceptualized? 
Lack of clarity in this regard leads to another form of confusion, 
in which operational criteria are thought to constitute the disorder 
itself.

Operational definitions are partial definitions that do not spec-
ify all the details of the phenomena being studied112. They have an 
element of vagueness that becomes evident when new scientific 
questions force us to articulate concepts with greater precision. 
The DSM excluded non- specific symptoms (such as anxiety in 
depression) from operational criteria, but these symptoms as still 
part of the syndrome being described (e.g., depression). Moreover, 
the polythetic nature of DSM criteria allows for many different 
symptom configurations to meet disorder threshold, but these dif-
ferent symptom configurations are not seen to constitute different 
disorders. Instead, they are better understood as different ways in 
which we can identify a disorder.

K.S. Kendler has elaborated on the distinction between diag-
nostic criteria as indexical and constitutive113. When diagnostic cri  -
teria are regarded as indexical, they are understood to be fallible 
ways to identify a disorder; when they are regarded as constitutive, 
the symptom criteria are the disorder. According to Kendler, the 
DSM criteria are intended to be indexical, and viewing them as 
constitutive is a conceptual error. Thus, for example, there are 227 
ways to meet DSM criteria for major depression, but these are dif-
ferent ways of indexing major depression, not 227 types of major 
depression114. There is no single and privileged correct operation-
alization; rather, different operational definitions can be refined 
and optimized for different purposes.

Taken together, an emerging contemporary view of psychiatric 
taxonomy incorporates the dimensionality of psychopathology 
(there are few discrete entities), insights from complex dynamic 
systems (relatively stable symptom patterns can emerge from ir-
reducible interactions between multiple factors), and perspectives  
from embodied cognition (causal mechanisms traverse the brain, 
body and environment). Such a view of psychopathology does not 
render categorical diagnostic systems such as the DSM and the 
ICD invalid or useless, but it encourages us to give up an essen-
tialist bias that has led us to reify them – to attribute them a corre-
spondence to objective reality that they do not possess115,116.

How is this view of taxonomy relevant to clinical practice? Cli-
nicians need to be aware of the work that has gone into, and the 
value of our nosology, while also being mindful of its tentative 
nature and significant limitations117. In particular, although the 
DSM has clinical utility, it has often been criticized for facilitating 
a checkbox approach to psychiatric assessment and evaluation. 
Clinicians ought to be aware that important features of mental dis-
orders may well have been described in the psychiatric literature, 
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and yet may not be listed in the DSM118. Further, while diagnosis 
may begin with the DSM or the ICD, a comprehensive evaluation 
needs to assess a range of domains, including clinical subtypes, 
symptom severity and staging, cognitive schemas, environmental 
stressors, and protective factors119. Finally, clinical formulations 
need to supplement our growing knowledge of the characteristics 
of psychiatric disorders with an idiographic understanding of each 
individual patient120.

Psychiatric diagnosis and personal agency

Debates concerning psychiatric taxonomy may have impor-
tant implications for individual self- conception and self- under-
standing121. As noted, the DSM criteria should not be taken literally 
as being fully constitutive of disorders, but they are nevertheless 
often taken as such, and the influence of the DSM on how men-
tal disorders are perceived has been profound. Concern has been 
raised about the undue extent of this influence, especially given 
the inevitable neglect of person-  and context- specific factors in di-
agnostic criteria121.

More broadly, debates about the nature and classification of dis -
orders are also implicated in the effort of patients to understand 
the boundaries of their selves in relation to their disorders. Given 
that both psychiatric conditions and psychiatric medications can 
affect deep aspects of self- experience (such as perceptions, desires 
and feelings), ambiguity and uncertainty can arise with regard to 
where the “self” begins and ends, and how the self is impacted (or 
compromised) by both illness and treatment122,123. The experience 
of ambiguity at the phenomenological level can be further com-
pounded when patients are “confronted with the vagueness and 
uncertainty associated with the issue of ‘what is a psychiatric dis-
order’”123.

Questions concerning the interplay of agency and mental disor-
ders have also been central to debates concerning the relevance of 
these disorders to assessments of moral responsibility. While psy-
chopathology has often been treated as paradigmatically exempt-
ing or mitigating in the literature on moral responsibility, there  
has been a growing shift to more nuanced assessments and an in-
creasing emphasis on the need for case- by- case evaluation124. 
These trends reflect the larger recognition of person- specific and 
situation- specific factors that affect the manifestation of psycho-
pathology in any particular individual. In many cases, the rele-
vant agential capacities are diminished or deeply compromised, 
but nevertheless present. In addiction, for example, it is often im-
plausible to speak of blanket incapacitation, given that aspects of 
choice and deliberation are often involved. A useful body of philo-
sophical work has explored the question of responsibility in the 
context of mental disorder125- 127.

More broadly, the question arises of how different ways of con-
ceptualizing psychiatric disorders influence our attitudes towards 
affected individuals. While it was presumed that more biological 
conceptions of disorders would reduce stigmatizing attitudes in 
general, empirical research points to far more complex interac-
tions128. These findings align with theoretical concerns regarding 

the interpersonal and social costs of perceived diminished agen-
cy, which, while sometimes decreasing perceived responsibility, 
might simultaneously increase other forms of aversion. Indeed, 
empirical research has suggested that in some contexts biological 
conceptions may ultimately be more stigmatizing for affected in-
dividuals129.

The awareness of the impact of psychiatric diagnoses on the 
self- conception and self- understanding of those diagnosed has 
supported the view that people with lived experience might use-
fully contribute to the development of psychiatric classifications. 
They may be better situated to assess the impact of changing di-
agnostic criteria on access to care or the potential risk of stigma 
associated with certain nomenclature issues, or be better able 
to identify mismatch between diagnostic criteria and subjective 
experiences39,74- 81.

The clinical implications of different conceptual approaches 
to personal agency and moral responsibility have been debated 
by philosophers, and this area deserves further attention and re-
search125,126.

PLURALISM IN PSYCHIATRY

In philosophy of science, Kuhn’s notions of dominant scientific 
paradigms that are incommensurable, and of revolutionary shifts 
in such paradigms27, have become very influential. Arguably psy-
chiatry provides a useful exemplar of how different paradigms 
dominate over the course of time. In fact, critics of psychiatry have 
argued that the replacement of one psychiatric paradigm by an-
other may entail neither scientific progress nor clinical advance-
ment130,131.

At the same time, Kuhn has been criticized for his relativism132. 
After all, scientific models can be reasonably compared, and there 
may be justifiable grounds for replacing one model with another. 
In psychiatry, although there have certainly been important shifts 
in theoretical frameworks, it might also be argued that current 
clinical research and practice incorporate valid aspects of both 
psychodynamic and neurobiological approaches, as well as con-
cepts and data from a range of other models of psychopathology. 
Different models may be able to engage usefully, as evidenced by 
the emergence of neuro- psychoanalysis, or by work on how psy-
chotherapy impacts on neuroimaging. Psychiatry has arguably 
advanced precisely by incremental integration of a range of valid 
models28.

Psychopathology seems to involve multiple causes, and it is pos -
sible that different psychiatric models shed light on different causes. 
Philosophers, starting from Aristotle, have long emphasized the  
importance of multi- causality in both biology and pathology1,133.  
Be havioral scientists have similarly emphasized the need to expli-
cate different kinds of causes of behavior and psychopathology134, 

135. Jaspers, a philosopher- psychiatrist well known for distinguishing 
between knowledge of causal explanations and understanding of 
meaningful connections3, can be regarded as a methodological plu-
ralist, with his pluralism influencing a range of subsequent authors 
in philosophy of psychiatry136.
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In contemporary philosophy of science, there is an ongoing de      -  
bate about whether and how diverse explanations can be inte-
grated137. In the 1970s, G. Engel, an American internist who had 
ex   perience working with psychosomatic disorders, argued that the 
dominant model of disease was biomedical, thus neglecting the 
psychological and social dimensions of illness138. He therefore pro-
posed a biopsychosocial model, aiming for a framework that could 
be used in research, teaching and clinical care. Clearly, it is impor-
tant that we avoid both a brainless psychiatry and a mindless psy-
chiatry139, steering clear of both scientism and culturalism (which 
are overly reductionist about science and culture respectively)49,140.

However, the biopsychosocial model has also received stinging 
criticism for being overly eclectic and non- specific141, and for offer-
ing no particular framework to conceptualize multi- level causal 
interactions142 or allow optimal selection of causal mechanisms143. 
Further, its practical use in psychiatric formulation has led to an in-
advertent reification of “biological”, “psychological” and “social” as 
distinct ontological domains144. Ongoing efforts to understand the 
nature of causal explanations in science in general145,146, and in psy-
chiatry in particular147,148, remain therefore crucial.

An explicit emphasis on pluralism is a relatively recent develop-
ment in philosophy of science149. Unsurprisingly, for philosophers 
who regard it as important, there is not a single unified approach 
to pluralism. Instead, from the time of Aristotle, through the work 
of early American pragmatists150,151, and on to contemporary phi-
losophers152,153, a number of different pluralisms have been delin-
eated and developed. We next consider three important notions 
of pluralism – ontological pluralism, explanatory pluralism, and 
value pluralism – as well as some of their clinical implications.

Different notions of pluralism

The first notion to consider is ontological pluralism. As noted 
earlier, the notion of natural kinds reflects the possibility that na-
ture can be carved up in an objective way to form discrete enti-
ties85,154. Exemplars of such natural kinds are often found in phys-
ics or chemistry; the periodic table of elements is a particularly 
compelling one. Ontological pluralists have, however, argued that 
there are different ways of dividing reality, reflecting different sci-
entific interests and values, and that a range of different classifica-
tions may be valid. From the time of Aristotle, pluralists have of -
ten looked to biology. Species can certainly be divided on the basis  
of their evo lutionary history, but there are also alternative ways of 
 clas  si  fying organisms155,156.

Our earlier discussion emphasized that mental disorders are 
not simply natural kinds that emerge from empirical investiga-
tion. At the same time, our constructs of mental disorders are not 
merely conventional. Instead, they are rigorously informed by sci-
entific research, including work on a range of different validators, 
which reflect the involvement of a range of different underlying 
structures and mechanisms. They may be regarded as “soft natural 
kinds”; although they cannot simply be discovered by carving na-
ture at its joints, and although our classifications and descriptions 
are value- laden, these entities nevertheless incorporate an accu-

mulating scientific appreciation of psychobiological structures, 
processes and mechanisms157.

The notion of “soft natural kinds” may be useful in the clinic in a 
number of ways. Consider the construct of “behavioral addiction”. 
From a neo- Kraepelinian perspective, the lumping of substance 
use disorders together with gaming and gambling disorders sug-
gests that these conditions have overlapping phenotypic features, 
and share key validators, such as clinical course. In fact, however, 
the situation may be much “fuzzier”: the psychobiology of alcohol 
dependence is likely to differ significantly from that of gambling 
disorder, given that alcohol has direct toxic effects on the brain. 
However, a key rationale for lumping these conditions may instead 
be a public health perspective158.

Consider also the boundaries between disorder and normal-
ity159. Current versions of the DSM and the ICD appropriately em   -
phasize that the boundary between disorder and normality is not 
hard and fast, but rather can be fuzzy and indeterminate. In some 
other areas of medicine, biomarkers can be helpful in making the 
clinical decision as to whether a disorder should be diagnosed,  
but this is not the case in psychiatry. Critics of psychiatry may con-
clude that mental disorders are entirely a matter of convention, 
and that psychiatric diagnosis is merely a matter of “labelling”. 
However, this ignores the complex reality of mental signs and sym-
ptoms: psychiatric phenotypes are not elements in a periodic table 
but rather are comprised of overlapping dimensions, and thresh-
olds for disorder reflect a range of considerations160.

The second notion to consider is explanatory pluralism. Phi-
losophers have emphasized that science employs multiple partial 
models. Indeed, the model or metaphor of maps may be useful in 
describing such pluralism; a cartographer may employ multiple 
different maps of the world, each accounting for different features 
of reality, and each of which is useful for a particular purpose. As 
noted earlier, in philosophy of psychiatry there is ongoing debate 
about the extent to which the biopsychosocial model, which en-
courages a focus on different dimensions of disease and illness, is 
merely eclectic, or provides the appropriate scaffolding for consid-
ering a range of causal mechanisms.

A major area of debate in philosophy of science regards reduc-
tive explanations. It has long been argued that the phenomena of 
the world can be organized along different levels, ranging from the 
physical through the biological and on to the social. A reductionist 
approach aspires to explain higher level theories (e.g., biological 
models) in terms of lower level accounts (e.g., physical models). 
Certainly, as science has progressed, such inter- theoretic reduc-
tion seems to have occurred; thus we can account for the prop-
erties of DNA (which plays such a key role in biology) in terms of 
its particular structure (that is, in terms of its underlying physico- 
chemical properties)161,162.

Pluralists have emphasized, however, that such successes are 
only part of the story of science. Science is often concerned with 
phenomena that emerge only at higher levels of organization: 
these require models that cannot simply be reduced to lower level 
accounts163- 165. Furthermore, as emphasized in the metaphor of 
science as cartography, multiple different sorts of models of reality 
may be useful for different purposes. Focusing on biological sci-
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ence, S. Mitchell concluded: “Given the multiplicity of causal paths 
and historical contingency of biological phenomena, the type of 
integration that can occur… will itself be piecemeal and local… 
Pluralism with respect to models can and should coexist with in-
tegration in the generation of explanations of complex and varied 
biological phenomena”166.

Discussions of pluralism often refer to the relationships between  
different “levels” of explanation, but “levels” themselves are better 
un   derstood as ways of referring to different sorts of organization-
al (part- whole), spatial and temporal relationships167. Slow vs. fast  
and large vs. small might carve things up differently than higher 
vs. lower, so that a pluralist approach to explanation is required167. 
In philosophy of science and neuroscience, there is an ongoing 
exploration of how best to conceptualize causal processes and 
mechanisms, including causality across different levels168- 171. For  
psychiatry, however, it is key to be aware of the complexity of psy   -
chobiological systems, and to avoid overly simplistic neuro- reduc -
tionism75,172,173.

Once again, these philosophical constructs have practical im-
port. Psychiatric practice and research ought to involve a broad 
range of disciplines and methodologies. Applying scientific plu-
ralism to psychiatry, Kendler has argued that first- person subjec-
tive experiences and sociocultural factors play a vital role in the 
etiology of psychiatric disorders, such that this etiology cannot be 
captured by just focusing on the basic biology of the brain174. He 
suggests that a pluralistic psychiatry should aim for “patchy reduc-
tionism” and “piecemeal integration” as it tries to understand the  
multi- level causal interactions that give rise to psychopathology  
174.

When we think about psychotropic medications, for example, 
we often focus on specific receptor effects. While important, this 
downplays how these agents exert a cascade of effects, impact-
ing neural networks and ultimately behavior. A pluralistic clinical 
psychopharmacology is needed in order to flesh out these higher- 
level mechanisms in greater detail. Further, complex multilevel 
explanations involving a range of mediating processes are needed 
to explain higher- level phenomena such as placebo and nocebo 
effects, and to account for molecular- social interactions such as 
how antidepressants acting on serotonergic pathways may impact 
social hierarchy. While the focus of much psychopharmacology 
has been on lower- level mechanisms, such as receptor actions, a 
pluralistic approach emphasizes that cognitive and phenomeno-
logical processes can also be important psychopharmacological 
targets175. Analogously, a pluralistic approach may be useful in 
exploring the causes of change during psychotherapy176, and in 
developing integrative models of psychotherapy177,178.

The third notion to consider is value pluralism. This notion, 
which emphasizes that there are many different moral values, is 
typically considered as a position in moral philosophy. However, 
value pluralism is also relevant to science in general, and psy-
chiatry in particular, in a number of ways. In particular, choices 
about how best to classify and describe the structures and mecha-
nisms of the world reflect a range of epistemic values, and indeed 
debates about scientific pluralism intersect with debates about 
science and society137. Differences between the DSM- 5 and the 

ICD- 11, for example, do not necessarily reflect scientific disagree-
ment, but rather acknowledgment of differences in their most im-
portant aims and associated values179.

Additionally, the argument that natural kinds reflect clusters of 
properties has been extended to value- laden constructs. “Healthi-
ness”, for example, may reflect a range of related features, presum-
ably underpinned by relevant biological processes180. However, if 
we think back to normativist positions on the definition of men-
tal disorder, which emphasize the influence of social and cultural 
values, different societies and cultures may have different under-
standings of mental disorder because they value different concep-
tions of human flourishing42.

Philosophical work on value pluralism has long emphasized 
that, given the plurality of values, choices between them will be 
complex. The philosopher I. Berlin emphasized that different val-
ues may be incompatible, and this seems consistent with our ex-
perience of moral decision- making181. Nevertheless, this does not 
necessarily mean that value- laden choices cannot be made in 
a reasonable way. Aristotle emphasized the importance of prac-
tical wisdom, arguing that a virtuous person succeeds in making 
correct choices182. While practical wisdom may in part involve the 
application of general principles, Aristotle emphasized the “prior-
ity of the particular” in choosing the correct course of action183.

Value pluralism again has a number of clinical implications. As 
noted earlier, the psychiatrist- philosopher K.W.M. Fulford and his 
colleagues have argued that evidence- based health care needs to 
be complemented by value- based health care184. A growing litera-
ture on shared decision- making similarly highlights the important 
perspectives of those with lived experience of mental illness185,186. 
Furthermore, value pluralism emphasizes the importance of a 
range of epistemic virtues, including epistemic and cultural humil-
ity187.

Conceptual tools for psychiatric explanation: beyond 
reductionism

Three important and interrelated concepts may be useful for 
psychiatric explanation: dynamical constitution, downward cau
sality, and dual aspectivity188- 191. They are employed in several 
recent pluralistic approaches, and are important aspects of the 
embodied approach explored later.

Dynamical constitution is the notion that objects and processes 
at smaller scales of enquiry can interact over time in ways that pro-
duce objects, systems or processes at larger scales of enquiry, and 
that qualities of the larger objects can emerge from the interaction 
between the component objects and processes188,190. Downward 
causality is the idea that these emerging objects, systems and 
processes at larger scales of inquiry can entrain, constrain or oth-
erwise have causal influence over objects at smaller scales. Dual 
aspectivity refers to the idea that, whenever talking about a living 
system, there are at least two perspectives that one can take: first, 
a body- as- object, naturalistic or third- person perspective; second, 
a body- as- subject, personalistic or first- person perspective. Both 
perspectives consider the same physical object, but they capture 
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different aspects of the living system/person under study, in line 
with a pluralist approach189,192.

Taken together, these concepts provide an approach to under-
stand constitutionally complex systems such as life forms. Organ-
isms are made up of many parts (e.g., organs, cells, receptors) and 
derive properties, such as mindedness, from the complex interac-
tions between these parts in context. Both the parts and the wider 
organism are no less real because of the knowledge that we gain 
about the parts and how they manage to dynamically constitute 
a minded creature. Analysis at multiple scales of enquiry – con-
sistent with an emphasis on a complex systems framework and a 
pluralist approach – is useful for understanding how this creature 
functions and how things may go awry.

From a clinical perspective, these considerations emphasize 
the complexity of clinical formulation and intervention. Given 
dynamical constitution, neurobiological mechanisms are key to 
shaping behavior, thoughts and emotion. However, given down-
ward causality, such mechanisms cannot be assumed to have  
caus   al primacy in our explanations. In contrast to the view of neo- 
Kraepelinians and overly reductionistic translational neurosci-
ence, mental disorders are not merely brain disorders29,30. Con-
versely, interventions such as psychotherapy may impact both 
brain and mind193.

The biopsychosocial model remains the most influential for en    -
suring a pluralistic approach to assessment and intervention for 
mental disorders in the clinical context. Despite criticisms that 
 highlight its shortcomings, including the absence of an explanato -
ry account of causal interactions, this model remains valuable be-
cause it prompts us to resist simplistic binaries – such as the organic  
vs. functional, biological vs. psychological, medical vs. social, and 
disease vs. behavior distinctions – in our explanations of psychi-
atric etiology194,195, and serves as a powerful reminder that a plu-
ralistic framework which considers a broad range of “difference- 
makers” is needed in clinical research and practice75,117,148.

Jaspers’ insistence that both explanations of underlying mech-
anisms and understanding of individual meanings are important 
for a comprehensive account of mental disorders remains relevant 
to contemporary clinical practice. Medical anthropologists have 
usefully distinguished between disease as a biomedical condition, 
and illness as the subjective experience of those suffering from 
that condition196. Relatedly, work on what has been termed “neu-
rophenomenology” attempts to integrate neuroscientific knowl-
edge with individual experience192,197. Finally, “explanation- aided 
understanding” – the idea that knowledge of causal mechanisms 
can enhance our appreciation of first- person experience – is also a 
key consideration for improving clinical practice198.

EMBODIED COGNITION AS A PLAUSIBLE 
INTEGRATIVE APPROACH

The “mind- body problem” is a paradigmatic issue at the inter-
section of psychiatry and philosophy. The philosopher R. Des-
cartes is often cited for his substance dualism – that mind and 

body exist as radically different kinds of substances – and clini-
cians are typically encouraged to avoid this position in light of a 
modern naturalist or scientific understanding. At the same time, 
clinicians are generally not encouraged in their training to explore 
recent developments in an area of such philosophical complexity, 
and as a result some implausible assumptions can arise199.

One commonly assumed view is that the mind is a powerless 
or “supervenient” side effect of the physical processes of the brain. 
Such a view can support neurocentric assumptions, for example, 
within a biological psychiatry which contends that the brain is 
where we need to focus the vast majority of our explanatory and 
treatment efforts. As noted earlier, while the brain is clearly im-
portant for understanding mental functioning and mental health, 
such an approach may be criticized for its neuro- reductionism, 
where minimal space is made for similarly important aspects of 
human functioning such as experience, meaning, culture and con-
text.

Another common view, inspired by the development of com-
puters, is to see the mind as a “software” running on the “hard-
ware” of the brain. Under such a computationalist and functional
ist view, cognitive functioning is understood as a form of informa-
tion processing where the brain takes sensory input and computes 
appropriate responses. Such an assumption can be seen in the 
notions of cognitive biases and core beliefs in cognitive- behavioral 
therapy, with these biases or beliefs effectively performing the role 
of “bugs in the software” altering our perception of the veridical 
world. While this can be a useful metaphor, there are multiple 
issues with this perspective. It is difficult to see how such a view 
can be integrated with a biological perspective, in which neurons 
and behaviors are complexly intertwined. Indeed, such a view 
seems implausible; living creatures are not computers with set 
functions, and this analogy may limit our insight.

Moving beyond assumptions of supervenience and compu-
tationalism, embodied cognition represents a biologically plausi-
ble and strongly integrative view of the mind- body relationship, 
whereby factors across the biopsychosocial spectrum are consid-
ered to have potential explanatory value144. Such an embodied 
perspective has gained momentum within philosophy of psychi-
atry in recent years, but is not yet broadly recognized by clinicians 
nor discussed in training programs. Engagement with embodied 
understandings of the connection between mind and body is a key 
development in philosophy of psychiatry.

Applied to psychopathology, notions of embodiment, along-
side related ideas such as embedment, extension and enactivism, 
which we will soon unpack, represent one plausible integrative 
frame for the study and treatment of mental disorders. We argue 
that an embodied approach has the potential to incorporate and 
build on many of the recent conceptual developments highlighted 
in previous sections, while also cohering well with other contem-
porary theoretical and methodological developments in a range 
of disciplines. In this section, we first define some key terms and 
review the development of embodied cognition. We then go on to 
discuss the application of this approach to the study and treatment 
of mental disorders.
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What is embodied cognition?

Embodied cognition refers to a diverse range of approaches 
across multiple disciplines within cognitive science, including but 
not limited to psychology, neuroscience, philosophy, robot ics,  
and artificial intelligence. Embodied cognitive science is unit-
ed by a common interest in moving away from a “cognitivist” or 
“com    putationalist” view, where the brain is seen as an isolated 
“seat of cognition” that receives sensory information, represents 
the world, and computes appropriate responses to it. Instead, 
embodied approaches variously emphasize the role of the body 
and context both in the moment- to- moment constitution of cog-
nition and in the shaping of cognition across development, thus 
decentering the ideas of representation in how we seek to under-
stand the mind200. Instead of understanding the mind through 
implicit analogy to computers, embodied approaches seek to 
understand it through analogy to complex living systems adapt-
ing to the dynamics of their environment.

Historically, the development of embodied cognition has many 
roots. The most commonly recognized of these roots include: a re-
jection of a traditional symbolic- representational view of cognition 
where the experienced world is a model/representation of reality; 
an interest in expanding upon the success of minimally repre-
sentational “connectionist” understandings of cognition such as 
exemplified by neural networks; the emphasis of pragmatic phi-
losophers such as J. Dewey on how knowledge entails interaction 
with the world; phenomenological insights by authors such as M. 
Merleau- Ponty that the body is an intrinsic part of our experience- 
of and engagement- with the world; work in developmental psy-
chology by J. Piaget and others who have emphasized interaction 
with the world over time; and inspiration from the success of dy-
namic systems theory in modelling the behavior of complex sys-
tems201. Such historical antecedents have converged to produce 
understandings of the mind that recognize a broad range of in-
fluences shaping human cognition, from genes and molecules to 
culture and context.

Embodied cognitive science is a diverse field. This is true to the  
point that the very word “embodied” can take on subtly differ-
ent and overlapping meanings in different contexts. It is there-
fore important to specify the sense in which we use this term. In 
a summary review of embodied cognition, Shapiro and Spaulding 
highlight three different yet overlapping themes within the various 
usages of the term “embodied”. They refer to these three different 
themes of overlapping meaning as constitution, conceptualization 
and replacement202. In this paper, we generally refer to the constitu
tional understanding of embodiment. It is, however, worth briefly 
explaining all three senses of the term.

In the replacement sense of “embodied”, emphasis is on the 
need to replace our systems of understanding the mind with less 
representational and more dynamical ones. In other words, devel-
oping ways of understanding the brain, not as generating a mirror- 
like representation of the world, but rather as resonating with the 
world directly. A classic example would concern how best to think 
about the action of catching a fly ball in baseball. Rather than rep-
resenting the entire environment and computing the ball’s trajec-

tory, a non- representational and embodied view would suggest 
that we engage with simple visual strategies in order to ensure that 
we are in an optimal position to catch it203. This sense of embodi-
ment is particularly associated with the position of “radically enac-
tive cognition”, which attempts to understand cognitive processes 
with no reference to representation204.

When the term “embodied” is used in a conceptualization sense,  
the focus is on psychological concepts and processes, and how 
they are shaped by the kinds of bodies and experiences we have. 
The key idea is that the way we conceptualize the world would 
likely be different if we had different sorts of bodies to navigate 
with. For example, consider the idea that we think in terms of “up” 
as metaphorically connected to positivity and action, and “down” 
as connected to depression and inaction, not simply as a cultural 
quirk but because of shared associations rooted in our bodily ex-
periences and actions205. Accumulating behavioral and neurobio-
logical evidence supports the related ideas that: a) there is signifi-
cant overlap in the neural processes involved in sensorimotor co-
ordination and those involved in so- called “higher” cognitive and 
social processing, and b) such overlap means that “higher” cogni-
tive processes are not siloed in the brain, but are influenced by 
bodily and sensorimotor context such as posture, current action, 
and internal physiological state206,207.

When used in a constitutional sense, which is our main focus 
here, “embodied” refers to the idea that mental processes are best 
thought of as not constituted by the brain alone, but rather as 
emerging from the brain and body acting in concert, i.e., as one 
extended system. The mind does not arise from the efforts of the 
brain to represent the world, but rather is an active process of the 
entire organism navigating, adapting to, and making sense of the 
world197,205,208- 211. In such a view, for example, the release of corti-
sol and adrenaline from the adrenal glands in response to an acute 
stressor is not simply an event occurring at one level of analysis 
with a modulating effect on cognition at a higher level of analysis, 
but rather is part of a single, body- involving, cognitive- affective 
response to threat. Thus, the processes that constitute emotions 
weave in and out of the brain, and include a range of interocep-
tive components207,212. This sense of embodiment incorporates 
the ideas of dynamical constitution, downward causality and dual 
aspectivity, discussed earlier.

Now that we have outlined what is meant by embodiment, it is 
useful to define some related ideas, specifically those of embed
ment, extension and enactivism. Together these ideas, alongside 
embodiment, are often discussed under the umbrella term “4E”. 
Sometimes “5E” is also used, typically in reference to a focus on 
emotion.

Embedment is the idea that cognitive functioning involves a 
constant interplay with the environment across multiple time-
scales. Consequently, in order to understand cognition, recogni-
tion of the role of context is vital. When considering human func-
tioning, the environment is also regarded not simply to be a physi-
cal one, but a social- cultural one, constituted by others, alongside 
their artifacts and shared structures of meaning213. Embedment 
highlights that, across the timescales of evolutionary change, 
sociocultural development, life- span learning, and moment- to- 
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moment cognition, human beings are both deeply influenced by, 
and in turn influence, their surrounding environments. Even the 
most abstract and intellectual activities, such as mathematics, en-
tail a thoroughly embodied and embedded skill set192,205.

Extension is an idea in many ways similar to embedment, but 
which makes a more radical claim. Specifically, it is the idea that 
cognitive processes are often best understood as extending out be-
yond the body and looping through the world213. To continue the 
mathematics example, rather than merely understanding a calcu-
lator as supporting the cognitive processes of an individual, an ex-
tended view of mind would hold that the calculator becomes part 
of the cognitive process. In a well- known thought- experiment, 
Clark and Chalmers contrast Inga, who navigates from memory, 
with Otto, who has Alzheimer’s disease and relies on written direc-
tions in a notebook. Given that the only difference between the 
two cases is that the process of navigation takes place wholly inside 
the brain in Inga’s case and partly outside it in Otto’s, they argue 
that it is arbitrary to limit cognition to what occurs within the con-
fines of the skull214.

Enactivism is an idea that subsumes and builds upon those 
of embodiment and embedment. It may be explained in differ-
ent ways and with different points of emphasis, but here we focus 
on autopoietic enactivism215. “Autopoietic” simply means “self- 
creating”. Accordingly, within autopoietic enactivism, the focus is 
on the notion that mindedness is brought forth, or rather enacted, 
through the organizational structure of life forms and their efforts 
to constantly maintain themselves within the context of their envi-
ronment. An enactive perspective holds that life forms are shaped 
through evolution to try to survive, and that this inherent purpose 
sets up the necessary groundwork for the emergence of relational 
meaning. In order to survive, organisms have to learn how to seek 
food, avoid predators, and so on – that is, to respond differentially 
to affordances in the world216. Cognition is sense- making – a con-
stantly unfolding process, one that involves body and action, is 
relational, and is inherently affective/meaning- laden. Thus, cog-
nition is not a linear process of sensation- perception- cognition- 
action, but rather a circular process of sensory- motor engage-
ment. The brain, rather than taking in information and represent-
ing a model of the world, as in the neurocentric view, is instead an 
organ of coordination, learning and mediation within this sensori-
motor loop, so allowing for more complex ways of making sense of 
and acting in the world189,217.

Overall, the embodied/4E model of cognition presents a non-  
dualistic understanding of the mind that appears biologically plau-
sible and does not fall prey to reductionistic temptation. Human 
functioning is understood from this perspective in a way that pre-
serves a sense of agency, while also recognizing the diverse array of 
influences that shape and influence human health and behavior, 
from genes to culture. It is therefore an integrative view, demand-
ing both current and historical analysis of the entire brain- body- 
environment system if we are to understand patterns in human 
behavior and cognition. This approach is consistent with a coor-
dinated pluralism218, and arguably even with an integrative plural-
ism219, and has led to the suggestion that accounts of mental dis-
order grounded in embodied/4E cognition may represent a path 

to solving the “integration problem” in psychiatry; i.e., the fact that 
we have identified causal factors across the brain, body and en-
vironment, but struggle to conceptualize how these causes come 
together to shape patterns of disorder220.

Clinical applications of embodied/4E cognition

Several conceptual frameworks grounded in the embodied/  4E  
perspective have been applied to mental disorders as a whole189, 

191,220,221. These frameworks view mental disorders as representing 
disruptions to sense- making, a view that is consistent with attempts 
to bridge the naturalist- normativist divide, with an emphasis on 
the adaptive fit between individual and context that aligns with 
soft naturalism62,222. They also share a vision that embodied/4E cog-
nition serves as an integrative framework for the conceptualization, 
study and treatment of these conditions, consistent with an empha-
sis on multi- disciplinary and pluralist approaches. Additionally, 
there have been several efforts to develop descriptive and explana-
tory models of particular mental disorders from an embodied/4E 
perspective223- 228.

A focus on embodied cognition leads to a view of mental dis-
orders as constitutionally complex, involving biological, cognitive- 
emotional, environmental and sociocultural aspects. This per-
spective emphasizes both biology and agency, acknowledging 
biological scales of enquiry as relevant without reducing the ex-
planatory importance of experience and choice. It also incorpo-
rates ideas of dynamical constitution and downward causality to 
break down the received mind- body divide, and aligns well with 
the notion of mental disorders as fuzzy mechanistic property clus-
ters229.

Through the notion of embedment, these frameworks empha-
size the active and historical role of the physical and sociocultural 
environment. All organisms, particularly humans, are deeply his-
torical and ecologically informed creatures. Shaped by our evolu-
tionary, sociocultural and developmental pasts, we are understood 
to strive to adapt to the present context and predicted future207,212. 
Applied to psychiatry, this allows integration with perspectives 
such as evolutionary psychiatry230, cultural psychiatry196,231, and 
developmental psychopathology232.

In the embedded view, however, culture is not seen only as a 
historical force having influence across development, but also as 
a living context. In this “constitutional view”, culture is seen as a 
“shared world” or structure of knowledge, meaning and artifact, 
constituted by ongoing engagement212. Such a shared world rep-
resents a historical context for the development of individuals and 
the way they make sense of the world, but also continues to play 
out in the moment- to- moment interaction of individuals, includ-
ing in the clinical encounter. Embeddedness therefore pushes cli -
nicians to actively consider the role of culture in the lives and his-
tories of their patients, and in the clinician- patient interaction.

Via the notion of enactivism, these frameworks subscribe to 
a process orientation, with mental disorders not viewed as static 
problems/dysfunctions in the brain or psyche, but rather as con-
stantly unfolding patterns of how we make sense of and engage 
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with the world. Through interactions with their specific environ-
ment and its particular affordances, thinking beings create and 
discover meaning for themselves. Rather than stemming from 
some underlying “cognitive error” or “psychic disturbance”, men-
tal disorders emerge within the circular relationships between 
patient and world – as a maladaptive pattern of sense- making191.

This process orientation accords well with the focus of neuro-
science and computational psychiatry on active inference, where-
by predictive processing frameworks formally model how organ-
isms develop probabilistic assessments of their environment so as 
to adapt optimally. Indeed, several authors have considered how 
best to integrate such frameworks with embodied/4E approaches, 
noting that the brain- mind, including interoceptive components, 
engages in embodied predictive processing in order to main-
tain enactive engagement with the environment206,233,234. In their 
embodied/4E account, Friston and colleagues suggest the term 
enactive inference235. Their framework bridges representational 
and non- representational approaches236, providing a pluralistic, 
yet formal and mechanistic, account of a range of psychiatric con-
ditions, often with a particular focus on interoception and bodily 
states237,238.

In the clinical setting, given the central role of affordances and 
affectivity within the enactive view, a process orientation accords 
with psychotherapies that draw patients’ attention to early mal-
adaptive schemas and current emotional dynamics in order to 
better learn to navigate them239,240 – an exercise in sense- making 
about sense- making191. Further, from the enactive perspective, 
therapeutic interventions in psychiatry seek to improve the fit be-
tween the individual and his/her environment. This can in turn be 
achieved either by altering the sense- making and behavior of the 
individual, or by changing the world around him/her. This entails 
integration with notions of social psychiatry and environmentally 
focused mental health interventions.

One instructive example of the clinical utility of an embodied/ 
4E perspective is the work of Tschacher and colleagues on schizo-
phrenia225. These authors point out that sensorimotor dysfunc-
tions are closely associated with psychotic symptoms, leading to 
altered timing in the processing of stimuli and to disordered ap-
praisals of the environment. They argue, therefore, that problems 
of social cognition can be viewed as disordered embodied com-
munication. Finally, on the basis of this account, they suggest novel 
treatment strategies through body- oriented interventions. Again, 
an embodied/4E approach is theoretically able to integrate bio-
logical and phenomenological perspectives, and also has practical 
implications for the clinical context.

As a final clinical example, consider an embodied/4E approach 
to addiction227. Addiction is embodied insofar as the impact of 
substances on neurobiological mechanisms alters mental activ-
ity, the body itself is altered in unhealthy and use- supportive ways, 
and habitual actions play important roles in substance- related 
behavior. Addiction is embedded/extended insofar as addiction- 
related behavior is both influenced by and often alters the envi-
ronments within which it unfolds, and is shaped by individual 
learning histories. Finally, addiction is enacted insofar as an af-
fected person’s experience of and engagement with the world is 

deeply altered in a way that often works against his/her values, 
and the person enacts a particular and inflexible way of trying to 
meet his/her needs. In this framework, a merely neural model is 
replaced by a view of addiction as simultaneously neuronally- and- 
externally constituted, and there is an account of how drug- taking 
transforms the world of the individual – altering his/her personal 
agency and lived experience.

There are several advantages of such a view. First, this perspec-
tive allows an integration of neurobiological accounts of addic-
tion with accounts of lived experience. Second, the binary choice 
of seeing addiction as a medical disease vs. a personal choice – a 
key issue in the philosophy of this condition241,242 – can be seen 
to be an overly simplistic false dichotomy. Third, this  perspective 
enables us to reconsider strategies for recovery; in particular, it 
provides an account of how the person with addiction may be 
able to change his/her lived experience by manipulating the envi-
ronment and altering its affordances – so that there is a change in 
the dynamic interaction of brain biology, interoception, and sur-
rounding context.

DISCUSSION

Psychiatry is, inherently, a conceptually laden and conceptu-
ally complex field. Yet the opportunity to reflect on the concepts 
implicit in psychiatric practice arises infrequently for both clini-
cians and trainees. Instead, a range of tacit assumptions – about  
the nature of mental disorders, diagnostic categories, causal ex-
pla  nations, and the mind – influence daily engagements with psy -
chiatric taxonomy, clinical assessment and diagnosis, and the dis-
cussion of conditions and treatments with patients. These tacit as-
sumptions have, however, been carefully addressed by philosophy 
of psychiatry, and here we have reviewed key advances in this field 
and their clinical implications.

In conceptualizing and categorizing mental disorder, both nat-
uralist and normativist considerations have emerged as important  
– the field increasingly accepts that such work entails a consid er-
ation of both facts and values. At a conceptual level, this encour -
ages moving away from strict scientism to soft naturalism – a position  
that embraces both psychobiological mechanisms and personal 
agency. In clinical practice, the bridging of naturalism and norma-
tivism facilitates moving away from an approach in which disor-
ders are reified, and towards appropriately comprehensive and in-
dividualized evaluations of patients. Awareness of the importance 
of facts as well as values can also facilitate a mental health care that 
is both evidence- based and values- based.

In considering the nature of psychiatric science, there is now in-
creasing emphasis on a pluralist approach, including ontological, 
explanatory and value pluralism. Conceptually, this acknowledges 
the multi- level causal interactions that give rise to psychopathol-
ogy, and is consonant with Jaspers’ early pluralist approach, en-
compassing both explanatory accounts of behavior and an un-
derstanding of the individual person – an approach espoused by 
a wide range of philosophers50. Clinically, this view emphasizes 
the importance of a broad range of causal “difference- makers” as 
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well as considerations of “lived experience” in both research and 
practice.

In addressing a range of questions about the brain- mind, and 
how both somatic and psychic factors are key in mental disorders, 
conceptual and empirical work on embodied cognition provides 
an increasingly valuable approach. Viewing the brain- mind as 
embodied, embedded and enactive facilitates the integration of 
advances in both cognitive- affective neuroscience and phenom-
enological psychopathology, as well as in a range of other disci-
plines. Work on embodied cognition is having an increasing im-
pact on rethinking mental health and mental disorders189,191,220,221.

Conceptual competence has various elements, including mak-
ing explicit conceptual assumptions, developing a philosophical 
vocabulary, acquiring familiarity with relevant frameworks, and 
maintaining a degree of “conceptual humility”7. These elements 
have been exemplified in this paper, but at this point we would 
like to emphasize in particular the virtue of epistemic humility. For  
example, philosophy of nosology has taught us that, despite the  
enor mous amount of work that has been done to improve our clas-
sifications, these remain tentative, and reification of putative entities 
must be strenuously avoided.

Similar considerations would apply to our attempts here to ad-
vance philosophy of psychiatry. We began by noting that progress 
in philosophy has been disputed, and we are wary of claiming too 
much. Some of the issues in philosophy of psychiatry date back to  
ancient times, and some of the constructs employed seem to be “es  -
sentially contested”: there are a range of competing views, and there  
deserves to be ongoing discussion and debate243. This ap plies in  
particular to the concept of disease, which may be intractably messy  
31,244. Still, the purpose of philosophy is not neces sarily to resolve 
every dispute or to eradicate disagreement, but rather to properly 
articulate and understand debated issues. To the extent that the 
issues considered here have been more rigorously articulated in 
theoretical work, and more thoughtfully considered in the clinical 
context, some progress may be claimed.

Several limitations of the approach taken here deserve partic-
ular emphasis. First, we have summarized arguments and con-
clu    sions from the literature, rather than attempting to rigorously 
defend any particular stance. Relatedly, we have not had space 
to address ongoing work and key variants of some positions that  
have been put forward here, nor important critiques of these posi-
tions50,245- 248. Key constructs employed here – including soft nat   -
uralism, pluralism, and embodied cognition – all deserve much  
deeper consideration.

Second, while we have drawn some links between these par-
ticular constructs – soft naturalism, pluralism, and embodied cog-
nition – our view is that much further work along these lines is pos-
sible. At the broadest level, some work on these constructs seems  
to allow for a degree of rapprochement between analytic and con-
tinental philosophy249. At a more specific level, it seems to us  
that further linkages can be made between key philosophers who 
have spoken to these issues (including J. Dewey – who prefigured 
notions of embodied cognition250, W. Sellars – who contrasted the 
scientific and manifest image251, and H. Putnam – who contrib-
uted to work on collapsing the fact/value distinction252), as well as 

between work on cognitive- affective neuroscience and phenome-
nological psychopathology192,253.

Third, we have been selective in our focus on progress in the 
field, omitting large swaths of work in philosophy of psychiatry –  
not the least being ethics (which will be the topic of another forth-
coming Forum in this journal) – and potentially downplaying a 
range of authors and advances. Similarly, we have not covered 
the philosophy of any particular psychiatric symptom or disorder 
in detail, despite a large literature addressing a range of mental 
conditions. The breadth and depth of work by both ancient and 
modern philosophers who have considered the questions raised 
in this paper is extraordinary, and we would encourage readers to 
explore further.

An important meta- question is the extent to which there has 
been work on the cognitive science of philosophy and psychiatry. 
An embodied cognition perspective suggests, for instance, that, 
when we think about categories such as mental disorders, rather 
than being aware of how deeply reliant we are on the use of em-
bodied metaphors, we are instead prone to essentialize our con-
cepts60,254. We may therefore have particular difficulty in avoiding 
the traps of reductionism and reification, and in articulating and 
working with fuzzy constructs such as the bridging of naturalism 
and normativism.

A number of key themes have emerged from the different parts 
of this paper. Here we highlight three. First, a key theme has been 
that of integration. We have discussed the integration of elements 
of naturalism and normativism, of evidence- based care with val-
ues- based care, of knowledge of science with the understanding  
of experience, and of psychobiological mechanisms with per so -
nal agency. Further, we have emphasized the potential value of the 
embodied/4E approach in integrating a range of disciplines con-
cerned with the brain- mind, including cognitive- affective neu ro-
s cience, developmental psychopathology, and social psychiatry.

A related theme has been that of “balance”. Our notions of men-
tal disorders need to avoid the poles of scientism and relativism; 
our explanations need to avoid both neuro- reductionism and cul-
turalism; and our approach to the mind- brain problem should be 
one that avoids both a brainless and a mindless psychiatry139. Our 
introduction mentioned Aristotle’s notion of the “golden mean”, 
and the emphasis in Chinese philosophy on the balance of yin and 
yang; a balanced perspective that is able to judiciously weigh up a 
range of principles and particulars surely lies at the heart of good 
clinical work255.

A final theme has been that of complexity. We have argued that  
it is important to avoid essentialism and reductionism in psychi -
atry, and that clinical assessments need to go far beyond our di-   
agnostic criteria to assess a range of domains, and to understand 
each patient as a unique individual. While monocausal models of 
disease entities (e.g., Treponema pallidum causing neurosyphilis) 
have been useful, contemporary psychiatry requires a coordinat -
ed218 or integrative pluralism. The embodied/4E perspective em -
phasizes the complexity of the living being’s dynamic engagement  
with his/her environments over time. The complexity of the brain- 
mind and of clinical conditions is a key reason why calls for sim-
plistic paradigm shifts in psychiatry are unlikely to succeed. In-
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stead, in keeping with philosophy as the love of wisdom, there is a 
need for a “wise psychiatry”.

The philosophical resources reviewed here may be useful in con-
sidering the extent to which psychiatry has made progress in the 
past, our current balance of success and failure, and our future 
aspirations. It seems to us incontrovertible that philosophy has 
played a key role in psychiatry, whether implicitly or explicitly, 
and that it will continue to do so into the future. Our immediate 
hope is that work in philosophy of psychiatry will contribute to the 
conceptual competence of clinicians. By rendering the implicit 
explicit, philosophical analysis may help expose the implications, 
limitations, contradictions and even absurdities that potentially 
underlie received ideas and prominent positions. Our long- term 
hope is that advances in philosophy of psychiatry will in turn have 
positive clinical impact, contributing to integration, balance and 
wisdom in psychiatric practice.
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COMMENTARIES

Five conceptual competences in psychiatry

Stein et al1 survey a range of recent developments in philoso-
phy of psychiatry that are relevant to clinicians. They recommend 
that clinical training include the development of “conceptual com-
petences”, i.e. philosophical skills and theoretical frameworks that 
bring new intellectual resources into psychiatry2. Here I would 
like to elaborate on the conceptual competences that Stein et al 
mention, discuss how they have grown in the last 30- 40 years, and 
add a further one to their account.

Perhaps the most important conceptual competence is con-
ceptual humility, i.e. the awareness of the partial and provisional 
nature of current psychiatric knowledge. This brings an expecta-
tion of what I have called (in the more general context of medical 
knowledge as a whole) “messy pluralism”3. Our theoretical grasp of 
psychiatric phenomena is through a variety of intellectual frame-
works with loosely demarcated scopes. These frameworks may 
lead in productive directions, or be wrong in ways that we do not 
know how to anticipate, or lead to unexpected consequences that 
we will need to investigate and refine. Proceeding with conceptual 
humility means accepting pluralism, rather than forcing a prema-
ture choice between partial truths, as well as treating contradictions 
generated by multiple different frameworks with curiosity rath  er 
than epistemic horror.

A second conceptual competence is going beyond dualism. 
For much of the 20th century, several psychiatric questions have 
been approached from either a “scientific” (such as that of neuro-
science) or a “humanistic” (such as that of phenomenology) per-
spective. K. Jaspers’ General Psychopathology4 is a typical example 
of this kind of dualism, as is P. Kramer’s two ways of approaching 
clinical cases in Listening to Prozac5. These approaches sometimes 
compete in providing different accounts of the causes of psychi-
atric conditions, with neuroscientific accounts eschewing “cogni-
tive penetrability” in favor of mechanistic causes, and phenom-
enological accounts aiming, sometimes dubiously, for narrative 
completeness. Such dualism is a simple example of “messy plu-
ralism”, involving two approaches. P. Kramer shows skill in mak-
ing use of both perspectives in handling particular cases. What 
is called for now is an expanded ability to juggle more than these 
two perspectives, i.e. a more complex and nuanced pluralism. The 
common bifurcation into scientific and humanistic approaches is 
a misleading oversimplification of the theoretical options, which 
include a variety of scientific, humanistic and mixed approaches. 
Hence, going “beyond dualism” is an important conceptual com-
petence.

A third important conceptual competence is the appreciation 
that psychiatric concepts often aim to achieve a variety of goals in 
addition to traditional scientific ones such as descriptive accuracy, 
predictive success, and explanatory power. Psychiatric concepts 
are expected to identify appropriate subgroups for specific treat-
ments, underlie appropriate guidelines for social/educational/
legal eligibilities, provide categories for clinical research, support 
intuitions about moral responsibility, and sometimes even supply 
social identities. Proposed concepts can be rejected or modified 

because they are thought to be inaccurate, or too difficult to apply 
reliably, or problematically stigmatizing to some patient groups. 
One of the enduring lessons of the DSM process is that no single 
system of concepts can satisfy all such goals at all times. There are 
inevitable trade- offs between different important goals. Stein et al 
refer to this in terms of an “interplay of natural facts and human 
interests”. Zachar6 has introduced the idea of “practical kinds” as 
a supplement to “natural kinds”. A good example of responsive-
ness to different goals is the shifting way in which intense and pro-
longed grief symptoms have been handled from DSM- III through 
DSM- 5- TR, trying to strike a balance between effectively address-
ing human suffering and avoiding “pathologization” of normal re-
ac   tions to loss.

A fourth important conceptual competence is an awareness of 
which groups, individuals, professions etc. control the discourse 
of psychiatry. By “control the discourse” I mean the mixture of 
earned and unearned authority that shapes how new ideas are re-
ceived from the public, patients, families, and various health care 
professionals. The DSM era – from 1980 until recently – has been 
marked by the powerful control of the American Psychiatric Asso-
ciation, in which group consensus of experts, led by psychiatrists 
with some participation from psychologists, provided grounds 
for accepted categories and concepts. Recently, there have been 
multiple calls for a more democratic social epistemic process, es-
pecially one that includes “experts by experience” (traditionally 
called “patients”)7. As of 2023, the DSM process itself is still con-
servative, allowing the input of experts by experience only during 
the stage of public comment on proposals.

A final useful conceptual competence that I would like to add 
to Stein et al’s suggestions is what I will call hembig awareness, tak-
ing the neologism “hembig” from Alvesson and Blom8. Writing in 
the academic field of organization studies, they find that the han-
dling of some key concepts (such as “leadership”, “strategy”, “insti-
tution”) is central and important, but confusingly imprecise and 
ambiguous. A “hembig” concept is one that is hegemonic (plays 
a regulatory role), ambiguous and big (wide and often unclear in 
scope). It is important to be aware of which concepts are hembig, 
so that problematic ambiguities and inferences can be avoided. 
The main hembig in psychiatry is the term “psychiatric disorder”, 
which is a metaphor (the literal – but not the actual – meaning of 
“disorder” is “lack of order”).

While there have been attempts to define “psychiatric disorder”  
technically, using necessary and sufficient conditions, these at -
tempts have generally fallen short of their intended generality. 
They have included “maladaptive patterns of sense making” (K. 
Nielsen), “harmful dysfunction” (J. Wakefield), harmful biological 
kinds (J. Tsou), predictive failures in Bayesian processing (A. Clark, 
K. Friston), socially deviant judgments (T. Szatz), “madness as 
strategy” (J. Garson), and box canyon (local minimum) solutions 
in cognitive processing (K. Kendler). L. Wittgenstein’s alternative 
suggestion that theoretical terms such as “psychiatric disorder” 
mark “family resemblances”9 has been a helpful meta- metaphor 
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– but still only a metaphor – for starting to explore how these kinds 
of concepts work.
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Professionals in psychiatry need reflective competence

The paper by Stein et al1 provides a comprehensive and timely 
overview of key theoretical advances in work on philosophy and 
psychiatry. The authors respond to the grand epistemological ques -
tions of psychiatry – the classification debate, the nature of psy  -
chiatry, and the mind- body problem – with soft naturalism, plu-
ralism, and 4E cognition, respectively. Though I empathically com-
ply with their considerations, I was surprised by the self- centered 
view of psychiatry. The authors see psychiatry as a scientific and 
clinical island in splendid isolation without relationship to society 
in which it is embedded. Here I address a perspective that takes 
in account: a) how psychiatry is shaped by forces of society; b) 
how the above- mentioned topics are influenced by philosophical 
assumptions held by the global community; and c) why the con-
cept of conceptual competence, in agreement with Stein et al, is in-
dispensable for professionals in psychiatry.

Psychiatry is not a stand- alone discipline. It dialogues continu-
ously with other sciences such as pharmacology, neuroscience 
and psychology. In fact, except for descriptive clinical phenom-
enology, which has been largely neglected lately, innovation of-
ten takes place outside psychiatry, through development of new 
drugs, new techniques in imaging and genetics, or psychother-
apeutic restyling. Artificial intelligence predicts that in the near 
future substantial innovations in psychiatry may be expected in 
psychedelic- assisted therapy, neuromodulation (repetitive trans-
cranial magnetic stimulation and deep brain stimulation), and 
digital personalized psychiatry.

On closer inspection, we should even recognize that psychiatry, 
more than any other medical discipline, is being determined not 
by science but by society. All psychiatric symptoms are ultimately 
defined on the background of what is commonly agreed upon as 
normality. Normality is established not by science but by society. 
Normal is individual behavior that conforms to the most common 
behavior. Fluctuations in prevalence of mental disorder across 
culture and time are not caused by sophisticated adaptations of 
scientific criteria by experts, but pushed by societal waves. Autism 
and attention- deficit/hyperactivity disorder have become 100- fold 
more common due to changing perspectives on education and 
productivity. Long before misophonia became known in psychi-
atry and sporadically entered scientific articles, the disease term 
circulated globally on the Internet between interest groups. Often 
psychiatry is lagging behind social developments. Only in 1974 
did homosexuality disappear as a disorder from the DSM-II, and  

only in 2019 did conditions related to sexual identity disappear as 
mental disorders from the ICD- 11.

We should accept that psychiatry no longer shapes itself. The 
course and faith of psychiatry is not determined by psychiatrists 
or philosophers, but by socio- economic variations fueled by influ-
encers on social media. The current and ongoing identity crisis in 
psychiatry is due to the yet- to- be- embedded realization that psy-
chiatry as a scientific discipline has lost control of itself, sadly pop-
ularized by the universal theme of mental well- being.

Normality has profoundly changed. Whereas for a long time 
“mental health” was the norm, now “mental well- being” is para-
mount. Every self- respecting institution, from companies to uni-
versities, appoints “well- being officers”. Mental health refers to the 
absence of mental illness. Mental well- being refers to the presence 
of favorable conditions, including experiencing positive emotions, 
maintaining relationships, and feeling meaningful in life. Mental 
well- being includes feeling good in your own skin, being resilient 
and able to enjoy life. In view of the “norm” of mental well- being, 
every person has become a potential patient.

Mental disorders are reported to be highly prevalent. Around  
1- in- 7 people have one or more mental disorders. In 2020, rates of 
depression and anxiety have climbed globally by more than 25%. 
This increased rate of mental disorders is not due to changes of 
perspectives in psychiatry, but of social processes reflecting philo-
sophical values. Once you are born in this world, you are expected 
to actualize yourself as an individual autonomous person, i.e. an 
absolute authentic and perfectly self- determining subject. We are 
all brought up with the assumption that individual freedom is the 
highest attainable thing in life. The Western ideal of human being  
is the autonomous person who thrives best in the greatest free-
dom, surrounded by the greatest convenience, and striving for ab-
solute self- determination and maximum self- actualization. Each 
step towards greater individual autonomy takes us higher up the 
evolutionary ladder, further away from the animal instinct.

The Western ideal of unlimited autonomy has been globalized 
in line with consumerism and technologism. Unfortunately, most 
people fail to comply with that ideal. First, the ideal is either unat-
tainable or untenable. Second, the constant bombardment with 
social commands to self- maximize, to become ourselves, and to 
prove that we are worth it, makes people feel stressed, exhaust-
ed, traumatized, burn- out, lonely, useless and meaningless. Third, 
though people suffer because they cannot meet the high demands 
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of a society that values the absolute ideal of individual autonomy, 
this society does not allow mental suffering. Failure is no option. 
Individual autonomy dictates that we need to be successful; that 
we are always in control and feel happy. Since mental suffering is 
unacceptable, mental distress is allowed only as a psychiatric dis-
order for which we carry no individual responsibility and are not 
to blame.

Mental disorders are not spiking because more patients are de-
veloping psychiatric diseases, but because the ideal of individual 
autonomy has become the standard of normality across the globe. 
It is no coincidence that anxiety and depression are the most com-
mon mental disorders. They express our failure in attempting to  
fulfil the impossible demand of individual autonomy. We are more 
anxious not because our world has become more dangerous – on 
the contrary it has become safer – but because our desire for con-
trol is out of proportion. We are more depressed not because our 
lives are hopeless and meaningless – the opposite is actually true –  
but because we are confronted with too many choices, we are set 
up for unrealistically high expectations, and blame ourselves for 
any and all failures.

I was delighted to read about “conceptual competence” in Stein  
et al’s paper. I want to go one step further. The competence of a  
psychiatrist should include three different skills: professional com-
petence, or the theoretical knowledge and training to practice 
your profession; experiential competence, or the clinical expertise 
through years of contact with patients or clients; and reflective com-
petence, or the ability to reflect on your profession, the specific role 
you hold in it, and how they are affected by society.

Reflective competence is the transformative awareness of how 
conceptual assumptions in society shape clinical care. The philo-
sophical presuppositions of health and illness, mind and body, 
normal and abnormal are constantly changing in a globalized and 
digital world. Imperceptibly, they determine the validity of diagno-
sis and treatment. That is why thinking about our profession is part 
of the basic skills of every professional. Just as a jeweler not only 
designs jewelry but also calculates gold prices, a psychiatrist takes 
into account society’s view of mental suffering in addition to what 
emerges from his/her contact with patients.

Following the crisis in psychiatry, colleagues called for “a fun-
damental rethinking of the creation and training of psychiatric 
knowledge”2. A survey found that 65.2% of mental health profes-
sionals struggle with conceptual and philosophical questions re-
lated to their profession, and only 4.3% feel that training adequate-
ly prepared them to face this intellectual challenge3. Is it the task 
of psychiatry to reflect, beyond psychopathology of individuals, 
about philosophical values of modern societies? But, then again, 
do we have a choice?
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Philosophy of psychiatry can gain greater vitality by engaging the 
implications of new science

Stein et al1 introduce philosophy of psychiatry by presenting a 
series of well- curated, historically grounded positions on topics 
with which the discipline has been centrally engaged. These in-
clude the definition and boundaries of psychopathology, the un-
settled nature of diagnostic constructs in psychiatry (including 
the dialectic between naturalism and normativism), the perils of 
essentialism, and mind- brain relationships. They introduce these 
topics partly through the compelling device of asynchronous 
“conversational” threads containing positions and arguments 
from successive writers, and accompany this exposition with 
their own gently reflective comments. They also provide intellec-
tual frameworks to orient readers who are coming to these topics 
for the first time. For example, they offer a context within which 
to understand the debate between naturalist and normativist po-
sitions on the definitions of psychiatric disorders, a debate that 
might be less familiar to readers coming from scientifically more 
mature fields of medicine that confidently ground diagnoses on 
knowledge of etiology and pathophysiology2.

Stein et al compare strong versions of naturalism in psychia-

try, which hold that disorders can be defined in purely factual, 
value- free scientific terms, with strong versions of normativism, 
which hold that disorder definitions always require value judg-
ments, and which in their most extreme form devolve into the 
relativism exploited by the antipsychiatry movement of the mid- 
late 20th century. They then discuss compromise or bridging po-
sitions – epistemically more defensible and pragmatically more 
useful than either extreme. Unfortunately, in defending compro-
mise, the authors seem satisfied with “soft naturalism”, a concept 
that is too amorphous to set useful conceptual structures for a 
much needed future nosology that successfully captures disor-
ders with diverse etiologies and pathophysiologies, ranging from 
monogenic neurodevelopmental disorders associated with au-
tism to highly polygenic disorders with significant developmen-
tal and environmental etiological factors, such as depression and 
post- traumatic stress disorder, for which there are no bright line 
boundaries with health.

Indeed, it is treacherous to consider psychiatric disorders (e.g., 
all disorders included in the DSM- 5) as a natural grouping that 
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can be conceptually encompassed by any single definition or 
generalization. What is contained in the DSM 5 list of mental dis
orders is historically contingent, based in part on phenotypic sim
ilarities, in part on ignorance of etiology and neural mechanisms, 
and importantly on disciplinary claims and practice patterns that 
– as illustrated by movement of disorders among chapters in the 
ICD 11 – may be contested by other disciplines, such as neurol
ogy, sex endocrinology or pediatrics2,3.

Philosophy is a highly abstract discipline when focused on ba
sic principles such as being, knowing, causality, and basic justi
fications for ethical principles. In contrast, as well illustrated by  
Stein et al, philosophy of psychiatry is concerned with applica
tions of philosophical tools to the complex brew of theories, cog
nitive schemata (including disease classifications), hypotheses, 
empirical observations, policies and practices of a particular med 
ical discipline. Philosophy of psychiatry gains traction on is sues of 
importance to its diverse stakeholders through its interdisciplin
ary stance, with one foot in basic philosophical concepts and an
alytical methods, and the other firmly planted in the theoretical 
constructs, practices and science that undergird the discipline. In 
this context, the paper by Stein et al is especially timely, because 
the scientific basis of psychiatry is evolving rapidly and is already 
changing some corners of practice and policy – developments 
that will clearly benefit from philosophical analyses.

During the last two decades, significant advances in technol
ogy and computation (including machine learning and data sci
ence) have not only opened new scientific possibilities, but have 
also motivated significant changes in the organization of biomed
ical science, such as the creation of international data sharing 
consortia (e.g., the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium4) and large 
deeply phenotyped and genome sequenced populations cohorts 
(e.g., UK Biobank). Psychiatric research has exploited these devel
opments to produce remarkable advances in genetics4; progress 
in relevant aspects of molecular neuroscience, connectomics and 
cognitive neuroscience; and powerful new approaches to pheno
typing and epidemiology based on electronic medical records, 
large recontactable cohorts, and data sciences.

Only fifteen years ago there were zero replicable genetic as
sociations with psychiatric disorders. Today there are hundreds, 
and a few examples of integrated genetic and neurobiological 
data have already yielded candidate mechanisms for schizo
phrenia and other illnesses5. Such mechanistic hypotheses are in 
turn informing new rational discovery efforts for biomarkers and 
therapeutic targets. In the translational realm, connectomics and 
machine learning have produced circuit based therapies (such as 
open  and closed loop deep brain stimulation) that are already in 
clinical trials or in clinical use6.

Growing evidence for brains as “prediction machines”, emerg
ing from cognitive and systems neuroscience, makes a strong 
case that brains construct subjective experience and behavior 
from Bayesian priors corrected by interoceptive and exterocep
tive sensory information. If such understandings of brain function 
continue to gain evidentiary and conceptual support, as I believe 
they will, ideas about brain mind relationships, sense of self, per
sonal identity, and agency – so central to philosophy and psychi

atry – will require substantial revision. In terms of mental illness, 
a Bayesian brain model can provide useful new ways for thinking 
about conditions as diverse as addiction, hallucinations and 
delusions7, and the mechanisms by which cognitive behavioral 
psychotherapies exert beneficial effects. All of these scientific de
velopments have profound philosophical implications not only 
for the classical problems of philosophy of psychiatry, but also for 
a range of issues ranging from the concept of self to volitional con
trol of behavior.

Modern genetics and neuroscience provide much information 
that should influence modern attempts to define psychopathol
ogy or classify psychiatric disorders. Human genetics demon
strates that DNA sequence variants associated with psychiatric 
disorders (“risk alleles”) are continuously distributed in popula
tions, without any break or inflection point that would naturally 
demarcate a categorical separation from health2. Epidemiologi
cal studies also demonstrate the continuous distribution in the 
population of symptoms and impairments associated with major 
depressive disorder and other common psychiatric conditions. 
In addition, individual risk alleles act pleiotropically, influenc
ing multiple disorders. For example, schizophrenia and bipolar 
disorder share approximately 70% of their common variant risk 
alleles. For disorders that have been studied, unbiased single cell 
analyses of gene expression (from sequencing RNA) and epige
nomics (from patterns of chromatin accessibility) performed in 
post mortem brains find only quantitative differences between 
affected and unaffected individuals, and much overlap in gene 
expression between the disorders.

These findings impugn the setting of categorical boundaries 
between DSM disorders, and strongly favor transdiagnostic di
mensional definitions. Moreover, significant “within disorder” 
heterogeneity of underlying mechanisms confounds clinical re
search, contributing to the failure of attempts, through structural 
and functional imaging, to robustly and reliably distinguish cases 
from controls. Thus, current categorical disorder definitions not 
only impose artificial boundaries between named disorders, but 
also fail to yield homogeneity within putative categories.

One additional discovery deserves emphasis here: at the ge
netic as well as the phenotypic level, diagnosed disorders do not 
exclusively represent deficits. For example, obsessive compulsive 
disorder, polygenic autism, and anorexia nervosa share alleles 
with beneficial phenotypes, such as greater educational attain
ment and, in the case of autism, greater cognitive ability8,9. Over
all, a significant number of DNA variants associated with impair
ing symptoms may also be associated with strengths that have 
opposite valences with respect to life success and survival. Such 
scientific observations certainly complicate, if they do not defeat 
entirely, attempts of commentators to claim that psychiatric dis
order definitions can be based on their speculative inferences 
about natural selection.

Psychiatry is entering a time of significant change in its under
lying science, that is just starting to influence the clinic6 and to 
gain the attention of policy makers. This is a time in which the an
a lyses and reflections of philosophy of psychiatry should gain in 
im portance, driven by engagement with new science. Stein et al 
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have done an important service in providing a lucid platform from 
which psychiatry can better address its future.
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Launching the social philosophy of psychiatry

Stein et al1 provide a state of the art summary of the philosophy 
psychiatry field that centers around the mind brain world triumvi
rate. They do an astounding job summarizing 30 years of activity in 
the field, culminating in a present into the future consideration of 
embodied cognition.

Here I look forward in a different direction. Borrowing the inter
nalist/externalist distinction from historiography, externalist phi
losophy of psychiatry might be paraphrased as a social philosophy 
of psychiatry. Externalist philosophy of psychiatry would consider 
the role of the social and cultural world in shaping conceptions 
of mental illness and its treatments. It would consider social phe
nomena as environmental contributors to the complex causali
ties that converge on psychopathological phenomena. It would 
reconsider concepts of free will in terms of structural features of 
the human organism alongside the structural features of our in
creasingly complex social environment. It would draw upon phi
losophy of technology, social epistemology, metaphysics, political 
philosophy, and philosophical anthropology in placing clinical di
agnosis, research and theory into sociocultural contexts. Through 
understanding these social contexts, we can find new clarity in the 
mental health project.

I can make these abstract generalizations more vivid by consid
ering some examples from our current, and rapidly changing, era. 
I mention very briefly three areas ripe for development by social 
philosophers of psychiatry: the engulfment of clinical activity by 
electronic medical records; the role of domination by the State in 
mental health; and the psychopathology of artificial intelligence 
(AI).

Back in 1977, Heidegger2 introduced the concept of “enfram
ing” to the then developing philosophies of technology. “Enfram
ing” involves the tendency of technologies to appropriate resourc
es for their own purposes, forming a “standing reserve” of resourc
es increasingly remote from human goals. Heidegger’s thinking 
helped to found the now familiar philosophy of technology tropes  
such as “technologies solve problems which in turn generate new 
problems, requiring new technological solutions”. This recursive 
expansion of technological imperatives can be seen playing out in 
clinics around the world through electronic medical records. Psy
chiatric training directors are already noting the deterioration of 
interviewing and diagnostic skills when young trainees are driven 
to checking box after box of clinical findings, being “enframed” 
into the metaphysical structure of those records, and missing the 

big narrative picture of the patient. What made “enframing” toxic 
for Heidegger was that technologies change the way we think, as in 
the above mentioned check box interviews. Fortunately, philoso
phers of technology have been working on this set of problems for 
a while, and philosophers of psychiatry can find a rich literature. 
The response to digital “enframing” has already begune.g.,3.

The archeologist/anthropologist team of D. Graeber and D. 
Wengrow4 reconsider world history with a particular interest in the 
origin of social inequity and the origin of the State (e.g., govern
ment). As social scientists, they have access to and can interpret 
archeological and anthropological sciences freed from the limits 
of written text “traces”. By studying cultural artifacts, they can pro
vide evidence about the diversity of community living over the 
millennia. One of their major insights is the common threads that 
constitute domination of people by other people – e.g., social con
trol. They identify three factors that are apparent singly, doubly or 
triply in virtually all the cultural forms of dominated communities: 
control of violence, control of knowledge, and control by charisma. 
Control of violence refers to the people who are authorized to apply 
violence to others, whether war making or managing crime (as 
just two examples). Control of knowledge has to do with the people 
controlling what counts as truth and knowledge. Control by charis-
ma has to do with the persuasiveness of the would be empowered 
group; the ability to bring believers/followers into the fold.

The authors note that the most successful domination occurs 
when all three factors of the triad are seized. They also note that the 
means to capturing the three factors are not determinative; one 
can have democratic, imperial or fascist dominations, for exam
ple. I need not detail the relevance of these concepts to our current 
world situation, but I can point to their relevance to the social phi
losophy of psychiatry. We have seen the rise of populist authori
tarian rule over the past decade – the charisma element. We have 
witnessed the loss of confidence in “elites” – scientists, professors, 
philosophers, intellectuals and doctors. More importantly, talk of 
“post truth” and the transformation of public lying from vice to 
virtue is eroding our prior forms of the domination of knowledge. 
Control of violence is also being shaken worldwide, as social media 
enable the challenging of conventional mechanisms of violence 
control (policing, the courts, civil liberties, rule of law, subordina
tion) through familiar tropes such as #Icantbreathe, #metoo, and 
the unprecedented January 6 storming of the US Capitol building. 
For philosophers of psychiatry, the range of tasks deriving from 
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these social changes is huge. Some are simple to conceive: how 
do clinicians communicate around these phenomena? Others are 
definitional: how many people must believe something before a  
false belief is not a delusion? Still others are insidious: what counts 
as mental health in a post- truth world where confidence in State 
institutions is diminishing?

In recent months we have witnessed the explosion of AI tech-
nology proffered by the major info- tech companies. We have also 
witnessed gushing enthusiasm as well as apocalyptic worries from  
many users and commentators. Somewhere in- between these so  -
cial reactions resides the systematic appraisal of these systems  
as they evolve. We have seen how human biases are entrained in 
AI, leading to perpetuation of bias in later use5. We have also seen 
both absurd and frightening results of natural language devices 
when asked ordinary questions6. Social philosophers of psychia-
try can envision the development of looping effects of human- AI 
deviant interchanges online and worry about the social conse-
quences. Some examples of inquiries in this area point to treat-
ing deviant AI responses as psychopathology analogues7. Others 
consider using AI tech as explanatory models of human psychopa-
thologies and tools for therapeutic developments8. We can also en-

vision the engagement of AI into disputes about medical and other 
misinformation in the social media environment, thus connecting 
psychopathology of AI to social- domination theory described 
above. Some preliminaries of this work have appealed to a “father” 
of philosophy of psychiatry: K. Jaspers9.

All this potential work is wide open, deep and important.
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Another “and”: philosophy as glue

Offering a timely perspective on contemporary philosophy of 
psy  chiatry, Stein et al’s paper1 is part- review and part- pitch for an 
integrative model of the mind, “embodied/4E”. As such, the pa-
per nicely captures the collegiality that is a defining feature of the 
field. Blossoming across the world in the 1990s, the renaissance 
in philosophy of psychiatry has largely avoided the tribal schisms 
by which so many “psy” disciplines have been marred. Indeed, 
Stein et al adopt an integrative stance: the dominant connective  
throughout is “and” (“Western and Eastern” philosophies, “facts 
and values”); “philosophy of psychiatry” itself is used interchange-
ably with “philosophy and psychiatry”; there is a helpful discus-
sion of the varieties of pluralism; and “embodied/4E” is presented 
not as a panacea but as a model for integration (mind and body, 
normativism and naturalism, and so forth).

The Swiss historian and psychiatrist P. Hoff has characterized 
the history of psychiatry as one of serial collapses into single mes-
sage mythologies2. After all, “binary positions”, as Stein et al note, 
“have the advantage of being straightforward”. That philosophy 
of psychiatry is avoiding factional splitting is thus a particular 
strength. Yet, this brings with it vulnerabilities. Which is why an-
other “and” should be added. To the many varieties of expertise- 
by- training celebrated in this paper, we should add the expertise- 
by- experience of patients and carers.

To be clear, Stein et al emphasize the importance of what they 
call, variously, “lived experience”, “subjective experience”, “individ-
ual experience” and “first- person experience”. But what is perhaps 
worth highlighting is the growing significance of co- production 
between experts- by- training and experts- by- experience in clinical 
work, in research, and in philosophy of psychiatry, both internally 

and for its wider significance across mental health care as a whole. 
Here, I comment briefly on each of these areas.

The significance of co- production in clinical contexts derives 
from recovery- oriented practice, i.e. practice aimed at recovering 
a good quality of life as defined by the values of – that is, by what 
matters or is important to – the individual concerned3. So defined, 
the criteria of recovery, in any given case, are necessarily derived 
from the expertise- by- experience of the individual in question. 
Expertise- by- training of course remains important, inter alia, to 
advising on the evidence- based interventions supporting recov-
ery, to interpreting the values defining recovery where (as in an-
orexia nervosa) these are empathically obscure, and to balancing 
conflicting values (as in compulsory treatment). The clinical im-
portance of expertise- by- experience is thus not at the expense of 
expertise- by- training. To the contrary, both are needed. The re-
quirement for co- production is, again, conjunctive not disjunctive. 
But the point is that, without expertise- by- experience, recovery- 
oriented practice cannot even get started.

Similar considerations apply to research in the neurosciences, 
though in this instance with the importance of co- production for 
translation in mind. A notable challenge for psychiatry is that psy-
chiatric scientists themselves have become increasingly critical of 
the persistently low rates of translation of neuroscientific research 
into improvements in clinical care: the architects of DSM- 5 and 
its criticse.g.,4 were aligned on this point. Expertise- by- experience, 
although increasingly demanded by research funders, offers no  
guarantees of improved translation. Co- production, however, in re-
quiring the adoption by researchers and patients of shared aims, 
would at least ensure a shared vision of what success looks like.
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Co- production is now a feature, too, of philosophy of psychia-
try. At least in its post- 1990s renaissance, both analytic5 and con-
tinental6 philosophy of psychiatry have adopted co- productive 
methodologies. In Oxford, a pre- pandemic institutional collabo-
ration between the Faculty of Philosophy and the Mental Health 
Foundation (a London- based mental health non- governmental 
organization) remains highly productive. A recently launched 
joint venture is a Welcome Trust- funded programme on philoso-
phy and new models of public mental health, co- led by a philoso-
pher, A. Bergqvist, and an expert- by- experience, D. Crepaz- Keay.

The wider significance of co- production in philosophy of psy-
chiatry is connected with how the function of philosophy is un-
derstood. Stein et al note how the variety of philosophies play out 
in diverse formulations of complex concepts such as pluralism. 
This and other similarly diverse formulations point to the function 
of philosophy being, not to solve complex problems, but rather 
to forestall premature closure on answers, that, although indeed 
persuasive in the simplifications they encourage, are nonetheless 
wrong.

The “forestalling premature closure” function of philosophy is  
important in psychiatry, not least as a barrier to Hoff’s above- men-
tioned “collapses into single message mythologies”. Again, co- pro-
duction offers no guarantees of success. But the indications are posi-
tive: co- production itself is after all among the integrative models 
that Stein et al celebrate; other similarly open systems (such as 
multidisciplinary teamwork and Darwinian evolution) offer proof- 
of- principle; and contemporary examples5,6 document the ef-
fectiveness of co- production in philosophy of psychiatry over 
earlier expert- by- training paradigms. To the extent, therefore, that 
co- production with experts- by- experience strengthens the role 
of philosophy in forestalling premature closure on complex prob-
lems, philosophy of psychiatry has a role to play in all areas of clin-
ical work and research across mental health as a whole.

Stein et al rightly acknowledge that any review has to balance 
depth against breadth, an especially difficult task where, as in the 
humanities, there are no widely- accepted external criteria of excel-
lence, like, say, the evidence hierarchy of evidence- based medi-
cine. This is, perhaps, a “good thing”. After all, even the evidence 
hierarchy is not without its limitations. But, given Stein et al’s 
mention of the North American philosopher H. Putnam, I would 
suggest a greater attention to his “distinction- without- dichotomy” 

position on fact and value (since it is by this, not by naturalism, 
“soft” or otherwise, that values- based practice is underpinned 
theoretically7). To the helpful discussion of the normativity of sci-
ence, I would add mention of J. Sadler’s seminal linguistic analy-
sis of the values guiding DSM8. Moreover, since “embodied/4E” 
is described as representing mental disorders as “disruptions to 
sense- making”, I would suggest an emphasis on the challenge of 
“delusion”, memorably described by the British philosopher of 
mind N. Eilan as the challenge of “solving simultaneously for un-
derstanding and for utter strangeness”9.

Stein et al have done an important service to the resurgent field 
of philosophy of psychiatry in demonstrating the still growing suc-
cess of its collegial approach. Success though comes with chal-
lenges – competition for research funding, for prestige, and so 
forth – and with these in turn come renewed risks of Hoff’s “col-
lapses into single message mythologies”. In forestalling premature 
closure on complex problems, philosophy provides the conceptu-
al glue needed to bind together the multiple messages required for 
an integrated model of mental health of the kind for which Stein 
et al argue. Highlighting and making fully explicit the importance 
of co- production between experts- by- experience and experts- by- 
training, in all areas of mental health research and practice, will en-
sure that the glue locks tight.
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Phenomenology, delusions and justice

The paper by Stein et al1 offers a clear and magisterial introduc-
tion to philosophy of psychiatry, its key advances and its clinical 
implications. As the authors note, philosophy is often seen as not 
necessarily having made progress, but the paper shows that this is 
not the case for philosophy of psychiatry.

Philosophy of psychiatry is both a philosophy of science (simi-
larly to philosophy of physics or biology) and a philosophy of prac-
tice and ethics. Indeed, many authors have used philosophy to 
make sense of, or to interrogate, the changes in our discipline: the 

hope of the neo- Kraepelinians, the advent of functional neuroim-
aging, the democratization of psychiatric knowledge, and the part-
nership with those with lived experience of mental ill health.

The areas that Stein et al cover in their paper are broadly those 
linked to the philosophy of science and of psychology/mind, and 
the tradition of “Anglo- American” philosophy. This tradition – in-
augurated by Russell, Frege and Moore – has a focus on the analy-
sis of concepts and the study of logic and language. My own philo-
sophical work has been partly in this tradition, but also in the other 
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dominant Western tradition of philosophy, namely “continental” 
or “European” philosophy.

This tradition grew out of German idealism, neo- Kantianism 
and phenomenology, and was initially very similar in interests to 
early analytic philosophy in its study of language, logic and arith-
metic. However, through the work of Heidegger, Jaspers and others, 
it subsequently took the initial phenomenological insights of Hus-
serl, and began using them to understand concrete, historical, lived 
experience and existential themes.

Such themes reached their apogee in the period after the Sec-
ond World War, with the existentialism of Sartre and De Beauvoir, 
and the related work of Merleau- Ponty and Fanon. This work im-
pacted on psychiatry in a series of very direct connections: Hei-
degger’s own teaching of psychiatrists with M. Boss, Binswanger’s 
development of Dasein- analysis, and the influence of phenome-
nological existentialism on the work of Laing.

However, in parallel to the dominance of phenomenology on 
European philosophy in the key decades of the 20th century, there 
are two other key strands to this tradition: the interaction of philos-
ophy with psychoanalysis and with Marxism. Hence, continental  
philosophy brings with it an interest in “hidden” forces, whether the  
unconscious or capitalism, that shape human experience, and a 
more contextualized and historicized idea of the person.

This approach has allowed a more “political” way of thinking 
about the self and – with post- structuralism, colonial studies, and 
feminist philosophy – has granted us tools to reflect about issues of 
intersectionality, oppression, marginalization, and the experience 
of migration and colonialization, which are relevant to our work as 
practitioners and researchers2.

In our recent Renewing Phenomenological Psychopathology 
proj ect, we have tried to bring some of the insights from the con-
tinental philosophy of the later 20th century back into the phe-
nomenological psychopathology of Jaspers and his successors3. 
Much of the “classical” phenomenological psychopathology has 
been written from a third- person perspective, typically by a Euro-
pean male, trying to describe the structures of the experience of 
mental illness. With our project we are hoping to increase the in-
ternational scholarship in the area, to develop new areas of inter-
section between phenomenology and other academic disciplines 
and, most importantly, to support those with lived experience who 
want to work in the area of phenomenology to gain skills through 
co- production partnerships.

In parallel to this long- standing interest in the phenomenolog-
ical tradition, I have been fortunate to have worked also in a more  
“analytic” mode, with a particular interest in the nature of delu-
sions4. The definition of delusion has been an area of vigorous de-
bate for philosophy of psychiatry. Influenced by Wittgenstein, Da-
vidson, Dennett, McDowell and others, analytic philosophy pro-
vides useful tools to think about rationality. Hence, it comes into 
conversation with Jaspers’ idea of the “un- understandable” nature 
of primary “true” delusions, and the clinical and empirical interest 
in how psychosis develops and in continuum models.

The exploration of the distinction between rationality and irra-
tionality, between delusion and unusual beliefs, links with a wider 
issue in the philosophy of psychiatry, and one that echoes back 
to Minkowski’s critique of Jaspers – namely, that the symptoms 

and signs of psychopathology are not discrete and “atomistic”, but 
rather form a meaningful coherent whole that informs all of our 
experience.

An area of potential fertile future research would be to try and 
chart how much of the way we structure and categorize psycho-
pathology is dependent upon prior historical ideas of faculty psy-
chology, which may now no longer be viable. As an example of this 
approach, together with Humpston and Broeker5- 7, we have chal-
lenged the traditional distinction between passivity experiences, 
such as thought insertion, and auditory verbal hallucinations, and 
showed that computational psychiatry may provide a means to 
empirically demonstrate how symptoms cohere experientially.

The final theme I would like to cover in my reflection on Stein 
et al’s paper returns to ideas of politics and ethics and of lived ex-
perience, namely epistemic injustice. Epistemic injustice is a term 
coined by the philosopher M. Fricker, which grew out of feminist 
theory. It refers to the lack of justice experienced by a person when 
his/her ability as a knower is discounted due to non- epistemic 
factors (for example, gender, ethnicity, age). This is often referred to  
as “testimonial injustice”, and in the literature is accompanied by  
the idea of “hermeneutic injustice”, whereby people unjustly lack 
the concepts to describe their experience and share that knowl  edge.

Epistemic injustice provides a rich set of conceptual tools to 
help us as philosophers of psychiatry and practitioners to under-
stand why the voices of those subject to intersectional marginal-
ization are silenced8, and importantly, ways to ameliorate that, 
scaffolding people’s ability to be active and valued knowers in 
their interactions and to maximize their agency in clinical consul-
tations9. This area of philosophy is one that we have brought into 
close proximity with studying real therapeutic encounters, and 
the experience of young people with mental health problems, and 
with work covering a range of areas of health care, with important 
implications for training and education of clinicians.

My own view is that philosophy is an essential ally to the study 
and practice of psychiatry. As we approach the end of the first 
quarter of the 21st century, we can see that the hopes of a sim-
ple biological, “neo- Kraepelinian”, psychiatry are unlikely to be 
realized, and the suffering and distress caused by mental illness 
remains. Philosophy brings conceptual clarity, a rigorous ques-
tioning, and an expansion of theoretical imagination that can help 
in addressing the complex set of problems which mental ill health 
brings, which we as a field have progressed with, and which Stein 
et al detail and, in their paper, further advance our answers to.
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Philosophy of psychiatry as study of paradigm changes

Philosophy of psychiatry addresses many conceptual topics in 
psychiatry that lie on the borderline between philosophy, science, 
culture and clinical practice. Stein et al have produced an excel-
lent critical review of many of these topics and major approaches 
towards them1. In addition, philosophy always has itself as a topic 
of enquiry – it is eminently self- reflective. Here I will make some 
observations on what philosophy of psychiatry is.

Briefly put, philosophy studies conceptual issues, but what are 
they? While there is a long tradition of supposing that concepts are 
timeless and unchanging, which shows up in some positions in 
philosophy of psychiatry, the general trend in 20th century philos-
ophy has been to regard concepts as embedded in symbolic sys-
tems and practices that vary from time to time and place to place.

An example, to which Stein et al refer several times, is Kuhn’s 
phi  losophy of science. Science has occasional revolutions in fun-
damental theory, so- called paradigm shifts, when old assumptions 
are inadequate for new major problems or discoveries, and are re-
placed by new kinds of science. These are followed by periods of 
“normal science”, in which the meaning and implications of new 
theory, methodology and data are worked through2.

Of special interest to psychiatry and health care generally are 
paradigm changes in their basic sciences of biology and psychol-
ogy. Generally recognized revolutions in these sciences occurred 
in the second half of the 20th century: the genetics/information 
revolution in biology3, and the associated cognitive/information 
revolution in psychology4. Since then, normal science within the 
new paradigms has advanced at pace, with ongoing explorations 
and developments such as epigenetics and embodied cognition, 
as discussed by Stein et al.

New paradigms typically usher in new ontology, merging into 
the traditional subject- matter of philosophy as metaphysics. The 
above- mentioned paradigm shifts in sciences basic to psychiatry 
do exactly this. In biology, the 19th century dominant view that 
physiological processes were (no more than) physics and chem-
istry was replaced by a new kind of ontology involving coding, in-
formation, signalling and regulatory mechanisms3. In psychology, 
the long- standing influence of dualism, underpinning the view 
that mental processes could not affect the body or behavior, gave 
way to a new conceptualization of cognitive processes as involved 
in the regulation of behavior4.

The appearance of cognitive neuroscience was guaranteed 
both ways. First, as a biological system like any other, the central 
nervous system has the dual aspect of physics and chemistry com-
bined with the new science of information processing. Second, it 
has the particular cognitive function of regulating behavior in the 
environment. The concept of information has been fundamental 
in this paradigm shift, with increasing recognition that informa-
tion is not a representation of already made states of affairs, but 
is selected, processed and used in ways highly dependent on the 
needs and goals of the living being.

The ontological status of information as cognition is among the  

issues currently being worked out under the heading of “embod-
ied cognition”, as discussed by Stein et al, illustrating the point 
made earlier – that scientific revolutions are followed by periods of 
normal science in which interpretations and consequences of new 
theory and discoveries within the new paradigm are worked out.

The interconnected paradigm shifts in biology and psychology  
over the last few decades have major implications for health care 
sciences. An example is the deconstruction of several intercon-
nected a priori supports of reductionism. In addition to energy ex-
changes and transformations covered by fixed physical- chemical 
laws, the new paradigms posit system- specific, fragile signalling 
mechanisms that play fundamental causal roles in regulating the 
physics and chemistry and other aspects of organismic function 
and behavior.

This new ontology and theory of causation as regulation removes  
the basis of presumed reductions of psychology to biology, and bi-
ology to physics and chemistry. Physics and chemistry do not break 
down. So, the old theory – envisaging those alone as basic sciences 
– never was of any use for conceptualizing (let alone explaining) 
breakdown, or generally the difference between health and dis-
ease, or life and death. Regulatory mechanisms, by contrast, can 
break down, often do, and eventually always do.

Another, interrelated major aspect of the new paradigms is the 
dependence of biological and psychological functioning on the 
environment. For social beings, the social environment, including 
social status, is highly influential in regulating access to resources 
necessary for biological and psychological functioning5. Stein et al 
remark several times on the importance of the range of biological, 
psychological and social factors involved in health and disease, 
while noting that the biopsychosocial model has been criticized 
for not being able to deliver specific content, conceptualize cross- 
do main causal interactions, and resolve causal selection ques-
tions6,7.

Statements of philosophical positions, and comparisons and 
contrasts between them, typically and perhaps inevitably are sim-
plified by use of names and brief claims. Philosophy of psychiatry, 
like other philosophical specialties, is replete with such abbrevia-
tions: names of general models, such as “biopsychosocial” and the 
contrasted “biomedical”; brief statements or expressions such as 
“mental disorders are biological kinds”, or “mental disorders are 
brain disorders”; and abbreviations using terms of philosophical  
art, often - isms, such as “pluralism”, “naturalism” and “normativism”.  
While these names and abbreviations have some use, and are prob-
ably inevitable in philosophical debates, they do not clarify funda-
mental questions of ontology, causation and method of the sort 
becoming explicit in paradigm shifts, as old assumptions no longer 
work and new ones are needed.

Some paradigm changes in health care involve broader culture 
rather than science more narrowly conceived. An example is the 
shift over the past few decades from medical doctors having the 
sole authority over diagnosis of disorder to the broader commu-
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nity claiming recognition of the right to interpret themselves and 
their values. A key moment was the successful lobbying by the gay 
community in the 1970s to have homosexuality removed from the 
DSM8. Plausibly this change owed more to the general emanci-
patory social movements of the time than to scientific discovery. 
However, broader culture and science interact, or follow comple-
mentary tracks at any one time. The claiming of agency by the gay 
community in the 1970s coincided in time with the theorizing of 
personal agency in psychological science.

As the cognitive revolution in psychology spread through its 
spe  cialty areas, person- level constructs such as appraisals and 
perceived agency appeared in new causal explanatory models of 
behavior and well- being9. As the implications of new theoretical 
constructions unfold, concepts of personal agency and cognates 
such as autonomy are increasingly recognized as important by 
philosophy of psychiatry, as Stein et al note, with implications in 

the clinic and in public health5,6.
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Hallucinating mice, psychotherapy in the brain, and computational 
psychiatry: the future of psychiatry is now

Stein et al1 provide a philosophically grounded overview of the 
conceptual foundations of psychiatry, from its basis in psychopa-
thology to its applications in clinical practice. They emphasize: a) 
the importance of facts and values in health care; b) the necessity 
of taking a pluralist approach to science, regarding ontology, ex-
planation and values; and c) the usefulness of “embodied cogni-
tion” as an integrative concept in theory and in clinical practice.  
I have worked as a clinical psychiatrist for over 40 years, with a  
research focus on systems neuroscience for over the last 30 years, 
and applaud their thoughts on the foundations of the field. In what 
follows, I just want to add a few considerations from my personal 
and scientific perspective.

I endorse Stein et al’s points a) and c) wholeheartedly. Who-
ever maintains that medicine is science, and science is (by defi-
nition) only about facts, must be reminded that the terms “pain”, 
“suffering”, “illness” and “disease” imply negative valuation, i.e., 
cannot be understood by anybody who does not grasp what state-
ments like “I do not like x”, or “I am so happy because of y” mean. 
Together with the spatial and temporal finiteness of our minds as 
embodied minds, joy and pain give us agency and purpose, and 
let us – as the most social primates that evolution brought about –  
strive for the betterment of our lives. In case of success, psychia-
trists are rarely needed; failure, in contrast, calls upon us.

As regards the point b), I want to propose a few considerations. 
Instead of a pluralist approach, I would like to speak of a multimod-
al approach with respect to science (ontology and explanation), 
and of an open and tolerant approach when it comes to cul tur al 
differences. Let me explain. There is no British, Chinese, French, 
San or Papuan science; there is only science. At its empirical con-
nections with reality, science has always been changing, and bat-
tles between different schools of thought have been a big part of  
its history. However, science is remarkably stable at its inner the o-

ret i cal core. Set theory; Newtonian, Einsteinian and quantum phys-
ics; the periodic system, evolution, genetics, etc. have incrementally 
grown and produced a huge body of knowledge. It is hard to imag-
ine which “ugly fact” would have the epistemic force/weight to 
contradict any of the approaches just mentioned. Sure, there have 
always been (and there will always be) statements which are ques-
tioned by scientific progress. But, the closer we get from science’s 
empirical connections with reality to its inner core, the smaller the 
probability of doubt.

In what follows, I want to exemplify a multimodal approach  
to psychopathology and psychiatry by briefly touching upon three 
recent domains of research: a) mouse models of various forms of 
psychopathology that allow to establish causality between brain 
states and states of mind; b) the concepts of neuromodulation (by 
small molecules, such as dopamine, acetylcholine, norepineph-
rine, serotonin and many others) and neuroplasticity (from the 
synaptic to the cortical level); and c) computational psychiatry as 
part of artificial intelligence research.

For the larger part of my career, I could not have cared less about 
mouse models in medicine, especially in psychiatry. They worked 
for testing new drugs (even though most of our arsenal was dis-
covered by serendipity) and provided some quite limited insights 
into their mechanisms of action. However, for understanding the 
core symptoms of psychosis (hallucinations, delusions and formal 
thought disorder), as well as for providing insights into the inter-
actions between genes and complex human environment, mouse 
models appeared useless. This has changed completely within the 
past five years. I will provide some examples.

Eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) is a 
form of psychotherapy used to treat post- traumatic stress disor-
der (PTSD) with alternating bilateral sensory stimulation (ABS). In 
order to study its mechanism of action, a mouse model was im-
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plemented that allowed the induction of conditioned fear, its ex-
tinction, and monitoring the influence of ABS on extinction. In con-
junc tion with ABS, extinction was more pronounced and lasted 
longer. Once this was established, a neural pathway (from the su-
perior colliculus via the mediodorsal thalamus) which suppressed 
the activity of fear- encoding cells in the basolateral amygdala, me-
diating persistent attenuation of fear, could be worked out. “Togeth-
er, these results reveal the neural circuit that underlies an effective 
strategy for sustainably attenuating traumatic memories”2.

In order to study auditory hallucinations in a mouse model3, 
mice had to be trained to hallucinate, i.e., firstly, to perceive a sa-
lient stimulus (a tone) within random noise (false perception) and,  
secondly, take this perception more or less for real (reality check). 
Both responses could be reliably induced. By optogenetic and che-
mogenetic methods, a neural pathway was discovered, with elevat-
ed dopamine levels in the ventral tegmental area and the striatum, 
where distinct subregions encode different kinds of expectations. 
“These findings support the idea that hallucinations arise… due to 
elevated dopamine producing a bias in favor of prior expectations 
against current sensory evidence”3.

The term “dissociation” denotes a broad spectrum of states in-
volving perception, thought, consciousness, and the experience 
of time, space, reality and self. In a mouse model of the effects of  
drugs that reliably produce a dissociative state, a very specific rhyth-
mic oscillation in layer 5 of the retrosplenial cortex was discovered 
to be necessary and sufficient for this state. Moreover, in a patient 
with epilepsy, a similar oscillation was found at a corresponding 
brain area during the dissociative aura4. This finding catapults an 
ill- defined, little understood and frequently used concept from the 
19th into the 21st century.

Within a developmental window in mouse brain development 
(days 2- 9), adversity (murine analogs to human poverty, immigra-
tion, neglect and abuse) establishes a circuit which leads to behav-
ioral dysfunction in adulthood (decreased reward sensitivity), very 
much akin to human PTSD5.

It is important to realize that optogenetic models allow, for the 
first time, to establish causality – and not mere correlation – in the 

realm of mind and brain. Therefore, this method should be highly 
fruitful in the near future of psychopathology.

The concepts of neuromodulation and neuroplasticity allow 
neuroscience- based parsimonious explanations of a wide range 
of mental phenomena, such as acute states of mind (induced by 
increased, decreased or dysregulated neuromodulatory agents) 
as well as long- term (“chronic”) changes of mind caused by syn-
aptic plasticity. In the mouse model, neuromodulatory changes 
(increased dopamine in the ventral tegmental area) drive auditory 
hallucinations, which can be readily treated with dopamine an-
tagonists (in mice and acutely ill patients). Once these experiences 
become entrenched by synaptic plasticity, they are less dependent 
upon dopamine hyperactivity and therefore less treatable by anti-
psychotic agents6,7.

Finally, neural networks started to be used in computational 
models of mental phenomena in the late 1980s and 1990s by a few 
psychiatrists6- 8. While we expected that computational psychiatry 
would take off eventually, none of us would have imagined that 
this new form of artificial intelligence would be applied to any-
thing from deciphering cuneiform script to protein folding, drug 
design, weather forecasting, as well as designing next- generation 
hardware and software9. Artificial intelligence is not only going to 
change psychiatry, but to change the world, just as the invention of 
writing, the printing press, or the Internet.
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Impact of air pollution and climate change on mental health 
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The impact of air pollution and climate change on mental health has recently raised strong concerns. However, a comprehensive overview analyzing the 
existing evidence while addressing relevant biases is lacking. This umbrella review systematically searched the PubMed/Medline, Scopus and PsycINFO 
databases (up to June 26, 2023) for any systematic review with meta- analysis investigating the association of air pollution or climate change with mental 
health outcomes. We used the R metaumbrella package to calculate and stratify the credibility of the evidence according to criteria (i.e., convincing, highly 
suggestive, suggestive, or weak) that address several biases, complemented by sensitivity analyses. We included 32 systematic reviews with meta- analysis that 
examined 284 individual studies and 237 associations of exposures to air pollution or climate change hazards and mental health outcomes. Most associa-
tions (n=195, 82.3%) involved air pollution, while the rest (n=42, 17.7%) regarded climate change hazards (mostly focusing on temperature: n=35, 14.8%). 
Mental health outcomes in most associations (n=185, 78.1%) involved mental disorders, followed by suicidal behavior (n=29, 12.4%), access to mental 
health care services (n=9, 3.7%), mental disorders- related symptomatology (n=8, 3.3%), and multiple categories together (n=6, 2.5%). Twelve associations 
(5.0%) achieved convincing (class I) or highly suggestive (class II) evidence. Regarding exposures to air pollution, there was convincing (class I) evidence 
for the association between long- term exposure to solvents and a higher incidence of dementia or cognitive impairment (odds ratio, OR=1.139), and highly 
suggestive (class II) evidence for the association between long- term exposure to some pollutants and higher risk for cognitive disorders (higher incidence 
of dementia with high vs. low levels of carbon monoxide, CO: OR=1.587; higher incidence of vascular dementia per 1 μg/m3 increase of nitrogen oxides, 
NOx: hazard ratio, HR=1.004). There was also highly suggestive (class II) evidence for the association between exposure to airborne particulate matter  
with diameter ≤10 μm (PM10) during the second trimester of pregnancy and the incidence of post- partum depression (OR=1.023 per 1 μg/m3 increase); and 
for the association between short- term exposure to sulfur dioxide (SO2) and schizophrenia relapse (risk ratio, RR=1.005 and 1.004 per 1 μg/m3 increase, 
respectively 5 and 7 days after exposure). Regarding climate change hazards, there was highly suggestive (class II) evidence for the association between 
short- term exposure to increased temperature and suicide-  or mental disorders- related mortality (RR=1.024), suicidal behavior (RR=1.012), and hospital 
access (i.e., hospitalization or emergency department visits) due to suicidal behavior or mental disorders (RR=1.011) or mental disorders only (RR=1.009) 
(RR values per 1°C increase). There was also highly suggestive (class II) evidence for the association between short- term exposure to increased apparent 
temperature (i.e., the temperature equivalent perceived by humans) and suicidal behavior (RR=1.01 per 1°C increase). Finally, there was highly sugges-
tive (class II) evidence for the association between the temporal proximity of cyclone exposure and severity of symptoms of post- traumatic stress disorder 
(r=0.275). Although most of the above associations were small in magnitude, they extend to the entire world population, and are therefore likely to have 
a substantial impact. This umbrella review classifies and quantifies for the first time the global negative impacts that air pollution and climate change 
can exert on mental health, identifying evidence- based targets that can inform future research and population health actions.

Key words: Air pollution, climate change, mental health, temperature, dementia, cognitive disorders, post- partum depression, suicide, schizophrenia, 
post- traumatic stress disorder

(World Psychiatry 2024;23:244–256)

Air pollution, increasing temperatures, and extreme changes in 
weather patterns represent intertwined elements of a severe glob-
al crisis destined to worsen without a fast and radical action1,2. 
They pose a significant physical health threat, leading to an in-
creased risk and/or exacerbation of a variety of diseases, including  
infectious, allergic, metabolic, neoplastic, respiratory and cardio-
vas cular ones3.

They also impact mental health, although this relationship has 
received attention only in more recent years4. For example, ex-
posure to air pollution has been associated with a higher risk for 
cognitive disorders5, and temperature rise has been found to be 
related to an increased suicide risk6. Extreme weather events such 
as cyclones, floods or wildfires can foster traumatic experiences, 
leading to post- traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in exposed pop-
ulations7.

While these environmental exposures can directly affect in-
dividuals’ mental health, they also appear to exert indirect influ-
ences. For example, climate change can affect economic stability, 

food security, community well- being and physical health, or ac-
celerate migration and conflict, which are themselves key drivers 
of mental health8,9.

The direct and indirect impacts of environmental changes on 
mental health are so concerning, particularly for young genera-
tions, that new words have been coined: solastalgia (i.e., the dis-
tress caused by the transformation and degradation of one’s home 
environment)10, ecological grief (i.e., grief concerning ecological 
loss)11, and eco- anxiety (i.e., anxiety related to a changing and un-
certain environment)12.

At a scientific level, the associations between these environmen-
tal exposures and mental health outcomes have been extensive-
ly addressed, leading to an exponential number of publications 
and, eventually, several systematic reviewse.g.,5,6,13. However, find-
i ngs often conflict across primary studies. For example, one study14 
found a significant association between long- term exposure to 
airborne particulate matter (PM) and the diagnosis of depres-
sion, while another study15 did not detect this association using a 
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much larger sample. Similarly, while short- term exposure to an 
increasing temperature has been reported to elevate mortality re-
lated to suicide16, this association was not replicated in another 
study17. Similar inconsistencies are even present between differ-
ent systematic reviews with meta- analysis. For example, while a 
systematic review with meta- analysis did not identify an overall 
association between exposure to PM ≤2.5 μm in diameter (PM2.5) 
and depression18, another one confirmed it13.

These contrasting findings may be partially due to different sam-
ple sizes19, small- study effects, reporting biases, large heterogene-
ity, and inconsistent definition and measuring of relevant expo-
sures. In this context, the existence, direction and magnitude of 
associations between these environmental exposures and mental 
health outcomes remain uncertain. The resulting unclear level of 
evidence and reliable targets hinder further research and prevent 
population health actions aimed to mitigate the impact of these 
exposures on mental health.

The present work aims to fill these gaps by providing a compre-
hensive umbrella review to systematically examine and classify 
the evidence associating air pollution and climate change with 
mental health outcomes globally. To this end, a standardization 
of units of measurement was performed, and the R metaumbrella 
package was used to calculate and stratify the credibility of the evi-
dence according to criteria that address several biases.

The evidence- based classification provided by this umbrella 
review is designed to support sound recommendations for the 
next generation of research and population- level approaches ad-
dressing the impact of air pollution and climate change on mental 
health.

METHODS

We conducted the present umbrella review according to the 
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta- 
Analyses (PRISMA)20, and pre- registered its protocol at https:// 
osf. io/ rgjdp/ ? view_ only= d60ab 9238c 71401 4ae14 8acde 5e55ad2.

Search strategy

We systematically searched the PubMed/Medline, Scopus 
and PsycINFO databases from inception to June 26, 2023. The 
search strategy included terms related to air pollution and cli-
mate change and to mental health outcomes (see supplementary 
information). We hand- searched the references of each included 
review, textbooks, and other materials to identify potential addi-
tional systematic reviews with meta- analysis not captured by the 
original search string.

Exposures and outcomes

Air pollution and climate change were pragmatically operation-
alized according to the definitions provided in each systematic re-

view with meta- analysis. They were referred to the general popula-
tion, unless specifically mentioned (e.g., air pollution during preg-
nancy).

Mental health outcomes included: a) mental disorders grouped 
into ICD- 10 diagnostic blocks: organic mental disorders; mental  
and behavioral disorders due to psychoactive substance use; schiz-
o  phrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders; mood (affective) 
dis orders; neurotic, stress- related and somatoform disorders; be-
havioral syndromes associated with psychological disturbances 
and physical factors; disorders of adult personality and behavior; 
mental retardation; disorders of psychological development; and 
behavioral and emotional disorders with onset usually occurring in 
childhood and adolescence; b) mental disorders- related symptom-
atology (e.g., symptoms or manifestations associated with a mental 
disorder, such as depressive or anxiety symptoms); c) suicidal be-
havior; d) access to mental health care services.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

We considered eligible for inclusion any systematic review with  
meta- analysis including observational studies (both cross- sec-
tional and longitudinal), that: a) investigated the association of ei-
ther air pollution or climate change, or both, with any mental health  
outcome (as defined above); and b) compared exposed vs. non- 
exposed populations, or populations at different levels of expo-
sure. Each association had to be based on at least two individual 
studies to be eligible for inclusion.

We excluded: a) any publication other than systematic reviews 
with meta- analysis, including systematic reviews without meta- 
analysis, and meta- analyses that did not follow a systematic search 
procedure; b) systematic reviews with meta- analysis including 
only interventional studies; c) systematic reviews with meta- anal-
ysis including only studies providing prevalence data in a single 
group; d) systematic reviews with meta- analysis including only 
pre- post studies; e) systematic reviews with meta- analysis that 
were not related to our research question; f) grey literature (i.e., 
publications that did not undergo a peer review process, such as 
doctoral theses and conference abstracts); g) systematic reviews 
with meta- analysis that were retracted after publication; h) sys-
tematic reviews with meta- analysis reporting the same associations 
of other systematic reviews with meta- analysis that were more  
comprehensive or recent; i) systematic reviews with meta- anal-
ysis that did not provide sufficient data to conduct the umbrella re-
view.

Selection of systematic reviews with meta- analysis and 
data extraction

Three authors (MDP, VO, GF) independently assessed system-
atic reviews with meta- analysis of potential interest at the title, 
abstract and full- text levels. Any disagreement was resolved by 
consensus, and another author (JR, PFP) was consulted when an 
agreement could not be reached. The same three authors inde-

https://osf.io/rgjdp/?view_only=d60ab9238c714014ae148acde5e55ad2
https://osf.io/rgjdp/?view_only=d60ab9238c714014ae148acde5e55ad2
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pendently extracted information from the included reviews.
At a single systematic review with meta- analysis level, we re-

corded the first author, publication year, number of included in-
dividual studies, type of exposure, type of mental health outcome, 
and type of effect size considered – i.e., odds ratio (OR), hazard 
ratio (HR), or risk ratio (RR). For time- dependent exposures (i.e., 
long- term and short- term ones), we recorded the time frame con-
sidered for each specific association. Long- term exposures were 
considered to be those lasting months or years, while short- term 
exposures were those lasting days or weeks (generally less than 30 
days).

At an individual study level, we recorded the first author, pub-
lication year, study design, any measure useful to calculate the 
effect size, and dependencies in the data (multiple outcomes from 
the same group, or multiple groups in a study).

Quality of evidence

We used A Measurement Tool To Assess Systematic Reviews 
(AMSTAR- 2)21 to assess the quality of the included systematic 
reviews with meta- analysis. We classified methodological quality 
as “high” (no critical weakness and no more than one non- critical 
weakness); “moderate” (no critical weakness but more than one 
non- critical weaknesses); “low” (one critical weakness); and “criti-
cally low” (more than one critical weaknesses)21.

Statistical analyses

During the early phase of data collection, we noticed that the 
included systematic reviews with meta- analysis investigated the 
associations between air pollution or climate change exposures 
and mental health outcomes either continuously (e.g., suicide 
mortality increases per each 5°C increase in temperature) or bi-
narily (e.g., differences in dementia incidence between individu-
als highly exposed and those not, or little, exposed to solvents). 
Systematic reviews with meta- analysis investigating continuous 
associations were heterogeneous with regards to the exposure  
intervals used to report the results. To overcome this problem, 
we converted all intervals to one unit in the International System 
of Units (e.g., change per 1°C increase or change per 1 μg/m3 in-
crease). This was performed by dividing the logarithm of the RR or 
OR by the number of international system units22. When a review 
analyzed continuous and binary data together, we meta- analyzed 
the individual studies providing continuous data separately from 
those providing binary data.

We assessed the credibility of the associations according to 
recognized international criteria23- 26. Specifically, we classified 
each association as convincing (class I), highly suggestive (class 
II), suggestive (class III), or weak (class IV). If an association was 
not significant, we classified it as such. Class I requires more than 
1,000 cases, p<10−6, no evidence of small- study effects or excess of 
significance bias, prediction interval not including the null value, 
the largest study nominally significant, and not large heterogene-

ity (i.e., I2< 50%). Class II requires more than 1,000 cases, p<10−6, 
and the largest study nominally significant. Class III requires 
more than 1,000 cases and p<10−3. Class IV only requires p<0.05.

We conducted a sensitivity analysis that included only longitu-
dinal studies, to test the impact of the study design on the findings 
and ensure that, in the associations, the air pollution and climate 
change exposures reliably preceded the mental health outcomes.

We performed a complementary analysis by inferring the in-
crease in the rates of selected mental health outcomes (i.e., those 
that were found to be associated with temperature increase with 
class I or II evidence) as a function of the earth yearly average land 
temperature anomaly. We retrieved the earth yearly average land 
temperature from 1750 to 2022 from Berkeley Earth (https:// ber-
ke leyea rth. org), and calculated the earth yearly land temperature 
anomaly by subtracting from the observed 1800- 2022 land tem-
perature the mean land temperature in the pre- industrial period 
(i.e., from 1750 to 1799).

We used the corresponding RR derived from the umbrella re-
view to make these inferences. For instance, if a mental health 
outcome had RR=1.01 per 1°C increase and the land temperature 
anomaly in a given year was 1°, we inferred 1% increase that year.

We estimated the yearly land temperature increase rate in the 
last decades and projected this rate up to 2050 (i.e., assuming that 
the land temperature anomaly will increase the same amount 
each year). Up to 2022, we derived the confidence intervals (CIs) 
of the inferred increase in mental health outcomes directly from 
the CIs of the present umbrella review. CIs from 2023 to 2050 were 
estimated via Monte- Carlo simulations of the combination of our 
CIs with the prediction intervals of land temperature anomaly.

We performed all umbrella calculations with the R package 
metaumbrella27, which was developed by our group and first 
applied in a previous publication in this journal23. This is the first 
comprehensive package that allows conducting umbrella reviews 
by automatically performing all the necessary calculations and 
subsequently classifying the credibility of the evidence.

RESULTS

Literature search and studies identified

We identified 3,582 references. After duplicate removal, we  
screened 2,421 at the title and abstract level and 132 at the full- 
text level. A final set of 32 systematic reviews with meta- analysis  
5,6,13,28- 56, encompassing 284 individual studies (231 longitudinal 
and 53 cross- sectional), were included in the umbrella review (see 
Figure 1 and Table 1). The excluded studies are detailed in the sup-
plementary information.

The individual studies included samples from the US (n=74), 
China (n=41), the UK (n=21), South Korea (n=20), Canada (n=19), 
Taiwan (n=13), Germany (n=12), The Netherlands (n=11), Spain 
(n=11), Sweden (n=11), France (n=8), Australia (n=6), Italy (n=6), 
Hong Kong (n=4), Japan (n=4), Denmark (n=3), Finland (n=3), 
Iran (n=3), Israel (n=3), Norway (n=3), Belgium (n=2), Brazil 
(n=2), India (n=2), Mexico (n=2), New Zealand (n=2), Poland 

https://berkeleyearth.org/
https://berkeleyearth.org/
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(n=2), Portugal (n=2), Austria (n=1), Bangladesh (n=1), Colombia 
(n=1), Ghana (n=1), Greece (n=1), Greenland (n=1), Kazakhstan 
(n=1), Nigeria (n=1), Slovakia (n=1), South Africa (n=1), Sri Lanka 
(n=1), Switzerland (n=1), Turkey (n=1) and Vietnam (n=1). These 
samples do not sum to 284 because an individual study may have 
included multiple samples from different countries.

Characteristics of included systematic reviews with 
meta- analysis

Of the systematic reviews with meta- analysis, 25 focused on 
the mental health impact of air pollution5,13,31,33- 41,44- 46,48- 56; six 
on the impact of climate change hazards6,29,30,32,43,47; and one on 
both42.

Mental health outcomes included mental disorders5,13,30,33- 

35,37- 41,44- 46,48- 50,52,53,55,56; suicidal behavior6,31,36,42; mental dis-
orders- related symptomatology32; access to mental health care 
services28, both mental disorders and mental disorders- related 
symptomatology29,51,54; and mental disorders, suicidal behavior, 

and access to mental health care services47.

Associations of air pollution or climate change  
exposures and mental health outcomes

We included and analyzed 237 associations of exposures to air 
pollution or climate change hazards and mental health outcomes. 
Of these associations, 195 (82.3%) concerned air pollution, and 42 
(17.7%) involved climate change hazards.

The associations concerning air pollution focused, in decreas-
ing order of frequency, on PM2.5 (n=40, 16.9%), airborne particu-
lar matter ≤10 μm in diameter (PM10) (n=35, 14.8%), nitrogen 
dioxide (NO2) (n=32, 13.6%), ozone (O3) (n=22, 9.3%), sulfur diox-
ide (SO2) (n=17, 7.2%), carbon monoxide (CO) (n=11, 4.6%), PM 
coarse (n=8, 3.4%), nitrogen oxides (NOx) (n=6, 2.5%), solvents 
(n=5, 2.1%), pesticides (n=3, 1.3%), metals (n=2, 0.8%), solid fuels 
(n=1, 0.4%), diesel PM (n=1, 0.4%), polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-
bons (n=1, 0.4%), or multiple pollutants together (n=11, 4.6%).

The associations concerning climate change hazards focused 

Figure 1 PRISMA flow chart
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on temperature (n=35, 14.8%), barometric pressure (n=1, 0.4%), 
cyclones (n=1, 0.4%), precipitation (n=1, 0.4%), sunshine dura-
tion (n=1, 0.4%), or multiple hazards together (n=3, 1.3%).

Regarding mental health outcomes, associations focused, in  
decreasing order of frequency, on mental disorders (n=185, 
78.1%), suicidal behavior (n=29, 12.4%), access to mental health 

care services (n=9, 3.7%), mental disorders- related symptomatol-
ogy (n=8, 3.3%), or multiple categories together (n=6, 2.5%).

Associations involving mental disorders encompassed organic 
mental disorders (n=42, 17.7%); schizophrenia (n=42, 17.7%); 
autism spectrum disorder (n=38, 16%); mood disorders (n=36, 
15.3%); attention- deficit/hyperactivity disorder (n=9, 3.8%); neu-

Table 1 Characteristics of  the systematic reviews with meta- analysis included in the umbrella review

Studies 
included Sample size

Associations 
included Exposure Mental health outcome

Abolhasani et al28 4 86,516,610 1 Air pollution Hospitalization due to dementia

Borroni et al13 39 4,659,344 12 Air pollution Depression

Braithwaite et al31 4 34,451 1 Air pollution Suicidal behavior (mortality)

Cheng et al33 19 40,217,872 2 Air pollution Dementia, vascular dementia

Chun et al34 4 91,363 1 Air pollution Autism spectrum disorder

Bernardina Dalla et al35 11 95,607 5 Air pollution ADHD

Davoudi et al36 9 1,532,847 13 Air pollution Suicidal behavior (mortality)

Dhiman et al37 4 578,383 1 Air pollution Alzheimer’s disease

Dutheil et al38 26 748,247 14 Air pollution Autism spectrum disorder

Flores- Pajot et al39 4 141,061 9 Air pollution Autism spectrum disorder

Fu et al40 15 218,487 2 Air pollution Autism spectrum disorder, mild cognitive impairment

Fu et al5 8 13,528,702 2 Air pollution Alzheimer’s disease

Gong et al41 14 77,053,755 4 Air pollution Alzheimer’s disease, dementia, vascular dementia

Li et al44 9 70,214 1 Air pollution Depression

Lin et al45 17 645,663 10 Air pollution ADHD, autism spectrum disorder

Liu et al46 27 1,009,799 4 Air pollution Autism spectrum disorder

Pourhoseini et al48 3 31,587 20 Air pollution Post- partum depression

Song et al49 13 27,055 40 Air pollution Schizophrenia

Tang et al50 12 13,158,086 3 Air pollution Alzheimer’s disease, dementia, vascular dementia

Trushna et al51 9 445,562 4 Air pollution Anxiety disorders, psychological stress

Wilker et al52 12 16,357,675 2 Air pollution Dementia

Yu et al53 10 2,703,941 2 Air pollution Cognitive impairment, dementia

Zeng et al54 12 289,066 11 Air pollution Depression, depressive symptoms

Zhang et al55 5 102,925 3 Air pollution ADHD

Zhao et al56 52 80,986,923 23 Air pollution Alzheimer’s disease, cognitive impairment, dementia, 
vascular dementia

Beaglehole et al29 2 1,144 2 Landslides, wildfires Mental disorders, psychological distress

Bonde et al30 4 2,702 1 Cyclones, floods, tsunami Depression

Chan et al32 8 2,934 1 Cyclones PTSD symptoms

Frangione et al6 20 3,021,622 7 Precipitation, temperature Suicidal behavior (mortality or attempts)

Li et al43 32 8,179,080 15 Barometric pressure, sunshine 
duration, temperature

Mental disorders; mood disorders; neurotic, stress- 
related and somatoform disorders; schizophrenia

Liu et al47 30 3,159,423 14 Temperature Mental disorders, organic mental disorders, 
schizophrenia, substance- related mental disorders, 
suicidal behavior (mortality), hospital access

Heo et al42 29 2,635,678 7 Air pollution, temperature Suicidal behavior (mortality, attempts or ideation, or 
self- harm)

ADHD – attention- deficit/hyperactivity disorder, PTSD – post- traumatic stress disorder
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rotic, stress- related and somatoform disorders (n=5, 2.1%); sub-
stance- related mental disorders (n=1, 0.4%); and multiple mental 
disorders together (n=12, 5.1%).

Suicidal behavior encompassed suicide mortality (n=15, 6.4%); 
suicide mortality, attempts or ideation, or self- harm (n=7, 3.0%); 
and suicide mortality or attempts (n=7, 3.0%). Mental disorders- 
related symptomatology encompassed depressive symptoms (n=5, 
2.1%), psychological distress (n=2, 0.8%), and PTSD symptoms 
(n=1, 0.4%). Access to mental health care services encompassed 
hospital access (i.e., hospitalization or emergency department 
visits) (n=8, 3.3%) and hospitalization only (n=1, 0.4%) for specific 
mental conditions.

Convincing (class I) and highly suggestive (class II) 
associations

Among the 237 associations included in the umbrella review, 
one (0.4%) reached a convincing level of credibility (class I), and 
eleven (4.6%) reached a highly suggestive level of credibility (class 
II) (see Table 2).

The only class I association was that between long- term expo-

sure to solvents and a higher incidence of dementia or cognitive 
impairment (OR=1.139; 95% CI: 1.090- 1.191).

Long- term exposure to high vs. low CO levels was associated 
with an increased incidence of dementia (OR=1.587; 95% CI: 
1.389- 1.812, class II). Long- term exposure to NOx increase was as-
sociated with a higher incidence of vascular dementia (HR=1.004 
per 1 μg/m3, 95% CI: 1.003- 1.005, class II).

An increase in PM10 exposure during the second trimester of 
pregnancy was associated with an increased risk of developing 
post- partum depression (OR=1.023 per 1 μg/m3 increase; 95% 
CI: 1.014- 1.033, class II). An increase in short- term exposure to 
SO2 was associated with a higher risk of relapse of schizophrenia 
(RR=1.005 per 1 μg/m3, 95% CI: 1.004- 1.006; and RR=1.004 per 
1 μg/m3, 95% CI: 1.003- 1.005, respectively 5 and 7 days after ex-
posure; class II).

Short- term exposure to temperature increase was associated 
with a higher risk of suicide-  or mental disorders- related mortal-
ity (RR=1.024 per 1°C increase; 95% CI: 1.015-1.033, class II). It was 
also associated with a higher risk of suicidal behavior (RR=1.012 
per 1°C increase; 95% CI: 1.011- 1.014, class II), a higher risk of hos-
pital access due to suicidal behavior or mental disorders (RR=1.011 
per 1°C increase; 95% CI: 1.008- 1.015, class II), and a higher risk of 

Table 2 Convincing (class I) and highly suggestive (class II) associations

Exposure Mental health outcome Estimate (95% CIs) p N I2 PIs SSE/ESB LS Class

Solvents (high vs. low 
exposure, long- term)

Incidence of  dementia or cognitive 
impairment

OR=1.139 (1.090- 1.191) <10−6 19,379 41% SIG No/No Yes I

CO (high vs. low levels, 
long- term)

Incidence of  dementia OR=1.587 (1.389- 1.812) <10−6 2,629 0% NS No/No Yes II

NOX (1 μg/m3 increase, 
long- term)

Incidence of  vascular dementia HR=1.004 (1.003- 1.005) <10−6 7,608 0% - - /- Yes II

PM10 (1 μg/m3 increase, 
during second trimester 
of  pregnancy)

Incidence of  post- partum 
depression

OR=1.023 (1.014- 1.033) <10−6 2,211 36% - - /- Yes II

SO2 (1 μg/m3 increase, 
short- term)

Relapse of  
schizophrenia

5 days after 
exposure

RR=1.005 (1.004- 1.006) <10−6 8,682 0% - - /- Yes II

7 days after 
exposure

RR=1.004 (1.003- 1.005) <10−6 8,682 0% - - /- Yes II

Temperature (1°C 
increase, short- term)

Suicide-  or mental disorders- related 
mortality

RR=1.024 (1.015- 1.033) <10−6 1,559,502 75% NS Yes/Yes Yes II

Suicidal behavior (mortality, 
attempts or ideation, or self- harm)

RR=1.012 (1.011- 1.014) <10−6 2,260,123 70% SIG No/No Yes II

Hospital access due to suicidal 
behavior or mental disorders

RR=1.011 (1.008- 1.015) <10−6 1,052,237 86% NS Yes/Yes Yes II

Hospital access due to mental 
disorders only

RR=1.009 (1.006- 1.012) <10−6 640,651 78% NS Yes/Yes Yes II

Mean apparent 
temperature (1°C 
increase, short- term)

Suicidal behavior (mortality or 
attempts)

RR=1.010 (1.009- 1.011) <10−6 323,163 0% - - /- Yes II

Cyclone exposure 
(temporal proximity)

PTSD symptoms severity r=0.275 (0.189- 0.357) <10−6 ≥1,000 75% SIG No/No Yes II

CO – carbon monoxide, PM10 – airborne particulate matter with diameter ≤10 μm, NOx – nitrogen oxides, SO2 – sulfur dioxide, PTSD – post- traumatic stress 
disorder, OR – odds ratio, HR – hazard ratio, RR – risk ratio, PIs – prediction intervals, SSE – small study effect, ESB – excess significant bias, LS – largest study 
with significant effect, SIG – significant, NS – not significant
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hospital access due to mental disorders only (RR=1.009 per 1°C in-
crease; 95% CI: 1.006- 1.012, class II).

A short- term exposure to apparent temperature increase (“ap-
parent” is defined as the temperature equivalent perceived by 
humans57) was associated with a higher risk of suicidal behavior 
(RR=1.010 per 1°C increase; 95% CI: 1.009- 1.011, class II).

Higher temporal proximity of cyclone exposure (i.e., fewer 
months since exposure) was associated with higher severity of 
PTSD symptoms (r=0.275; 95% CI: 0.189- 0.357, class II).

Sensitivity and complementary analyses

The sensitivity analysis that included only longitudinal studies 
confirmed all the above class I and class II associations, except 
that between temporal proximity of cyclone exposure and PTSD 
severity, which was based on cross- sectional studies only.

One additional association reached class II evidence in the 
longitudinal analysis. This was the association between exposure 
to solid fuels (e.g., biomass, firewood) and a higher incidence of 
depression (OR=1.27; 95% CI: 1.16- 1.39, previously class III) (see 
also supplementary information).

Figure 2 shows, according to the above data, how much earth 
year  ly land temperature anomaly (i.e., the increase in land tem  per a-
ture compared to the pre- industrial period) may have in  creased the 
relevant mental health outcomes (e.g., suicide-  or mental dis  orders- 
re lated mortality) up to 2022, and the potential increase in the up-
coming years. Our estimate indicates that this increased mortal  ity is 
already ~5% now and will reach ~7% (95% CI: 4.2-  9.7) in 2050.

Suggestive (class III), weak (class IV), and not significant 
associations

Among the 237 associations between exposures to air pollution 
or climate change hazards and mental health outcomes included 
in this umbrella review, 24 (10.1%) reached a suggestive level of 
credibility (class III); 65 (27.3%) reached a weak level of credibility 
(class IV); and 136 (57.6%) were not significant (see also supple-
mentary information).

Quality of included systematic reviews with  
meta- analysis

The quality of all the included systematic reviews with meta- 
analysis was rated as “low” or “critically low”. Specifically, AM-
STAR- 2 item 2 (i.e., presence of protocol) was not satisfied by 14 
reviews (43.8%); item 4 (i.e., comprehensive literature search) by 
15 reviews (46.9%); item 7 (i.e., list of studies excluded with rea-
sons) by 31 reviews (96.9%); item 9 (i.e., satisfactory assessment 
of risk of bias) by four reviews (12.5%); item 13 (i.e., taking into 
account risk of bias in discussion of the results) by 15 reviews 
(46.9%); and item 15 (i.e., exploring and taking into account pub-
lication bias in discussion of results) by 17 reviews (53.1%) (see 

also supplementary information).

DISCUSSION

The present umbrella review comprehensively summarizes and 
assesses for the first time the credibility of the existing evidence on 
the impact of air pollution and climate change on mental health 
outcomes. Evidence emerged that some of these exposures are 
associated with mental health outcomes. Higher levels of specific 
air pollutants were associated with a higher risk of dementia or 
cognitive impairment (class I), cognitive disorders (class II), post- 
partum depression (class II), and schizophrenia relapse (class II). 
Temperature increase was associated with an increase in suicidal 
behavior, suicide-  or mental disorders- related mortality; and hos-
pital access due to suicidal behavior or mental disorders, or mental 
disorders only (class II).

A first strength of this umbrella review is the extensive database 
(284 individual studies) encompassing all continents, including 
the Global South, and therefore providing a global picture. Fur-
thermore, we included the largest ever set of associations (n=237), 
systematically appraised with evidence- based classification crite-
ria that assess existing biases. To provide more stringent evidence, 
we converted all the exposure intervals to one unit in the Interna-
tional System of Units; applied a sensitivity analysis restricted to 
longitudinal studies; and conducted a complementary analysis to 
predict the future impact of associations involving increased tem-
perature. The state- of- the- art umbrella review method was further 
enhanced by using the metaumbrella package27, which facilitates 
large syntheses across multiple databases and association mea-
sures.

The strongest finding of this umbrella review is the convincing 
(class I) association between higher levels of exposure to solvents 
and a higher risk of developing dementia or cognitive impair-
ment. Solvents (e.g., toluene, acetone, xylene, hexane, heptane, 
and ethyl acetate) can release volatile organic compounds into 
the atmosphere, contributing to the formation of ground- level O3  
and smog58. They are also directly toxic to many parts of the body,  
with symptoms ranging from skin irritation, headaches and blurred  
vision, to loss of consciousness and death59. The solvent most stud-
ied at the central nervous system level is toluene, whose adverse 
effects are manifested with acute encephalopathy and white mat-
ter damage, multifocal myelin loss, and macrophage accumula-
tion60,61.

The main uses of solvents include paints, paint strippers, inks,  
and dry cleaning, and they continue to pose serious health risks, 
especially in low-  and middle- income countries, where alterna-
tives to these materials are difficult to find for construction and 
manufacturing processes62,63. Because of their widespread use, 
solvent emissions are expected to approximately double by 203064,  
which is alarming considering their environmental risk58 and po-
tential impact on climate change65.

We also found highly suggestive (class II) evidence for a higher 
incidence of cognitive disorders with CO and NOX increased ex-
posure. CO is among the main gases that trap heat in the atmo-
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sphere (greenhouse gases), making the planet warmer and “thick-
ening the Earth’s atmospheric blanket”66. It is mainly produced by 
human activity (e.g., burning fossil fuels, solid waste, chemical 
reactions)66. NOx are gases mainly produced during the combus-
tion of fossil fuels. They are precursors for the formation of O3, 
which has adverse effects on the environment67.

CO and NOx share toxic brain effects with other air pollut-

ants68,69, including neuroinflammation, neurodegeneration, and 
cerebral vascular damage70. These air pollutants can enter the or-
ganism through the respiratory tract71. Once in the body, they may 
activate the inflammatory system and contribute to activation of 
microglia72, oxidative stress, and cell damage or death73,74. The 
current findings are therefore consistent with those reported by 
population- based cohort studies indicating that living near major 

Figure 2 Inferred increase in mental health outcomes associated with temperature anomaly (earth yearly land temperature increase compared 
to average of pre- industrial period). The fluctuating line represents the temperature anomaly. The steady line represents the relative risks (RRs) 
corresponding to temperature anomalies according to the RRs from the umbrella review. The dashed lines represent the confidence intervals 
derived from the umbrella review up to 2022, and estimated via Monte- Carlo simulation for 2023- 2050.
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roads is associated with a higher incidence of dementia75.
It is also worth noticing that the association between CO and 

dementia did not reach class I evidence because of the prediction 
intervals that crossed the null value. The package metaumbrella 
that we used to perform the analyses estimates the prediction 
intervals through a t- distribution with k- 2 degrees of freedom76. 
This method provides conservative results compared to other ac-
cepted methods, such as constructing prediction intervals using a 
normal distribution, which would have elevated this association 
to class I evidence.

Furthermore, we found evidence (class II) that the incidence of  
post-  partum depression increased with PM10 exposure during the  
second trimester of pregnancy. PM10 can contain harmful sub-
stances (e.g., benzopyrenes, furans, dioxins, and carcinogenic 
heavy metals) that can be inhaled. These particles are essentially 
produced by human sources (e.g., fuel combustion, heating, ve-
hicles, biomass burning, and industrial activities), and their detri-
mental effects on physical health (e.g., the respiratory system) are 
well established77. It is possible that their effect on mental health is 
mediated by an increase in stress hormone levels78.

Indeed, there is some evidence that exposure to these particles 
increases cortisol levels79. These levels tend to be elevated during 
the second and third trimesters of pregnancy80 (when there is an 
increased secretion of corticotropin- releasing hormone from the 
placenta) and are associated with the risk of post- partum depres-
sion81. Thus, the interplay of these pollutants with the physiologi-
cal increase in stress hormones may account for the increased in-
cidence of post- partum depression. Future empirical research is, 
however, needed to confirm this hypothesis.

We also found evidence (class II) for a higher risk of relapse in 
patients with schizophrenia shortly (5 to 7 days) after exposure 
to increased levels of SO2. This is a toxic gas naturally released by 
volcanic activity and in the production of sulfuric acid. It can also 
be used as a disinfectant, a refrigerant, a reducing agent, a bleach, 
and a food preservative. It can modulate climate change process-
es82 and has also been associated with increased all- cause mortal-
ity83, higher risk of respiratory disease, and increased likelihood of 
cardiovascular events84, including stroke85.

However, the mechanism linking short- term SO2 exposure to 
physical health outcomes has yet to be established. While it is pos-
sible that this exposure induces increased inflammation, poten-
tially exacerbating or triggering new symptoms in individuals with 
schizophrenia, this remains speculative, and there is no conclu-
sive evidence linking inflammatory markers to relapse in this dis-
order86. While the nature of this association requires further em-
pirical studies, this finding conceptually supports the profound 
socio- environmental dimension and origin of schizophrenia, 
which has been previously appraised by our and other groups26,87.

Overall, these findings align with the detrimental role of air 
pollution as a major global environmental and physical health 
problem, contributing to more than 8 million deaths per year88. 
It is estimated that the world’s entire population (99%) breathes 
air that exceeds the pollution limits recommended by the World 
Health Organization (WHO)89. The current study adds to this evi-
dence by indicating that air pollution has a negative impact also 

on mental health worldwide.
Innovative policies and initiatives have recently been launched 

to improve air quality, monitor pollutants, and strengthen cooper-
ation between countries, such as the Forum for International Co-
operation on Air Pollution90, the Task Force on Techno- Economic 
Issues (TFTEI) Clearing House of Control Technologies91, and the 
WHO Air Quality Guidelines92. Future upgrades of these policies 
could consider the associations emerging from this umbrella re-
view as outcome measures to map their global impact on mental 
health.

The second main finding of this study is the highly suggestive 
(class II) evidence for an association between temperature in-
crease and several mental health outcomes, such as suicide-  or 
mental disorders- related mortality, suicidal behavior; and hospi-
tal access due to suicidal behavior or mental disorders, or mental 
disorders only. These are core real- world outcomes of high clinical 
relevance, and their associations with an increasing temperature 
may represent an alarming finding.

In recent years, global warming has become one of the highest 
concerns, particularly for young people93. According to the Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change, the global mean surface 
temperature in 2011- 2020 was 1.09°C higher than in 1850- 190094. 
Recent reports revealed that 2023 was the hottest year on record, 
with global temperatures being close to the Paris Agreement limit 
of 1.5°C95. This finding is even more concerning when consider-
ing that temperatures on land rise faster (1.59°C) than those in the 
ocean (0.88°C), emphasizing the impact on humans94. The green-
house effect caused by specific pollutants is the main driver of tem-
perature increase and global warming96.

In this scenario, we demonstrate here that global warming neg-
atively affects mental health. However, despite the huge magni-
tude of the problem, the biological mechanisms underlying this 
association remain unknown and likely involve complex multifac-
torial relationships97- 99. Some evidence suggests that exposure to 
hot temperatures may directly affect brain function, with altera-
tions in proper oxygenation and permeability of the blood- brain 
barrier. Other studies implicate alterations in neurotransmitters97, 
or suggest that higher temperatures may directly worsen mood, 
leading people to feel more irritable and stressed, and amplifying 
symptoms of mental disorders100.

There are also numerous indirect effects of global warming on 
mental health outcomes. For example, in 2022, 84% of refugees and 
asylum seekers fled from highly climate- fueled crises and climate- 
vulnerable countries (e.g., because of droughts and increases in 
sea levels), representing “environmental refugees”101. Short- term 
projections up to 2040 estimate that the average global surface tem   -
perature will increase by 0.4- 1°C, and long- term projections sug-
gest a temperature increase of up to 4.8°C in a high- emissions sce-
nario102. Accordingly, the United Nations’ projections predict that 
the environmental refugee situation will significantly deteriorate in 
the future.

To further support these projections and therefore inform fu-
ture global initiatives that could tackle these issues, we estimated 
the future increase in suicide-  or mental disorders- related mortal-
ity associated with the predicted increase in land temperature. We 
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inferred that this increased mortality is already ~5% now (com-
pared with pre- industrial levels) and will reach ~7% in 2050.

This umbrella review also found evidence (class II) that cyclones 
are increasing the severity of PTSD. These are large masses of air  
rotating around an area of low pressure, generally associated with 
heavy rainfalls, that can cause massive destruction to human pop-
ulations in their path. In fact, they can cause both physical and 
psychological damage, interrupting daily routines and forcing 
dramatic evacuation and sheltering103. These events, along with 
the significant economic loss and adversity experienced in the af-
termath, may constitute severe traumatic events associated with 
the development of PTSD104. However, this umbrella review calls 
for further studies and future confirmation, as the available evi-
dence was not confirmed in sensitivity analyses.

The present work has some limitations. First, as an umbrella 
review, the evidence presented is limited to that found in system-
atic reviews with meta- analysis, not considering associations that 
have not been meta- analyzed. Second, the quality of the included 
systematic reviews with meta- analysis was generally low, mainly 
because of inadequate discussion and investigation of sources 
of heterogeneity, or little transparency in presenting excluded 
studies. Third, although we evaluated an increase in a given ex-
posure and the corresponding increased risk for a given mental 
health outcome, we did not assume that a reduction in the same 
exposure automatically corresponds to a proportional decrease in 
that risk. Indeed, our evidence does not contradict the fact that, 
for example, exposure to extreme cold may also worsen mental 
health outcomes, as described in Northern European countries105.

Fourth, although we analyzed specific associations, the expo-
sures considered are not independent in the real world, and tend 
to co- occur. Therefore, our results cannot provide information 
on the interaction and interdependence between different expo-
sures. Fifth, some associations may be spurious or mediated by 
external factors not included in the analysis, such as the age, sex, 
or socioeconomic distribution of the population considered. Fi-
nally, association does not mean causation. Future research may 
better investigate associations for which we found no or weak evi-
dence, investigate non- linear relationships, and explore multiple 
environmental exposures simultaneously.

In conclusion, this umbrella review confirms that air pollution 
and climate change represent intertwined elements of the main 
global crisis of our time. The study extends the vast list of adverse 
effects of exposures to air pollution and climate change hazards 
on physical health by indicating that they are also a threat to global 
mental health. We quantified for the first time the negative im-
pact that these exposures can exert on mental health worldwide, 
summarizing evidence- based associations that can inform future 
research and population health actions. Notably, while the mag-
nitude of most class I or II associations discussed above is small, 
they extend to the entire world population, and are therefore likely 
to have a substantial impact.

Our findings can be used to inform educational and public a  -
ware ness campaigns on the impact of air pollution and climate 

change hazards on mental health, and to ensure public participa-
tion in programmes and information access on the issue. As we are 
living in a time that many authors refer to as the “Anthropocene” 
(i.e., the geological epoch dating from the commencement of sig-
nificant human impact on earth’s ecosystems, including anthropo-
genic air pollution and climate change106), education is essential 
to encourage people to change their attitudes and behaviors and 
make informed decisions.

Widespread literacy on the impact of air pollution and climate 
change on mental health can empower all people and especially 
further motivate youth to take action107. Being aware of the avail-
able evidence and the associated actionable behaviors may also 
mitigate currently emerging pathological fears (e.g., eco- anxiety, 
solastalgia, or ecological grief)10- 12.

The current findings may also directly inform policy makers and  
institutions in order to better incorporate mental health as a core 
outcome in relevant policies. While mental health has recently re-
ceived more attention in the context of environmental policies, 
this is still not enough. For example, initiatives such as the Lan-
cet Countdown on Health and Climate Change, which aims to  
maintain an updatable monitoring system on climate change and 
human health, recognize that their system is currently limited 
when it comes to the impact of climate change on mental health  
108. Similarly, the WHO Policy Brief on Mental Health and Climate 
Change 20222 acknowledged that countries are not sufficiently  
considering mental health in their response to the climate emer-
gency. Another report produced in the lead- up to the 2023 Cli-
m  ate Change Conference by the WHO highlighted that mental 
health considerations remain largely absent from country com-
mitments to meeting the Paris Agreement109. We hope that our 
findings may represent a reference point for the next generation of 
climate change policies and research.

As the urgency for action on air pollution and climate change 
increases, researching the specific factors modulating the associa-
tions outlined in this umbrella review becomes crucial. Future re-
search should facilitate a closer interdisciplinary cross- fertilization 
of environmental research and clinical psychiatry. A pivotal area 
of future research may include studies addressing the potential 
benefits of preventive approaches that target environmental expo-
sures to improve physical and mental health outcomes conjointly.  
This umbrella review provides an initial evidence- based set of ac-
tionable targets that future interventional studies could empirically  
investigate.

Overall, the evidence- based associations identified here em-
phasize the need for collaborative, interdisciplinary efforts to de-
velop and implement strategies that map and mitigate the effects 
of air pollution and climate change, and proactively protect mental 
health globally. This umbrella review calls for an urgent population- 
level response, inviting policy makers, health professionals, and the 
public to prioritize and invest in initiatives that address the inter-
section of air pollution and climate change with mental health, in 
order to create the conditions for a more resilient and sustainable 
future.
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Algorithm- based modular psychotherapy vs. cognitive- behavioral 
therapy for patients with depression, psychiatric comorbidities and 
early trauma: a proof- of- concept randomized controlled trial
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Effect sizes of psychotherapies currently stagnate at a low- to- moderate level. Personalizing psychotherapy by algorithm- based modular procedures prom -
ises improved outcomes, greater flexibility, and a better fit between research and practice. However, evidence for the feasibility and efficacy of modular- based 
psychotherapy, using a personalized treatment algorithm, is lacking. This proof- of- concept randomized controlled trial was conducted in 70 adult out patients 
with a primary DSM- 5 diagnosis of major depressive disorder, a score higher than 18 on the 24- item Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD-24), 
at least one comorbid psychiatric diagnosis according to the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM- 5 (SCID- 5), a history of at least “moderate to severe” 
childhood maltreatment on at least one domain of the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ), and exceeding the cut- off value on at least one of three 
measures of early trauma- related transdiagnostic mechanisms: the Rejection Sensitivity Questionnaire (RSQ), the Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI), 
and the Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale- 16 (DERS- 16). Patients were randomized to 20 sessions of either standard cognitive- behavioral therapy 
alone (CBT) or CBT plus transdiagnostic modules according to a mechanism- based treatment algorithm (MoBa), over 16 weeks. We aimed to assess the 
 feasibility of MoBa, and to compare MoBa vs. CBT with respect to participants’ and therapists’ overall satisfaction and ratings of therapeutic alliance 
(using the Working Alliance Inventory -  Short Revised, WAI- SR), efficacy, impact on early trauma- related transdiagnostic mechanisms, and safety. The 
primary outcome for efficacy was the HRSD- 24 score at post- treatment. Secondary outcomes included, among others, the rate of response (defined as a 
reduction of the HRSD- 24 score by at least 50% from baseline and a score <16 at post- treatment), the rate of remission (defined as a HRSD- 24 score ≤8 at 
post- treatment), and improvements in early trauma- related mechanisms of social threat response, hyperarousal, and social processes/empathy. We found 
no difficulties in the selection of the transdiagnostic modules in the individual patients, applying the above- mentioned cut- offs, and in the implementation 
of MoBa. Both participants and therapists reported higher overall satisfaction and had higher WAI- SR ratings with MoBa than CBT. Both approaches led 
to major reductions of depressive symptoms at post- treatment, with a non- significant superiority of MoBa over CBT. Patients randomized to MoBa were 
nearly three times as likely to experience remission at the end of therapy (29.4% vs. 11.4%; odds ratio, OR = 3.2, 95% CI: 0.9- 11.6). Among mechanism- based 
outcomes, MoBa patients showed a significantly higher post- treatment effect on social processes/empathy (p<0.05) compared to CBT patients, who presented 
an exacerbation on this domain at post- treatment. Substantially less adverse events were reported for MoBa compared to CBT. These results suggest the 
feasibility and acceptability of an algorithm- based modular psychotherapy complementing CBT in depressed patients with psychiatric comorbidities and 
early trauma. While initial evidence of efficacy was observed, potential clinical advantages and interindividual heterogeneity in treatment outcomes will 
have to be investigated in fully powered confirmation trials.

Key words: Depression, early trauma, algorithm- based modular psychotherapy, mechanism- based treatment, cognitive- behavioral therapy, trans-
diagnostic treatment modules, trauma- related mechanisms, social processes, empathy

(World Psychiatry 2024;23:257–266)

In more than seven decades of research, psychotherapy has 
come a long way in proving its effects in treating mental health 
prob lems. Much research was stimulated by the development of 
disorder- specific approaches, particularly in the field of cognitive- 
behavioral therapy (CBT). However, this continuing evolution has 
not been paralleled by improved treatment outcomes.

Most evidence- based psychotherapy protocols are based on 
sin gle- disorder specific manuals, disregarding common psychiat-
ric comorbidities, transdiagnostic vulnerability factors such as ear-
ly trauma, and the high phenomenological heterogeneity among 
patients. This mismatch between available disorder- specific pro-
tocols and individual patient characteristics diminishes treatment 
effects and may be one reason for the limited application of evi-
dence- based psychotherapies in clinical practice.

Effect sizes of psychotherapies in general are currently stagnat-
ing at a low- to- moderate level. In the field of depression, a mini-
mum of 50% of patients do not respond, with approximately two- 
thirds not achieving remission with first- line treatment1, even 
when the procedure is in accordance with treatment guidelines2,3.

Fueled by growing criticism that disorder- specific manuals fail 
to address an individual’s complexity of transdiagnostic dysfunc-
tional mechanisms and processes, research paradigms are cur-
rently shifting toward personalization of psychotherapy4- 6. By tak-
ing differential treatment effects and interindividual differences 
into account, personalized psychotherapy could yield greater flex-
ibility, improved outcomes, and a better fit between research and 
practice.

Within this movement, several distinct approaches have emerged  
recently. One such pathway to achieve personalization is modular  
therapy7- 10. In contrast to conventional treatment protocols, mod-
ular approaches provide clinicians with an evidence- based tool-
box, allowing to integrate treatment modules systematically, as in      -
dependent but combinable sets of functional units. By tailoring 
module selection and application to the specific characteristics 
and needs of each patient, modular therapy promises higher ac-
ceptance by patients and therapists as well as better treat ment out-
comes11.

Modularity as a fundamental treatment principle was estab-
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lished two decades ago and has been primarily researched in chil-
dren and adolescents7,12. In adults, several feasibility trials with  
modular interventions have recently been conducted for a variety 
of mental health problems, with encouraging results13- 17. However, 
up to now, there has been little information on the decision criteria 
used to select interventions. Notably, programs have not applied al-
gorithms to choose the modules according to patients’ characteris-
tics in order to systematically personalize the treatment procedure.

Only one contemporary study provides initial evidence for the 
feasibility of statistical decision- making algorithms to guide men-
tal health care18. However, the efficacy cannot be clearly assessed, 
as only pre- post results from an uncontrolled open trial in commu-
nity college students are available to date19.

The present study is the first to investigate algorithm- based 
mod ular psychotherapy for adult patients in an observer- blinded,  
randomized controlled trial. To represent a difficult- to- treat sam-
ple regularly seen in clinical practice, patients with a DSM- 5 diag-
nosis of major depressive disorder, a score higher than 18 on the 
24-  item Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD- 24)20, at 
least one psychiatric comorbidity, a history of at least “moderate to 
severe” childhood maltreatment, and disturbed early trauma- re-
lat ed transdiagnostic mechanisms according to Research Domain 
Criteria (RDoC)21, were included.

The aim of the study was to evaluate the feasibility and accept-
ability, and to provide preliminary evidence for the efficacy of mod-
ular- based psychotherapy (MoBa) using a personalized treatment 
algorithm. This algorithm was derived from empirical evidence on 
the shared mechanisms underlying mental disorders after early 
trauma. These include overactivation of the fear/threat system, and 
dysfunctions of the arousal/affect regulation and social cognition 
systems22- 24.

The primary outcome for efficacy was the HRSD- 24 score at the 
end of treatment. Secondary outcomes included, among others, 
the response and remission rate, and improvements in the early 
trauma- related mechanisms of social threat response, hyperarous-
al, and social processes/empathy.

METHODS

Study design and participants

In this parallel- arm, observer- blinded, randomized controlled 
tri al (RCT), 70 early- traumatized outpatients with depression and 
psy chiatric comorbidities were recruited at two German university 
psy chiatric centers.

Eligible patients were 18- 65 years old; had a primary DSM- 5 
diagnosis of major depressive disorder ascertained by the Struc-
tured Clinical Interview for DSM- 5 (SCID- 5)25; had a score higher 
than 18 on the HRSD- 2420; had at least one comorbid psychiatric 
diagnosis according to the SCID- 5; had a history of at least “mod-
erate to severe” childhood maltreatment on at least one domain 
of the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ)26 (i.e., emotional 
neglect, emotional abuse, physical neglect, physical abuse, or 
sexual abuse); and exceeded the cut- off value on at least one of 

three measures of early trauma- related transdiagnostic mecha-
nisms23,27, i.e., a score ≥9.88 on the Rejection Sensitivity Question-
naire (RSQ)28; a score <45 on the Interpersonal Reactivity Index 
(IRI)29, or a score ≥55.73 on the Difficulties in Emotion Regulation 
Scale- 16 (DERS- 16)30.

Exclusion criteria were: an acute risk of suicide; another psychi-
atric disorder as the primary diagnosis; fulfilling diagnostic crite-
ria for schizophrenia, bipolar I disorder, neurocognitive disorder, 
or substance use disorder during the last 6 months; a diagnosis of 
antisocial personality disorder or more than three traits of border-
line personality disorder according to the Structured Clinical Inter-
view for DSM- 5 Personality Disorders (SCID- 5 PD)31; severe cog-
nitive impairment; a serious medical condition (interfering with 
participation in therapy sessions); other ongoing psychotherapy 
or psychotropic medication, except antidepressant and/or sleep- 
inducing treatment, if stable for at least 3 weeks (4 weeks for fluox-
etine). The selective use of a benzodiazepine as rescue medication 
on- demand for a maximum of 2 weeks was permitted, while the 
continuous intake of a benzodiazepine was not allowed32.

The study protocol was approved by the independent Ethics 
Committees of the University of Freiburg (reference no. 414/20) 
and the University of Heidelberg (reference no. S- 762/2020). The 
trial was preregistered at the German Clinical Trials Register (reg-
istration no. DRKS00022093). All participants provided written in-
formed consent.

Randomization, masking and monitoring

Randomization was performed, stratified by site, in blocks of 
variable length in a ratio of 1:1. The block lengths were document-
ed separately and not disclosed to the sites. All clinical interviews 
and outcome assessments were conducted by raters who were 
blinded to the treatment arm allocation.

The raters were centrally trained and certified in the assessment 
of clinician- rated outcomes, and inter- rater reliability was ensured 
as part of the training process. The sites implemented procedures 
to maintain rater blinding to treatment assignment by informing 
and reminding patients, at each visit, not to mention their treat-
ment condition or related content to the raters. In addition, the 
raters and the study therapists were placed at different physical 
lo ca tions. Therapists refrained from any conversation about any 
as pects of individual treatments with the raters. On- site data moni-
toring was regularly conducted by clinical monitors from the Clini-
cal Trials Unit Freiburg.

Interventions

The interventions included 20 manual- based individual ses-
sions of CBT or MoBa over 16 weeks (twice weekly in weeks 1- 4, 
once per week in weeks 5- 16).

The CBT condition followed the German standard CBT manual 
for depression33, including the following elements: building a thera-
peutic alliance, psychoeducation, behavior activation, cognitive re-
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structuring, and strategies for maintenance and relapse prevention.
The MoBa condition included CBT as described above, comple-

mented by at least one of three selected modules, which addressed  
disturbed mechanisms associated with early interpersonal trau-
matization.

Module 1 addressed the negative valence system (according to  
RDoC21) and the social threat response system, with the goal to 
reduce avoidance behavior. It used elements of the cognitive be-
havioral analysis system of psychotherapy (CBASP)34,35, a method 
tailored for the treatment of early- onset chronically depressed 
patients, usually with a trauma history. The CBASP elements in-
cluded in the module were the “significant other history” with a 
derived transference hypothesis, the “interpersonal discrimina-
tion exercise”, and the therapist’s “contingent personal reactivity” 
(see also supplementary information). The questionnaire assess-
ing the domains covered by this module was the RSQ28.

Module 2 addressed the system for social processes (according 
to RDoC21), with the goal of enhancing perception and under-
standing of self and others, empathy and social communication. 
It used strategies of mentalization- based therapy (MBT)36. This in-
cluded modelling and teaching mentalization, so that the patient 
could learn to “read” others’ behavior and was thereby reconnect-
ed to his/her social environment, fostering his/her social compe-
tence (see also supplementary information). The questionnaire 
assessing the domains covered by this module was the IRI29.

Module 3 addressed the arousal system (according to RDoC21), 
with the goal of reducing hyperarousal. It used the emotion aware-
ness and regulation techniques of mindfulness- based cognitive 
therapy (MBCT)37. This included mindfulness exercises focusing 
on: observing non- judgmentally internal and external stimuli; shift-
ing attention away from trauma- related inner “movies”; and mon-
itoring skills to overcome hyperarousal or being run over by one’s 
emotions (see also supplementary information). The questionnaire 
assessing the domains covered by this module was the DERS- 1630.

The study therapists, who were clinical psychologists with a CBT 
background, received a formal training in both manualized inter-
ventions by experts of the respective fields. Adherence to the man-
uals was assured by continuous supervision. All therapy sessions 
were video- recorded, and randomly selected sequences were 
watched by the supervisors. In addition, adherence was checked 
by asking therapists to fill out a Therapeutic Element Checklist 
(TEC) (see supplementary information) immediately after each 
session. Supervisors reviewed the TECs regularly.

Outcomes and assessments

We investigated the feasibility of the selection of the therapeu-
tic modules in the individual patients – applying the above- men-
tioned cut- off values for measures of early trauma- related trans-
diagnostic mechanisms – and of the implementation of MoBa. 
Participants’ and therapists’ overall satisfaction with MoBa and 
CBT was assessed by the TEC after each session. The therapeutic 
alliance was evaluated by participants and therapists using the 

Working Alliance Inventory -  Short Revised (WAI- SR)38 at the end 
of treatment. The WAI- SR assesses three key aspects of the thera-
peutic alliance: agreement on tasks of therapy, agreements on 
goals of therapy, and development of an affective bond.

The primary efficacy outcome was defined a priori as the 
HRSD- 2420 score at the end of treatment measured by blind, inde-
pendent raters. Secondary outcomes included the rate of response 
(defined as a reduction of the HRSD- 24 score by at least 50% from 
baseline and a score <16 at post- treatment), and the rate of remis-
sion (defined as a HRSD- 24 score ≤8 at post- treatment).

Further secondary outcomes comprised: a) self- rated depres-
sive and anxiety symptoms, as assessed by the Beck Depression 
Inventory- II (BDI- II)39 and the Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI)40; b) 
improvements in the early trauma- related mechanisms of social 
threat response, hyperarousal, and social processes/empathy, as 
assessed by the RSQ28, the DERS- 1630, and the IRI29, respectively; 
c) improvements in clinician- rated social and occupational func-
tioning, as assessed by the Social and Occupational Functioning 
Assessment Scale (SOFAS)41, and in self- rated quality of life, as 
assessed by the World Health Organization Quality of Life -  Brief 
Version (WHOQOL- BREF)42.

We also assessed the deterioration rate, in both treatment 
groups, using the reliable change index based on the variance and 
reliability of the HRSD- 24 score at baseline and post- treatment.

Adverse events and serious adverse events were recorded for 
the entire treatment duration, using a well- established checklist43. 
Adverse events were defined as any unfavorable and unintended  
sign, symptom or disease, whether or not considered to be related 
to the treatment (this included worsening of symptoms, occurrence  
of new symptoms, occurrence of passive suicidal thoughts, active  
suicidal intentions or plans, problems in the patient- ther apist  
relationship, private problems, occupational problems, or other 
med ical conditions). Serious adverse events were defined as any 
medical event that resulted in death, was life- threatening, required 
inpatient hospitalization or prolongation of existing hospitaliza-
tion, or resulted in persistent or significant disability or incapacity 
(this included any medical condition that might require medical 
or surgical intervention to prevent one of the above outcomes, in-
cluding suicide attempts).

Statistical analyses

Due to the exploratory nature of the trial and the lack of compara-
ble studies, no formal sample size calculation was possible32. Following 
Billingham et al44, a sample size of 30 patients per group was regard-
ed as reasonable, resulting in a total of 60 patients. Non- compliance 
and/or dropout of patients after randomization was assumed to be  
at most 14%. Therefore, 70 patients were random ized, split in the two  
treatment groups for each of the two partici pating centers.

The primary efficacy analysis was performed according to the 
intention- to- treat principle and was based on the full analysis set. 
This included all randomized patients, who were analyzed as be-
longing to their randomized arm, regardless of whether they re-
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fused therapy, or whether other protocol deviations were known. 
The effects of CBT and MoBa with respect to the HRSD- 24 post- 
treatment (primary endpoint) were estimated within a linear re-
gression model and the two- sided 95% confidence interval (CI). 
The model included treatment and study center as independent 
variables, as well as baseline HRSD- 24 score.

Secondary endpoints were analyzed descriptively in a similar 
fashion, using regression models as appropriate for the respective 
type of data. Treatment effects were calculated with corresponding 
two- sided 95% CIs.

The primary and secondary endpoints were also evaluated in 
linear regression models as described above, but additionally ad-
justing for the depression type (episodic depressive disorder vs. 
persistent depressive disorder or dysthymic syndrome with super-
imposed major depressive episodes).

RESULTS

A total of 119 patients were screened for eligibility at both centers 
from December 2019 to March 2022, of whom 70 were included 
and randomized to MoBa or CBT. One patient in the MoBa group  
dis     continued the study due to relocation. Four patients (three in 
 Mo   Ba, one in CBT) dropped out after less than 17 sessions. All pa   -
tients were included in the intention- to- treat analysis (see Figure 1).

Sample characteristics

Demographic, historical and clinical baseline characteristics of 
the participants in the intention- to- treat sample are shown in Ta-
ble 1. The mean age was 38.9±13.2 years in the MoBa group and 

Figure 1 Study flow chart. MoBa – algorithm- based modular psychotherapy, CBT – standard cognitive- behavioral therapy, HRSD- 24 – 24- item 
Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression.

Patients assessed for eligibility 
(N=119)

Patients randomized (N=70)

Patients excluded (N=49)

No “moderate to severe” maltreatment (N=13)
Primary diagnosis other than depression (N=8)
Borderline or antisocial personality disorder (N=8)
HRSD-24 score 18 (N=7)
No psychiatric comorbidity (N=5)
No informed consent (N=4)
No module cut-off exceeded (N=3)
Bipolar I disorder (N=2)
Age >65 years (N=2)
Ongoing pharmacotherapy (other than 
antidepressants) (N=1)
Relocation (N=1)
Contact lost (N=1)

Patients randomized to receive 
MoBa (N=35)

Patients randomized to receive 
CBT (N=35)

Patients who completed the study
(N=31)

(One patient discontinued due to 
relocation; three patients dropped 

out)

Patients who completed the study 
(N=34)

(One patient dropped out)

Patients included in intention-to-
treat analysis (N=35)

Patients included in intention-to-
treat analysis (N=35)
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44.4±15.3 years in the CBT sample. The proportion of females was, 
respectively, 71.4% and 68.6%. Most patients were single (42.9% 
and 55.9%) and not employed (33.3% and 47.1%) in both groups.

Patients in the MoBa group had more frequently a diagnosis of 
persistent depressive disorder (34.3% vs. 20.0%) or dysthymic syn-
drome with superimposed major depressive episodes (34.3% vs. 
22.9%). The current mean HRSD- 24 score was 26.3±4.7 in MoBa 
and 27.6±7.3 in CBT patients. The mean duration of the current de-
pressive condition was 204 days in MoBa and 142 days in CBT pa-
tients. Patients in the MoBa arm reported twice as many past sui-
cide attempts prior to treatment (34.3% vs. 17.1%) and were more 
likely to present current physical comorbidities (57.1% vs. 42.9%).

The mean number of comorbid psychiatric diagnoses was 1.9 in 
both groups (range: 1- 5). Anxiety disorders were the most frequent 
comorbid diagnoses (27.1% of patients were diagnosed with gen-
eralized anxiety disorder, 22.9% with social anxiety disorder, 14.3% 
with panic disorder, 14.3% with specific phobia, and 7.1% with ago-
raphobia). Furthermore, 25.7% of patients received a comorbid di-
agnosis of personality disorder (20.0% avoidant, 2.9% dependent, 
1.4% narcissistic, and 1.4% obsessive- compulsive); 21.4% had co-
morbid post- traumatic stress disorder; 15.7% attention- deficit/
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD); 11.4% obsessive- compulsive or 
related disorders; 7.1% sleep- wake disorders; 5.8% feeding or 
eating disorders; 4.3% premenstrual dysphoric disorder; and 4.3% 
unspecified somatic symptom and related disorders.

Childhood maltreatment (at least “moderate to severe”) was 
re ported in a mean number of CTQ domains of 2.6±1.2 for the 
MoBa and 2.4±1.3 for the CBT group. Overall, 87.1% of patients ex-
pe rienced emotional neglect (35.7% “moderate to severe”, 51.4% 

Table 1 Demographic, historical and clinical baseline characteristics 
of  participants in the study

MoBa (N=35) CBT (N=35)

Age (years), mean±SD 38.9±13.2 44.4±15.3

Gender, N (%)

Female 25 (71.4) 24 (68.6)

Male 10 (28.6) 10 (28.6)

Non- binary 0 1 (2.9)

Marital status, N (%)

Single 15 (42.9) 19 (55.9)

Married/registered partnership 7 (20.0) 5 (14.7)

Permanent partnership 10 (28.6) 1 (2.9)

Divorced/separated 3 (8.6) 9 (26.5)

Widowed 0 0

Educational level, N (%)

Low (less than 9 years) 2 (5.7) 2 (5.7)

Medium (10- 11 years) 7 (20.0) 11 (31.4)

High (12+ years) 26 (74.3) 22 (62.9)

Employment, N (%)

Full- time 5 (15.2) 4 (11.8)

Part- time 7 (21.2) 9 (26.5)

Marginally/irregularly employed 8 (24.2) 3 (8.8)

In training 2 (6.1) 2 (5.9)

Not employed 11 (33.3) 16 (47.1)

Depression type, N (%)

Episodic depressive disorder 11 (31.4) 20 (57.1)

Persistent depressive disorder 12 (34.3) 7 (20.0)

Dysthymic syndrome with 
superimposed major depressive 
episodes

12 (34.3) 8 (22.9)

Age at first depressive episode (years), 
mean±SD

20.1±11.4 20.0±9.3

Family history of  mental disorder, N (%) 27 (77.1) 23 (65.7)

Comorbid psychiatric diagnoses 
(number), mean±SD

1.9±0.9 1.9±1.1

Childhood maltreatment in individual 
CTQ domains, N (%)

Emotional neglect 32 (91.4) 29 (82.9)

Emotional abuse 25 (71.4) 27 (77.1)

Physical neglect 14 (40.0) 11 (31.4)

Physical abuse 10 (28.6) 10 (28.6)

Sexual abuse 11 (31.4) 7 (20.6)

CTQ domains on which maltreatment 
was reported, N (%)

One 8 (22.9) 10 (28.6)

Two 8 (22.9) 12 (34.3)

Three 10 (28.6) 6 (17.1)

MoBa (N=35) CBT (N=35)

Four 7 (20.0) 3 (8.6)

Five 2 (5.7) 4 (11.4)

CTQ domains on which maltreatment 
was reported, mean±SD

2.6±1.2 2.4±1.3

Previous suicide attempts, N (%)

None 23 (65.7) 29 (82.9)

One 9 (25.7) 2 (5.7)

At least two 3 (8.6) 4 (11.4)

Previous inpatient psychiatric treatment, 
N (%)

Yes 16 (45.7) 11 (31.4)

No 19 (54.3) 24 (68.6)

Current HRSD- 24 score, mean±SD 26.3±4.7 27.6±7.3

Current physical comorbidities, N (%) 20 (57.1) 15 (42.9)

Currently receiving psychopharmacological 
treatment, N (%)

21 (60.0) 25 (71.4)

MoBa – algorithm- based modular psychotherapy, CBT – standard cognitive- 
behavioral therapy, HRSD- 24 – 24- item Hamilton Rating Sale for Depression, 
CTQ – Childhood Trauma Questionnaire

Table 1 Demographic, historical and clinical baseline characteristics 
of  participants in the study (continued)
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“severe to extreme”); 74.3% emotional abuse (22.9% “moderate to 
severe”, 51.4% “severe to extreme”); 35.7% physical neglect (15.7% 
“moderate to severe”, 20.0% “severe to extreme”); 28.6% physical 
abuse (10.0% “moderate to severe”, 18.6% “severe to extreme”); and 
26.1% sexual abuse (13.0% “moderate to severe”, 13.0% “severe to 
extreme”).

The proportion of patients currently receiving psychopharma-
cological treatment was 60.0% in the MoBa and 71.4% in the CBT 
group. Overall, 65.7% of patients were receiving medication. Of 
these, 17.1% reported the stable use of selective serotonin reuptake 
inhibitors, 12.9% of non- selective monoamine reuptake inhibitors, 
42.9% of other antidepressants. The proportion of patients with a 
history of inpatient psychiatric treatment was 45.7% in the MoBa 
and 31.4% in the CBT sample.

Module allocation and treatment implementation

In the MoBa group, treatment modules were selected in the in-
dividual patients according to a systematic algorithm applying the 
above- mentioned cut- off values for measures of early trauma- re-
lated transdiagnostic mechanisms. Among patients randomized to 
this group, 17.1% received only the Module 1; 11.4% only the Mod-
ule 2; 14.3% the Modules 1 and 2; 31.4% the Modules 1 and 3; 2.9% 
the Modules 2 and 3; and 22.9% the Modules 1, 2 and 3. No patient 

received only the Module 3 (see Figure 2).
Overall, patients received a mean of 17.3±4.0 therapy sessions. 

In the MoBa group, the mean time in a session applying CBT ele-
ments was 43.2%. If CBASP and/or mentalization and/or mind-
fulness elements were part of the modular intervention, the mean 
time spent on each of these elements was, respectively, 50.5%, 
45.9%, and 33.9%.

Feasibility and acceptability

We found no difficulties in the selection of the therapeutic mod-
ules in the individual patients – by applying the above- mentioned 
cut- off values for measures of early trauma- related transdiagnostic 
mechanisms – and in the implementation of MoBa.

Therapists recorded high or very high satisfaction more frequent-
ly after a modular therapy session than after a CBT session (92.8% vs. 
82.9%). The same applied to patients (82.9% vs. 74.3%). Difficulties 
in the patient- therapist relationship were reported by 5.7% of pa-
tients in the MoBa and 11.4% in the CBT group. The therapeutic al-
liance was rated as better by both therapists and participants in the 
MoBa vs. the CBT group on all three factors: agreement on tasks of 
therapy (mean difference: 0.24 for therapists and 0.22 for patients); 
agreement on goals of therapy (0.24 and 0.02); and affective bond 
(0.05 and 0.16), although no difference was statistically significant.

Figure 2 Selection of modules according to the evidence- based algorithm. RSQ – Rejection Sensitivity Questionnaire, IRI – Interpersonal Reac-
tivity Index, DERS- 16 – Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale- 16, CBASP – cognitive behavioral analysis system of psychotherapy, MBT – 
mentalization- based therapy.
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Patients in the MoBa group completed homework more often 
than in the CBT group (89.6% vs. 71.0%). Therapists reported more 
time problems in MoBa compared to CBT sessions (31.4% vs. 18.6%).

Efficacy

After 16 weeks of treatment, the mean HRSD- 24 score was 17.2 
(95% CI: 14.1- 20.4) in the MoBa group and 17.4 (95% CI: 14.3- 20.5) 
in the CBT group. Using the linear regression model, we found an 
estimated mean difference of –0.2 (95% CI: –4.6 to 4.2). After adjust-
ing for the depression type, the estimated mean difference was –1.0 
(95% CI: –5.5 to 3.6). So, concerning the primary outcome, there 
was a non- significant superiority of MoBa over CBT (see Figure 3).

The response rate was slightly higher in the MoBa than the 
CBT group (35.3% vs. 31.4%; OR=1.2, 95% CI: 0.4- 3.2). However, 
MoBa patients were nearly three times as likely to experience re-
mission at the end of therapy (29.4% vs. 11.4%, OR=3.2, 95% CI: 
0.9- 11.6).

Secondary efficacy outcomes showed a non- significant superi-
ority of MoBa over CBT, with a mean difference (after adjusting for 
the depression type) of –4.2 (95% CI: –9.4 to 1.1) for BDI- II, of –0.9 
(95% CI: –5.2 to 3.5) for BAI, of 3.0 (95% CI: –2.4 to 8.4) for SOFAS, 
of 3.2 (95% CI: –6.9 to 13.2) for WHOQOL- BREF Psychological, of 
5.9 (95% CI: –2.4 to 14.2) for WHOQOL- BREF Social Relationships, 
and of 4.0 (95% CI: –1.7 to 9.7) for WHOQOL- BREF Environment. 
The only exception was WHOQOL- BREF Physical Health, which 
showed a non- significant superiority of CBT (mean difference: 
–0.7, 95% CI: –7.7 to 6.4) (see Figure 3).

Among mechanism- based outcomes, MoBa patients showed 
a significantly higher post- treatment effect on social processes/
empathy after adjusting for the depression type, with an estimated 

mean difference of 1.9 (95% CI: 0.0- 3.8, p<0.05) in the IRI score 
compared with the CBT group. This latter group actually showed 
an exacerbation on this domain at post- treatment (see Table 2). 
The adjusted effect estimates also favored MoBa for the other two 
mechanism- based outcomes, but not at a statistically significant 
level: the mean difference, after adjusting for the depression type, 
was 1.6 (95% CI: –0.7 to 3.9) for the RSQ score, and 1.8 (95% CI: –4.3 
to 7.9) for the DERS- 16 score (see Table 2).

Overall, 5 of 69 patients (7.2%) deteriorated during treatment, 
with a mean exacerbation of –6.6 (SD=0.5) HRSD- 24 points. Of 
these, three patients had been randomized to MoBa and two to 

Figure 3 Estimated mean differences between algorithm- based modular psychotherapy (MoBa) and standard cognitive- behavioral therapy 
(CBT) for measures of clinical efficacy, adjusted for depression type. HRSD- 24 – 24- item Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression, BDI- II – Beck 
Depression Inventory- II, BAI – Beck Anxiety Inventory, SOFAS – Social and Occupational Functioning Assessment Scale, WHOQOL- BREF – 
World Health Organization Quality of Life -  Brief Version.

Table 2 Estimated mean differences between algorithm- based modu-
lar psychotherapy (MoBa) and standard cognitive- behavioral therapy 
(CBT) for mechanism- based outcomes, adjusted for depression type

MoBa CBT
Adjusted effect 

estimates

N
Adjusted 

mean (SE) N
Adjusted 

mean (SE)
Mean 

difference 95% CI

Rejection Sensitivity Questionnaire (RSQ)

Baseline 35 16.0 (0.93) 35 15.3 (0.88)

Post- treatment 34 12.2 (0.81) 33 10.6 (0.81) 1.6 –0.7 to 3.9

Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI)

Baseline 35 44.1 (1.04) 35 43.4 (1.34)

Post- treatment 34 45.0 (0.68) 35 43.1 (0.65) 1.9 0.0 to 3.8

Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale (DERS- 16)

Baseline 35 56.7 (1.95) 35 51.8 (1.92)

Post- treatment 34 45.5 (2.18) 35 43.7 (2.09) 1.8 –4.3 to 7.9

The significant difference between MoBa and CBT (p<0.05) is highlighted in 
bold prints
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CBT.

Safety

Overall, 44 adverse events occurred during the trial, including 
symp tom exacerbation or occurrence of new symptoms in eight 
cases, passive suicidal thoughts in eight cases, and problems in the 
patient- therapist relationship in four cases. The number of adverse 
events was substantially lower in the MoBa group (15; 34.1%) than 
in the CBT group (29; 65.9%), corresponding to an average number 
of 0.43 events per MoBa patient, and 0.83 events per CBT patient. 
No severe adverse events were reported.

DISCUSSION

This is the first randomized controlled trial to investigate the fea-
sibility, acceptability and efficacy of an algorithm- based selection of  
treatment modules complementing standard CBT. The algorithm 
was derived from a mechanistic model of the sequelae of early life 
adversity, and therapists were asked to select, in the individual pa-
tients, the appropriate modules on the basis of a baseline as sess-
ment of those sequelae.

In a highly burdened sample of early traumatized patients with 
mostly persistent or recurrent depression and psychiatric comor-
bidities, the modular approach proved highly acceptable. Both pa-
tients and therapists reported high or very high post- session satis-
faction more frequently with MoBa than with CBT. The therapeutic  
al liance was rated as better by both patients and therapists in the 
MoBa vs. the CBT group regarding all its key elements (agreement on  
tasks of therapy, agreement on goals of therapy, and affective bond).

MoBa therapists reported more time pressure, very likely because 
of the challenge to integrate the additional modules within a small 
number of 20 sessions. On the other hand, patients in the MoBa 
group completed homework more often and reported less difficul-
ties in their relationship to the therapist than those in the CBT group.

Very few of these severely affected patients dropped out or de-
teriorated. Patients receiving MoBa reported a substantially lower 
number of adverse events than those in the CBT group. No serious 
adverse event occurred.

The MoBa approach was associated with a superiority over 
stan  dard CBT on both the primary (HRSD- 24 score at post- treat-
ment) and almost all of the secondary (self- rated depressive and 
anxiety symptoms, clinician- rated social and occupational func-
tioning, self- rated quality of life) efficacy outcomes. However, no 
difference reached statistical significance, most likely due to the 
small sample size.

Patients in the modular treatment arm were nearly three times as 
likely to show post- treatment remission (29.4% vs. 11.4%, OR=3.2). 
This finding provides a preliminary support to the usefulness of a 
modular mechanism- based approach aimed to personalize psy-
chotherapy9,45, in order to address the substantial interindividual 
heterogeneity in treatment effects among depressed patients46- 52.

Our treatment algorithm was based on the baseline assessment 

of three early trauma- related transdiagnostic mechanisms: social 
threat response, hyperarousal, and social processes/empathy. There  
was a significant differential treatment effect regarding social pro-
cesses/empathy, as MoBa patients reported pre- post improve-
ments while CBT patients showed an exacerbation on this domain. 
Interestingly, the mentalizing module addressing this domain was 
the only one including elements not derived from a third- wave 
CBT, but from a psychodynamic approach36. The ad justed effect 
estimates also favored MoBa on the other two mech anism- based 
outcomes, although the difference did not reach a statistically sig-
nificant level, again likely due to the small sample size.

Statistical analyses were limited to overall comparisons of MoBa  
vs. CBT, since tests comparing different modules were not suffi-
ciently powered. While the modules were selected based on an 
evidence- based algorithm, the sequencing of the strategies within 
modules were based on the therapists’ individual case conceptual-
izations. There is no reliable evidence to support a data- driv en de-
cision algorithm for sequencing as yet. However, monitoring and 
feedback systems have been reported to increase the efficacy of 
psychotherapies by further personalizing and adapting interven-
tions to the patients’ response53,54. These will be tested in a future 
confirmatory trial.

Since both interventions were provided by the same thera-
pists, some degree of involuntary treatment diffusion might have 
oc curred55,56. Therefore, separate therapists being trained in and 
delivering only one intervention will have to be used in the future 
to systematically prevent this effect.

Up to now, little is known about how interventions should be  
struc tured in modular psychotherapies57. Different from most prac-
ticing clinicians who follow eclectic treatment approaches accord-
ing to their expertise and intuition58, empirically based rules are need-
ed to arrive at replicable treatment standards. This is the first study  
which applied a personalized decision- making principle of module  
sel ection based on an algorithm derived from a mechanistic model.  
It is notable that this model was informed by the RDoC approach, 
which does not happen frequently in clinical tri  als and practice.

Although MoBa randomized participants had characteristics 
associated with greater treatment resistance than those receiving 
standard CBT, the modular approach proved to be feasible, safe 
and effective, showing advantages related to patients’ and thera-
pists’ satisfaction and several clinical outcomes. While this seems 
highly promising as a distinct pathway to achieve personalization, 
further evaluation will be needed in a fully powered confirmatory 
trial.

To account for the results of this proof- of- concept trial, an op-
timized design will have to incorporate more therapy sessions, 
include a monitoring system, and involve patients in standard-
ized shared decision- making to sequence modules. In the future, 
a combination of theory-  and data- based algorithms may be opti-
mal, with machine learning analyses of actuarial data to build rep-
licable processes and outputs.
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Absolute and relative outcomes of psychotherapies for eight mental 
disorders: a systematic review and meta- analysis
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Psychotherapies are first- line treatments for most mental disorders, but their absolute outcomes (i.e., response and remission rates) are not well studied, 
despite the relevance of such information for health care users, providers and policy makers. We aimed to examine absolute and relative outcomes of psy-
chotherapies across eight mental disorders: major depressive disorder (MDD), social anxiety disorder, panic disorder, generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), 
specific phobia, post- traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), obsessive- compulsive disorder (OCD), and borderline personality disorder (BPD). We used a series 
of living systematic reviews included in the Metapsy initiative (www. metap sy. org), with a common strategy for literature search, inclusion of studies and 
extraction of data, and a common format for the analyses. Literature search was conducted in major bibliographical databases (PubMed, PsycINFO, 
Embase, and the Cochrane Register of Controlled Trials) up to January 1, 2023. We included randomized controlled trials comparing psychotherapies for  
any of the eight mental disorders, established by a diagnostic interview, with a control group (waitlist, care- as- usual, or pill placebo). We conducted random-   
effects model pairwise meta- analyses. The main outcome was the absolute rate of response (at least 50% symptom reduction between baseline and post- 
test) in the treatment and control conditions. Secondary outcomes included the relative risk (RR) of response, and the number needed to treat (NNT). 
Random- effects meta- analyses of the included 441 trials (33,881 patients) indicated modest response rates for psychotherapies: 0.42 (95% CI: 0.39- 0.45) for 
MDD; 0.38 (95% CI: 0.33- 0.43) for PTSD; 0.38 (95% CI: 0.30- 0.47) for OCD; 0.38 (95% CI: 0.33- 0.43) for panic disorder; 0.36 (95% CI: 0.30- 0.42) for GAD; 
0.32 (95% CI: 0.29- 0.37) for social anxiety disorder; 0.32 (95% CI: 0.23- 0.42) for specific phobia; and 0.24 (95% CI: 0.15- 0.36) for BPD. Most sensitivity 
analyses broadly supported these findings. The RRs were significant for all disorders, except BPD. Our conclusion is that most psychotherapies for the eight 
mental disorders are effective compared with control conditions, but absolute response rates are modest. More effective treatments and interventions for 
those not responding to a first- line treatment are needed.

Key words: Psychotherapies, response rates, depression, social anxiety disorder, panic disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, specific phobia, post- 
traumatic stress disorder, obsessive- compulsive disorder, borderline personality disorder

(World Psychiatry 2024;23:267–275)

About 970 million people worldwide suffer from a mental dis-
or der1. Depression and anxiety disorders are the most prevalent 
con ditions, but the prevalence rates of other disorders – such as 
post-  traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), obsessive- compulsive dis-
order (OCD) and borderline personality disorder (BPD) – are also 
re mark ably high. For these disorders, evidence- based treatments 
are available, with psychotherapies being first- line interventions 
2.

Treatment outcomes of psychotherapies are usually examined  
by continuous measures (i.e., mean scores on rating scales). Meta-  
   analyses typically report outcomes as standardized mean diff er-
ences (SMDs), which indicate the difference between an in ter ven-
tion and a control condition in terms of standard deviation units. 
Although this is a correct way of reporting outcomes, these eff ect 
sizes are difficult to interpret for patients, providers and pol icy 
makers3,4.

Binary outcomes such as response (defined, in the case of de-
pres sion, as a 50% symptom reduction between baseline and 

post- test) and remission (i.e., a state in which the individual has no 
more than minimal symptoms) are easier to interpret5. However, 
trials and meta- analyses typically report these outcomes by com-
paring the treatment with a control condition in terms of relative 
risks (RRs), odds ratios (ORs), or number needed to treat (NNT), i.e., 
how many patients need to be treated to have one more positive 
outcome compared to controls6.

Absolute outcomes, in terms of response or remission rates of 
treatments, are typically not pooled in meta- analyses, because this 
would assume that these rates are comparable across trials, which 
may not be the case7. Such absolute outcomes are, however, es sen-
tial for clinical decision- making. In other areas, for example in me-
ta-  analyses of prevalence rates of mental disorders, absolute rates 
are often pooled8- 10.

Hundreds of randomized controlled trials have examined the 
eff ects of psychotherapies, and meta- analyses have shown that 
these therapies are effective across a broad range of mental disor-
ders, including major depressive disorder (MDD)11,12, PTSD13,14, 

http://www.metapsy.org
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OCD15, BPD16,17, and anxiety disorders18- 22. Very few meta- anal-
y ses, however, have focused on more than one mental disorder, 
while a broad er focus on multiple disorders can allow an as sess-
ment of the comparative “treatability” of these conditions.

This is also important because psychotherapies are compared 
with different types of control conditions, which can lead to differ-
ential effect sizes. For example, in the field of depression, it is well 
es tablished that the use of waitlist as the control condition may 
over es timate the effects of treatments23. In anxiety disorders, al-
most all trials have used waitlist, and there are indications that 
care- as- usual control groups result in considerably smaller effect 
sizes22. In BPD, virtually all trials make use of care- as- usual control 
groups16,17. One advantage of examining absolute outcomes is that 
this is done separately for the treatment and control groups, so that 
a comparison between the relative “treatability” of mental disor-
ders is not complicated by differences in control conditions.

In this meta- analytic study, we examined the absolute and rela-
tive outcomes of psychotherapies for eight major mental disorders: 
MDD, PTSD, OCD, BPD, panic disorder, generalized anxiety disor-
der (GAD), social anxiety disorder, and specific phobia. As primary 
outcome, we considered the absolute measure of response rate24. 
In the field of treatments for depression, response is often defined 
as a 50% symptom reduction5. In other fields, the definition of re-
sponse is less clear. For example, in studies on anxiety disorders, a 
broad range of different definitions is used25, and the same is true 
for PTSD26. In this meta- analysis, we used the same definition of re-  
sponse (number of patients with at least 50% symptom reduction  
between baseline and post- test, divided by the total number of pa-
tients) across all included mental disorders. This allows to have a com -
parable outcome across these different disorders, providing an in-
dication of their relative “treatability”. To the best of our knowledge, 
no previous meta- analysis has reported absolute outcomes across 
psychotherapies for a range of mental disorders.

METHODS

Search strategy and selection criteria

This meta- analysis was registered at the Open Science Frame-
work (https:// doi. org/ 10. 17605/  osf. io/ rpw6g ). We used a series of 
living systematic reviews included in the Metapsy project (www. 
m etap sy. org), with a common strategy for search of literature, in-
clusion of studies and extraction of data, and a common format for 
the analyses. All included datasets are updated at least once per 
year (deadline for the current study: January 1, 2023).

Major bibliographical databases – including PubMed, PsycIN-
FO, Embase, and the Cochrane Register of Controlled Trials – were 
searched by combining terms (index and text words) indicative of 
each of the mental disorders and psychotherapies, with filters for 
ran domized controlled trials. Separate searches were conducted  
for MDD, PTSD, OCD and BPD. A combined search was perform -
ed for four anxiety disorders: panic disorder, GAD, social anxiety 
disor der, and specific phobia. Full search strings are presented in 
the supplementary information.

All identified records were screened by two researchers, and all re  -
cords that could possibly meet inclusion criteria according to one 
of the researchers were retrieved in full text. The decision to include 
a study was also made by two independent researchers, and dis-
agreements were resolved through consensus and, if needed, con-
sul tation with a third rater.

For the current meta- analysis, we included randomized con-
trolled trials in which a psychotherapy27 for adults with any of the 
eight mental disorders, as established by a diagnostic interview, was 
compared with a control group (waitlist, care- as- usual, or pill pla-
cebo). We excluded studies with other control conditions, those in-
cluding participants based on self- report symptom measures; those 
on inpatients, children or adolescents; those examining un guided 
self- help interventions, and those with insufficient data to cal cu late 
the response rate.

Quality assessment and data extraction

The quality of the included trials was evaluated using the Co-
chrane Risk of Bias (RoB) assessment tool version 1 (for the dataset 
on MDD)28 or version 2 (for the other seven datasets)29. We used 
four criteria of the RoB tool 1: sequence generation, concealment of 
allocation to conditions, prevention of knowledge of the allocated 
in tervention, and dealing with incomplete outcome data. RoB tool 
2 assessed the same domains in more detail, as well as whether 
anal yses were pre- specified. We separated the trials in each of the 
eight datasets into two categories: low RoB and other. The defini-
tion of low RoB varied across the datasets (definitions are provided 
in Table 1). All assessments of RoB were conducted by two inde-
pen dent researchers, and disagreements were resolved through dis-
cus sion with a third author.

We extracted several other characteristics of the trials and inter-
ventions: mean age of participants, proportion of women, whether 
the participants were recruited exclusively from clinical samples, 
type of psychotherapy (see supplementary information for defini-
tions), treatment format, number of sessions, type of control condi-
tion, and country where the study was conducted.

Estimation of response rates

Treatment response was defined as the number of patients with 
at least 50% symptom reduction between baseline and post- test, 
di vid ed by the total number of patients. For the calculation of the 
re sponse rate, we used one outcome measure in each study. If mul-
tiple outcome measures were used, we selected the measure that 
was most frequently used.

Patients randomized but not included in the analyses of re-
spond ers in the original reports were assumed to be non- re spond-
ers and included in the main analyses to abide by the intention- to- 
treat principle. This was considered the most conservative esti-
mate. We conducted sensitivity analyses in which we only includ-
ed study completers, or all dropouts were considered re sponders.

We calculated response rates using a validated method using  

https://doi.org/10.17605/osf.io/rpw6g
http://www.metapsy.org
http://www.metapsy.org
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the baseline and post- test means and standard deviations of the 
con tin uous outcome measures, and the number of patients at post- 
test24. This method of estimating response rates has been tested in 
five meta- analyses of treatments of depression and anxiety24,30, 
resulting in correlations between 0.94 and 0.97 between the esti-
mated and true response rates.

Meta- analyses

We pooled the response rates using the metaprop function of 
the meta package in R (version 4.2.2), and ran all analyses in RStu-
dio (2023.03.0+386). Binomial proportion data were first trans-
formed to a logit scale, and then random- effects meta- analyses 

Table 1 Overview of  literature search and characteristics of  included studies and interventions

MDD PAN SAD GAD PHOB PTSD OCD BPD Total

Literature search

Identified records, n 33,181 For all anxiety disorders: 19,535 36,108 11,235 11,827 111,886

Records after removal of  
duplicates, n

23,243 For all anxiety disorders: 13,328 14,369 7,752 5,867 64,559

Full  texts assessed, n 3,987 For all anxiety disorders: 1,378 2,138 573 228 8,304

Studies and patients included

Studies, n 159 48 52 48 22 69 22 21 441

Comparisons, n 196 71 74 61 32 87 26 22 569

Patients, N 14,908 3,559 4,053 3,773 1,189 2,986 1,011 1,525 33,881

Patients in therapy, N 8,362 2,236 2,593 2,162 711 2,325 585 795 19,769

Patients in control condition, N 6,546 1,323 1,460 1,611 478 1,538 426 730 14,112

Characteristics of included studies

Clinical recruitment, n (%) 63 (38.9) 17 (35.4) 4 (7.7) 20 (41.7) 1 (4.2) 31 (44.9) 7 (31.8) 18 (85.7) 160 (36.3)

Age, years (mean±SD) 42.2±13.1 37.3±3.8 34.3±6.0 41.9±12.1 32.8±10.8 39.1±7.9 34.5±4.6 31.9±5.6 39.0±10.7

Proportion of  women 
(mean±SD)

0.72±0.2 0.71±0.1 0.56±0.1 0.72±0.1 0.75±0.2 0.58±0.4 0.57±0.2 0.83±0.1 0.67±0.2

Type of  control, n (%)

Waitlist 68 (42.0) 36 (75.0) 44 (84.6) 34 (70.8) 23 (95.8) 54 (79.3) 16 (72.7) 0 270 (61.2)

Care- as- usual 89 (54.9) 6 (12.5) 4 (7.7) 11 (22.9) 1 (4.2) 13 (18.8) 4 (18.2) 21 (100.0) 149 (33.8)

Pill placebo 5 (3.1) 6 (12.5) 4 (7.7) 3 (6.2) 0 2 (3.9) 2 (9.1) 0 22 (5.0)

Country, n (%)

North America 51 (31.5) 24 (50.0) 18 (34.6) 19 (39.6) 13 (54.2) 37 (53.6) 6 (27.3) 7 (33.3) 172 (39.0)

Europe 66 (40.7) 19 (39.6) 21 (40.4) 18 (37.5) 9 (37.5) 17 (24.6) 7 (31.8) 12 (57.1) 166 (37.6)

Other 45 (27.8) 5 (10.4) 13 (25.0) 11 (22.9) 2 (8.3) 15 (21.7) 9 (40.9) 2 (9.5) 103 (23.4)

Risk of bias (RoB)

RoB tool Version 1 Version 2 Version 2 Version 2 Version 2 Version 2 Version 2 Version 2

Definition of  low RoB Low risk 
for four 

core items

Overall 
low RoB

Overall 
low RoB

Overall 
low RoB

Overall 
low RoB

Overall low 
RoB

Overall 
low RoB 
or some 
concerns

Overall 
low RoB 
or some 
concerns

Low RoB, n (%) 64 (39.5) 3 (6.2) 4 (7.7) 8 (16.7) 3 (12.5) 6 (8.7) 3 (13.6) 2 (9.5) 93 (21.1)

Characteristics of interventions

Format, n (%)

Individual 80 (40.8) 39 (54.9) 29 (39.2) 34 (55.7) 23 (71.9) 70 (80.5) 12 (46.2) 8 (36.4) 295 (51.8)

Group 60 (30.6) 15 (21.2) 25 (33.8) 14 (23.0) 0 8 (9.2) 0 0 122 (21.4)

Guided self- help 34 (17.3) 12 (16.9) 17 (23.0) 13 (21.3) 1 (3.1) 5 (5.7) 4 (15.4) 0 86 (15.1)

Other/mixed 22 (11.2) 5 (7.0) 3 (4.1) 0 8 (25.0) 4 (4.6) 10 (38.5) 14 (63.4) 66 (11.6)

Sessions, n (mean±SD) 10.6±5.6 9.6±3.8 11.4±5.3 11.3±5.6 3.3±3.1 10.0±5.1 12.4±7.0 53.6±42.6 11.8±8.5

MDD – major depressive disorder, PAN – panic disorder, SAD – social anxiety disorder, GAD – generalized anxiety disorder, PHOB – specific phobia, PTSD – 
post- traumatic stress disorder, OCD – obsessive- compulsive disorder, BPD – borderline personality disorder
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for the transformed data were conducted. Finally, the summary re -
sults were inverted to the raw binomial proportion scale, and the 
es ti mates and their 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were reported. 
Be cause we expected considerable heterogeneity, we employed a 
ran dom- effects pooling model in all analyses (restricted maximum 
like li hood method).

After meta- analyzing the response rates, we pooled the RR of the 
intervention over the control condition across the included studies 
using the metabin function. The NNTs were calculated using the 
pooled RR and the response rate in the control group31.

We conducted five sensitivity analyses: two with the less conser-
vative estimates of the response rates (i.e., only including study com-
pleters, or considering all dropouts as responders), one in which 
we excluded outliers (studies in which the 95% CI of the rates did 
not overlap with the 95% CI of the pooled rates), one including only 
studies with low RoB, and one adjusting for publication bias. As an 
indicator of heterogeneity, we calculated the I2 statistic and its 95% 
CI32. We examined potential publication bias using Egger’s test of 
the intercept, and Duval and Tweedie trim- and- fill procedure.

We conducted a series of subgroup analyses, using mixed- ef-
fects methods, considering type of psychotherapy, treatment for-
mat, whether participants were recruited exclusively from clinical 
sam ples, type of control condition, and country where the study 
was carried out. Where possible, we avoided subgroups with less 
than five studies, clustering them into larger subgroups.

RESULTS

Selection, inclusion and characteristics of included 
studies

The searches across all disorders resulted in 111,886 records 
(64,559 after removal of duplicates), 8,304 full- text papers retrieved, 
and 441 studies included (see Table 1 for an overview, and supple-
mentary information for the flow chart concerning each disorder). 
The number of included studies ranged from 159 (for MDD) to 21 
(for BPD). Because several studies compared two or more inter-
ven tions with one control group, the number of comparisons was 
larger (total: 569, ranging from 196 for MDD to 22 for BPD). The 
num ber of included patients was 33,881 (19,769 in treatment and 
14,112 in control conditions), ranging from 1,011 in OCD to 14,908 
in MDD dataset.

The proportion of patients exclusively recruited from clinical set-
tings ranged from 4.2% for specific phobia to 85.7% for BPD, and 
was 36.3% across all disorders. The overall mean age was 39.0±10.7 
years (range: 31.9±5.6 for BPD to 42.2±13.1 for MDD). The overall 
pro por tion of women was 67% (range: 56% for social anxiety disor-
der to 83% for BPD).

The type of control condition varied considerably across data-
sets. Waitlist was used in most trials in the four anxiety disorders 
(70.8% to 95.8%), PTSD (79.3%) and OCD (72.7%), but less fre-
quently in MDD (42.0%) and not at all in BPD. Pill placebo was 
used in only a small proportion of studies (5.0% overall), while care- 
as- usual was the most used control condition in MDD (54.9%) and 

BPD (100%). Most trials were conducted in North America (39.0%) 
or Europe (37.6%).

Half of the interventions used an individual format (51.8%; 
range: 36.4% for BPD to 80.5% for PTSD). Group therapies were 
not used at all in some disorders (BPD, specific phobia and OCD) 
and ranged from 9.2% for PTSD to 33.8% for social anxiety disor-
der. Guided self- help was not used in BPD, and ranged from 3.1% 
for specific phobia to 23.0% for social anxiety disorder. The mean 
num ber of sessions across all disorders was 11.8±8.5 (range: 3.3 
± 3.1 for specific phobia to 53.6±42.6 for BPD). The proportion of 
stud ies with low RoB ranged from 6.2% for panic disorder to 39.5% 
for MDD, but this should be considered with caution, because the 
definition of low RoB differed across datasets.

Response rates

Response rates in the psychotherapy conditions were 0.42 (95% 
CI: 0.39- 0.45) for MDD; 0.38 (95% CI: 0.33- 0.43) for PTSD; 0.38 (95% 
CI: 0.30- 0.47) for OCD; 0.38 (95% CI: 0.33- 0.43) for panic disorder; 
0.36 (95% CI: 0.30- 0.42) for GAD; 0.32 (95% CI: 0.29- 0.37) for social 
anxiety disorder; 0.32 (95% CI: 0.23- 0.42) for specific phobia; and 
0.24 (95% CI: 0.15- 0.36) for BPD (see Table 2 and Figure 1). Hetero-
geneity was moderate to high for all disorders (I2 ranged from 65% 
for OCD to 82% for MDD and BPD).

When response rates were based on the least conservative as-
sump tion of all dropouts being responders, the outcomes were 
more positive (0.48 for MDD, 0.49 for PTSD, 0.44 for OCD, 0.42 for 
panic disorder, 0.40 for GAD, 0.33 for social anxiety disorder, 0.35 for 
specific phobia, and 0.35 for BPD). Heterogeneity remained mod-
er ate to large (I2 range: 63 to 80%). Response rates based on com-
pleters only were 0.44 for MDD, 0.42 for PTSD, 0.40 for OCD, 0.40 
for panic disorder, 0.37 for GAD, 0.34 for social anxiety disorder, 
0.33 for specific phobia, and 0.26 for BPD (I2 range: 64 to 80%).

Sensitivity analyses indicated that the number of studies with 
low RoB was very small across all disorders, except for MDD (see 
Table 3). For this condition, the response rate for psychotherapies 
in low RoB studies was somewhat smaller than in the main analy-
ses, but not substantially (0.37; 95% CI: 0.33- 0.42). Exclusion of out-
liers did not result in major changes of the response rates (all differ-
ences with respect to main analyses were smaller than 0.06). The 
same applied to adjustment for publication bias (all differences 
<0.08), except for BPD, which had a considerably larger response 
rate after adjustment (0.38 compared to 0.24).

The overall response rates for the control conditions ranged from 
0.05 for OCD to 0.19 for MDD, with heterogeneity (I2) ranging from 
0% for specific phobia and OCD to 75% for BPD. The rates were 
high er when all dropouts were considered responders (range: 0.09 
to 0.23, I2 range: 1% to 78%), and intermediate when only com-
pleters were included (range: 0.05 to 0.20; I2 range: 0% to 72%) (see 
Table 2 and Figure 1).

The response rates for the control conditions in low RoB studies 
were comparable with those of the main analyses, except for BPD, 
which had a substantially larger rate in these studies (0.25 com-
pared to 0.15). However, this was based on only three studies. The 
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ex clusion of outliers did not result in major differences with the 
main analyses. Adjustment for publication bias resulted in rates that 
were higher than in the main analyses (see Table 3).

Subgroup analyses showed that type of psychotherapy was as-
sociated with differential response rates for MDD (p<0.001), panic 
disorder (p=0.02), specific phobia (p=0.003) and PTSD (p<0.001), 
but not for social anxiety disorder (p=0.12), GAD (p=0.31), OCD 
(p= 0.65) and BPD (p=0.59) (see Table 4). Significantly different re-
sponse rates were also found for treatment format in MDD, panic 
disorder, social anxiety disorder, GAD, specific phobia and PTSD, 
but not for OCD and BPD (see supplementary information). Re-
cruitment from clinical samples was associated with a significantly 
smaller response rate in MDD and OCD, but not in the other disor-
ders (see supplementary information). Significant differences be-
tween response rates in different countries were found for MDD, 
panic disorder, specific phobia, and BPD, but not for the other dis-
orders (see supplementary information). Response rates differed 
significantly across type of control condition for MDD, panic disor-
der, and PTSD, but not for social anxiety disorder, GAD, and OCD. 
All trials in BPD had care- as- usual as the control condition, and all 
but one trial on specific phobia used waitlist (see supplementary 
information).

RRs and NNTs

Except for BPD, all RRs for psychotherapies were significant. 
They were 2.09 (95% CI: 1.91- 2.28) for MDD; 3.09 (95% CI: 2.62- 
3.65) for PTSD; 9.28 (95% CI: 6.40- 13.48) for OCD; 2.24 (95% CI: 
1.86- 2.69) for panic disorder; 2.28 (95% CI: 1.85- 2.81) for GAD; 2.74 
(95% CI: 2.36- 3.18) for social anxiety disorder; 3.40 (95% CI: 2.35- 
4.92) for specific phobia; and 1.47 (95% CI: 0.90- 2.39) for BPD (see 
Table 2 and Figure 1). Heterogeneity was low to moderate across all 
disorders (I2 range: 0 to 47%).

The NNTs for the significant outcomes were 4.8 (95% CI: 4.1- 5.8) 
for MDD; 4.8 (95% CI: 3.8- 6.2) for PTSD; 2.4 (95% CI: 1.6- 3.7) for 

OCD; 5.0 (95% CI: 3.7- 7.3) for panic disorder; 5.2 (95% CI: 3.7- 7.8) 
for GAD; 4.8 (95% CI: 3.8- 6.1) for social anxiety disorder; and 4.6 
(95% CI: 2.8- 8.2) for specific phobia.

The RRs for the studies with low RoB and for the analyses in 
which the outliers were excluded were very comparable to those of 
the main analyses (all were significant except for BPD), except that 
the RR for BPD was also significant when outliers were excluded. In 
the analyses in which we adjusted for publication bias, all resulting  
RRs were smaller than in the main analyses, and the RR was no lon g-
er significant for panic disorder (see Table 3).

DISCUSSION

We conducted a large meta- analytic study to assess absolute and 
relative outcomes of psychotherapies across eight major mental 
dis orders. The response rates in the treatment groups varied from 
0.24 for BPD to 0.42 for MDD, while the rates for the other six dis-
orders ranged from 0.32 to 0.39. Most sensitivity analyses broadly 
sup ported these findings, although the number of trials with low 
RoB was small, and in several samples significant indications for 
pub li cation bias were identified. The pooled response rates across 
the three control conditions ranged from 0.05 for OCD to 0.19 for 
MDD. The relative outcomes we found in terms of RR were signifi-
cant for all disorders, except BPD.

These results indicate that, although most psychotherapies lead 
to better outcomes compared to control conditions, response rates 
are modest. Most patients receiving psychotherapy across all disor-
ders do not show at least 50% symptom reduction. This means that 
clinicians often have to try several interventions or move to phar-
ma cological or combined therapies to treat patients more eff ec tive-
ly. Unfortunately, very little research on such sequential treat ments 
has been conducted.

There were significant differences between psychotherapies in 
terms of response rate in MDD, panic disorder, specific phobia 
and PTSD. Only one psychotherapy (i.e., dialectical behavior ther-

Figure 1 Response rates and relative risks for response to psychotherapies (with 95% CIs in brackets). MDD – major depressive disorder, SAD 
– social anxiety disorder, PAN – panic disorder, GAD – generalized anxiety disorder, PHOB – specific phobia, PTSD – post- traumatic stress dis-
order, OCD – obsessive- compulsive disorder, BPD – borderline personality disorder. Grey boxes indicate control conditions and black boxes 
indicate psychotherapies.

Response rate

Control Psychotherapy Relative risk

0.19 (0.17-0.21) 0.42 (0.39-0.45) MDD 2.09 (1.91-2.28)

0.12 (0.09-0.14) 0.32 (0.29-0.37) SAD 2.74 (2.36-3.18)

0.16 (0.13-0.20) 0.38 (0.33-0.43) PAN 2.24 (1.86-2.69)

0.15 (0.11-0.19) 0.36 (0.30-0.42) GAD 2.28 (1.85-2.81)

0.09 (0.06-0.12) 0.32 (0.23-0.42) PHOB 3.40 (2.35-4.92)

0.10 (0.08-0.13) 0.38 (0.33-0.43) PTSD 3.09 (2.62-3.65)

0.05 (0.03-0.07) 0.38 (0.30-0.47) OCD 9.28 (6.40-13.48)

0.15 (0.10-0.21) 0.24 (0.15-0.36) BPD 1.47 (0.90-2.39)
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apy) was tested in BPD, and its response rate was not significantly 
higher than the care- as- usual control condition, typically consist-
ing of intensive treatment, which suggests that specific psycho-
therapies for BPD may have limited additional benefit. This im-
plication, how   ever, should be considered with caution, because 
some meta- analyses exclusively dealing with BPD are broader and 

may give a better estimate of the effects of psychotherapies16,17.
There are some limitations of this study that need to be consid-

ered. We expected and found high levels of heterogeneity, although 
most response rates were relatively robust in a series of sensitivity 
analyses. We found that the number of trials with low RoB was lim-
ited, meaning that the findings should be taken with caution. The 

Table 4 Response rates and relative outcomes for specific types of  psychotherapies

n
Response  

rate 95% CI p I2 (%) RR 95% CI I2 (%) NNT 95% CI

MDD CBT 110 0.44 0.39- 0.48 <0.001 83 2.23 1.96- 2.54 51 4.5 3.6- 5.8

Third wave 17 0.40 0.31- 0.50 68 3.57 2.63- 4.85 0 2.2 1.4- 3.4

BAT 9 0.53 0.42- 0.65 74 2.13 1.35- 3.36 24 4.9 2.4- 15.9

IPT 17 0.42 0.33- 0.51 79 1.78 1.37- 2.31 61 7.1 4.2- 15.0

PST 5 0.53 0.30- 0.74 83 2.47 0.29- 20.90 23 3.8 - 

SUP 6 0.36 0.17- 0.60 88 1.38 0.94- 2.04 0 14.6 - 

Controls 157 0.19 0.17- 0.21 73

PAN CBT 42 0.41 0.35- 0.47 0.02 80 2.42 1.90- 3.09 57 5.0 3.4- 7.9

BT 10 0.35 0.25- 0.47 55 4.55 2.00- 10.31 0 2.0 0.8- 7.1

Relaxation 5 0.41 0.23- 0.62 74 2.33 0.75- 7.25 29 5.4 - 

Controls 42 0.16 0.13- 0.20 61

SAD CBT 46 0.35 0.30- 0.41 0.12 68 3.06 2.58- 3.63 0 4.4 3.5- 5.8

Exposure 11 0.28 0.20- 0.37 46 2.82 1.62- 4.93 0 5.0 2.3- 14.7

Third wave 6 0.29 0.12- 0.55 84 2.95 0.96- 9.05 11 4.7 - 

Controls 48 0.12 0.09- 0.14 48

GAD C(B)T 42 0.34 0.28- 0.41 0.31 74 2.26 1.71- 2.97 52 5.7 3.6- 10.1

Third wave 8 0.39 0.20- 0.61 85 2.48 1.35- 4.56 0 4.8 2.0- 20.4

Controls 45 0.15 0.11- 0.19 72

PHOB Exposure 20 0.35 0.25- 0.46 0.003 77 3.41 1.99- 5.84 0 4.6 2.3- 11.2

CBT 7 0.39 0.15- 0.71 87 4.61 2.14- 9.93 0 3.1 1.2- 9.7

Controls 22 0.09 0.06- 0.12 0

OCD CBT 13 0.38 0.31- 0.45 0.65 50 8.68 5.36- 14.07 0 2.6 1.5- 4.6

ERP 7 0.43 0.23- 0.66 78 7.82 2.38- 25.64 0 2.9 0.8- 14.5

Controls 20 0.05 0.03- 0.07 0

BPD DBT 7 0.24 0.08- 0.55 0.59 86 1.56 0.98- 2.46 0 11.9 - 

Controls 21 0.15 0.10- 0.21 75

PTSD TF- CBT 22 0.35 0.28- 0.44 <0.001 69 2.57 2.12- 3.12 0 6.4 4.7- 8.9

TF- exposure 21 0.36 0.29- 0.44 62 3.90 2.91- 5.22 0 3.4 2.4- 5.2

EMDR 9 0.34 0.19- 0.53 71 4.19 1.90- 9.21 21 3.1 1.2- 11.1

NTF- CBT 11 0.35 0.20- 0.54 80 2.58 1.47- 4.51 0 6.3 2.8- 21.3

TF- CT 8 0.52 0.33- 0.70 83 5.32 3.11- 9.08 0 2.3 1.2- 4.7

Controls 67 0.10 0.08- 0.13 36

Comparisons with pill placebo are not included, because response rates in this group differed considerably from those in the other control groups. RR – relative  
risk, NNT – number needed to treat, MDD – major depressive disorder, PAN – panic disorder, SAD – social anxiety disorder, GAD – generalized anxiety 
 disorder, PHOB – specific phobia, PTSD – post- traumatic stress disorder, OCD – obsessive- compulsive disorder, BPD – borderline personality disorder, CBT  
– cognitive behavior therapy, BAT – behavioral activation therapy, IPT – interpersonal psychotherapy, PST – problem- solving therapy, SUP – supportive 
therapy, BT – behavior therapy, ERP – exposure and response prevention, DBT – dialectical behavior therapy, TF– trauma focused, EMDR – eye movement 
 desensitization and reprocessing, NTF – non- trauma focused.
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included meta- analytic datasets also used different ways of defin-
ing low RoB, so that we cannot compare RoB across datasets. The 
response rates were not directly reported in the studies but were es-
timated. Although the method we adopted has been well validated, 
these are still estimates and this may have affected the pooled rates.

We could only include trials that reported enough data to calcu-
late the response rates, and this may have resulted in selection bias. 
We only examined response rates after treatment and did not take 
the time to follow- up into account, which may have introduced ad-
di tional heterogeneity. Furthermore, we chose a 50% symptom re-
duction as the main outcome, which is the standard in depression, 
but may not be the best choice for other disorders, for which no 
clear standards exist25,26. Finally, we did not examine differences 
across studies in patient characteristics that can affect outcomes 
(e.g., gender, and veteran status in PTSD)33.

This is the first meta-analysis of trials examining the effects of 
psychotherapies for eight different mental disorders, established 
with a diagnostic interview. It is also the first to report the absolute 
mea sure of response rate next to relative outcomes, using the same 
defi nition of response (number of patients with at least 50% symp-
tom reduction between baseline and post- test, divided by the total 
num ber of patients) across the mental disorders. The results of this 
study can contribute to improved clinical decision- making and 
tech nology- supported tools34.

We conclude that most psychotherapies for the eight mental 
dis orders are effective compared to control conditions, but that the 
re sponse rates are modest, ranging from 0.24 for BPD to 0.42 for 
MDD. More effective interventions, as well as therapies for those 
not responding to a first- line treatment, are clearly needed.
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Real- world effectiveness of antidepressants, antipsychotics and their 
combinations in the maintenance treatment of psychotic depression. 
Evidence from within- subject analyses of two nationwide cohorts
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Psychotic depression (PD) is a severe mental disorder leading to functional disability and high risk of suicide, but very little is known about the comparative  
effectiveness of medications used in its maintenance treatment. The objective of this study was to investigate the comparative effectiveness of specific antipsy-
chotics and antidepressants, and their combinations, on the risk of psychiatric hospitalization among persons with PD in routine care. Persons aged 16- 65 
years with a first- time diagnosis of PD were identified from Finnish (years 2000- 2018) and Swedish (years 2006- 2021) nationwide registers of inpatient 
care, specialized outpatient care, sickness absence, and disability pension. The main exposures were specific antipsychotics and antidepressants, and the 
main outcome measure was psychiatric hospitalization as a marker of severe relapse. The risk of hospitalization associated with periods of use vs. non- use 
of medications (expressed as adjusted hazard ratio, aHR) was assessed by a within- individual design, using each individual as his/her own control, and 
analyzed with stratified Cox models. The two national cohorts were first analyzed separately, and then combined using a fixed- effect meta- analysis. The 
Finnish cohort included 19,330 persons (mean age: 39.8±14.7 years; 57.9% women) and the Swedish cohort 13,684 persons (mean age: 41.3±14.0 years; 
53.5% women). Individual antidepressants associated with a decreased risk of relapse vs. non- use of antidepressants were bupropion (aHR=0.73, 95% 
CI: 0.63- 0.85), vortioxetine (aHR=0.78, 95% CI: 0.63- 0.96) and venlafaxine (aHR=0.92, 95% CI: 0.86- 0.98). Any long- acting injectable antipsychotic (LAI) 
(aHR=0.60, 95% CI: 0.45- 0.80) and clozapine (aHR=0.72, 95% CI: 0.57- 0.91) were associated with a decreased risk of relapse vs. non- use of antipsychotics. 
Among monotherapies, only vortioxetine (aHR=0.67, 95% CI: 0.47- 0.95) and bupropion (aHR=0.71, 95% CI: 0.56- 0.89) were associated with a significantly 
decreased risk of relapse vs. non- use of both antidepressants and antipsychotics. In an exploratory analysis of antidepressant- antipsychotic combinations, 
a decreased relapse risk was found for amitriptyline- olanzapine (aHR=0.45, 95% CI: 0.28- 0.71), sertraline- quetiapine (aHR=0.79, 95% CI: 0.67- 0.93) and 
venlafaxine- quetiapine (aHR=0.82, 95% CI: 0.73- 0.91) vs. non- use of antidepressants and antipsychotics. Benzodiazepines and related drugs (aHR=1.29,  
95% CI: 1.24- 1.34) and mirtazapine (aHR=1.17, 95% CI: 1.07- 1.29) were associated with an increased risk of relapse. These data indicate that, in the main -
te  nance treatment of PD, bupropion, vortioxetine, venlafaxine, any LAI, clozapine, and only few specific antidepressant- antipsychotic combinations are as -
sociated with a decreased risk of relapse. These findings challenge the current recommendation by treatment guidelines to combine an antipsychotic with an  
antidepressant (without further specification) as standard treatment in PD.

Key words: Psychotic depression, antidepressants, antipsychotics, antidepressant- antipsychotic combinations, maintenance treatment, bupropion, 
vortioxetine, LAIs, clozapine

(World Psychiatry 2024;23:276–284)

Major depression with psychotic features (such as delusions or 
hallucinations), also known as psychotic depression (PD), is a se-
vere mental disorder with an estimated point prevalence of 0.4%1. 
People aged 18- 27 and 58- 65 years are over- represented in PD vs. 
non- psychotic severe depression2, and the disorder is also relative-
ly common among people aged >65 years1. PD is considered the 
most severe form of major depressive disorder, due its high risk of 
relapse and recurrence, as well as mortality, especially due to sui-
cide and fatal accidents1- 3.

The current prevalent opinion, reflected in treatment guidelines,  
is that PD should be treated with a combination of an antidepres-
sant and an antipsychotic4, or with electroconvulsive therapy5. A 
recent Cochrane review6 concluded that the antidepressant- an-
tipsychotic combination may be more effective in the acute treat-
ment of PD than either antidepressant or antipsychotic monother-
apy. However, the two comparisons were based, respectively, on 
only five and four randomized controlled trials (RCTs), and the cer-
tainty of evidence was rated as low to very low. The review found 

no evidence of a superiority of an antidepressant or an antipsy-
chotic over placebo, but both comparisons were based on only one 
study, and the certainty of evidence was rated as very low. Thus, the 
recommendation to use the antidepressant- antipsychotic combi-
nation has a limited research support. Indeed, there are reports 
that, in ordinary clinical practice, antidepressant monotherapy is 
the most common treatment for acute PD7,8.

Most patients recover from the acute episode of PD, and the 
main burden of this condition comes from its relapsing nature, 
resulting into chronic suffering and working disability9. Very little is 
known about the effectiveness of maintenance treatments for PD. 
The only RCT conducted thus far concluded that olanzapine plus 
sertraline was more effective in relapse prevention than placebo 
plus sertraline10. Additionally, only one open- label 15- week exten-
sion11 of a 7- week acute randomized trial12 assessed the mainte-
nance efficacy of an antidepressant- antipsychotic combination 
vs. antidepressant monotherapy in initial responders, finding no 
group differences.
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Data on the comparative effectiveness of different pharmaco-
ther a pies in PD are sparse for acute episodes and lacking for re-
lapse prevention. Indeed, even if just the five most widely used an-
tipsychotics and antidepressants were studied as monotherapy or 
as antipsychotic- antidepressant pairs, there would be 35 different 
treatment options to test. Thousands of patients would be required 
to achieve a sufficient statistical power. While it would be unfeasi-
ble to recruit such a large patient sample in an RCT, assessing the 
relevant outcomes in large samples is possible in observational 
studies using nationwide cohorts. However, we are not aware of 
any observational investigation on the real- world effectiveness of 
antidepressants and antipsychotics or their combinations in the 
relapse prevention of PD.

The aim of this study was to investigate the comparative effec-
tiveness of specific antipsychotics and antidepressants, and their 
com binations, on the risk of psychiatric hospitalization – regarded 
as a proxy for relapse, as in previous studies with real- world data13-

 15 – among persons with first- episode PD.

METHODS

Patient cohorts

The study and the analyses were conducted using data from two 
countries, Finland and Sweden, which were then meta- an a lyzed 
together.

The Finnish cohort comprised the persons with first- episode 
PD diagnosed in the period 2000- 2018, at the age of 16- 65 years, 
without a previous diagnosis of schizophrenia or bipolar disorder 
(since 1987), identified from Finnish nationwide registers. PD was 
defined on the basis of ICD- 10 codes F32.3 and F33.3. The registers 
utilized for cohort identification were those of inpatient and spe-
cialized outpatient care (Care Register for Health Care), sickness 
absence (Social Insurance Institution, SII), and disability pension 
(SII and Centre for Pensions).

Data for the cohort were linked to other nationwide registries, 
including the Prescription Register, which contains drug dispens-
ing records of all reimbursed drugs. The data linkage was conduct-
ed by the register maintainers utilizing a unique personal identifi-
cation number, which is assigned to all residents of the country at  
birth or immigration. The data were pseudonymized and the par-
ticipants were not contacted in any way. The study was exempt 
from ethics committee approval under the Finnish law. The re-
search project was reviewed and approved by the institutions re-
sponsible for maintaining the registers: the Finnish National Insti-
tute for Health and Welfare (635/5.05.00/2019), the SII of Finland 
(31/522/2019), Finnish Centre for Pensions (19023) and Statistics 
Finland (TK- 53- 56919).

The Swedish cohort included the persons with first- episode PD 
(ICD- 10 codes F32.3 and F33.3) diagnosed in the period 2006- 2021, 
at the age of 16- 65 years, without a previous diagnosis of schizo-
phrenia or bipolar disorder (since 1969). They were identified from 
the National Patient Register (including inpatient and spe cialized 
outpatient care) and the MiDAS register (including sickness ab-

sence and disability pension). Cohort entry was restricted to year 
2006 as the Prescribed Drug Register was opened in July 2005. The 
project was approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board of the 
Karolinska Institutet (2007/762- 31 and 2021- 06441- 02).

Procedures

For both cohorts, the follow- up started at first diagnosis (dis-
charge date from hospital for those who were in inpatient care at 
the time of their first diagnosis). It ended at death, diagnosis of 
schizo phrenia or bipolar disorder, or end of data linkage (Decem-
ber 31, 2018 for the Finnish cohort, and December 31, 2021 for the 
Swedish cohort), whichever occurred first.

The main exposures were individual antidepressants (Anatom-
ical Therapeutic Chemical, ATC code N06A) and antipsychotics 
(N05A, excluding lithium). All long- acting injectable antipsychot-
ics (LAIs) were grouped together as “any LAI”. Concomitant use of 
multiple antidepressants was coded as “AD polytherapy”, and the 
same was done for antipsychotics. We further categorized antipsy-
chotics as weak dopamine D2 blockers (aripiprazole, clozapine, 
olanzapine and quetiapine, including both oral and LAI forms) 
and strong D2 blockers (the others)16.

Drug use periods (i.e., when drug use started and ended) were 
constructed with a validated mathematical modeling method 
called PRE2DUP17. This method calculates drug use periods using 
dispensing dates, dispensed amounts, and drug package- specific  
parameters, which define clinically relevant upper and lower lim-
its for daily dosage. The method takes into account individual pur-
chasing regularity, stockpiling, and hospital care periods when 
drugs are provided by the caring unit and thus are not recorded in  
the register.

The main outcome measure was psychiatric hospitalization (re-    
lapse), i.e. hospitalization due to any mental disorder (ICD- 10 F 
codes), intentional self- harm (X60- X84) or injury/poisoning of un-
determined intent (Y10- Y34). The secondary outcome measure 
was hospitalization due to affective disorders (ICD- 10 codes F30-
 F39). Outcomes were treated as recurrent events, meaning that 
they could occur multiple times during the follow- up for the same 
person.

Statistical analyses

We utilized a within- individual design in which each person 
acts as his/her own control to minimize selection bias, as all time- 
invariant factors (such as genetics, sex, personal history before 
cohort inclusion) are automatically controlled for. Time is reset to 
zero after each outcome event. The stratified Cox models were ad-
justed for time- varying factors, which were other medication use, 
time since cohort entry, and temporal order of treatments.

Antidepressant analyses were adjusted for concomitant anti-
psychotic use and vice versa. In secondary analyses, other psycho-
tropic drugs – i.e., mood stabilizers (carbamazepine, valproic acid, 
lamotrigine and lithium) and benzodiazepines or related drugs 
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(i.e., Z- drugs) – were also analyzed as exposures.
The analyses were conducted separately in the Finnish and 

Swed ish cohorts. The results were then combined using a fixed- ef-
fect meta- analysis. In drug- specific analyses of antidepressants, 
the reference category was non- use of antidepressants; in drug- 
specific analyses of antipsychotics, it was non- use of antipsychot-
ics. Additional analyses were conducted as head- to- head compar-
isons to the most commonly used antidepressant (i.e., mirtaza-
pine) or antipsychotic (i.e., quetiapine).

For analyses of “antidepressant only” (without concomitant an-
tipsychotic, termed antidepressant “monotherapy”) and “antipsy-
chotic only” (“antipsychotic monotherapy”), as well as for two- drug 
antidepressant- antipsychotic combinations, the reference category 
was non- use of both antidepressants and antipsychotics. In these 
analyses, all one- drug categories (e.g., citalopram only, without 

any concomitant antipsychotics) were also re- analyzed, as the ref-
erence category was different from the drug- specific analyses.

Sensitivity analyses were conducted by censoring the first 30 
days from all exposures, to account for protopathic bias (i.e., drugs 
are often started when the symptoms are worsening) and because 
the full therapeutic effect takes time to occur. Further, sensitivity 
analyses excluding persons who received a diagnosis of schizo-
phrenia or bipolar disorder during the follow- up were conducted, 
to ensure that they did not drive the results. Lastly, sensitivity ana-
lyses in which low- dose (<18 mg/day) mirtazapine use (which is 
common for insomnia) was omitted from analyses concerning this 
drug were conducted in the Finnish dataset, where dose modelling 
was available.

Data management and within- individual analyses were run 
with SAS 9.4, and meta- analysis with RStudio, metafor package 

Table 1 Risk of  psychiatric hospitalization associated with specific antidepressants and antipsychotics in Finnish and Swedish cohorts

Finnish cohort Swedish cohort

Events Users PYs aHR (95% CI) Events Users PYs aHR (95% CI)

Antidepressants

Bupropion 184 1,208 1,077 0.74 (0.59- 0.93) 213 1,030 879 0.73 (0.60- 0.88)

Vortioxetine 93 638 320 0.77 (0.57- 1.06) 111 472 433 0.78 (0.59- 1.03)

Sertraline 920 2,622 4,470 0.86 (0.77- 0.97) 1,310 3,594 5,593 1.01 (0.91- 1.13)

Venlafaxine 3,069 5,454 11,970 0.91 (0.84- 0.98) 1,337 2,704 5,145 0.94 (0.84- 1.05)

Duloxetine 584 1,545 2,233 0.97 (0.84- 1.12) 695 1,603 2,389 1.07 (0.94- 1.22)

Fluoxetine 632 1,679 2,232 0.99 (0.86- 1.14) 682 1,346 2,001 1.06 (0.92- 1.21)

Paroxetine 444 1,022 1,786 1.00 (0.84- 1.18) 206 419 699 1.09 (0.85- 1.40)

Citalopram 1,254 3,434 6,325 1.00 (0.90- 1.11) 408 1,535 2,158 1.15 (0.96- 1.38)

Escitalopram 1,410 4,163 5,718 1.01 (0.91- 1.11) 879 2,418 3,412 1.04 (0.92- 1.17)

Antidepressant polytherapy 5,469 9,595 13,408 1.01 (0.94- 1.08) 3,794 7,272 10,036 1.02 (0.94- 1.10)

Amitriptyline 221 811 961 1.07 (0.87- 1.33) 172 742 724 0.90 (0.70- 1.16)

Mirtazapine 1,914 5,414 6,544 1.11 (1.02- 1.21) 1,203 3,760 3,840 1.17 (1.06- 1.30)

Non- use of  antidepressants 6,921 15,604 60,159 Reference 5,663 11,219 40,512 Reference

Antipsychotics

Any LAI 42 108 135 0.43 (0.28- 0.67) 51 88 71 0.77 (0.52- 1.13)

Clozapine 109 111 201 0.76 (0.58- 0.99) 40 39 108 0.61 (0.38- 0.98)

Levomepromazine 460 808 1,071 0.93 (0.81- 1.07) 293 626 516 1.06 (0.89- 1.26)

Quetiapine 4,784 8,145 16,686 0.93 (0.88- 1.00) 1,492 2,945 3,842 1.02 (0.93- 1.11)

Olanzapine 2,079 3,775 5,956 0.99 (0.91- 1.08) 1,963 4,751 5,263 0.98 (0.90- 1.07)

Antipsychotic polytherapy 3,473 5,390 5,225 1.04 (0.97- 1.12) 1,827 2,933 2,231 1.11 (1.02- 1.21)

Perphenazine 433 1,160 1,501 1.05 (0.90- 1.24) 46 106 105 0.81 (0.49- 1.32)

Aripiprazole 484 1,088 1,160 1.07 (0.93- 1.24) 553 1,511 1,679 1.01 (0.88- 1.15)

Risperidone 1,673 3,800 5,677 1.07 (0.97- 1.17) 671 1,888 2,092 1.02 (0.89- 1.16)

Haloperidol 77 203 139 1.13 (0.81- 1.59) 128 399 311 0.71 (0.54- 0.92)

Flupentixol 71 179 142 1.63 (1.12- 2.37) 111 308 342 1.07 (0.79- 1.46)

Non- use of  antipsychotics 9,792 17,206 80,798 Reference 10,138 13,034 63,023 Reference

PYs – person- years, aHR – adjusted hazard ratio, LAI – long- acting injectable antipsychotic
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(version 3.0- 2). The results are reported as adjusted hazard ratios 
(aHRs) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs).

RESULTS

The Finnish cohort included 19,330 individuals. Their mean age 
was 39.8±14.7 years, and 57.9% of them were women. The Swedish 
cohort included 13,684 individuals (mean age 41.3±14.0 years; 

53.5% women).
Of the Finnish cohort, 39.0% (N=8,106) experienced relapse 

during the follow- up (median follow- up time: 5.1 years; interquar-
tile range, IQR: 1.4- 10.6). The corresponding figure in the Swedish 
cohort was 47.6% (N=6,511) and the median follow- up time was 
5.1 years (IQR: 1.8- 9.8).

During the follow- up, antidepressants were used by 87.9% of 
persons (N=17,000) and antipsychotics by 74.4% of persons (N= 
14,378) in the Finnish cohort. The corresponding figures in the 
Swedish cohort were 88.9% (N=12,166) and 66.5% (N=9,097). In 
the Finnish sample, venlafaxine was the most commonly used 
antidepressant (28.2%, N=5,454), followed by mirtazapine (28.0%, 
N=5,414) and escitalopram (21.5%, N=4,163). In the Swedish sam -
ple, the most commonly used antidepressant was mirtaza pine 

Figure 1 Risk of psychiatric hospitalization associated with specific 
antidepressants compared with non- use of antidepressants in fixed- 
effect meta- analysis. aHR – adjusted hazard ratio, AD – antidepressant.

Figure 2 Risk of psychiatric hospitalization associated with specific 
antipsychotics compared with non- use of antipsychotics in fixed- 
effect meta- analysis. aHR – adjusted hazard ratio, AP – antipsychotic, 
LAI – long- acting injectable antipsychotic.

Table 2 Risk of  psychiatric hospitalization associated with specific anti-
depressants and antipsychotics compared to the most commonly used 
antidepressant (mirtazapine) or antipsychotic (quetiapine) in Finnish  
and Swedish cohorts and in fixed- effect meta- analysis

Finnish cohort Swedish cohort
Fixed- effect 

meta- analysis
aHR (95% CI) aHR (95% CI) aHR (95% CI)

Antidepressants
(ref. mirtazapine)

Bupropion 0.67 (0.53- 0.85) 0.62 (0.50- 0.77) 0.64 (0.55- 0.75)

Vortioxetine 0.70 (0.51- 0.96) 0.67 (0.50- 0.89) 0.68 (0.55- 0.84)

Venlafaxine 0.82 (0.74- 0.90) 0.80 (0.70- 0.92) 0.81 (0.75- 0.88)

Sertraline 0.78 (0.68- 0.89) 0.87 (0.76- 0.99) 0.82 (0.75- 0.90)

Amitriptyline 0.97 (0.78- 1.21) 0.77 (0.60- 1.00) 0.88 (0.74- 1.04)

Duloxetine 0.87 (0.75- 1.02) 0.91 (0.79- 1.06) 0.89 (0.80- 0.99)

Antidepressant 
polytherapy

0.91 (0.83- 0.99) 0.87 (0.79- 0.96) 0.89 (0.84- 0.95)

Fluoxetine 0.89 (0.77- 1.04) 0.90 (0.77- 1.06) 0.90 (0.81- 1.00)

Escitalopram 0.91 (0.81- 1.02) 0.88 (0.77- 1.02) 0.90 (0.82- 0.98)

Paroxetine 0.90 (0.75- 1.08) 0.93 (0.72- 1.21) 0.91 (0.79- 1.06)

Citalopram 0.90 (0.80- 1.02) 0.99 (0.81- 1.20) 0.92 (0.83- 1.02)

Antipsychotics
(ref. quetiapine)

Any LAI 0.47 (0.30- 0.72) 0.76 (0.51- 1.11) 0.61 (0.46- 0.81)

Clozapine 0.81 (0.62- 1.06) 0.60 (0.37- 0.97) 0.76 (0.60- 0.95)

Haloperidol 1.21 (0.87- 1.70) 0.69 (0.53- 0.91) 0.86 (0.70- 1.07)

Levomepromazine 1.00 (0.86- 1.15) 1.04 (0.87- 1.25) 1.01 (0.91- 1.14)

Olanzapine 1.06 (0.97- 1.16) 0.97 (0.87- 1.08) 1.03 (0.96- 1.10)

Aripiprazole 1.15 (0.99- 1.33) 0.99 (0.85- 1.15) 1.07 (0.96- 1.18)

Perphenazine 1.13 (0.96- 1.33) 0.79 (0.48- 1.30) 1.09 (0.93- 1.27)

Risperidone 1.14 (1.04- 1.26) 1.00 (0.86- 1.16) 1.10 (1.01- 1.19)

Antipsychotic 
polytherapy

1.12 (1.04- 1.20) 1.10 (0.99- 1.21) 1.11 (1.05- 1.17)

Flupentixol 1.74 (1.20- 2.55) 1.05 (0.77- 1.45) 1.30 (1.02- 1.65)

aHR – adjusted hazard ratio, LAI – long- acting injectable antipsychotic
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(27.5%, N=3,760), followed by sertraline (26.3%, N=3,594) and ven-
lafaxine (19.8%, N=2,704). Quetiapine (42.1%, N=8,145) was the 
most commonly used antipsychotic in the Finnish cohort, followed 
by risperidone (19.6%, N=3,800), whereas olanzapine was the most 
frequently used antipsychotic in the Swedish cohort (34.7%, N= 
4,751) followed by quetiapine (21.5%, N=2,945) (see Table 1).

Compared with non- use of antidepressants, bupropion (aHR= 
0.73, 95% CI: 0.63- 0.85), vortioxetine (aHR=0.78, 95% CI: 0.63- 0.96) 
and venlafaxine (aHR=0.92, 95% CI: 0.86- 0.98) were associated 
with a decreased risk of relapse (see Figure 1). This was also true for 

any LAI (aHR=0.60, 95% CI: 0.45- 0.80) and clozapine (aHR=0.72, 
95% CI: 0.57- 0.91) compared with non- use of antipsychotics (see 
Figure 2).

When compared in head- to- head within- individual analysis to 
the most commonly used antidepressant across the two cohorts 
(mirtazapine), bupropion (aHR= 0.64, 95% CI: 0.55- 0.75), vortiox-
etine (aHR=0.68, 95% CI: 0.55- 0.84), venlafaxine (aHR=0.81, 95% 
CI: 0.75- 0.88), sertraline (aHR=0.82, 95% CI: 0.75- 0.90), duloxetine 
(aHR=0.89, 95% CI: 0.80- 0.99), antidepressant polytherapy (aHR= 
0.89, 95% CI: 0.84- 0.95) and escitalopram (aHR=0.90, 95% CI: 0.82- 

Figure 3 Risk of psychiatric hospitalization associated with two- drug combinations of the ten most common antipsychotics and the eleven 
most common antidepressants compared with non- use of both antipsychotics and antidepressants. aHR – adjusted hazard ratio.
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0.98), were associated with decreased risk of relapse (see Table 2).
When compared in head- to- head within- individual analysis to 

the most common antipsychotic across the two cohorts (quetia-
pine), any LAI (aHR=0.61, 95% CI: 0.46- 0.81) and clozapine (aHR= 
0.76, 95% CI: 0.60- 0.95) were associated with decreased risk of re-
lapse (see Table 2). Among antipsychotics, flupentixol (aHR= 1.30, 
95% CI:1.02- 1.65) and risperidone (aHR=1.10, 95% CI: 1.01- 1.19) 
were associated with an increased risk of relapse compared to que-
tiapine.

In sensitivity analyses in which the first 30 days were removed 
from all use periods, a similar rank order was observed, with some-
what reduced statistical power. Between- individual analyses also 
showed a similar rank order, with any LAI and bupropion having 
the lowest aHRs. The results were also similar in random- effects 
meta- analysis, except that they were no longer significant for any 
LAI. When excluding persons whose diagnosis transitioned to 
schizophrenia or bipolar disorder during the follow- up, the results 
did not change (see supplementary information). When excluding 
low- dose (<18 mg/day) mirtazapine use from the analysis of the 
Finnish cohort, the results for this drug did not change (aHR=1.19, 
95% CI: 1.09- 1.31).

When the two- drug combinations of the ten most commonly 
used antipsychotics and the eleven most commonly used antide-
pressants were considered, amitriptyline- olanzapine (aHR=0.45, 
95% CI: 0.28- 0.71), sertraline- quetiapine (aHR=0.79, 95% CI: 0.67- 
0.93) and venlafaxine- quetiapine (aHR=0.82, 95% CI:0.73- 0.91) 
were associated with a decreased risk of relapse compared to non- 
use of both antipsychotics and antidepressants (see Figure 3).

Among antidepressants used as monotherapy, only vortiox-
etine (aHR=0.67, 95% CI: 0.47- 0.95) and bupropion (aHR=0.71, 
95% CI: 0.56- 0.89) were associated with decreased risk of relapse 
when compared to non- use of both antidepressants and antipsy-
chotics. Among antipsychotics used as monotherapy, none was 
associated with decreased risk of relapse as compared to non- use 
of both antidepressants and antipsychotics (see Figure 4).

The combination between an antidepressant and a weak D2- 
blocking antipsychotic was associated with a decreased risk of 
re lapse (aHR=0.92, 95% CI: 0.87- 0.98) compared with non- use of 
both antipsychotics and antidepressants, whereas the combination 
between an antidepressant and a strong D2- blocking antipsychotic 
was not (aHR=1.03, 95% CI: 0.95- 1.11). The latter was also true for 
use of a strong D2- blocking antipsychotic without antidepressant 
(aHR=0.98, 95% CI: 0.86- 1.13), of a weak D2- blocking antipsychotic 
without antidepressant (aHR=0.99, 95% CI: 0.91- 1.08), or of any an-
tidepressant without antipsychotic (aHR=1.00, 95% CI: 0.94- 1.05).

Any antidepressant use was not associated with a decreased 
risk of relapse compared with antidepressant non- use (aHR=1.01, 
95% CI: 0.97- 1.05). Any antipsychotic use was not associated with 
a decreased risk of relapse compared to antipsychotic non- use 
(aHR= 0.99, 95% CI: 0.96- 1.03). Any antidepressant- antipsychotic 

Table 3 Risk of  psychiatric hospitalization associated with benzodiazepines and related drugs (compared with non- use of  these drugs) and specific 
mood stabilizers (compared with non- use of  mood stabilizers) in Finnish and Swedish cohorts and in fixed- effect meta- analysis

Finnish cohort Swedish cohort Fixed- effect meta- analysis 
aHR (95% CI)Events Users PYs aHR (95% CI) Events Users PYs aHR (95% CI)

Benzodiazepines  
and related drugs

11,527 11,120 29,400 1.23 (1.17- 1.29) 7,943 8,940 17,279 1.39 (1.31- 1.47) 1.29 (1.24- 1.34)

Carbamazepine 127 275 622 0.66 (0.48- 0.90) 183 193 474 0.83 (0.64- 1.08) 0.75 (0.62- 0.92)

Lithium 432 572 1,048 0.91 (0.78- 1.05) 566 770 1,358 0.73 (0.64- 0.84) 0.81 (0.73- 0.89)

Lamotrigine 688 1,113 1,922 0.76 (0.67- 0.86) 975 1,304 2,126 0.93 (0.83- 1.04) 0.85 (0.78- 0.92)

Valproic acid 955 1,152 1,989 0.88 (0.78- 0.98) 244 346 461 0.95 (0.78- 1.17) 0.89 (0.81- 0.99)

PYs – person- years, aHR – adjusted hazard ratio

Figure 4 Risk of psychiatric hospitalization associated with use of the 
ten most common antipsychotics and the eleven most common anti-
depressants in monotherapy, compared with non- use of both antipsy-
chotics and antidepressants. aHR – adjusted hazard ratio, LAI – long- 
acting injectable antipsychotic.
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com bination was not associated with a decreased risk of relapse 
compared to non- use of both antidepressants and antipsychotics 
(aHR= 1.01, 95% CI: 0.96- 1.06).

Benzodiazepine and related drug use was associated with an 
increased risk of relapse (aHR=1.29, 95% CI: 1.24- 1.34) compared 
to non- use of these drugs. Use of carbamazepine (aHR=0.75, 95% 
CI: 0.62- 0.92), lithium (aHR=0.81, 95% CI: 0.73- 0.89), lamotrigine 
(aHR=0.85, 95% CI: 0.78- 0.92) and valproic acid (aHR=0.89, 95% 
CI: 0.81- 0.99) was associated with decreased risk of relapse com-
pared to non- use of mood stabilizers (see Table 3). There were 
no major changes in these results when the first 30 days were re-
moved from all exposures (see supplementary information).

As to the secondary outcome, i.e. hospitalization due to affec-
tive disorders, the same antidepressants were associated with a 
decreased risk, namely bupropion (aHR=0.70, 95% CI: 0.60- 0.82), 
vortioxetine (aHR=0.79, 95% CI: 0.63- 0.98) and venlafaxine (aHR= 

0.90, 95% CI: 0.84- 0.97) when compared to non- use of antidepres-
sants (see Table 4). Mirtazapine was associated with an increased 
risk (aHR=1.13, 95% CI: 1.04- 1.22). Compared to non- use of an-
tipsychotics, any LAI (aHR=0.60, 95% CI: 0.44- 0.82), clozapine 
(aHR=0.61, 95% CI: 0.47- 0.80) and quetiapine (aHR=0.94, 95% CI: 
0.88- 0.99) were associated with a decreased risk (see Table 4).

DISCUSSION

This is the first study to investigate the comparative effective-
ness of antidepressants and antipsychotics, and their combina-
tions, in the maintenance treatment of PD. Our results from two 
nationwide cohorts, including 33,014 patients, indicate that bu-
propion, vortioxetine, venlafaxine, any LAI, clozapine, the com-
bination of an antidepressant with a weak D2- blocking antipsy-

Table 4 Risk of  hospitalization due to affective disorders associated with specific antidepressants (compared with non- use of  antidepressants) 
and antipsychotics (compared to non- use of  antipsychotics) in Finnish and Swedish cohorts and in fixed- effect meta- analysis

Finnish cohort Swedish cohort Fixed- effect meta- analysis 
aHR (95% CI)Events aHR (95% CI) Events aHR (95% CI)

Antidepressants

Bupropion 125 0.65 (0.49- 0.86) 213 0.73 (0.60- 0.88) 0.70 (0.60- 0.82)

Vortioxetine 68 0.80 (0.55- 1.16) 111 0.78 (0.59- 1.03) 0.79 (0.63- 0.98)

Venlafaxine 2,185 0.87 (0.79- 0.96) 1,337 0.94 (0.84- 1.05) 0.90 (0.84- 0.97)

Sertraline 617 0.75 (0.64- 0.87) 1,310 1.01 (0.91- 1.13) 0.92 (0.84- 1.00)

Amitriptyline 132 0.97 (0.73- 1.28) 172 0.90 (0.70- 1.16) 0.93 (0.77- 1.12)

Paroxetine 271 0.88 (0.70- 1.11) 206 1.09 (0.85- 1.40) 0.97 (0.82- 1.15)

Duloxetine 398 0.88 (0.74- 1.05) 695 1.07 (0.94- 1.22) 1.00 (0.90- 1.11)

Escitalopram 908 0.95 (0.84- 1.09) 879 1.04 (0.92- 1.17) 1.00 (0.91- 1.09)

Fluoxetine 357 1.01 (0.83- 1.22) 682 1.06 (0.92- 1.21) 1.04 (0.93- 1.16)

Citalopram 800 1.05 (0.91- 1.21) 408 1.15 (0.96- 1.38) 1.09 (0.97- 1.22)

Mirtazapine 1,334 1.08 (0.96- 1.21) 1,203 1.17 (1.06- 1.30) 1.13 (1.04- 1.22)

Non- use of  antidepressants 4,115 Reference 5663 Reference Reference

Antipsychotics

Any LAI 32 0.38 (0.22- 0.64) 51 0.77 (0.52- 1.13) 0.60 (0.44- 0.82)

Clozapine 73 0.61 (0.44- 0.85) 40 0.61 (0.38- 0.98) 0.61 (0.47- 0.80)

Haloperidol 58 1.55 (1.01- 2.37) 128 0.71 (0.54- 0.92) 0.88 (0.70- 1.10)

Quetiapine 3,066 0.87 (0.80- 0.95) 1,492 1.02 (0.93- 1.11) 0.94 (0.88- 0.99)

Perphenazine 299 0.96 (0.79- 1.18) 46 0.81 (0.49- 1.32) 0.94 (0.78- 1.13)

Olanzapine 1,649 0.96 (0.86- 1.06) 1,963 0.98 (0.90- 1.07) 0.97 (0.91- 1.04)

Levomepromazine 264 0.96 (0.79- 1.17) 293 1.06 (0.89- 1.26) 1.02 (0.89- 1.15)

Aripiprazole 384 1.03 (0.88- 1.22) 553 1.01 (0.88- 1.15) 1.02 (0.92- 1.13)

Risperidone 1,319 1.04 (0.93- 1.16) 671 1.02 (0.89- 1.16) 1.03 (0.94- 1.12)

Antipsychotic polytherapy 2,440 1.01 (0.92- 1.11) 1,827 1.11 (1.02- 1.21) 1.06 (1.00- 1.13)

Flupentixol 55 1.60 (1.02- 2.50) 111 1.07 (0.79- 1.46) 1.22 (0.94- 1.57)

Non- use of  antipsychotics 6,004 Reference 10,138 Reference Reference

aHR – adjusted hazard ratio, LAI – long- acting injectable antipsychotic
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chotic, and a few specific antidepressant- antipsychotic combi-
nations (namely, amitriptyline- olanzapine, sertraline- quetiapine 
and venlafaxine- quetiapine) are associated with a decreased risk 
of relapse. The aggregate groups of any antidepressant, any anti-
psychotic, and any antidepressant- antipsychotic combination are 
not associated with lower risk of relapse, and some specific drugs 
are associated with an increased relapse risk, which underlines the 
importance of choosing treatments carefully, rather than regard-
ing all of them as “equivalent”. The finding that some antidepres-
sants as monotherapy are associated with a decreased risk of re-
lapse is not in line with recommendations from clinical guidelines 
stating that PD should be treated with an antidepressant com-
bined with an antipsychotic18,19, although these guidelines do not 
provide specific recommendations on relapse prevention.

The results regarding bupropion may seem surprising, as this 
drug inhibits the reuptake of dopamine and noradrenaline and 
increases dopamine synaptic levels. There have been case reports 
of bupropion- induced psychosis, but, according to a systematic 
review, bupropion is safe to use in patients with schizophrenia, 
and the risk for bupropion- induced psychosis seems negligible20. 
The clinical picture of PD – especially among the most severely ill 
patients – often resembles the motor retardation phenotype seen 
in catatonic schizophrenia. Since catatonic schizophrenia is asso-
ciated with decreased rather than increased dopaminergic neuro-
transmission21, the enhancement of dopamine activity by bupro-
pion may be beneficial in the treatment of PD, although this is just 
a hypothesis which requires specific testing.

Our finding of a decreased relapse rate with venlafaxine is in line 
with a Cochrane review22. To our knowledge, there are no pre vi ous 
data on vortioxetine, while some preliminary evidence sug gests 
that this drug may be more efficacious than other antide pres sants 
in depressive episodes associated with schizophrenia spec trum 
disorders23. Vortioxetine is the only antidepressant with sub stan-
tial 5- HT7 antagonism, and results from animal and hu man stem 
cell studies suggest that antagonists of 5- HT7 receptors may be ef-
ficacious in psychosis24,25.

Clozapine was the only oral antipsychotic associated with a de-
creased risk of relapse. This is the most effective antipsychotic in 
the treatment of schizophrenia26, including for depressive symp-
toms16. Furthermore, it has unique effects on the prevention of 
suicide attempts and completed suicides27,28. The use of any LAI 
was also associated with a decreased risk of relapse. These prepa-
rations have been associated with better treatment outcomes than 
oral antipsychotics in several real- world studies of schizophre-
nia and bipolar disorder14,15,29. Non- adherence to antipsychotic 
treatment is an issue also in PD, and this may explain the effective-
ness of LAIs in this condition.

A decreased risk of relapse was associated with the use of some 
specific antidepressant- antipsychotic combinations – namely ami -
triptyline- olanzapine, sertraline- quetiapine and venlafaxine- que -
tiapine – compared to non- use of antidepressants and antipsy-
chotics, which is in line with the finding that the combination of 
an antidepressant with a weak D2- blocking antipsychotic is ben-
eficial. However, these exploratory analyses of antidepressant- 
antipsychotic pairs may have lacked statistical power.

The very commonly prescribed citalopram and escitalopram 
were not associated with a decreased risk of relapse, which sug-
gests that they should not be used in PD. For mirtazapine, it could 
have been hypothesized that the observed increased relapse risk 
was caused by its frequent use for insomnia, at doses lower than 
effective antidepressant ones. However, this was not the case, as 
the result in the Finnish cohort (where dose modelling was avail-
able) did not change when we excluded low- dose mirtazapine use 
from the analyses.

Benzodiazepine use was associated with an increased risk of re  -
lapse, also when the first 30 days were removed from analyses. By 
contrast, carbamazepine, lithium, lamotrigine and valproic acid  
all showed a decreased risk, although country- specific results were 
more heterogeneous, perhaps due to lack of statistical power. These  
re  sults should encourage utilization of lithium and other mood sta -
bilizers as adjunctive medications, and discourage the use of ben-
zodiazepines in PD.

The strengths of our study include consistent nationwide data 
from two countries, with large cohorts and a long follow- up. The 
same methodology was applied for cohort identification from sim-
ilar registers in the two countries. Exclusion criteria, exposure and 
drug use modelling, outcomes and analyses were also the same. 
Moreover, we utilized within- individual models to minimize se-
lection bias.

This study has some limitations, which are inherent to the data 
sources used, most notably a lack of randomization and of detail -
ed clinical data (for instance, we could not account for the use of elec-
troconvulsive therapy and psychotherapies). Moreover, we lacked 
data on the duration of psychotic symptoms, and whether or when  
patients were in remission. Some antidepressant- antipsychotic com -
binations lacked statistical power. Finally, residual confounding 
may exist in the between- individual analyses, related to, for exam-
ple, severity of illness or symptoms. It is, however, noteworthy that 
the results of the sensitivity analyses, where the first 30 days were 
removed from all exposures, of between- individual analyses, of 
analyses where people transitioning to bipolar disorder or schizo-
phrenia were removed, and of analyses with random effects meta- 
analysis (with exception of LAIs) were in line with the main results.

In conclusion, our results challenge the current recommenda-
tion in clinical care guidelines of combining antipsychotics and 
antidepressants as a standard treatment strategy in PD, at least 
when used for relapse prevention. These findings also encourage 
choosing specific antidepressants and antipsychotics carefully for 
the maintenance treatment of PD, as most drugs were not associ-
ated with a decreased risk of relapse, and some commonly used 
antidepressants were actually associated with an increased risk. 
Beneficial results with LAIs may imply that adherence to antipsy-
chotics is a problem in real- world circumstances, and should be 
carefully monitored and enhanced among patients with PD.
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INSIGHTS

R. Spitzer and the depathologization of homosexuality: some 
considerations on the 50th anniversary

Fifty years ago, in what is arguably the most socially momentous 
decision in the modern history of psychiatry, the American Psychi-
atric Association (APA) removed homosexuality as a category of 
mental disorder from its official Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 
of Mental Disorders (DSM), then in its second edition (DSM- II). 
Although removal is often dated to the APA Board of Trustees’ vote 
in December 1973, that vote was actually challenged, and removal 
was finalized in a referendum in April 1974. Rather than await-
ing the DSM- III, the change was made immediately in the next 
printing of the DSM- II.

The elimination of homosexuality as a category of psychiatric 
disorder depended on many people, including courageous gay ac-
tivists as well as sympathetic psychiatrists and APA officers. How-
ever, the primary architect and moving force behind removal was 
R. Spitzer (1932- 2015), who played a unique role both intellectu-
ally and politically1,2. Moreover, Spitzer’s arguments justifying re-
moval continue implicitly to shape the DSM today, a legacy worth 
making explicit.

Spitzer, a member of the APA’s Nomenclature and Statistics Com-
mittee that produced the DSM- II in 1968, took a leadership role in  
con fronting the homosexuality issue even though he had no fixed 
opinion at the start. In late 1972, he attended a conference session 
on aversive behavioral treatment of homosexuality, during which 
gay activists protested against the categorization of homosexuality 
as a mental disorder. He invited them to present their case to the 
Nomenclature and Statistics Committee, and promised to orga-
nize a debate on the issue at the next annual APA meeting.

In February 1973, a group of gay activists presented their argu-
ments to the Committee. The main speaker was C. Silverstein, a 
clinical psychologist who, rather than simply attacking psychiatry 
for the harm that the diagnostic category was doing to gays by jus-
tifying persecutory laws, tried to address the issue in professionally 
relevant terms. He pointed to lack of evidence for increased psy-
chological problems among gays, offered examples of question-
able psychiatric categories in the past, and argued that the psychi-
atric diagnosis of homosexuality was just society’s moral judgment 
dressed up as medicine3. Nevertheless, the Committee remained 
largely unpersuaded regarding removal.

Keeping his promise, Spitzer organized and chaired a debate on 
homosexuality at the APA’s May meeting in Honolulu. Afterwards, 
R. Gold – a gay activist on the panel4 – took Spitzer to a secret meet-
ing of the “Gay- PA”, an organization of closeted gay psychiatrists. 
Spitzer was struck by this group of high- functioning colleagues 
and, in light of his recent thinking about the concept of mental dis-
order and the nature of psychiatric diagnosis, he was finally con-
vinced that it made no sense to label their condition a mental disor-
der. Within weeks, he submitted to the Nomenclature and Statistics 
Committee a position statement proposing that the category of 
homosexuality be eliminated from the DSM and offering a concep-
tual rationale for doing so.

When the Committee refused to endorse his proposal, Spitzer 
forwarded the unendorsed proposal to higher levels of the APA 
hierarchy anyway. He also drafted a policy statement declaring 
that the APA supported civil rights for gays, which the Committee 
did endorse. In December 1973, both the proposal for removal 
and the civil rights statement were passed by the APA’s Board of 
Trustees. During the subsequent referendum, when it looked like 
the Trustees might be overruled, Spitzer drafted a letter detailing 
the arguments for removal and had it sent out to all APA members.

Spitzer’s rationale for removal consisted of a proposed require-
ment for mental disorder and an argument that homosexuality did 
not satisfy that requirement. Specifically, Spitzer proposed: “For a 
mental condition to be considered a psychiatric disorder, it must 
either regularly cause subjective distress, or regularly be associ-
ated with some generalized impairment in social effectiveness or 
functioning”5. If the impairment was not generalized but limited 
to one area, that must be judged an “important” area of function-
ing, which – Spitzer acknowledged – involves a value judgment6,7.  
This logical approach cut through the many inconclusive argu-
ments and counterarguments on both sides. It also addressed 
Spitzer’s other preoccupation to counter the anti- psychiatric po-
sition that there is no such thing as mental disorder. He pointed 
out that psychoanalysis had influenced psychiatry to label any 
non- optimal functioning as disorder, but disorder has a narrower 
meaning, requiring a condition to be significantly harmful in the 
form of distress or impairment8.

Spitzer argued that what is important is the ability to have satis-
fying intimate sexual and emotional relations with another per-
son, but that whether the person is of the same or a different sex is  
not important. Thus, homosexual individuals are not impaired. How-
ever, if distressed, they could qualify as disordered. Consequ ent ly, 
when homosexuality was removed, another category – “sexual ori-
entation disturbance” in the DSM- II or “ego- dystonic homosexu-
ality” in the DSM- III – was added to the manual for homosexual 
individuals distressed by their sexual orientation. Spitzer’s analysis 
allowed him to retain the categories of sexual paraphilias because, 
he argued, they all impair the ability to experience satisfying inti-
mate sexual and emotional relations with another person.

Clearly, a great many homosexual individuals were distressed 
due to social persecution or because of “internalized homopho-
bia”, i.e., accepting and internalizing negative social judgments. 
Spitzer blocked that kind of distress from indicating disorder status 
by requiring that, in order to qualify as mental disorder, the con-
dition should be “intrinsically associated with subjective distress”,  
meaning that “the source of the distress or impairment in func-
tioning must be the condition itself and not the manner in which 
society reacts to the condition”8.

The removal of homosexuality is a long- settled historical epi-
sode, but Spitzer’s rationale is still influencing us. The notions of 
distress and impairment as Spitzer used them did not appear in 
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the DSM- II, but were introduced into the DSM- III as a result of 
Spitzer’s analyses and have played multiple roles since. Spitzer’s 
“distress or impairment” criterion was incorporated into the DSM’s  
definition of mental disorder: “Mental disorders are usually asso-
ciated with significant distress or disability in social, occupational, 
or other important activities”. In the DSM- IV, to reduce implausi-
bly high prevalence rates of mental disorders emerging from epi-
demiological surveys, the “clinical significance criterion” was add-
ed as an additional diagnostic requirement in most major diag-
nostic categories. For example, the diagnosis of major depressive 
disorder requires that “the symptoms cause clinically significant 
distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other impor-
tant areas of functioning”. The notion of “significant” or “clinically 
significant” distress or impairment appears to be a stand- in for 
Spitzer’s idea that the degree of harm must be above some sub-
stantial threshold and not just a matter of non- optimality.

Spitzer’s idea that a condition itself might not be a disorder per 
se, but that an individual’s distress about having the condition 
might be a disorder, finds several manifestations in the DSM- 5- 
TR. For example, “gender identity disorder” in the DSM- IV was 
renamed “gender dysphoria” in the DSM- 5, which “focuses on 
dysphoria as the clinical problem, not identity per se”, to suggest 
that those undistressed by gender identity incongruence do not 
have a disorder.

In sum, fifty years after Spitzer’s conceptual resolution to the ho-

mosexuality dispute, the fruits of his analysis have penetrated into 
many areas of our diagnostic manuals. Yet, the analysis leaves us 
with unfinished business in sorting out the meanings of distress 
and impairment, and in acknowledging and clarifying the chal-
lenging value judgments that inevitably are involved in diagnostic 
decisions9.
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Standards for randomized controlled trials of efficacy of 
psychological treatments

The randomized controlled trial (RCT) is the gold standard of ev-
idence for health interventions, including psychological treatments 
such as psychotherapies. Indeed, an evidence- based treat ment is 
defined as having two or more high- quality supporting RCTs.

RCTs of psychological treatments share many of the basic meth-
ods with pharmacological RCTs, including clear definition of the 
participant sample, randomization to an experimental or control 
condition, and standardized assessment that is consistent across 
treatment arms. However, there are some unique challenges to 
RCTs of psychological treatments, including specifications for the 
control condition, treatment integrity procedures, and issues re-
lated to trials of digital interventions.

The control condition aims to remove the effects of threats to 
internal validity, such as the natural course of the target condition, 
the effects of research procedures, and statistical artifacts such as 
regression towards the mean, thereby enhancing confidence that 
the outcome of the trial can be uniquely attributed to the experi-
mental condition. While the pill- placebo is an elegant standard for 
pharmacological RCTs, there is no predominant solution for RCTs 
of psychological treatments.

There are many forms of control conditions for these latter RCTs,  
including no- treatment and waitlist conditions, treatment- as- 

usual, conditions that provide a portion of the experimental treat-
ment such as attention controls, and active comparators that pro-
vide another validated treatment. The choice of control condition 
is guided first and foremost by the scientific question. The RCT 
evaluates those treatment elements that are unique to the experi-
mental condition, since the treatment elements common to both 
the experimental and control conditions are washed out through 
randomization. If the question is whether or not a treatment can 
improve outcomes relative to what is currently done, treatment- 
as- usual may be appropriate, if defined correctly1. If the question 
is whether a specific set of treatment procedures is effective, an ac-
tive treatment that controls for all other treatment processes may  
be more appropriate.

One challenge is that control conditions themselves have dif-
ferent effects on the outcome, some obvious and some less obvi-
ous2. The larger the effect of the control condition, the smaller the 
difference between the control and experimental treatments. For 
example, control conditions that include an active treatment (e.g., 
attention control or alternative treatment) will likely produce large 
effects, and consequently smaller differences between the experi-
mental and control treatment. Control conditions with little or no 
treatment (e.g., no- treatment control) produce smaller changes in 
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outcome, thereby resulting in larger between- treatment effects.
However, control conditions may also produce inadvertent or 

unexpected effects. For example, two meta- analyses have found 
that waitlist controls produce significantly smaller improvements 
compared to no- treatment conditions, and thereby larger effects 
for the experimental treatment relative to the control condition2,3. 
One possible explanation for this is that participants assigned to a 
no- treatment condition recognize that they will not get treatment  
and search for other solutions to their problems, while waitlist con-
trol conditions shut down natural help- seeking behaviors. Partici-
pants assigned to a waitlist condition expect that treatment will come  
and consequently do what the researchers ask – they wait. Thus, 
seem ingly similar control conditions can produce dramatically dif-
ferent results.

Several decision- making frameworks for control condition se-
lection have been proposed4,5. Generally, these frameworks suggest 
that earlier phase RCTs that are piloting an intervention should use 
control conditions that have less of an effect, because the greatest 
threat to the public good in early phases is killing off the innovation 
of promising treatments. Later phase RCTs should be more rigor-
ously controlled, as it is critical to protect patients, providers and 
payers from ineffective or dangerous treatments.

The experimental treatment should be clearly defined by a spe-
cific manual. Treating clinicians should be trained and supervised, 
and the fidelity of treatment administration should be monitored. 
While these treatment integrity procedures are usually applied to  
experimental interventions, many RCTs do not apply them to con-
trol treatments. A meta- analysis found that RCTs that do not man-
ualize the control treatment, provide less training and supervision 
to control treatment therapists, or do not conduct fidelity monitor-
ing of the control condition, produce significantly larger between- 
treatment effect sizes than RCTs that apply all of these procedures 
equally across treatment arms2. Thus, all research procedures 
should be applied equivalently across treatment arms, including 
treatment integrity procedures.

The outcomes achieved in rigorously controlled RCTs are usu-
ally diminished in clinical practice. This phenomenon, referred to 
as “voltage drop” or research- to- practice gap6, is common across 
medicine, but has some unique considerations in psychological 
treatments. Many of the research procedures necessary to ensure 
internal validity reduce generalizability. For example, treatment 
integrity processes are quality controls that can strengthen treat-
ment potency but are not processes that commonly exist in real- 
world settings. Subsequent implementation trials are necessary to  
evaluate the effects of a treatment under real- world conditions7.

Over the past two decades, there has been a dramatic growth in 
the number of RCTs evaluating digital mental health interventions, 
delivered via smartphone apps or websites. These interventions 
can be deployed as fully automated (without any human sup-
port), coached or guided (including some low- intensity human 
support from a therapist or coach), or as an adjunct to standard 
treatment. Because a digital mental health intervention is clearly 
defined through the software code, treatment integrity measures 
are not needed for the digital portion of the intervention. While  

treatment integrity procedures are still recommended for the hu-
man support components, this support is typically much less com-
plex than psychotherapy, and therefore simpler to manage and 
potentially more generalizable. Control treatment definition and 
selection poses similar challenges to those described above, with 
additional possible control elements including receipt of a sham 
or alternative app.

Traditional RCT methodology requires that the treatment be 
held constant throughout the trial, so that it is clear exactly what is 
being evaluated. In contrast to medications, which do not change 
at all, and psychotherapies, in which the treatment manuals re-
main constant, apps change frequently. Once an RCT is completed, 
an app is likely to be changed before being released and will con-
tinue to be modified thereafter. Thus, we argue that RCTs should 
test the treatment methods and principles of digital mental health 
interventions rather than the products themselves, as the product 
will continue to evolve as long as it is available and supported.

Trials of intervention principles (TIPs)8 allow the experimental 
app to be iteratively improved during the trial by incorporation of 
new learning, thus reflecting the dynamic nature of digital tech-
nologies. A principle statement is articulated a priori, and is used 
to constrain any iterative changes made during the trial, thereby 
maintaining internal validity. In accordance with the CONSORT- 
EHEALTH reporting guidelines, any such changes to the app 
should be documented and reported, allowing transparency9. 
While TIPs articulate a solution to challenges posed in the evalu-
ation of digital mental health interventions, how evidence is de-
fined for digital products that continually evolve remains an area 
of debate.

In summary, well- controlled RCTs of psychological interven-
tions are necessary for the protection of all stakeholders, includ-
ing patients, from ineffective treatments. Considerations unique to 
RCTs for psychological interventions include the definition of con-
trol conditions and ensuring that treatment integrity procedures 
are consistent across treatment arms. With the growing number of 
RCTs for digital mental health interventions, RCT methodologies 
must further adapt to take into consideration the evolving nature 
of digital technologies, which may include methods allowing itera-
tion of the experimental app during the trial.
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The future of dynamic networks in research and clinical practice

A problem attracts other problems1. An individual having one 
symptom (e.g., feelings of sadness) often will have more symptoms 
over time (e.g., sleep disturbances). The observation that symp-
toms generate other symptoms has led to the highly influential 
psychopathological network theory, in which the focus is on how 
mental disorders can be seen as networks of interacting symp-
toms2. In such psychopathological networks, symptoms are the 
nodes, and the connections between them are termed edges.

The network theory posits that individuals can have different 
symp tom networks, which can also change within a single person 
over time. Not only are the symptoms in the network likely to be  
different between individuals; the connections between the symp-
toms are also likely to differ. Whereas for person A having sleep 
disturbances may trigger suicidal thoughts, this may not be the 
case for person B. Subsequently, a central notion stemming from 
network theory is that interventions should not only target symp-
toms, but also the connections between them, breaking the vicious 
cycle.

In clinical research and practice, networks for patients are often 
inferred from time series data based on symptom and/or emotion 
questionnaires that are administered several times a day over, for 
instance, a time period of several weeks. Networks based on such 
data have been called person- specific dynamic networks. Even 
though the models used for inferring these dynamic networks are 
not new, what is new is the visualization of these models, which 
makes network modelling appealing and tangible for both re-
search and clinical practice3.

What is often overlooked in the field is the need to bridge the gap 
from an insightful theory to an actual model. To get from a network 
theory to a model there are, broadly speaking, two steps that need 
to be made. The first step concerns the kind of data to be collected 
from the patient, and the second regards the modeling of these 
data in such a way that it does justice to the theory.

Thus, the first step to a dynamic network model is collecting and 
selecting the necessary data. In the network theory, the focus has 
been on symptoms and emotions, and thus most person- specific 
dynamic networks almost exclusively include symptoms and/or 
emotions items. However, further behavioral, context and cogni-
tive items could be included in the networks4. Emotions and symp-
toms indicate how a patient is doing, whereas behavioral, con-
text and cognitive items can lead to insights on why the patient is 
feeling a certain way. This can help in targeting therapeutic inter-
ventions, for example, by indicating behaviors, social contacts or 
thoughts that lead to feelings of sadness. Additionally, these items 
should be formulated and personalized in terms of content in col-
laboration with the patient, which can result in a higher chance of 
capturing crucial aspects of his/her daily life, and better reflect his/
her interests and experiences in general5.

Other sources than questionnaire data should also be consid-
ered, such as social media, passive sensing, and many other avail-
able kinds of time series data. Collection of passive sensing data 

(e.g., location tracking of mobile phones) can lead to reduction of 
the burden on the patient, as the data are gathered automatically. 
In addition, it can provide new therapeutically relevant insights 
complementing questionnaire data. For example, if a patient with 
social anxiety indicates in a questionnaire that she followed a lec-
ture, it is not clear from this whether she had a breakthrough and 
actually went to campus, or watched the lecture online at home, 
but location tracking data can provide this complementary infor-
mation.

After the source of data has been chosen, a model needs to be 
identified to infer the network. With regard to this second step, 
models based on vector autoregression are the most commonly 
used to infer these person- specific networks. A vector autore-
gressive model allows to study, for instance, reciprocal predictive 
effects: does stress predict one’s sadness at the next time point, 
the other way around, or are both stress and sadness predictive of 
each other?

Although this model does justice to the dynamic structure of 
data, it is too limited to capture all aspects of the network theory. 
In fact, it cannot deal with change in the network, whereas this is 
often one of the main elements of interest (e.g., did the mood of the 
patient improve and why?). Furthermore, different variables mea-
sured at different time scales (e.g., sleep quality vs. mood) cannot 
be modeled simultaneously, meaning that often factors such as 
sleep quality (measured once a day) are not taken into account 
into the network, even though they are known to affect one’s mood 
(mood is often measured several times a day). Additionally, these 
models are very data hungry, meaning that many time points 
(more than 100 per individual) are often needed to model all rele-
vant variables in the network6.

Beyond the many different choices that one could make in the 
pursuit of a network model, one could also take a different direc-
tion altogether. Network theory itself is not tied to any model, nor 
to a number of variables. Thus, fitting a vector autoregressive mod-
el on all relevant variables to infer a dynamic network is neither 
necessary nor per se advisable, as including more variables but not 
increasing the number of time points will only decrease the accu-
racy of the estimated network7.

Instead of the rather ambitious and broad goal of trying to un-
ravel the dynamic processes between symptoms, a more viable 
approach could be to test specific and targeted questions, which 
often emerge naturally between patient and therapist (e.g., in 
functional analysis)8. Studying the relation between only two vari-
ables can already be of interest: for example, studying whether a 
specific physical activity leads to a positive change in one’s sleep 
pattern. This is still in line with the network theory (how do vari-
ables influence each other), but, given the focus on change, should 
not be studied with the standard vector autoregressive model9. 
Rather, it could be studied with, for instance, regime- switching 
models. With these models, one could investigate whether there 
are different regimes in the data, and whether the regime of more 
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physical activity (vs. less physical activity) is associated with a posi-
tive change in one’s sleep pattern4. In general, different questions 
might require different (network) models. Therefore, a broadening 
of our available arsenal of statistical techniques is also essential to 
optimize the move from network theory to an actual model.

To summarize, we see that until now dynamic networks have 
been implemented in a rather restrictive way, in which often only 
specific variables and one specific model are commonly used. Im-
portantly, the network theory puts no constrains on the data and 
the model used to come to a person- specific network. This means 
that in the future we do not have to hold on to specific data or 
models. In the end, researchers and clinicians alike should expli-
cate how they want to apply the network theory to the specific pa-
tient and situation, and then consider what kind of data and model 

is best suited for that purpose.
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The promise of social recovery therapy in non- affective psychoses

Non- affective psychoses (schizophrenia and schizophreniform  
disorders) are the health conditions of working age adults most 
frequently associated with poor social outcomes. Long- term follow-   
up studies suggest that less than 50% of people with these condi-
tions achieve social recovery, less than 15% achieve sustained re-
covery in both symptomatic and social domains, and only 10- 20% 
of people return to competitive employment, despite the majority 
reporting that they wish to work1.

Social recovery therapy (SRT) is a psychosocial treatment to pro   -
mote social recovery in people with non- affective psychosis who 
are socially withdrawn, have complex and comorbid problems, 
and are unresponsive to existing interventions. It is based on a 
model in which social disability evolves as a result of lifestyle pat-
terns of low activity, adopted to achieve behavioral avoidance, 
and maintained by lack of hope, agency and motivation.

Social disability in psychosis typically occurs in the context of  
persistent positive and negative symptoms and cognitive impair-
ment, often accompanied by depression, anxiety and other psy-
chopathological manifestations. Alongside such issues are com-
plex social circumstances and systemic issues, including prob-
lematic family dynamics, victimization, social threat and social 
deprivation. In the face of such problems, individuals adopt life-
style patterns of extreme social withdrawal, leaving work or edu-
cation and losing contact with social networks.

SRT is described in a manual2 and delivered individually a  -
cross 9 months. Sessions take place in participants’ homes and 
community locations. Interim telephone and email contact usu-
ally occurs. SRT delivery is structured in three stages. Stage 1 in-
cludes assessment and development of a shared social recovery 
formulation. Stage 2 involves identifying and working towards 
medium-  to long- term goals guided by a systemic formulation of 
barriers to recovery, with a focus on promoting a sense of agency, 
hope and motivation, and encouraging activity while managing 
psychotic symptoms. Stage 3 involves the active promotion of struc-
tured activity linked to meaningful goals, while still managing 

symptoms.
The focus of the intervention is on the individual’s personal 

val ues and goals, identifying problems and barriers to these, then 
promoting hope for meaningful behavioral change and activity  
toward these goals. There is a strong emphasis on the use of behav -
ioral strategies (including behavioral experiments, graded ex  po  -
sure and behavioral activation) to overcome avoidance and pro-
mote meaningful lifestyle change in vivo whilst managing symp-
toms as necessary to implement a concrete pathway to social re-
covery. Evidence and experiences from this behavioral work are 
used to further instill hope and promote positive beliefs about self 
as the individual works towards achieving meaningful change in 
his/her life.

As SRT aims to engage people with psychosis into structured ac  -
tivity, it often includes supporting them to access employment, 
education, training, voluntary and/or leisure opportunities. Much 
of SRT takes place in community settings. It is often useful for the 
therapist to drive the client to new locations and settings or ac-
company him/her on public transport.

To achieve gains in social recovery against a background of of  -
ten years of withdrawal and social disadvantage means that ther-
apists have to integrate techniques typically associated with as-
sertive community treatment and supported employment. Work-  
 ing systemically with families and stakeholders surrounding the 
individual to promote opportunities in the social environment 
is also important. Behavioral activation and behavioral experi-
ments are conducted in line with the client’s identified goals and 
values and at a pace respecting the nature of the difficulties faced.  
The therapist works alongside the client to aid motivation and en -
gagement in identified activities that can be incorporated into daily 
life, and work out collaborative strategies to manage ongoing symp -
toms in vivo.

To date, we have conducted two assessor- blind randomized con  -
trolled trials of SRT in people with psychosis with severe social dis  -
ability.
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In the Improving Social Recovery in Early Psychosis (ISREP) 
trial3, 77 participants with affective or non- affective psychosis 
presenting social withdrawal were randomized to receive either 
SRT plus treatment- as- usual (TAU) or TAU alone. TAU consisted 
of case management from a secondary mental health care team. 
In the non- affective psychosis group, SRT showed a significant 
and clinically beneficial effect on the primary outcome of weekly 
hours in structured activity, as well as on positive and negative 
symptoms. There was also an effect of SRT on hopelessness and 
positive beliefs about self, with improvements on these variables 
being a mediator of the change in structured activity. The inter-
vention was also cost- effective4.

SUPEREDEN35 was a larger (N=154) phase 2 trial aimed to en-
hance social recovery in patients who had not responded to early 
intervention service (EIS) treatment, by combining standard EIS 
provision with SRT. The primary analysis indicated that the SRT 
plus EIS was associated with an average increase in structured 
activity over 8 hours per week greater than EIS alone (95% CI: 2.5- 
13.6; p=0.005). The size of the effect represents an amount of ac-
tivity equivalent to a full working day.

There is evidence from both the above trials that the gain from 
SRT may be maintained 6 months beyond active treatment. In a 
further separate longer- term follow- up study on the ISREP group6, 
none of the 24 cases in the TAU group had engaged in paid em-
ployment in the year following the end of the intervention period, 
compared with 5 out of 20 (25%) cases in the SRT+TAU group.

SRT offers most promise in promoting social recovery in com-
plex cases of non- affective psychoses in which there is little evi-
dence of response to other interventions. Although the results from 
the two available randomized controlled trials are positive, further 

large scale pragmatic studies are needed, possibly being expanded  
to more chronic cases. There may also be promise in combining  
SRT approaches with other psychosocial interventions, such as cog -
nitive remediation therapy7.

We designed SRT so that it can be delivered in task- sharing for-
mats by a less costly and more widely available workforce than 
that involved in the above trials. We have now developed exten-
sive training materials, including videos as well as adherence 
and supervision guidance, which we have collated on a website8.  
Through this and related work, we have found that it is possible to  
train “non- expert therapists” in key elements of the SRT approach, 
which can then be successfully implemented following the man-
ual.

What is needed in the future is to build on the promise of the ex   -
isting trials of SRT toward further research and implementation 
involving non- expert therapists and extending into wider popula-
tions of people with non- affective psychosis in the community.

David Fowler
School of Psychology, University of Sussex, Brighton, UK
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The aggregation of marginal gains: a pragmatic philosophy of clinical 
care in psychiatry

The cliched opening sentence of many articles in the psychi
atric field bemoans the limited efficacy of individual treatments. 
However, this singular truth is far from the whole truth. The the
ory of aggregation of marginal gains, also known as the “1% im
provement theory”, suggests that small, sustained, incremental 
improvements in multiple areas can lead to substantial overall 
progress in a given field1. This theory has been applied in various 
areas, including sports, business, and health care, and appears to 
be relevant to psychiatric clinical practice.

This approach was famously adopted by the Sky British Cycling 
Team. The team’s management implemented multiple small 
changes and improvements to diverse aspects of the team’s oper
ations, including training, nutrition, sleep, equipment and recov
ery. The goal was to combine these individually small improve
ments to achieve a significant overall increase in performance. 
This alchemy successfully transmuted leaden failures into gold 
en victories in the Tour de France. The concept of “aggregation of  
marginal gains” has since been widely adopted in other fields, and  
has become a popular approach to achieving continuous improve   
 ment1. This notion is concordant with the view of Stein et al, put for
ward recently in this journal2, that progress in psychiatry will likely 
not be driven by a singular transformative paradigm, but by “incre   
mental progress and iterative integration”.

An approach to the aggregation of marginal gains in psychia
try can be based on the concomitant utilization of interventions 
that target specific risk factors or operative pathways for an indi
vidual. As argued by Kendler3, psychiatric disorders are highly 
multicausal, with as many as 37 potential risk factors identified, 
for instance, for depression. Additionally, Borsboom et al4 show 
that the complex network interaction of multiple factors results 
in complex psychiatric syndromes, which cannot be explained by 
reductionist models.

Similarly, Loscalzo and colleagues5 used the mathematics of 
networks to show that the interactions between all relevant factors 
(the “interactome”) and all the changes that can lead to a diseased 
state (the “diseaseome”) form stable networks. These networks, 
when perturbed by therapeutic interventions, will adapt and can 
lead to a healthy state (the “healthyome”). However, this healthy 
state tends to be temporary, and the network will tend to revert to 
the diseased state “unless multiple interventions lock the network 
into the healthy state”5.

Furthermore, by modelling those factors which cause other 
factors (e.g., insomnia can cause fatigue), clinicians can identify 
the most important areas to target interventions2. Here, the “Swiss 
cheese” model of risk mitigation6 can be illustrative of a path for
ward. Widely used in the public health sphere, such an approach 
focuses on incremental improvements across several imperfect 
interventions to provide a sum effect greater than any one inter
vention alone.

Attempts to conceptualize and manage psychiatric disorders 

as monocausal or simply linear have generally been unsuccess
ful. By extension, approaches that leverage the above multicausal 
complex network models into treatment are now needed. This al     
so has the potential to pragmatically personalize therapy. Preci
sion medicine approaches have largely focussed on biomarkers 
and other singular factors capable of stratifying care. In contrast, 
clinical formulation aims to understand and explain the diversity 
and network of multiple predisposing precipitating and perpetu
ating factors leading to an individual’s problems and symptoms7. 
These span genetic loading, different etiological factors for those 
with earlier or later age of onset, the impact of early or ongoing life 
events and stressors, lifestyle and environmental factors; comor
bid substance use, medical or psychiatric conditions; early life 
experiences, development and subsequent cognitive schemas, 
personality strengths and difficulties, and current relationships 
and supports7,8.

Merging the constructs of aggregation of marginal gains and 
complex clinical formulation is a pragmatic way to identify an in
dividual’s risk pathways and combining the multitude of possible 
and available treatments.

Furthermore, a subtractive approach focuses on eliminating 
fac   tors that might be detrimental to care. Two potentially mal
leable factors include the treatment gap, whereby individuals with 
disorders do not have access to care, and the evidence practice 
gap, which refers to the gap between treatment received and the 
evidence base2. Health care systems are complex interconnected 
chains, with disruption at any link capable of adversely impacting 
clinical outcomes. A continuous improvement approach involves 
regularly evaluating the patient’s progress and iteratively identi
fying new areas for improvement. By continuously making small 
systems level and individual improvements and adjusting the 
treatment plan as needed, clinicians can help their patients make 
ongoing progress in their health.

Lifestyle factors operate across the spectrum of psychiatric and 
non communicable physical disorders. There is now abundant 
evidence that smoking increases the risk for several psychiatric 
disorders and worsens outcomes; there is equal evidence that 
smoking cessation, previously thought of as too difficult, repre
sents a clinical low hanging fruit, being associated with improve
ment in many domains of mental health. The same is true of in
creased physical activity, improved sleep and diet, and reduced 
screen time: improvements in these domains are associated with 
better outcomes in multiple mental health and comorbid physi
cal disorders. Moreover, pharmacogenomic testing might pro
duce a marginal gain for a subgroup of people, as may digitally 
augmented phenotyping and therapies2.

In addition to their direct effects, diseases and their symptoms 
erode people’s capacity to engage in meaningful, rewarding and 
purposeful activities. Activity scheduling, encouraging hobbies 
and activities, supporting occupational engagement, volunteering, 
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and enhancing social networks can increase resilience and sup
ports, as does supporting caregivers and meaningful relationships.

Thus, multidisciplinary approaches focusing on small improve
ments in various areas can help significantly improve overall 
health. Seemingly small benefits at a point in time have never
theless the capacity, through compound interest, to become large 
benefits over time. Each gain is a small victory that subtly enhances 
hope and boosts confidence and self efficacy, which increases the  
capacity of the individual to take on further tasks. Just as compound 
interest in investing does not appear to do a lot in the first years, 
but does a huge amount over decades, each clinical gain amplifies 
other gains, and increases the possibility of further improvement 
in a self reinforcing cycle.

A further and synergistic construct is that of persistence. A re
cent paper suggested that most people who persisted with up to  
10 different treatments showed meaningful clinical improvement 
9. This conclusion is supported by epidemiological data showing 
that people who received specialized, multi sector care were more 
likely to report being helped “a lot”2. The obvious caveat is time: 
the six  or eight week timeframe of clinical trials is not sufficient 
for meaningful improvement for most people, and realistic expec
tations need to be set. Meaningful clinical improvement for most 
people is generally measured in months, if not years.

In conclusion, the theory of aggregation of marginal gains can 
be a pragmatic and optimistic philosophy of clinical care. Because 
of the complexity of psychiatric disorders, there are few silver bul
lets. By focusing on multiple small, incremental improvements in 
various areas germane to an individual, clinicians can help their 

patients progress significantly in their overall mental health. Using 
clinical formulation to tailor the plethora of available options to 
the individual’s needs, aided by a multidisciplinary and continu
ous improvement method, clinicians can further enhance the ef
fectiveness of this approach.
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The NIMH supports more comprehensive and inclusive genomic 
studies in psychiatry

The inclusion of diverse populations in genomic studies is key 
to generate more comprehensive findings, as well as to ensure eq
uitable research. However, most genomic studies have been con
ducted as yet on cohorts of European ancestry, with minimal rep
resentation of other populations worldwide1,2. To address this his
torical gap, the US National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) has 
established the Ancestral Populations Network (APN), through 
two funding opportunities3.

The APN was formed with the overarching goals of: a) acceler
ating genetic discovery for psychiatric disorders in cohorts of non 
European ancestry; b) advancing global mental health discovery 
and equity; c) facilitating measurement and data analytic harmo
nization efforts to enhance rigor and reproducibility; and d) gener
ating a resource for network members and the scientific commu
nity. The APN also presents a distinctive global perspective toward 
reducing inequities and disparities in mental health research, by 
supporting strong in country leadership representation, strength
ening research capacity, and promoting the development of early 
stage career researchers.

Overall, the APN will collect and analyze data from 200,000 par

tic ipants (cases, controls and families) from over 25 sites world
wide, through seven projects.

The Populations Underrepresented in Mental Illness Associa
tion Studies (PUMAS) will use the newly developed blended ge
nome exome (BGE) sequencing technology for genetic character
ization of severe mental illnesses (SMI), including individuals with  
schizophrenia spectrum and bipolar disorder, in Africa, South A  
mer ica and the US. The project aims to create the largest to date phe
no typic and genomic resource of people with non European an
ces try with SMI data.

The Genomics of Schizophrenia in the South African Xhosa (SAX   
II) will characterize the genomic architecture of schizophrenia in 
the native Xhosa population of South Africa, using a combi na tion of 
long read and short read whole genome sequencing (WGS) meth  
ods to identify new classes of damaging mutations. Using these 
innovative genomic technologies, the project will provide deeper 
insights into the genomic structure of individuals with schizo
phrenia and serve as a resource for other case control comparison 
studies across ancestral populations.

The Latin American Trans Ancestry Initiative for OCD Geno
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mics (LATINO) will identify genomic loci for obsessive compulsive 
disorder (OCD) in the largest Latin American cohort to date. Ge
nome wide significant loci will be fine mapped, and individual 
poly genic risk scores (PRS) will be calculated to determine genetic 
liability. The results of this study will provide meaningful insights 
into the pathophysiology of OCD, possibly leading to more effec
tive treatments and clinical outcomes.

The Identifying the Genetic Causes of Depression in a Deeply 
Phe notyped Population from South Korea (KOMOGEN D) will 
iden tify genetic variation of a deeply phenotyped (including depres
sion subtypes and environmental influences) cohort of South Ko
rean women with severe recurrent depression. Data from this study 
will be further meta analyzed with other cohorts of relevance to en
hance the utility of this uniquely created resource.

The Genetic Architecture of Early Onset Psychosis in Mexicans 
(EPIMex) will use BGE sequencing to investigate the genetic archi
tecture of early onset psychosis in a deeply phenotyped (includ
ing social determinants of health and environmental exposure 
measures) pediatric sample in Mexico City, creating the largest 
re source to date of people with this condition. The project will en
hance our understanding of risk factors, with a special focus on the 
Mexican population, currently underrepresented in psychiatric 
genetic studies.

The Asian Bipolar Genetics Network (A BIG NET) will generate 
a large scale genetics resource for the study of bipolar I disorder in 
East and South Asia populations. Participants from Taiwan, South 
Korea, India and Singapore will be deeply phenotyped and under
go BGE sequencing, to which data collected from a prior study in 
Pakistan will be added, to identify new genetic associations and 
 pu tative causal variants. This resource will provide ways to examine 
and compare the genetic architecture of bipolar I disorder across 
other populations worldwide to accelerate efforts in gene discov
ery.

The Genomics of Autism in Latinx Ancestries (GALA) will inves
tigate the genetic risk of autism spectrum disorder in Hispanic/
Latinx ancestry populations, conduct cross ancestry genome wide  
association studies (GWAS) to examine common genetic variation,  
perform fine mapping and co localization analyses of GWAS re
sults, create PRS, and identify rare genetic variants.

The APN provides a unique opportunity to develop areas of high 
relevance to large scale genomic studies, including harmonization 
of clinical and cognitive phenotypes across different sociocultural 
settings worldwide, the role of social determinants of health, glob
al human research ethics, local research capacity and leadership, 
and reciprocal knowledge transfer between global settings.

Several workgroups have been established to collaborate in 
these areas, including: a) a workgroup on phenotype harmoniza
tion, aiming to shape the policies and practices for this harmoni
zation, identifying opportunities for aligning phenotype measures 
across projects, adding new phenotypic measures, and standard
izing methods; b) a workgroup on social determinants of health, 
facilitating discussion about the impact of social determinants of 
health on genomic research, promoting analyses on the dynamic 
interplay between genetics and societal factors across different 
APN projects, and establishing a standard and user friendly proto
col for collecting measures of social determinants; c) a workgroup 

on ethics, shaping and recommending best practices in commu
nity engagement, equity in global collaborations, informed con
sent and the decisional capacity process, and ethics committee 
mapping; d) a workgroup on capacity building, shaping the poli
cies and practices that pertain to building human capital by as
sessing and defining needs, challenges and strengths of the proj
ects in the APN, curating and developing training materials, and  
suggesting best practices as they relate to equitable collaborations; 
e) a workgroup on genomic data harmonization, aiming to harmo
nize ancestrally diverse genomic data to support high quality data 
generation across the APN, developing easy to use and standard
ized analytical plans and computational plans across sites, and 
facilitating the integration of common and rare variant analyses 
for jointly harmonized genetic analyses; and f) a workgroup on ge
netic concepts, facilitating and coordinating testing of genetic hy
potheses collaboratively across the APN.

Through its collaborative efforts, the APN aims to create a unique 
resource for the field, with examples and recommendations on 
how to conduct equitable, global scientific genetic collaborations, 
as well as outline ethical considerations for establishing new re
cruitment sites, engaging local communities, and addressing stig
ma and research hesitancy as they relate to participating in psychi
atric genetic research. Further, the APN will provide best practices 
on culturally adaptive phenotypic transdiagnostic harmonization 
efforts and integrating phenotypic and genomic data. It will also in
clude recommendations on the collection of measures of social de
terminants of health and other environmental exposures in mental 
health genetic studies.

In the genomic space, the APN aims to enhance gene discovery 
efforts by improving power for common and rare variant discov
ery, exploring population specific variation, and enhancing trans 
an ces try fine mapping efforts. These, in turn, can facilitate the re
fine ment of PRS transferability between populations, address ad
mix ture related issues, work toward more comprehensive pop u la
tion specific reference maps, and examine the shared and distinct 
genetic architecture between different psychiatric disorders and 
symp toms.

In the training and research capacity space, the APN is taking a 
psychiatric genetic focused approach on developing and promot
ing the next generation of researchers across the world. By includ
ing a larger group of diverse populations from across the globe, the 
APN aims to enhance our understanding of mental illness, which 
would facilitate the development of new interventions to benefit 
people of all racial and ethnic groups.
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Treatment of substance use disorders in prison settings: statement by 
the UNODC- WHO Informal Scientific Network, UN Commission on 
Narcotic Drugs

Since 2014, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 
(UNODC) -  World Health Organization (WHO) Informal Scientific 
Network (ISN) has brought the voice of science to international 
drug policy discussions, especially at the Commission on Narcotic 
Drugs (CND), the drug- control policy- making body of the United 
Nations (UN). The public health dimension of the world drug prob-
lem, including prevention and treatment of substance use disor-
ders (SUDs), has become prominent in policy debates within the 
UN system1.

Many people in the criminal justice system have a history of SUDs  
and other mental health conditions. An estimated one in three peo-
ple in prison have used drugs during incarceration2. The world-
wide prison population stands at 11.2 million individuals3, and 
continues to increase. This and related prison overcrowding have 
profound implications for the physical and mental health of peo-
ple in incarceration and the well- being of their families and com-
munities.

If people with SUDs engage in criminal activities, these are of-
ten minor offences driven by the need to support their substance 
use4. Imprisonment is not an effective response to substance use/
SUDs5, and it may exacerbate pre- existing problems. SUDs should 
be treated as health conditions and not as criminal behaviors. It is 
essential to provide accessible, evidence- based SUD treatment in 
the community and establish different non- custodial measures, 
including SUD treatment as an alternative to conviction or punish-
ment for people with SUDs in contact with the criminal justice sys-
tem. In case of personal- use- related drug offences and other minor 
offences by people with SUDs, countries should redirect them to-
ward health care and social services instead of applying ineffective 
punitive measures.

This approach aligns with the UNODC- WHO International Stan-
d ards for the Treatment of Drug Use Disorders4 and the Interna-
tional Drug Control Conventions, the UN Standards Minimum 
Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners6, the UN Standard Minimum 
Rules for Non- Custodial Measures7, as well as the UN Rules for the 
Treatment of Women Prisoners and Non- Custodial Measures for 
Women Offenders8.

When the severity of the crime precludes the consideration of 
treatment as an alternative to conviction or punishment, countries 
need to ensure access to SUD treatment within prison settings and 
ensure continuity of treatment in line with services provided in the 
community. Offering treatment and care in prison settings corre-
sponds to the CND resolution 61/7 on “Addressing the specific 
needs of vulnerable members of society in response to the world 
drug problem”9 and the 2016 UN General Assembly Special Ses-
sion on Drugs Outcome Document1.

To ensure that people with SUDs in prison settings receive ap-
propriate treatment in line with international standards and guide-
lines, the ISN recommends the following:

•  Individuals who use psychoactive substances for non- medical pur-
poses or have SUDs should not be criminalized for their sub-
stance use. People with SUDs, including those in prison settings, 
should have access to voluntary treatment no matter their legal 
status.

•  Alternatives to conviction or punishment should be provided for  
people with substance use/SUDs who have committed minor of-
fences, with the aim of reducing crime, recidivism and deaths,  
and improving health and well- being while enhancing social  
jus t   ice.

•  Clinical screening for substance use/SUDs and their comorbidi-
ties, notably suicidality prior to and in prison settings, should 
be provided, to arrive at the correct diagnosis needed to ensure  
adequate treatment and to prevent the exacerbation of substance 
use/SUD.

•  Care for SUDs should follow ethical guidelines, uphold human 
rights principles, and align with international standards and 
norms. It should not be used for punitive purposes.

•  Independent review mechanisms, which follow accepted stan-
dards, should be established to ensure quality care and ethical 
treat ment in prison settings.

•  In all justice- related cases, people should receive treatment and 
care of a standard equal to that in the community, regardless of  
gender, age, race, religious, cultural or social status, including 
 programs for individuals with special treatment and care needs.

•  Treatment for individuals with SUDs should follow a contin-
uum of care that includes broader health and social services to  
strengthen success upon return into the community and drug use  
prevention, especially for children and family members of incar-
cerated persons.

•  Providing treatment for SUDs by prison health services should 
be clinically independent of prison administrations and yet be 
co ordinated effectively.

•  Evidence- based pharmacological treatment should be widely 
available for the treatment of SUDs in prison and upon return to 
the community, including for comorbid conditions. Naloxone 
should be accessible to manage overdoses in criminal justice 
settings and upon release, and relevant training of professionals 
and prisoners should be ensured.

•  Professional staff training, in health care and justice settings, 
should be provided to ensure quality care and sustainability.

•  Adequate funding should be available to ensure quality care of 
SUDs before, during and after incarceration.

•  Support and investment in systematic data collection should be  
ensured to monitor, evaluate and allocate resources.

•  Recognizing that social determinants of health can be risk fac-
tors for substance use and for offending, policies should be de vel-
oped to address them, as they are equally important for the re ha-
bil itation and recovery of individuals with SUDs.
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Treatment for SUDs based on evidence has been shown to be 
critical in reducing substance use, overdose, reoffending and re-
incarceration in populations with a history of involvement with 
the justice system. Treatment and care interventions in line with 
UNODC- WHO International Standards can contribute towards 
supporting both the welfare of the community and the promo-
tion of personal recovery. To ensure that all individuals with SUDs 
who come into contact with the criminal justice system, including 
those in prison, receive the same level of care, respect and dignity, 
the ISN is urging UN Member States to change their response to 
SUDs from a criminal justice to a public health strategy.
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The Serious Mental Illness Management System in China: concerns 
to be addressed

The Serious Mental Illness Management System (SMIMS) in 
China is a national government program designed to address the 
needs of individuals with severe mental illness in the communi ty.  
The guiding document, Standards for the Management and Treat-
ment of Serious Mental Illness, was updated in 20181.

The system aims to provide community- based care to individ-
uals diagnosed with one of the following six mental disorders: 
schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, delusional disorder, bipo-
lar disorder, epilepsy- associated mental disorder, and intellectual 
disability1. It reflects a multifaceted approach, by involving mental 
health professionals, police, social welfare workers, and volunteers 
to form community teams.

As of 2020, there were at least 6.4 million patients registered in 
the system2. However, considering the actual number of individu-
als with severe mental illness in China, the system is likely to have 
been markedly underutilized. A study found that >50% of people 
with the above diagnoses were not registered in the system3.

The SMIMS intends to provide a range of community- based ser-
vices, including outpatient follow- up, family visits, free medica -
tion, and financial assistance. A recent study4 showed that, among 
discharged patients with schizophrenia, 88.9% accepted the follow- 
up management. A few other studies reported that patients in the 
SMIMS had more favorable outcomes, including fewer rehospital-
izations, better medication adherence, and greater improvement in  
symptoms2,5,6.

The SMIMS project is probably the largest and most compre-
hensive in the world, involving multiple levels of government and 
disciplines. It has benefited millions of patients, including im-
proved treatment accessibility and availability. However, some 
con cerns have emerged over the years regarding the balance be-
tween control and treatment, the lack of an exit mechanism, and 
the possible restrictions on individuals once they are registered in 
the system.

One of the primary concerns raised about SMIMS is its per-
ceived emphasis on control rather than treatment. Once an indi-
vidual is diagnosed with one of the above six conditions, clinicians 
are required to report the patient’s information to the SMIMS data-
base. Once registered, patients and their families can theoretically 
opt out of the community follow- up, but it has been found that 
more than 95% of the registered cases participate in the follow- up 
management2, suggesting possible pressure to enroll all registered 
patients.

Moreover, patients’ information in SMIMS is shared with police 
departments and local resident committees, which has caused 
concerns about confidentiality and privacy. While the objective  
of preventing violence and crimes and ensuring social stability 
is important and valid, it is also important to note that individu-
als with severe mental illness have a much higher risk of becom-
ing victims than perpetrators of violence7, and control measures 
should not undermine the essence of patient- centered care. A 
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reasonable balance between control and treatment is essential to 
avoid further stigmatizing and alienating individuals with severe 
mental illness, and to foster an environment where patients feel 
supported and empowered in their journey toward recovery8.

The absence of an exit mechanism in SMIMS raises ethical con-
cerns. Currently, once an individual is registered in the system, the  
information remains indefinitely, irrespective of whether the con-
dition has improved, achieved remission, or was initially misdi-
agnosed. This practice disregards the dynamic nature of mental 
disorders, and the possibility of recovery or improved functioning 
over time. An exit mechanism would not only ensure that those 
who no longer meet the criteria for severe mental illness are not 
unnecessarily burdened, but also allow for the efficient allocation 
of resources to those who need them most.

The fact that the government has access to patients’ informa-
tion has raised concerns about patients’ rights being infringed. Pos-
sible restrictions for individuals within SMIMS include denial of  
driver’s license applications, according to the current vaguely word -
ed regulations9. When patients’ information is entered into the 
SMIMS, they are typically informed about the benefits but not the 
potential risks. It is not uncommon for patients and their families 
to question psychiatrists who made these diagnoses, leading to dis-
putes. As a result, many psychiatrists, particularly those in out patient 
settings, may hesitate to make certain diagnoses or may re sort to 
diagnoses outside the listed six categories, such as unspecified 
mood disorder instead of bipolar disorder. It is worth reflecting on 
why a well- intentioned system has not only dissuaded many pa-
tients from participating, but has also become a source of patient- 
doctor conflicts.

Moreover, there is no established system to challenge or appeal 
the above- mentioned restrictions. Any restrictions should be care-
fully considered, well defined and regularly re- assessed, with a fo-
cus on protecting both the rights of individuals and the well- being 
of the community.

To address the challenges and improve the SMIMS, several steps  
are necessary. First, rigorous, independent research is needed to 
evaluate the effectiveness and acceptability of the system com-
pared to historical data and parallel community- based programs. 
Studies need to focus on how the system impacts patients, profes-
sionals and communities. Second, the system needs to shift its fo-

cus from control to a patient- centered approach that prioritizes in-
dividual well- being, treatment and recovery. Third, SMIMS should 
incorporate an exit mechanism to accommodate patients who  
no longer meet the criteria for a severe mental illness or who have 
been misdiagnosed. Regular reviews of individuals’ status will en-
sure that resources are allocated efficiently and that patients are 
not unnecessarily burdened by the system. Finally, any potential 
restrictions or limitations on individuals within SMIMS must be 
transparent, clearly defined, and communicated to patients and 
their families, and patients need to have a mechanism to challenge 
or appeal the restrictions.

In conclusion, we believe that the SMIMS in China represents a 
historically significant effort to address the challenges of managing 
severe mental illness within the community. However, a compre-
hensive, independent evaluation of the system is required, and this 
evaluation should inform evidence- based changes that prioritize 
patient- centered care, individual rights, and the overarching goal 
of improving the lives of patients and their communities. In par-
ticular, there is a need to address concerns regarding the balance 
between control and treatment, the absence of an exit mechanism, 
and potential restrictions on individuals’ rights.
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Medication use and sickness absence from work in bipolar disorder: 
a nationwide register- based study

Less than half of people with bipolar disorder are employed 
ac cording to population representative register- based studies 
from Scandinavian countries1- 3. In those employed, maintenance  
of stable occupation is hindered, and sickness absences are com-
mon4.

Antipsychotics and mood stabilizers are known to be effective 
in the acute treatment of mania and the prevention of relapses of 

bipolar disorder5- 8. Although the medication regimen may have a 
considerable impact on the ability to work, the association between 
medication use and work attendance in people with bipolar dis-
order has not been addressed. The present study aimed to inves-
ti gate whether the use of mood stabilizing, antipsychotic and an-  
 ti de pressant medications was associated with the risk of work 
disability, defined as sickness absence, among employed people 
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with bipolar disorder in a nationwide cohort.
People with a diagnosis of bipolar disorder (ICD 10 codes F30  

or F31, or Finnish ICD 9 codes 2962 2964 and 2967A) between 
1987 and 2017 were identified from the Finnish Care Register for 
Health Care. The cohort included individuals aged 18 to 63 years. 
The follow up started from January 1, 2005, or at first bipolar disor
der diagnosis, or when people reached the age of 18 years, which
ever occurred last. The follow up ended on December 31, 2018, or  
when people reached the age of 63 years, or when they died, which 
ever occurred first.

A first episode sample consisting of individuals with the first 
bi polar disorder diagnosis between 2005 and 2017 was identified 
from the whole cohort. Those who had used antipsychotic or mood 
stabilizer medications within one year before their first diagnosis 
were excluded from this sample.

Employment periods and sick leaves from 2005 to 2018 were  
obtained from the registers maintained by the Finnish Centre for 
Pensions and the Social Insurance Institution. The primary out
come of the study was the risk of sickness absence during employ
ment periods. Short sick leaves (i.e., less than 10 days) were not con 
sidered.

Medication purchases were drawn from the Prescription regis
ter, and drug use periods were estimated by the PRE2DUP9. Anti
psychotics were defined as Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical 
(ATC) codes belonging to N05A, excluding lithium. Mood stabi
lizers were lithium (N05AN01), valproate (N03AG01), lamotrigine 
(N03AX09) and carbamazepine (N03AF01). Antidepressants were 
defined as ATC codes belonging to N06A.

In statistical analysis, we utilized a within individual design 
where each individual served as his/her own control. We com
pared medication use categories (only antidepressant, only mood 
stabilizer, both antidepressant and mood stabilizer, only antipsy
chotic, both antipsychotic and antidepressant, both mood stabi
lizer and antipsychotic; and concomitant mood stabilizer, antipsy
chotic and antidepressant) to non use of the medications by strat
ified Cox regression. The time varying covariates were the age at  
the start of a period, the order of medication classes, the number of  
prior sickness absences, benzodiazepine use (N05BA and N05CD) 
and Z drug use (N05CF). Separate analyses were conducted for 
men and women.

The cohort included 50,072 individuals, of which 28,089 (56.1%)  
were women. Of the whole cohort, 22,408 (44.7%) had an employ
ment period during the follow up (57% women, mean age: 34.8±  
11.5 years). Of the employed, 12,812 (25.6% of the whole co hort) 
did not have an employment period ending to sickness absence, 
whereas 9,596 (19.2% of the whole cohort) had such an employ
ment period. The first episode sample consisted of 18,000 indi
viduals (56% women, mean age: 37.0±13.0 years), of whom 10,000 
(55.5%) had an employment period during the follow up, and 
4,216 (23.4%) experienced an employment related sickness ab
sence.

The use of mood stabilizers, with or without concurrent antipsy
chotic or antidepressant use, was associated with a lower risk of 
sickness absence than non use of the medications. The use of 

mood stabilizer only was associated with the lowest risk (hazard 
ratio, HR=0.79, 95% CI: 0.72 0.87), followed by the concurrent 
use of mood stabilizer and antipsychotic (HR=0.82, 95% CI: 0.74 
0.95), and mood stabilizer and antidepressant (HR=0.88, 95% CI: 
0.79 0.97). The use of antidepressant only was associated with a 
higher risk of sickness absence than non use of the medications 
(HR=1.23, 95% CI: 1.15 1.33). Of the covariates in the analysis, the 
use of both benzodiazepines (HR=1.34, 95% CI: 1.24 1.46) and 
Z drugs (HR=1.34, 95% CI: 1.23 1.47) was associated with an in
creased risk of sickness absence.

In the first episode cohort, the results were mostly similar as in 
the whole cohort, but the association between antipsychotic or 
mood stabilizer use and sickness absence was stronger than in the 
whole cohort. Concomitant use of both mood stabilizer and anti
psychotic was associated with the lowest rate of sickness absence 
(HR=0.63, 95% CI: 0.53 0.74), followed by the use of both mood 
stabilizer and antidepressant (HR=0.65, 95% CI: 0.54 0.79), the use 
of mood stabilizer only (HR=0.65, 95% CI: 0.56 0.76), and the use 
of antipsychotic only (HR=0.77, 95% CI: 0.66 0.90). In addition, the 
association between the use of antidepressant only and sickness 
absence was only barely statistically significant (HR=1.12, 95% CI: 
1.01 1.24) (see also supplementary information).

We also examined the risk of sickness absence in women and 
men separately. The results were mostly similar as in the original 
analyses. In the first episode sample, the risk of sickness absence 
when using mood stabilizer only, mood stabilizer and antidepres
sant, and antipsychotic only was slightly smaller, signifying stronger 
effect, in men than in women – e.g., for antipsychotic only, the HR 
was 0.66 (95% CI: 0.52 0.84) in men, and 0.86 (95% CI: 0.71 1.05) in  
women. Of note, the association between the use of antidepressant 
only and sickness absence was similar in men and women (see 
also supplementary information).

Thus, our study documents a notable reduction in the risk of 
work disability, defined as sickness absence, among individuals 
with first episode bipolar disorder who were using mood stabi
lizers and/or antipsychotics, compared to periods without these 
medications. While the effect was somewhat reduced in the entire 
cohort, the use of mood stabilizer, either alone or in combination 
with antidepressant or antipsychotic, remained significantly asso
ciated with a decreased risk of sickness absence.

These results align with previous research indicating that mood  
stabilizers and antipsychotics are effective in the treatment of mood 
symptoms and in the prevention of relapses in bipolar disorder  
5 8. However, functional outcomes have been neglected in previous 
studies and, as far as we know, the association between work atten
dance and medication use has not been investigated previously. 
The results of this study underscore the importance of effective 
treatment especially in early stages. Treatment may also be able to 
reduce the secondary effects of the illness, which hinder the abil
ity to pursue and sustain employment. On the other hand, the use 
of antidepressant medication only was associated with an elevated 
risk of sickness absence. Although this finding may be in part due 
to confounding by indication (depressive symptoms are known to 
be strongly associated with reduced work attendance), it nonethe
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less highlights the need for more effective medication options to 
manage depressive episodes in people with bipolar disorder.
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Modulating self- referential processing through meditation and 
psychedelics: is scientific investigation of self- transcendence 
clinically relevant?

Self referential processing is a core feature of human experience 
and includes a variety of mental faculties that support conception 
of the self, including internal representations that associate salient 
information to one’s identity. It is well understood that self ref er
ential processing is important for the onset, maintenance, preven
tion and treatment of psychiatric conditions, including mood, anx
iety and substance use disorders. Here we propose that meditation 
and psychedelics may modulate self referential processing by in
ducing self transcendence, and call for further research on this 
trans diagnostic mechanism of action.

Meditation and psychedelics have gained renewed traction in 
psy chiatry after initial interest in the 1970s. Meditation is a form of 
cognitive training with the goal of improving attentional and emo
tional self regulation and inducing self transcendence. Psychedel
ics are powerful psychoactive substances that alter perception and 
mood; affect numerous cognitive processes, including the sense of 
self; and have been preliminarily shown to have therapeutic effects 
in mood and anxiety disorders.

It can be argued that meditation science has undergone two ep
ochs, and that we are currently entering a third. The first epoch, 
which occurred approximately between 1995 and 2005, was char
acterized by two types of studies. The first set of studies provided 
initial, and then replicated, results indicating therapeutic effects 
of meditation across many domains (e.g., depression, anxiety and 
pain), with variable effect sizes. A concurrent second set of studies 
provided initial investigation of differences between experienced 
meditators and novices, focusing on heretofore unexplored effects 
of meditation on the brain. The second epoch, roughly 2005 2020, 
was characterized by increasingly rigorous, full scale randomized 
controlled trials (RCTs) and mechanistic research to elucidate 
cognitive affective mechanisms that might underlie meditation’s 
health related benefits. For example, researchers used functional 
neuroimaging to investigate attention and emotion regulation, and 
the relations of these processes to health and well being, including 
psychiatric outcomes.

We suggest that meditation research is entering now a third 
phase, moving beyond the focus on its attention and emotion reg

ulatory mechanisms, and toward the study of advanced medita
tion, that is, states and stages of practice that unfold with increasing 
mastery, including more profound psychological transformations, 
such as self transcendence and non dual awareness (i.e., the expe
riential unification of the subject object dichotomy that normally 
structures human experience). The clinical outcomes and neural 
mechanisms of such self transcendent experiences have now be
gun to be studied in the context of psychedelic assisted psycho
therapy.

To date, the effect of meditation has been predominantly ex
plored through a lens of stress reduction. For example, mind ful
ness based stress reduction, the best known and most widely ap
plied manualized intervention based on meditation, was designed 
to reduce participants’ stress, although it was later found to be ef
fec tive also in reducing anxiety and depression symptom severity 
in a broad range of individuals. We are now on the cusp of a new 
wave of research and clinical applications that instead focus on as
pects of advanced meditation, including self transcendence.

Self transcendence – characterized by ego dissolution, affective 
bliss, and a merging or softening of boundary between self and oth
er/object (i.e., non duality) – is a phenomenological experience re
ported across multiple contemplative, philosophical, religious and 
spiritual traditions around the world for thousands of years. This 
experience is valued as a catalyst for compassionate behavior and 
self actualization. Considerable evidence indicates that psychedel
ics can induce radical experiences of self transcendence. We argue 
that self transcendence, and what have been called altered states 
of consciousness or peak experiences, should be a legitimate area 
of study. We believe that it is now warranted to rigorously interro
gate these phenomena in the context of modern psychiatry, and 
that this pursuit may provide new avenues to foster psychological 
thriving in clinical and non clinical contexts.

In a RCT (N=165), we recently found that a mindfulness based 
in tervention for opioid misuse elicited self transcendent experi
ences marked by ego dissolution, bliss, and non dual awareness to 
a significantly greater extent than an active psychotherapy control1. 
Self transcendent experiences were associated with increased 
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fron tal midline theta EEG power during meditation, which mediat-
ed effects of mindfulness- based intervention on decreasing opioid 
misuse through a 9- month follow- up. These effects were robustly 
replicated in another study2. Two other recent RCTs have shown 
that developing increased self- transcendence through meditation 
is associated with decreases in chronic pain3,4.

Psychedelics have also been linked to self- transcendence in clin-
ical trials5, and some neuroimaging studies have identified as so ci-
ations between self- transcendence (sometimes called ego- dis so-
lution in the psychedelic literature) and deactivation of the default 
mode network6 and activation of cortico- striato- thalamo- cortical 
circuitry7.

The study of self- transcendence, and other aspects of advanced 
med itation, will benefit from a more nuanced understanding and 
testing of the phenomenology of these experiences, the kinds of 
prac tices that lead to them, and their developmental trajectories 
(med itative development) and outcomes (meditative endpoints). 
Neuroimaging studies of self- transcendence and advanced medi-
tation more broadly (e.g., related to altered perception of time, 
space and reward- related processes) could provide mechanistic 
understanding to inform computational models of modulating ab-
errant neural systems (e.g., dysfunctional self- referential processes 
implicated in psychiatric disorders and modulated by meditation 
and psychedelics8).

Ultimately, this line of research has the potential to stimulate the 
development of novel treatments for psychiatric illness, including 
com bination therapies that integrate existing mindfulness- based 
in terventions and psychedelics, novel meditation- based therapies 
grounded in contemplative traditions and practices not yet exten-
sively studied by Western science9, and novel neuromodulation 
protocols to target neural networks with neurofeedback and brain 

stimulation.
Self- transcendent experiences may prove to be a means of re-

structuring the neural system dysfunction that underlines the de-
velopment and maintenance of a range of maladaptive behaviors 
and mental states. By pursuing this scientific frontier to deeply un-
derstand advanced meditation, including meditative development 
and endpoints, and psychedelic- assisted psychotherapy, we may 
access a great and untapped potential to alleviate suffering and ad-
vance human flourishing.
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Clinical translation of expert- endorsed cognitive rehabilitation 
interventions for substance use disorders

In a recent Delphi consensus1, we endorsed the application of  
four cognitive rehabilitation interventions as adjuncts to the treat-
ment of substance use disorders: cognitive bias modification, contin-
gency management, cognitive remediation, and emotion regula-
tion training. This innovative portfolio is poised to cover the unad-
dressed need of tackling cognitive alterations that can hinder the  
efficacy of current treatments for substance use disorders2. Here, we  
summarize the therapeutic mechanisms of these four interven-
tions, discuss barriers to their translation into clinical practice, and 
provide recommendations on how to overcome these barriers.

Cognitive bias modification is a family of interventions that aim  
to reset drug- related biases using different varieties of computer-
ized cognitive training. One example redirects tendencies to ap-
proach the drug toward alternative targets (e.g., from a tendency to  
approach alcohol to a tendency to approach a non- alcoholic drink).  
Contingency management provides tangible incentives (e.g., mon-
etary payments) in exchange for therapeutic goal achievement (e.g.,  

treatment attendance, abstaining or reducing drug use). Both cog-
nitive bias modification and contingency management target ad-
diction- related alterations in the incentive salience system by reduc-
ing the value of drug rewards and increasing the value of alterna-
tive reinforcers3.

Cognitive remediation trains mental strategies aimed to restore 
or circumvent cognitive deficits, with a view to improving everyday  
function. For example, a “pause –  check your goal –  choose” strategy  
can be used to thwart impulsive choices within high- risk scenar-
ios such as social engagements (especially those involving people 
who use drugs) or family gatherings, which can be highly confron-
tational for people in recovery. Emotion regulation training also 
uses a variety of mental strategies, in this case focused on improv-
ing management of negative emotions (e.g., cognitive reappraisal) 
and enhancing positive affect (e.g., savouring of natural reinforc-
ers). Both cognitive remediation and emotion regulation interven-
tions target addiction- related alterations in the executive control 
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system by strengthening top- down control of behavior and emo-
tions3.

The Delphi experts recommended applying these interventions 
after acute detoxification, and maintaining them weekly for at least 
three months. The selection of the specific intervention/s should be  
based on individualized neuropsychosocial assessments, with the 
caveat that some interventions are best suited for particular sub-
stance use disorders (e.g., cognitive bias modification for alcohol 
use disorder). Different interventions can be combined to enhance  
treatment efficacy, as shown for the combination of cognitive re-
mediation and contingency management4.

Although the four expert- endorsed interventions are evidence- 
informed, multiple factors hamper their translation into clinical 
practice. These factors include the controversies around the con-
cept of addiction, the divide between the research and clinical 
worlds, the lack of availability of technology and other resources, 
and the intricate policy landscape.

Cognitive rehabilitation interventions are anchored in neuro-
science evidence, but this approach is at risk of being equated with 
reductionist “brain disease” models of addiction, which have been 
criticized for neglecting the social aspects of the disorder and their 
limited contribution to help- seeking and treatment5. This may cre-
ate a tension between the scientists and practitioners within the 
social and behavioral treatment space and the proponents of neu-
roscience- based approaches.

An additional gap exists between the research community that 
develops cognitive rehabilitation interventions and those who train  
the treatment workforce that could implement them. These groups 
have different forums and priorities, also underpinned by dispa-
rate institutional incentive structures and performance indicators. 
To compound this problem further, there are limited opportunities  
to train addiction clinicians on neuroscience principles and ap-
proaches6.

Cognitive rehabilitation interventions also require specific tech-
nology and material resources, such as computers and cloud- based  
services, and dedicated budgets for incentives, which may be pro-
hibitive for mainstream treatment services. The broader policy and  
service provision landscape may pose additional challenges by op-
posing resistance (e.g., to contingency management) or lacking re-
sources and/or agility to integrate these novel approaches within 
accessible, government- supported treatment plans.

Notwithstanding these barriers, progress in scientific collabora-
tion practices and translational science now provide a novel spring-
board to enable integration of cognitive rehabilitation in addiction 
clinical care.

We previously referred to the “tension” between the behavioral/ 
social and neuroscience approaches, but we argue that this tension 
is artificial, because cognitive rehabilitation interventions: a) lever-
age both neuroplasticity and learning principles to promote not 
only brain health but also adaptive changes in behavior and social 
function; b) should be understood and applied as add- ons rather 
than replacements for existing treatments. This integrative view is  
aligned with recent recommendations from the World Health Or -
ganization to nurture brain health in the context of its manifold indi-
vidual and social determinants7, and relates back to the bio- psycho- 

social model of addiction. As many other psychiatric disorders, sub-
stance use disorders require a complexity- based approach that aims  
to optimize brain health by creating feedback loops with commu-
nity resources and environmental mechanisms8.

The more pragmatic gap between research and clinical worlds  
can be tackled with effective approaches derived from transla-
tional science, such as co- location and co- production. Co- location 
can start as early as during graduate clinical training, in masters 
and doctoral level programs, in which students can act as trans-
lators of research knowledge to become early- adopter clinicians. 
Co- production –  which involves partnerships between research-
ers, clinicians and service providers towards the design of specific 
treatment solutions –  provides unique opportunities for engage-
ment of the addiction treatment workforce. It allows, for example,  
to develop case examples that are tailored to the individual and con-
textual needs, as well as delivery modalities and business mod els 
that are suitable and feasible. Furthermore, collaboration with in-
dustry partners can be leveraged to develop health technology so-
lutions to optimize the user experience and engagement with in-
terventions.

Co- location and co- production also enable multiple opportuni-
ties for shared discussion forums among researchers, clinicians 
and decision- makers, which can facilitate coalescence of indica-
tors of success across the research and clinical worlds (e.g., greater 
emphasis on translational outcomes for researchers, and greater 
opportunities for clinicians to participate in research). Moreover, 
changes in incentive structures can increase capacity and moti-
vation for neuroscience training within the addiction treatment 
workforce, which can be expedited using e- learning and train- the- 
trainer approaches.

Support from funding bodies is critical to bridge the technology  
and resources gap. Over $1.4 billion per annum is currently spent 
in addiction research only in the US; however, it has been estimat -
ed that only 15% of funded medical research is eventually translat-
ed into clinical practice9. It makes both good financial and public 
health sense to devote a significant proportion of that funding to 
enable service providers to catch up with evidence- based interven-
tions. Specific funding schemes for non- governmental organiza-
tions and not- for- profit institutions to acquire the technology and 
resources needed for implementation of cognitive rehabilitation 
interventions would be a practical solution to reduce the current 
translation gap.

These novel technologies and resources could also be used to  
monitor the outcomes of cognitive rehabilitation delivery in real- 
world clinical settings, as well as to analyze its impact on value- based  
health outcomes directly informed by consumers. In so doing, we 
envision a future in which cognitive rehabilitation is embedded in  
standard treatment pathways to maximize the health and well- 
being of individuals with addiction.
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WPA NEWS

Achieving equality, inclusiveness, and cultural sensitivity in mental 
health (EDIT)

In this era marked by unprecedented global challenges, men
tal health remains a key issue affecting individuals across diverse 
ages, cultures and backgrounds. According to the latest World Men
tal Health Report1, 970 million people (13% of the global popu
lation) live with a mental health disorder, including 248 million 
youth.

Though high income countries exhibit a slightly higher preva
lence of mental disorders (15.1%) relative to low income countries 
(11.6%), more than four out of five individuals with a mental disor
der (82%) live in low  and middle income countries (LMICs), due 
to their larger population size.

Historically, mental health care has been marked by dispari
ties, with certain populations facing stigma, discrimination, and 
lim ited access to services. Compared to the general population, 
ethnic and sexual minorities are often more likely to be affected 
by mental dis or ders, but less likely to use mental health services2. 
Gender inequalities also exist, and are often driven by societal ex
pectations and cultural norms. While depressive and anxiety dis
orders are more prevalent among women, men are more prone to 
substance use dis or ders3. Societal pressure related to body image, 
unequal work place opportunities, and gender violence exposes 
women to higher risk of eating disorders, occupational stress, and 
trauma re lated disorders. On the other hand, men may face more 
barriers in accessing mental health treatment due to societal pres
sures that dis cour age them from seeking help.

Across the world, mental disorders are a leading cause of dis
abil ity, exerting a huge impact on individuals’ and families’ daily 
life and functioning. The life expectancy for people with severe 
mental dis orders is drastically reduced4. Nevertheless, only 2% of 
global health expenditures are allocated to mental health. Indeed, 
the treat ment gap for mental disorders is above 50% in all coun
tries in the world, and can reach 80 90% in LMICs5.

Societal attitudes toward mental health can foster stigma and 
discrimination that in turn prevent individuals from seeking help. 
Help seeking can also be discouraged by a lack of awareness of  
the signs and symptoms of mental disorders and of available effec 
tive treatments, by cultural beliefs and practices, by language barri
ers, and, ultimately, by personal barriers, such as fear of treatment 
and stigma superimposed on insufficient motivation6.

People with mental disorders are more likely to experience var
i ous forms of social and health inequality. Unemployment is high 
in this population7, resulting in financial and housing insecurity. 
Unhealthy behaviors – such as excessive alcohol consumption, 
smoking, poor nutrition and sleep, and sedentariness – are also 
common among people with mental disorders and expose them 
to a higher risk of physical diseases8.

Considering these socioeconomic and cultural implications, 
the WPA Action Plan 2023 20269 11 advocates for a more compre
hensive and inclusive approach to mental health.

In order to reaffirm the WPA’s commitment to promoting good 

men tal health and well being for all individuals and communities 
around the world, the Action Plan introduced the EDIT initiative.

The EDIT acronym stands for:

• Equality across genders, ages and ethnicities. The WPA aims to 
en sure that mental health care is accessible to all, by reducing 
dis par ities based on factors such as ethnicity, age, gender, sex
ual orientation, geographical location, and socio economic sta  
 tus. By promoting research, education, and policy changes, the 
WPA seeks to create a world where mental health is a univer
sal right. At the same time, the WPA emphasizes the need for 
a cultur ally competent psychiatry able to recognize and ad
dress the unique challenges faced by different populations and 
commu nities.

• Developmental stages from childhood to adulthood and be
yond. The WPA recognizes the dynamic nature of mental health, 
which changes across the lifespan, and therefore encourages a  
life course approach to health and mental health12. There is a  
need to train psychiatrists specialized in dealing with the un ique  
man i festations of mental disorders at different stages of life. Fur
thermore, since about 40% of mental disorders are estab lished 
by the age of 14 years, early prevention and interventions should 
be prioritized13.

• Inclusion of under represented groups. The WPA is committed to  
foster diversity and inclusivity in all its activities. The viewpoint  
of marginalized groups and people with lived experience should  
be considered in every phase, from research to clinical treat
ment.

• Transcultural awareness and perspectives. As cultural belief sys
tems, values and practices shape the clinical expression and per  
sonal experience of mental disorders, the research ques tions 
and the provision of mental health care in contemporary mul ti     
cultural societies pose enormous challenges. The WPA un der
scores the need for culturally sensitive approaches that ac
knowl edge and respect this diversity. This involves not only un
der standing the cultural context of mental health, but also 
adapting research questions and treatment approaches to be 
culturally sensitive. In this sense, the WPA aims to foster collab
oration between researchers and mental health professionals 
from different cultural backgrounds to expand the breadth and 
depth of knowledge, and promote a culture of understanding, 
acceptance and trust.

To achieve these goals, effective communication plays a funda
mental role. By enhancing dialogue and promoting mental health 
lit eracy and awareness, the WPA aims to destigmatize mental 
health issues and create a more open and understanding society. 
The WPA recognizes the need for improved communication not 
only within the psychiatric community, but also with stakeholders, 
people with lived experiences, and the general public. To meet this 
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need, several new communication initiatives are encouraged, har
nessing the great potential of digital technologies.

One platform under creation, called the Specialist Corner, is 
aimed at updating clinicians about the latest findings and enabling 
them to discern and adopt best practices. The platform will consist 
of a series of short, easily digestible webinars on major mental dis
orders, covering the state of the art treatments and best practices 
for daily psychiatric work, including aetiology, symptoms, comor
bidities with physical diseases, and rehabilitation strategies from 
the gender, developmental stage, and cultural perspectives. More
over, follow up webinars will feature prevention, healthy lifestyles, 
caregiver and family, digital psychiatry, and human rights/ethics 
perspectives from experts in these fields. Reader friendly educa
tional materials from the webinars will be developed for patients, 
their families, clinical staff, and the general public.

Another platform on the WPA website, the Healthy Lifestyles 
Hub, is a library of resources accessible to psychiatrists worldwide,  
with the purpose of demonstrating how mental health can be im
proved through the adoption of healthy lifestyles. Videos on physi
cal activity and good nutrition have been developed for easy use  
in clinical practice. Furthermore, engaging both patients and psy
chiatric staff in joint sessions of physical activity will strengthen con
nections, cohesion and collaboration, improve mutual understand
ing, and reduce hierarchical divisions.

Without breaking the language barriers, however, it will be im
possible to ensure the accessibility of these resources to psychia
trists worldwide. For this reason, the WPA is committed to mak
ing the materials available in as many local languages as possible, 
through the engagement of Member Societies and of young, en
thusiastic psychiatrists.

In conclusion, the WPA Action Plan 2023 2026 acknowledges the  
interplays between all aspects of human experience and mental 

health, and aspires to address the diverse needs of individuals 
across the lifespan and from various cultural backgrounds. The 
WPA continuously tries to strengthen ties with other international 
organizations in the fields of psychiatry, neurology, and public men
tal health, including service users and family carers organizations.

Through collaborative efforts in research, education, clinical prac
tice, advocacy, and policy changes, according to the United Nations  
Sustainable Development Goals, the WPA seeks to shape a world 
where actions to improve mental health are universally accessible, 
culturally sensitive, and inclusive13.
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Being a strong voice for mental health parity, human rights, and 
community- based psychiatric care in challenging times: developing 
the WPA Action Plan 2026- 2029

The last decade has borne witness to WPA’s steadfast and unwa
vering commitment to advancing psychiatry in every corner of the 
world. Demonstrating a great deal of professional resilience, all 
bodies of the WPA have delivered on this promise despite an ever  
more challenging global political landscape, natural disasters, 
 mas sive refugee crises, the COVID 19 pandemic, and economic 
down turns.

The previous Action Plans of the triennia 2017 20201 and 2020  
20232,3, as well as the current one (2023 2026)4,5, have skillfully and 
effectively addressed these challenges by developing programs gear  
 ed towards people living in adversity, suffering from long stan d
ing illnesses and psychosocial disabilities; by closely working with  
people with lived experience and their caregivers; by emphasizing  
sustainable developments as a prerequisite for total health; by  

supporting psychiatrists in their roles as policy makers, service pro  
viders, as well as trainers and supporters of health care work ers; 
and finally, by implementing evidence based therapies, preven
tion, and adoption of healthy lifestyles.

Over the past six years, the WPA has implemented measures to 
swiftly communicate with its various bodies and tailor these initia
tives to both the demands and opportunities of the 21st century. 
Guided by the principles of diversity, equity and inclusion, the WPA 
has created resources to further activities for early career psychi
atrists, focusing on colleagues in low  and middle income coun
tries6. WPA’s activities, which are enriched by the active participa
tion of patients and caregivers, are also supported by large pub lic
ly funded grants, boosting the educational and scientific mis sion of 
the association7,8.

http://www.wpanet.org
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It is against this backdrop that I am planning to build on and 
con   tinue the core mission of the previous Actions Plans, i.e., con-
solidating psychiatry as an integral and indispensable part of med-
icine serving the most vulnerable around the globe. While triennial 
Action Plans may differ at the level of specific programs, I firmly 
believe that, in an ever more distressing world, the WPA must de-
velop and promote a core set of goals.

Looking back at my work with the WPA during the past decade, 
I would posit that three core goals have emerged: a) working to-
wards mental health parity in all imaginable areas and at all levels; 
b) championing human rights as a moral foundation of our disci-
pline; and c) building strong and lasting community- based psychi-
atric care. While one can formulate many more goals, I believe that 
these three aims capture the essence of what the WPA considers 
its paramount mission: advance psychiatry and mental health for 
people all over the world.

Mental health parity has been a buzzword for many years9,10. 
However, it is more than that. It is a constant reminder that our field 
must fight for the needs and rights of our patients, their families 
and caregivers, our colleagues, and institutions around the globe 
and around the clock. This leads us to the second goal: standing up 
for mental health parity means fighting for human rights. It is my 
goal that universal human rights guide WPA’s activities and poli-
cies: wherever mental health and mental health care are threat-
ened, through lack of education or hurtful policies; through unwar-
ranted cuts to resources; through ethnic or religious persecution, 
or genocide11; or through threats to livelihoods due to natural di-
sasters and climate change12, the WPA needs to be the voice to call 
for decisive action, creating and defending environments full of 
diversity and equity. Also, it is my sincere belief that we are called  
to action whenever and wherever psychiatry is abused by rogue po-
lit ical actors to suppress universal freedoms.

Finally, all these actions need to start within the community. 
Work  ing with all stakeholders, we need to reach out to where our 
 ex pertise is needed, building sustainable and trust- based networks 
of care and education13. I will make sure that this outreach will be in  
lockstep with our Member Societies, whose ideas and input will 
be crucial for the success of this mission. To this end, we will also 
have to develop close partnerships with other organizations, while 

always being true to what we are: a medical discipline deeply rooted 
in science and guided by empathy towards those who seek our help.

Developing a roadmap for these goals is not an easy task and 
needs many hands and minds. To this end, I am very grateful that 
I will be joined by a diverse group of highly esteemed colleagues 
from around the world who will be part of the 2023- 2026 Standing  
Committee on Planning. They are (in alphabetical order): R.S. Ab-
delazim (Egypt), R.N. Córdoba Rojas (Colombia), M.Á. Cuéllar 
Hoppe (Paraguay), P. Falkai (Germany), C. Jatchavala (Thailand), 
M. Mimura (Japan), B. Oladeji (Nigeria), P.S. Sachdev (Australia), 
G. Saha (India), and L. Yatham (Canada). These renowned col-
leagues do not only represent a large part of WPA’s regions, but hail 
from various sub- specialities of our discipline. They are educators, 
clinicians and/or researchers; leaders of national or international 
professional societies; or proponents of the WPA’s Early Career Psy-
chiatrists program.

Working with all bodies of the WPA, the members of this Com-
mittee will support, advocate for, and continuously evaluate exist-
ing initiatives that have proven successful. Moving forward, they 
will support the President- Elect and the current Executive Com-
mittee in strengthening the WPA’s leading global role in state- of- 
the- art, evidence- based, and empathy- driven global public men-
tal health care, psychiatric practice, research, and education.
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The blueprint for advancing psychiatric education and scientific 
publications

Income inequality, wars, increasing numbers of refugees, pan-
demics and climate change are but a few of the many, compelling 
challenges that we are facing today. All people and all countries are 
affected, with the most vulnerable, especially our patients, suffering 
disproportionately. The recent crises have also raised awareness 
about the importance of mental health, but the growing need for 
care has simultaneously increased demands on the already limited 
and overwhelmed mental health service systems.

It is in this environment that we see a demand for the WPA to en-

ergetically support solutions to these challenges, also by ad vanc ing 
its educational and publication agenda, while taking other ac tions 
necessary to ensure the sustainability of its efforts and the uni versal 
availability of its products in support of service providers around 
the world.

For the first time, the WPA has consolidated the coordination of  
its educational and publication activities under a single  Sec   retary. 
This initiative involves establishing a single Standing Com   mittee 
on Education and Scientific Publications. This Com mit  tee will over-
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see the development of the WPA educational programs and the 
preparation of materials for these programs. It will also be respon-
sible for the implementation of WPA continuing med ical educa-
tion accreditation. In addition, it will oversee the de vel opment of 
the WPA publication policies, while also facilitating the prepara-
tion and distribution of materials for publication.

The WPA Committee on Education and Scientific Publications is  
committed to and enthusiastic about engaging WPA Member So-  
cieties, with the hope that they will join in this transformative jour-
ney. Within this context, the Committee invites all the WPA com-
ponents to actively contribute to and support the following objec-
tives: a) the Association will expand its educational and publication 
activities to support its Member Societies as they strive to meet the 
ever- increasing demand for mental health services; b) the Associa-
tion will be innovative, dynamic and inclusive, while it places em-
phasis on sustainable education and scientific publications; c) the 
Association will enhance its global presence in the area of education 
and publications by leading inter- agency collaborations in support 
of psychiatrists and psychiatry, by attracting the brightest young 
people to psychiatry, and by providing the relevant services neces-
sary to encourage and sustain WPA membership.

Scientific publications play a crucial role in advancing knowl-
edge and skills, with the ultimate goal of improving patient out-
comes and enhancing mental health on a global scale. Over the 
years, the WPA has endeavored to achieve these goals through its 
pub lications, including but not limited to journals, conference pro-
ceedings, and books.

World Psychiatry is the flagship journal of the WPA. As WPA Pres-
ident (1999- 2002), Prof. J.J. López- Ibor stated: “World Psychiatry 
mir rors the best of our psychiatrists and the WPA: encompassing 
hopes, opportunities, commitment to science and ethics, dedica-
tion to patients and society, and the courage to foster growth”1. Our 
Committee looks forward to supporting Prof. Mario Maj, the Ed i tor 
of World Psychiatry, to ensure the continuing success of the Jour-
nal.

It is now timely to examine the roles of journals affiliated with 
the WPA. Ironically, official information is not readily available in 
this respect. However, unofficial sources identify some 14 scientific 
journals with a stated connection to the WPA or one of its Scientific 
Sections. However, even the most cursory examination suggests 
that some of these journals currently have limited connections to 
the WPA. In order to more thoroughly clarify this situation, the Com-
mittee will collaborate with A. Soghoyan, WPA Secretary for Sci en-
tifi c Sections, and the relevant Standing Committee, to assess each 
of these journals with respect to their relationship to the WPA and 
its mission. Upon completion of this exercise, the WPA Com mittee 
on Education and Scientific Publications will offer assistance to 
those journals that require and want support.

We have received inquiries from WPA zonal and regional lead-
ers regarding the possibility of establishing local psychiatric jour-
nals. The WPA Committee on Education and Scientific Publica-
tions will provide support and guidance to colleagues pursuing 
these efforts, as is appropriate and necessary.

The WPA also collaborates with various journals which have no 

formal links with the Association, including facilitating special 
 is sues. The WPA Committee on Education and Scientific Publications 
will facilitate collaboration with other journals, including spe cial is -
sues, ensuring high quality of papers. We will engage with jour nals 
in mental health and psychiatry, as well as with leading med i cal  
journals, in an attempt to facilitate featuring psychiatrically rel e-
vant topics. This commitment extends beyond journals, support-
ing WPA Scientific Sections as they endeavor to publish books and 
other materials, including those for online delivery as texts or in oth  -
er formats2,3.

Finally, the Committee on Education and Scientific Publica-
tions will launch an e- journal/newsletter to disseminate informa-
tion regarding its activities to all WPA components.

The COVID- 19 pandemic has been a catalyst for the WPA to has-
ten development and promotion of an online Education Portal, 
aim ing to promote dissemination of mental health knowledge and 
skills worldwide4,5. As of January 2024, the Portal registers 2,772 
users from 119 countries, utilizing 18 languages and accessing 94 
resources. Later in 2024, the current educational platform will be 
closed, and materials will migrate to a new, more effective and ef-
ficient learning center.

While recruiting to psychiatry has been an ongoing challenge, 
the increasing recognition of the importance of mental health, 
and the need to reduce stigma, has resulted in several creative and 
effective national recruitment strategies. The WPA, together with 
Member Societies, will analyze these experiences and identify 
methods to adapt and implement them across the world. While 
pri or itizing training and support to its membership, the WPA will 
also focus on innovative educational programs aimed at prevent-
ing burnout and other forms of professional distress.

Many individuals have significantly contributed to their national 
society and/or the WPA. Such expertise should not be lost prema-
turely through retirement or semi- retirement. The WPA shall iden-
tify opportunities for psychiatrists who, even after retirement, wish 
to remain involved in programs that match their expertise and are 
important to global training needs around the world. For example, 
by forging a strong partnership with the WPA Workgroup on Volun-
teering6, the Committee on Education and Scientific Publications 
will streamline and optimize the coordination of activities related 
to education and scientific publications. This collaboration will in-
volve regular communication, joint planning sessions, and shared 
resources to ensure a cohesive and effective approach to achieving 
common goals.

The emphasis on education is central to the WPA Action Plan 
2023- 20267- 9. The Committee on Education and Scientific Publica-
tions is dedicated to supporting this effort and determined to pro-
vide the very best in educational and scientific materials to our 
WPA colleagues and all professionals working hard to improve the 
men tal health of our communities around the world.

Norbert Skokauskas1,2, Gary Chaimowitz3,4, Dina Elgabry4,5, 
Andrea Fiorillo4,6, Anusha Lachman4,7, Angeles Lopez Geist4,8, 
Paul Robertson4,9, Hee Jeong Yoo4,10, Bennett Leventhal4,11
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Report from the WPA Secretary for Scientific Sections

WPA Scientific Sections are established and discontinued by the 
General Assembly on the proposal of the Executive Committee1. 
There were 55 Scientific Sections in 2004, 65 in 2006, 68 in 2013. 
Cur rently there are 66 Scientific Sections and four Special Interest 
Groups. Their coordination is under the responsibility of the Secre-
tary for Scientific Sections2.

The aims of WPA Scientific Sections are the collection, analysis, 
pre sentation and dissemination of information concerning servic-
es, research and training in the various fields of psychiatry and men-
tal health, and the advancement of scientific knowledge in these 
fields.

Special Interest Groups provide a forum on key issues within 
psy chi atry and mental health. They include experts and interested 
pro fessionals in their respective areas. Their main objective is to en-
cour age the WPA membership to work in areas that at a later stage 
may require the establishment of a Scientific Section1.

The two previous Secretaries for Sections, A. Javed and T. Schul-
ze, have done a tremendous work, which is partly reflected in many 
developments which have occurred during the past triennium3- 13.

Several information technology advances have been put in place 
to give the Sections a corporate identity and to allow them to work 
more efficiently. A system has been created whereby Sections can 
now update their website using a personalized link. The Sections 
are also provided with a web- based form to submit their triennial 
activity report to the Secretary for Sections, needed for their rein-
state ment2.

The past triennium has seen the roll- out of the Education, Sci-
ence, Publication and Research Initiative (ESPRI), a vehicle to 
jump start research projects in low-  and middle- income countries, 
with the WPA providing seed funding to (preferably) early career 
inves ti gators to carry out scientific projects of relevance to their re-
spec tive country or region, and for which funding would be diffi-
cult to obtain otherwise6.

The ESPRI was initially conceptualized by the Secretary for Sec-
tions, co- developed with the Secretaries for Publications and Ed-
ucation, and approved by the Executive Committee. To date, the 
WPA has funded six projects from around the globe, addressing a 
variety of issues: major depression in old age (Tanzania); psycho-
logical impact of Ebola and COVID- 19 infections (Liberia); ge-
nomics of bipolar disorder (Nigeria); poverty alleviation for per-
sons with mental health problems (Pakistan); transdiagnostic 

and transcultural web- based psychotherapeutic tools (Pakistan); 
training tools for the examination and documentation of the psy-
chological sequelae of torture and war (UK, Austria and Syria).

There has been a major uptick in WPA’s direct research involve-
ment, as the Association has been awarded principal investigator 
status in two large European Union Horizon research grants, with 
the Secretary for Sections taking the lead in the grant submission 
process, aided by the Section on Genetics in Psychiatry6. The WPA 
currently has principal investigator status in the PSY- PGx Con-
sortium, focusing on the implementation of pharmacogenetics 
in psychiatry, aimed at the identification of biological and clinical 
markers predicting resistance to pharmacological treatment ap-
proaches. This research work will be jointly coordinated by the Ex-
ecutive Committee and will involve several Scientific Sections. The 
WPA will work closely with the Global Alliance of Mental Illness 
Advocacy Networks (GAMIAN) Europe, a not- for- profit patient- 
driven pan- European organization, hence further developing its 
mission of promoting “trialogue”6.

Currently there are well- established and dynamic mechanisms 
underlying the work of WPA Scientific Sections. However, we have 
very active Sections that are doing more than international asso-
ciations in their field, while there are other Sections which need to 
be revitalized to meet the basic requirements indicated in the WPA 
by- laws. We will have to create the conditions for the best function-
ing of each Section, and this will require a joint action by the Ex-
ecutive Committee, under the guidance of the WPA President, the 
Council, and the leaders and members of all the Sections.

All the planned activities will have to be in line with the WPA Ac-
tion Plan 2023- 202614- 16, approved by the General Assembly at the 
Vienna World Congress. Collaborations with international pro fes-
sional associations in the fields of psychiatry, neurology and public 
mental health, as well as partnerships with representatives of ser-
vice users and organizations of family carers, will have to be contin-
ued and intensified.

The WPA aims to contribute to the achievement of the third Unit-
ed Nations (UN) Sustainable Development Goal (“Ensure healthy 
lives and promote well- being for all at all ages”), and the work of 
Sci entific Sections will be crucial in this respect. This will require a 
cooperation with a variety of partners, also beyond the fields of pub-
lic health, targeting areas such as climate action, labour, housing 
and education.
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Promotion of healthy lifestyles and suicide prevention at the pop   -
ulation level, and enhancement of the mental and physical well- 
being among psychiatric patients and staff, are major priorities high  -
lighted in the WPA Action Plan 2023- 202614- 16, and will be a main 
com  ponent of the activity of many WPA Scientific Sections.

The collaboration among the various Scientific Sections, and be  -
tween these Sections and Special Interest Groups, in research and 
training activities will be actively pursued during the next trienni -
um, mostly but not only as part of WPA scientific meetings and edu -
ca   tional products.

In this rapidly changing world, those organizations will survive 
and benefit which will not only follow their traditional principles, 
but also create new flexible mechanisms to implement their mis-
sion, which in our case is to provide highly ranked services to pa-
tients, families and the entire community; to ensure the profes sion  -
al development of psychiatrists and other mental health work ers; 
and to contribute to the promotion of mental and physical health at 
the population level. This will require a very hard collab or ative work, 

to which all of us are prepared.

Armen Soghoyan
WPA Secretary for Scientific Sections
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Report by the WPA Working Group on Developing Partnerships with 
Service Users and Family Carers (2020- 2023)

All 187 ratifications of the United Nations Convention on the 
Rights of Persons with Disabilities1 come along with legal obli-
gations along the lines of “Nothing about us without us!”, a long- 
standing demand of the organizations that represent hundreds of 
millions of persons with disabilities around the globe.

In a historic first, in the early years of this century, mental health- 
related conditions became recognized as part of the broader dis-
ability sector and, within this context, referred to as psychosocial 
disabilities. This allowed for persons with mental health condi-
tions to feature prominently in global disability- related advocacy 
initiatives to promote and protect human rights of all persons with 
disabilities.

In another historic first, self- advocates were an essential part of 
the negotiating and drafting process of the Convention. The first 
human rights treaty of the 21st century was the product of a truly 
participatory process. No policy development, review and amend-
ment of legislation or additions to regulations shall be undertaken 
without including experts in their own right, namely persons with 
psychosocial disabilities.

The international consensus on working in partnership is in the 
process of turning into reality around the globe. According to the 
2020 World Health Organization (WHO)’s Mental Health Atlas2, 
35% of the 171 countries that responded to the survey reported on-
going formal collaboration with service users and/or family/care-
giver advocacy groups.

Professional psychiatric organizations have a significant role to 
play in creating opportunities for meaningful, authentic and sus-
tainable involvement of persons living with a psychosocial disabil-
ity in their work.

At the international level, examples are the World Association 

of Psychosocial Rehabilitation, which includes persons with lived 
experience of mental health conditions and family carers as board 
members; the European Psychiatric Association, which includes 
ex- officio members of the boards of the European Federation of 
Associations of Families of People with Mental Illness (EUFAMI) 
and the Global Alliance of Mental Illness Advocacy Networks 
(GAMIAN); and the Collaboration Agreement between Mental 
Health Europe (MHE) and the European Network of (Ex- ) Users 
and Survivors of Psychiatry (ENUSP).

At the national level, examples are the Royal Australian and 
New Zealand College of Psychiatrists with its Community Collab-
oration Committee, whose members contribute to the training, 
assessment and accreditation of psychiatrists, as well as to men-
tal health policy direction and internal operations of the College; 
and the UK Royal College of Psychiatrists, with a family carer and a 
user representative as council members.

Some government bodies also have persons with lived experi-
ence background on board. A prominent example is the Advisory 
Committee on Mental Health set up by the Hong Kong SAR Gov-
ernment. With the advice and support of this Committee, the Hos-
pital Authority of Hong Kong has ensured that every mental health 
service cluster recruits a specified minimum number of trained 
peer expert workers in its mental health teams for people with 
serious mental health problems. Another example is the National 
Mental Health Commission of the Australian Government.

Examples of international policy and research endeavors with 
partnerships are the Lancet Commission on Mental Health, Stig-
ma and Discrimination3, which included people with lived expe-
rience background in key leadership roles; and the WHO Qual-
ityRights initiative4, which has taken multipronged actions to put 

http://www.wpanet.org
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people with lived experience at the centre of its global and country 
level work to transform policy, law and services, and to build ca
pacity on person centred and rights based approaches to mental 
health.

The Global Mental Health Peer Network has developed formal 
partnerships with several international organizations, including 
the International Initiative for Mental Health Leadership, Ember 
Mental Health, and Recovery IPSS. These partnerships are aligned 
with its “Considerations when working and engaging with persons 
with lived experience of mental health conditions”. Rules of en
gagement for successful partnerships include principles of trans
parency and fairness, ways of finding a common language, mak
ing decisions by consensus or democratically, and moving from 
tokenistic participation to active and engaged partnerships5.

Examples of training partnerships include the US National As
sociation of Mental Illness (NAMI)’s in service training for mental 
health professionals, provided by a team consisting of an adult with 
a mental health condition, a family member and a mental health  
professional who is also a family member or has a mental health 
condition; the Fundación Mundo Bipolar’s trainings developed  
within the project RECOVER E; and the EUFAMI’s training pro
gramme “Prospect for People”.

For more than three decades, the Trialogue experience of learn
i ng and practicing communication on equal footing has been pro
viding a discrete and independent acquisition and production 
of knowledge for people with a lived experience of mental health 
problems, family members and friends, as well as persons working 
in the mental health field6.

The WPA has been working towards inclusion of service users 
and family carers in all aspects of mental health for many years. 
Its “Recommendations on Best Practices in Working with Service 
Users and Family Carers”7 resonate in its Madrid Declaration. The 
momentum was revived with the creation of the Advisory Group 
for Service Users and Family Carers and their work in the trien
nium 2017 2020. This work was continued by the Working Group 
on Developing Partnerships with Service Users and Family Carers, 
established as part of the WPA Action Plan 2020 20238 10.

This Working Group has cooperated with many WPA compo
nents and has been involved in all World Congresses during the tri
ennium, organizing symposia on a variety of topics, ranging from 
somatic health of persons with mental health conditions to human 

rights and mental health, as well as courses on alternatives to coer
cion in mental health care. The latter have been the outcome of a 
fruitful cooperation with the WPA Working Group on Implement
ing Alternatives to Coercion in Mental Health Care. This partner
ship included research, education, and co authorship of a position 
and other academic papers. A cooperation was also implemented 
with the WPA Working Group on Volunteering11.

The Working Group also organized in 2023 two WPA webinars 
on “There’s no mental health care without human rights” and on 
“The why and how of successful partnerships between psychia
trists and service user and family/carer advocacy movements”.

Finally, the Working Group produced a Position Paper on “De
veloping Partnerships with Service Users and Family Carers”, which 
was adopted by the WPA General Assembly in September 2023.  
This Position Paper recommends that “all international and local 
professional organizations, including WPA programs and member 
societies, find appropriate ways to work in authentic and meaning
ful partnerships with persons and/or organizations with personal 
experience of mental health conditions as well as with family and 
informal carers”.
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